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Examining a selection of artworks produced between 1991 and 2012 by artists in 
Singapore and Malaysia, the thesis is both an ascription and an analysis of a 
‘historiographical’ aesthetic within contemporary practice. It considers that, by their 
method and in their assembly, these artworks perform more than a representation of a 
historical past, to instead confront history as well as its production. Reflecting upon 
these artworks, the thesis discusses the nature of the historiographical undertaking 
possible within aesthetics in an inter-disciplinary manner: as read through theories of 
history, art history, philosophy, and aesthetic discourse. Simultaneously, the 
discussion delves into the broader histories and historiographies that form the 
backdrop to these artworks. The analysis is divided into four sections. The first is an 
introduction to the historiographical artwork and the histories referenced. The other 
three develop in progression interpretative approaches to the historiographical 
artwork: conventionally, in historical content; as aesthetic (and poetic) operation; and 
as political aesthetic. It is suggested that of the three, the final reading in its 
experimental and theoretical detour, grounds the postulation of a historiographical 
aesthetic in contemporary practice. 
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I.  BEACHHEAD 
Every other discipline defines itself either by its subject matter, the terrain or 
objects of its study (like anthropology, literary criticism, biology), or by 
pursuing principles through rigorous internal mental procedures to create a 
world of meaning (philosophy, mathematics). Not so history. It has neither 
turf nor principles of its own. Historians may choose their subject matter 
from any domain of human experience (Schorske 1990: 407). 
With hindsight, the history of art would appear to substantiate Carl E. Schorske’s 
claim, as a domain that history has subsumed. Although it could also be said that a 
history of art is no dramatic feat. After all, artworks exist in time and it goes without 
saying that they become historical over time, with a number memorialised as 
exceptional within the canon of art history. While art may become history’s subject 
without much ado, can the same be said when art elects history as its domain?  
 This thesis is an exploration in the reading of artworks that are engaged with 
national histories and art historical narratives. Drawn from a period of two decades 
from 1990, these are artworks which may be considered contemporary for two 
reasons. First, in their relative perspective of past event; and second, in coming in the 
wake of one of the common epochal posts defining the contemporary in art as a 
“critical category,” that of post-Cold War and post-avant-garde expression (Osborne 
2013: 11, 45). Within this examination, it is posited that these artworks manifest a 
condition of their time, suggesting that an appropriate historical juncture has arrived 
to relook the history and art history of Singapore and Malaysia. 
 Prior to this analysis, these artworks have generally been appreciated as 
individual commentaries on history and historical event. In examining these artworks 
collectively, the thesis puts forward the idea of a “historiographical aesthetic” to 
frame both the approaches and the expressions of these artworks. However, given that  
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the nature of art interpretation admits multiple readings to any artwork, this 
proposition of a historiographical aesthetic is submitted as one amongst others, with 
this discussion expanding on the possibilities of such an aesthetic feature. 
 Assertions of an aesthetic inevitably recall Immanuel Kant’s thesis on the 
judgement of the sensible, in its fusion of the rational or universal and the subjective. 
But the philosophical foundation of aesthetic judgement is not the subject here, 
requiring as it does a broader and longer discussion. Though, that being said, besides 
aesthetics in its elementary interpretation of visual sensibility and organisation, in 
relation to Kant’s “critique,” the historiographical aesthetic would appear to exhibit a 
“purposiveness” characteristic of aesthetic enquiry (Kant [1790] 2007: 31, 51, 53), 
evidenced in the artist’s appraisal of the historical event and its narrative, while also 
cognisant of the artwork’s contingency upon the history that it confronts.  
 To flesh out the scope of this inquiry, the discussion begins with an instance 
of an artwork that presents both the historiographical form and the nature of the 
histories to which such artworks refer. This example is Green Zeng’s Malayan 
Exchange (Study of a Note of the Future). Eight figures grace a form and design that 
is familiar from the currency of Singapore: of a portrait against a backdrop of 
emblematic architecture, objects of local identity and auspicious symbol, and, 
importantly, a declaration of legal authority for the purpose of exchange. Passed from 
hand to hand, one rarely scrutinises the details of currency notes as long as the system 
of circulation works. On superficial appraisal, it would seem that the story of the 
valiant transformation of the island of Singapore, from sleepy fishing village  to 1
economic success, is referenced in Zeng’s Malayan Exchange in a literal depiction of 
 The ‘sleepy fishing village’ is an oft-circulated misnomer that Singapore: A 1
Biography attempted to correct citing Dutch, Portuguese, Acehnese, and Johor Malay 
naval engagements around Changi Point that “lay in ambush in the many hidden 
coves, straits and estuaries.” In their discharge of “volumes of cannon-shot likely to 
wake all but the most comatose fisherman from his afternoon siesta,” it would appear 
that the island was at least a site upon which conflicts were staged, if not for the 
island itself (Frost and Balasingamchow 2009: 35).
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financial worthiness. However, in place of the currency’s customary feature of 
Singapore’s first President — Yusof bin Ishak — are substituted the countenances of 
Lim Chin Siong, Lim Hock Siew, James Puthucheary, Said Zahari, Fong Swee Suan, 
Poh Soo Kai, and Chia Thye Poh. Encircling these figures upon the redesigned notes 
are the images of flora, the geographies of Britain and Singapore, symbols of colonial 
empire, and elements of flags that have staked claim from colonial founding through 
to the present.  
 
Figure 1. Green Zeng Malayan Exchange (Study of a Note of the Future) – Blue (2011)  
front of 1 note, 21 cm x 29.7 cm 
  
 To the casual observer, these faces may appear incongruous and unfamiliar, 
but a hint is proffered on the backs of these notes where the last figure is profiled, 
distinguishable instantly even while seen cast in shadow. This is the silhouette of Lee 
Kuan Yew. Together, these signs and elements appear to imply connections between 
these figures and the nation’s constitution. Yet they fall short of a full confession of 
their significance, unless one were to have prior knowledge of the political history of 
Malaya. This is a history that includes the fact that all of the seven individuals figured 
upon the front of these notes were arrested and detained during the 1950s and 1960s 
— some for prolonged periods, some more than once. The effect of their detentions 
was the end or limit of their political careers, voiding any opportunity that they might 
embellish, in form or familiarity, a national currency. This is a history that also has, 
for most part of the nation’s development, appeared hazy and enigmatically brief in 
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conventional accounts in history and literature. This history could have remained 
untold, if not for intent and intervention, both purposeful and independent. As Said 
Zahari, one of the seven, recalled of the conversation that finally convinced him to 
put pen to paper:  
My late friend, Asraf Haji Abdul Wahab, a leading Malay language expert, had 
long urged me to write about all my political experiences up to the time I was 
thrown into detention for nearly 17 years. Or else, he said, my struggle and my 
sacrifice would be for nothing. Sensing my hesitation, he said the public has 
the right to know; in fact, my own family — my wife, my children and 
grandchildren — have a right to know it all “from your own lips. What they 
now know comes from those who detained you. Is it the truth?”…  A foreign 
journalist who interviewed me upon my release asked whether I felt resentful 
and vengeful towards those responsible for my 17-year detention. I answered 
briefly, “No!”… Though I was deprived of physical liberty, my mind was free. 
My antagonism, anger and hatred are not directed at the individuals, but at their 
politics (Said [1996] 2001: xvi–xvii). 
 Said’s biographical account detailing his life, his career as a journalist at 
Utusan Melayu, his arrest, exile and release, concluded with the Haadyai talks 
consequent to the failed Baling Talks of 1955, and the period of the founding of 
Malaysia in 1963. But, unless deliberately sought or distributed, his first-hand 
account edifies a limited audience, albeit its recall in Zeng’s artwork proves its 
history made some headway in reaching a succeeding generation. Malayan Exchange 
(Study of a Note of the Future) was first presented at the Arts House in March 2011, 
and a brief local review expressed (deliberately or inadvertently) an editorial 
ambiguity towards the period that the artwork referenced. It quoted retired lawyer 
Lim Chin Joo, the younger brother of Lim Chin Siong, as “impressed that a young 
man had chosen to have Chin Siong and his friends remembered like that,” only to 
follow with an opinion from a presumed ordinary visitor — “baffled” according to 
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the report — stating, “I did not know any of those faces on the currency notes. They 
mean little to me without information on their past” (Leong 2011). 
 The pasts of Said Zahari and Lim Chin Siong are amongst a variety of 
histories that have since been appropriated by artists in Singapore and Malaysia. As 
the ordinary visitor discerned, cognisance of the artwork’s subject is reliant on 
historical backstory. Supposing that such histories are accessible via other — and 
perhaps more — informative methods, the question such an artwork poses is the 
advantage of the historical reference in art, especially post-event and long after. 
Indeed, given other technically reliable forms of preservation and reproduction of 
history today — in photography, the archival document, and object — what function 
would such representation in the visual art aesthetic fulfil?  
 Through a selection of contemporary artworks, this thesis explores aesthetic 
appropriations and presentations of history. The criteria for selection is 
historiographical feature, where the aesthetic purpose may be conjectured as 
examining the nature and production of history. That is to say, these artworks go 
beyond illustrating a historical past, which artworks too have been wont to do. In its 
exploratory examination, this thesis is thus an attempt at modelling the 
‘historiographical’ within contemporary aesthetic practice in Félix Guattari’s sense of 
a “speculative cartography”: of a mapping of artworks of this nature in relation to a 
particular geographic area and historical period (Guattari 1996: 115–116), in order to 
appreciate their perspectives on history and also their place within it. 
 Before proceeding further, a few additional notes on the material and scope of 
this study would clarify its field. It is recognised that, in its reliance on the process of 
elaboration inherited from the production of history, the historiographical as criteria is 
indefinite. Consequently, instead of precision, the characteristic of ‘being 
historiographical’ is put forward as a spectrum, wherein an artwork may be 
considered more or less historiographical as it is detailed, but where, even at the 
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lesser end of this scale, it may still be concurred that some measure of a 
historiographical operation is performed. In addition, given that aesthetic forms too 
are historically organised within the discipline of art history, such a gathering of 
artworks quite consciously suggests a historicising intent — of prospecting a 
‘historiographical aesthetic’ for art history. Yet, this conscious writing of history does 
not signify a scepticism of the historical project. Instead, this admission is seen as a 
necessary step in order to explore the historiographical disposition within the 
artworks, even as the discussion itself exemplifies the act of historiography. As for 
the particular histories within the study, unlike a number of other nations of the 
Southeast Asian region with nineteenth- and twentieth-century colonial pasts, Malaya 
and Singapore’s colonial experiences did not involve substantial and substantive 
historical study of its art by the British administrators. This state of affairs, which 
impacted the development of an art historical lineage, will be discussed within the 
thesis in relation to Malayan and Nanyang art history, as well as in relation to the 
historiographical rejoinders put forward by the contemporary artworks.   
 Regarding its geographic scope, the focus of the study is Malaysia and 
Singapore, observing their boundaries marking the run-up to and aftermath of their 
national constitutions. The assumption of this particular geographic scope is far from 
arbitrary. It reflects the historical convergence of the two nations, recognising that for 
a time under colonisation and in the struggle for nation, the events and concerns of 
one were the events and concerns of the other — a historically “inevitable” pairing, 
as Lee Kuan Yew was to pronounce in 1961, as certain “as the rising and setting of 
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the sun.”  Despite their subsequent decoupling in 1965, it is postulated that this 2
combination would still provide for relative perspectives and generalisations in 
analysing the artworks of and from the two nations. On the subject of geopolitical 
boundaries, other influences and relationships, such as those with neighbouring 
Indonesia and the Philippines, are also noted within the study. These exchanges are 
intrinsic to the histories of Malaysia and Singapore, and cannot be ignored in the 
historical narratives nor in their analysis. When these interactions do arise in the 
course of the study, rather than diminishing the coherence of the intended geographic 
scope of historical narratives examined, these interjections reinforce the regulatory 
purpose of these narratives and thus their operation. In the other direction, looking 
within the boundaries of Malaysia and Singapore, it is observed that geopolitical 
demarcation does not imply political parity nor homogeneity within its bounds. This 
is particularly so in the case of the dominant position and representation that the 
peninsular has over the eastern states of Malaysia.  
 Although national and art historical narratives are of interest in the study of 
these artworks, it is qualified from the outset that it is not the intent of the thesis to 
undertake a comprehensive examination of the histories of either Malaysia or 
Singapore, except in relation and limited to the aesthetic expressions discussed. In 
addition, a proviso is extended to the designation of national narratives, to refer to 
public accounts championed, endorsed or popularised by institutions and agencies of 
 In the first of a series of radio broadcasts between mid-September and mid-October 2
1961, Lee declared, “Everybody knows that merger is inevitable. The Tunku has said 
merger is inevitable. The PAP (People’s Action Party) have also said that merger is 
inevitable. The communists also admit that merger is inevitable. The inevitable is 
now happening” (Lee 1962: 4). Incidentally, a reprint of Battle for Merger, the 
published transcript of this series, was launched in October 2014. According to 
Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean, it marked “a powerful contemporaneous 
account of the events at that time,” and epitomised in spirit, “a precious heritage 
which we all as Singaporeans should honour, recognise and emulate” (Channel News 
Asia 2014). Accompanying the launch was an exhibition at the National Library 
Board, produced with summaries, artefacts, archival images, and choice quotes. 
Opened to the public on 9 October 2014, it was scheduled to travel to four regional 
library venues through March 2015. The statement at the entrance to the exhibition 
was candid of its purpose; titled a “battle for hearts and minds” referencing the nature 
of the talks in 1961, in its contemporary didactic exhibitionary structure, it would 
however appear a battle that, perhaps, has not quite concluded. 
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the State in print and media. As for the State within the discussion, its reference 
acknowledges both the State as the abstraction of a ‘reconciliation’ of the objective 
and subjective within a community, and its emergence from a struggle of interests 
(Hegel [1900] 2001: 39, 54, 59). In short, by definition, the State is constituted 
through domination, even as this constitution is simultaneously chronicled as its 
narrative of becoming. 
 The examination of these artworks and their narratives is presented within 
four sections in an observation of three cardinal elements: art, history, and land — or 
history’s geography. These elements constitute the ‘beachhead’ of the study. First, as 
aspects held in common across artworks and their histories, serving to orientate the 
artworks and histories in relation to each other; and second, in producing an interplay 
of symbolic co-representation, where art depicts history and land, history validates 
land and art, and land is grounds for the two. Of the four, the first section provides an 
introduction to the historiographical artwork and the histories referenced. This section 
details the background of artworks that are studied further downstream, and 
introduces recurring historical elements and threads. The other sections explore in 
progression the means to profile the historiographical aspect of these artworks in 
three interpretative approaches: conventionally, as a presentation of historical content 
in evidence or testament; as an aesthetic — specifically poetic — operation for a 
production of lineage in a historical consciousness; and finally, as a historiographical 
aesthetic with purposeful and ontological ends of a philosophical nature. 
 As for the compass of the theoretical analysis of the artworks, just as these 
artworks cross over into the domain of history, it is proposed that an aesthetic 
interpretation in itself would be limiting. Consequently, the discussion is positioned 
as an intersection of fields, “bound to transgress” in the “radical contextualism” of the 
present study’s Cultural Studies-setting (Grossberg 2010a: 15, 20), and attesting to 
the “glasnost” of the liberal partnerships of disciplines necessary for contemporary 
historical study (Schorske 1990: 419). Or, as portrayed by Clifford Geertz, the 
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inevitable situation where “everybody seems to be minding everybody else’s 
business” (Geertz 1990: 324). Within the field of Cultural Studies, the significance of 
history is, of course, foundational, ideologically grounded as it is in historical 
materialism. However, according to Stuart Hall, Cultural Studies’ adoption of the 
Marxian framework was not as “a perfect theoretical fit.” Rather, it was the ideas of 
the “material force” of ideology in a response to Hegelian idealism and the belief in 
the ‘inadequacy’ of the apogee of capitalism, that drew Cultural Studies to the theory 
of history which Marx had furnished (Hall [1992] 1996: 264; Hall 1986: 29, 30–31, 
37; Hobsbawm 1984: 40–41). For Hall, this demurral of determinacy — both 
historical and economic — allows for “a ‘marxism without final guarantees’” in the 
possibility of an “open horizon” of theorising (Hall 1986: 43). Borne aloft by Hall’s 
optimism, it is hoped that in this instance of ‘art history through theory,’ culture, 
history, and even philosophy, may illuminate the artworks, inasmuch as art might in 
turn illuminate history, historiography, culture, and philosophy.  
 Finally, following the loquaciousness of the historical narrative, the 
explication of these artworks and their histories — as “elaborate ventures” — is 
necessarily ‘thick’ in Geertz’s sense: where it is less the rapid contraction of the 
eyelid of a wink, than its public implication — in a “stratified hierarchy of 
meaningful structures” which distinguishes between “twitches, winks, fake-winks, 
parodies, rehearsals of parodies” in production, perception, and interpretation (Geertz 
1973: 7) — that produces the significance of both artwork and the history it 
represents. In this close reading of art and its discourse, it is noted that, while often 
ascribed to Geertz, the concept of the ‘thick’ description is in fact an appropriation 
from Gilbert Ryle,  and this observation thus sets the course for a discussion of 3
historiographical artworks inevitably marked by the volubleness of forebears.  
 Key to Gilbert Ryle’s explication of the “thick” description was his example of 3
Rodin’s le Penseur (The Thinker, 1902), wherein the ‘thin’ description would be le 
Penseur is merely thinking, which according to Ryle while true, “stops just where it 
ought to begin” (Ryle 1990: 487).
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1.  A Malayan history 
The subject of the historiographical artwork is an event from the past or its narrative. 
In the case of the figures of Zeng’s aestheticised banknotes, it is a story that goes 
back to a nation in waiting and to a journal by university students which was abruptly 
thrust into the centre of a political fray. In unfolding this story, the stage is also set to 
examine other historiographical artworks. This story goes as follows. 
 “Heady” were the days of early Malayan nationalism, caught up in a wave of 
national liberation movements.  With colonial-British return post World War II, these 4
sentiments culminated in the establishment of Malaysia in 1963 comprising of the 
Federation of Malaya, Singapore, Sabah, and Sarawak. Central to this tale of 
nationalisation was the idea of a Malayan identity and community that founded its 
triumphant merdeka (‘freedom’ in the Malay language, referring to national 
independence). A tale generally written in broad stokes to include dodging the red 
scare of communism, containing ethnic strife, and negotiating with the colonial 
power, the details of this narrative seemed comfortably interred for most part of the 
development of both nations post-independence. However, a measure of creative 
resuscitation of its obscured parts has occurred in recent years in film, literature, 
academic papers, and art.  
 Malaya is the subject of a number of the historiographical artworks, and 
otherwise indirectly serves to locate the others within a historical chronology. As 
Wang Gungwu the first elected President of the University Socialist Club was to 
recall in 2013, the definition of Malaya varied between groups aligned to its cause. 
Regardless, the concept and potential of a Malayan identity gained sufficient traction 
and merit as to compel the people to will its manifestation, concomitantly presenting 
 Adopting Poh Soo Kai’s characterisation of the early days of the University 4
Socialist Club (Poh 2010a: p. 13).
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a “tidy” solution to the British Empire’s need to decolonise while protecting its 
regional interests (Wang 2013). But with the detention of many for extended periods, 
differing accounts have surfaced of the events that have came to pass. One such 
historical account supplementing the history of the period in recent years is The Fajar 
Generation: The University Socialist Club and the Politics of Postwar Malaya and 
Singapore, edited by Poh Soo Kai, Tan Jing Quee, and Koh Kay Yew which hit the 
shelves in 2010, collating essays written by or about members of the club. 
Considering the half-century interlude appropriate for reflection, The Fajar 
Generation assembled first-hand accounts that traced the beginning of the group, its 
development, and detention, in a bold attempt to write the national narrative from a 
non-State perspective, or at least ignite discussion.  5
 The Fajar Generation is by no means the first publication to document the 
Malayan journey to independence and the consequences of the constitution of its 
nations. Neither is it the first attempt to account for lesser known historical narratives, 
with such earlier biographical accounts and memoirs as: Francis Seow’s To Catch a 
Tartar: A Dissident in Lee Kuan Yew’s Prison (1994), Comet In Our Sky: Lim Chin 
Siong in History edited by Tan Jing Quee and Jomo K. S. (2001), Said Zahari’s Dark 
Clouds at Dawn: A Political Memoir (1996, in Bahasa Melayu), and C. C. Chin and 
Karl Hack’s edit of Dialogues with Chin Peng: New Light on the Malayan 
Communist Party (2004). In enumerating these titles, it would appear that a critical 
shift has occurred. This is the move from an accounting of a past or a reflection upon 
key historical moments and their effects upon nascent nationalism within Malaya, as 
in the case of Cheah Boon Kheng’s Red Star Over Malaya: Resistance and Social 
Conflict During and After the Japanese Occupation of Malaya, 1941–46 (1983), to 
the analysis of historical perspectives — both instituted and individual — including 
attempts at repositioning and reframing the past, as evinced by The Fajar Generation; 
the State-endorsed Men in White: The Untold Story of Singapore’s Ruling Political 
 Highlighted were three areas of concern for the politics of Malaya and its legacy of 5
colonialism: “communalism or ethnic problems, the Internal Security Act (ISA) and 
the unity of Malaya (or Malaysia) and Singapore” (Poh 2010c: 300).
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Party by Sonny Yap, Richard Lim, and Leong Weng Kam (2009); and the 
anthropomorphically singular Singapore: A Biography published by the National 
Museum of Singapore and written by Mark Ravinder Frost and Yu-Mei 
Balasingamchow. Together, these narratives illustrate the complexities of historicising 
the period, as well as reveal its rich seam of historic turns. 
 One such turn at the heart of the history of the University Socialist Club was 
an article in the seventh issue of its official organ, Fajar, published on 10 May 1954.  6
Titled ‘Aggression in Asia,’ it was a scathing assessment of the conditions of Malaya. 
Voicing anti-colonial sentiments and disagreement with the Emergency Regulations 
in force since 1948, the article also called for freedom of speech, including academic 
freedom. The article was not an anomalous feature of its time, as the Club had been 
conceived to kindle political and social consciousness, in particular, to provide a 
“common platform of anti-colonialism and a Malayan consciousness as the basis for 
unity amongst the various races.” In the Club’s “uncompromising” vision of 
inclusiveness, the article expressed sympathy with other anti-colonial movements and 
those “thirsting for peace and freedom” across the globe (Poh et al. 2010: 7–8; 
University Socialist Club 1954). Evaluating its immediate conditions as repressive 
and necessitating a “radical change in attitude” by authorities, this article led to a 
charge of sedition against eight members of the Club’s editorial board. Those accused 
were subsequently acquitted by presiding judge Freddy Chua following the defence 
of D. N. Pritt, on the basis that the accusation had been arrived from isolated and 
ungenerous readings of the article, stating that, “allowances must be made for a 
certain amount of latitude to writers in the public press” (Tan 2010: 138–139). The 
significance of the article and its keenly watched trial, which received on- and off-
 Fajar was not the first magazine of its kind, its predecessor, the Malayan Orchid, 6
was begun by students from the University of Malaya who were also part of the Anti-
British League. Other similar publications produced within the university include the 
Malayan Undergrad by the University of Malaya Students Union, and Malayan 




campus support, both at its historic juncture and for the present examination, may be 
said to be twofold.  
 First, the genesis and gestation of “political history of the 1950s” (Loh, Liao, 
Lim and Seng 2012: 81) through the University Socialist Club (USC) — whose 
‘alchemical’ birth in 1953 occurred in no less than a chemistry lecture room  — is 7
associated with notable political and community figures: Dr Gopal Baratham, head of 
neurosurgery at Tan Tock Seng Hospital between 1984 and 1987; current 
Ambassador-at-Large in Singapore, Professor Tommy Koh, who was Secretary-
General of the Club between 1959 and 1960; Edwin Thumboo, award-winning poet 
and academic in Singapore, and Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences of 
the National University of Singapore from 1980 to 1991; Dr Lim Hock Siew, 
founding member of the People’s Action Party (PAP), who left to join the Barisan 
Sosialis in 1961; Dr Poh Soo Kai, President of the Club from 1953 to 1954, and 
founding member of PAP; Sydney Woodhull, Political Secretary of the Ministry of 
Health; Linda Chen, author of The early Chinese newspapers of Singapore, 1881–
1912; Professor Wang Gungwu, the first elected President of the Club; James 
Puthucheary, Tan Jing Quee, Koh Kay Yew, and not forgetting Lee Kuan Yew. 
Although the latter “headed [Fajar’s] subscription list” in its early days, in 1963, 
calling it “an adult ‘agitprop’ publication,” Lee’s administration banned the journal 
(Yap, Lim and Leong 2009: 34; Loh et al. 2012: 194). Of these, the faces of four 
adorn Green Zeng’s artwork, their suggestive prominence prompting further 
excavation of the history and politics of Malaya. 
 As a hothouse for political engagement, the USC did not emerge from a 
vacuum, and its origins may be traced back to the Japanese occupation and the 
 Quoting a letter written by Sydney Woodhull in 1959, the advent of the Club was 7
described with a sense of providence: “on a day in February, 1953, with all nature 
shrieking — lightning, thunder and whatnot — the Club popped into life in the 
chemistry lecture room. It was all very unreal and, with distant associations of 
alchemy, our words too seemed to roll as out of a morality play” (Poh 2010a: 14–15).
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subsequent post-war ‘Malayan Spring’ of 1945–48. This was a period of “official 
tolerance” which narrowed quickly with the effecting of the Emergency Regulations 
in June 1948 following the rise of the Malayan Communist Party (MCP, also referred 
to here as the Communist Party of Malaya, CPM) which had been a primary force in 
the anti-Japanese resistance (Harper 2001: 11).   During this period, numerous 8
political parties would form, many involved in conceptualising the aspirations of the 
Malayan nation, such as the Malayan Democratic Union (MDU) and the Malaya 
Nationalist Party (MNP) whose combined efforts as the multi-racial coalition, All 
Malaya Council of Joint Action-Pusat Tenaga Rakyat (AMCJA-PUTERA), produced 
the People’s Constitutional Proposals challenging the British version of the Union.  9
Coming after the Emergency Regulations, the University Socialist Club has been 
referred to as a “successor” of the earlier Malayan Democratic Union whose members 
had been arrested, and that as an organisation was dissolved (Lim 2010: viii). This 
flourishing of political consciousness and engagement — with the earlier MDU and 
MNP, and the later USC, that together bookend the Anti-British League which existed 
for a brief time till 1951 — exemplifies the fertile and spontaneous spirit of the time, 
 The phrase “Malayan spring” references Han Suyin’s ‘An Outline of Malayan 8
Chinese Literature,’ in Eastern Horizon, 3(6), 1964. The June 1948 Emergency was 
triggered by the assassination of European planters — or from the perspective of the 
Party, “strikebreakers” — in Sungei Siput, Elphil Estate, Senai Estate, and in Taiping, 
with the first of these central to local news coverage. In Chin Peng’s later memoir, he 
was to claim that there had been no “hit list,” rather, these were the result of an “over-
enthusiasm for revenge at the local level.” Of note was the fact that these actions and 
other such instances during the period were mixed with industrial disputes, unrest, 
and strikes responding to “local conditions” (Chin Peng 2003: 222; Cheah 1979: 23, 
148–151, 156, 158). The Emergency Regulations allowed for the arrest of 
communists and banned communist organisations. This state of emergency was 
declared every three months for seven years, up to its institution in 1955 as the 
Preservation of Public Security Ordinance (PPSO), the latter renewed for fourteen 
years (Teo 2013: 393–394).
 Other political parties that formed during this time include: the United Malays 9
National Organisation (UMNO) which dominated subsequent politics in Malaysia, 
Malayan Chinese Association (MCA) and the Malayan Indian Congress (MIC). 
Parties in the coalition of PUTERA included Malay parties such as Angkatan Pemuda 
Insaf (API), AWAS (Angkatan Wanita Sedar), GERAM (Gerakan Angkatan Muda) 
and Partai Kebangsaan Melayu Malaya. As noted by Cheah, AMCJA-PUTERA’s 
proposal was described by the Straits Times in September 1947, as “the first attempt 
to put Malayan party politics on a plane higher than that of rival interests and also the 
first attempt to build a political bridge between the non-Malaya communities and the 
Malay race (Poh et al. 2010: 7–8; Khoo 2010: 257; Sani 2008: 7; Cheah 1979: 137).
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where shared sentiment gathered individuals and groups in similar cause. Through 
this period, such movements were, however, matched by an evolution of 
administrative control: the Defence Regulations of the early 1940s turned into the 
Emergency Regulations of 1948, which beget the Preservation of Public Security 
Ordinance (PPSO) in 1955 (first by the Federation of Malaya, with Singapore 
following suit about two weeks after), and segued into the Internal Security Act (ISA) 
in the 1960s in continuous succession (Loh 2013: 429; Sani 2008: 26).  While 10
differentiated in title, the basic purpose of these regulations has remained its constant; 
perhaps unsurprisingly, as Lee was purported to remark, repression “is a habit that 
grows.”  11
 Of the eight members of the USC editorial board acquitted of sedition in 
1954,  two — James Puthucheary and Poh Soo Kai — were re-arrested in Operation 12
Cold Store in 1963. They were detained together with former USC members Jamit 
Singh, A. Mahadeva, Ho Piao, Linda Chen, Sydney Woodhull, Lim Hock Siew, and 
Albert Lim Shee Ping, the latter three by then members of Barisan Sosialis. Also 
detained was party’s Secretary-General, Lim Chin Siong, and past editor of Utusan 
Melayu, Said Zahari, latterly appointed President of Partai Rakyat Singapura, in a 
 Regarding the development of the Emergency Regulations into present-day Internal 10
Security Act, Teo elaborated that, unlike other legal charges, under the Internal 
Security Act no warrant is required and the detention order may be re-served 
repeatedly. Furthermore, in the 1989 amendments to the Internal Security Act, 
judicial review and appeals to the Privy Council were abolished, removing the Act’s 
safeguards (Teo 2013: 400–402). 
 “But ten years of trouble lay ahead (from 1956), and the writing was on a great 11
many walls, usually in Chinese. Who was to blame? ‘Repression is a habit that 
grows,’ Lee Kuan Yew warned the Legislative Assembly. ‘I’m told its like making 
love; it is always easier the second time’” (Bloodworth 1986: 142–143).
 Poh Soo Kai, James Puthucheary, Thomas Varkey, Kwa Boo Sun, Lam Khuan Kit, 12
M. K. Rajakumar, P. Arudsothy, and Edwin Thumboo
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round up that totalled, by official account, 113.  It is the history of these individuals 13
who were detained without trial, for over nineteen years in the case of Dr Lim Hock 
Siew, and others exiled to Kuala Lumpur that has for most part been overshadowed 
till more recently. This may have continued to be the case if not for the 
declassification of archival documents by the British Public Records Office in the last 
decade, and the efforts of a number of individuals to pen their stories on their own.  
 The Malayan dream that these individuals and organisations struggled for 
was an intoxicating blend of nationalist and anti-colonial ambition. It was also 
divisive. In a comparative analysis possible only in the present upon the emergence of 
lesser reported accounts, Loh Kah Seng, Edgar Liao, Lim Cheng Tju, and Seng Guo-
Quan, placing the narratives of both Men in White and The Fajar Generation on 
equal footing, report a conclusion not unfamiliar to world history: of a political 
contest with its relative ‘left-wing’ quelled, in this instance via detention. Based on 
their historical account, the University Socialist Club marked the beginning of 
Malaya’s political history, and Operation Cold Store, executed on 2nd February 1963, 
signalled its end, having “(cut) adrift the left wing of the decolonisation experiment 
which had served its purpose and was now deemed a hindrance to the political life of 
Malaysia” (Loh et al. 2012: 192). 
 This contest of approaches — or “strands” — of modernity in Loh et al.'s 
retrospective analysis (2012: 21), finds parallel in Rustam A. Sani’s study of the 
“strain” of the ‘Malay left’ on the peninsula. Historically, these ‘left’ groups include 
the “first Malay ‘leftwing’ organisation” Kesatuan Melayu Muda (KMM, formed in 
 The official number of 113 is drawn from Yap, Lim, and Leong’s account, to 13
include “24 Barisan members, 21 trade union leaders, 17 Nanyang University 
(Nantah) students and graduates, seven members of rural associations and five 
journalists.” Although this number is observed to be a little inconsistent across 
narratives, it generally holds between 113 and 130. The most recent of publicly 
available but unofficial lists compiling the names of political detainees from the 
1950s to the present is collated by Loh Miaw Gong (Loh et al. 2012:193; Yap et al. 
2009: 248; Stockwell 2004: lxii; Loh 2013).
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1938),  and its successors Partai Kebangsaan Melayu Malaya (1945–1948) and 14
Partai Rakyat Malaya (1955–1968).  In Sani’s conclusion, the conflict of these 15
groups, as an “emerging non-traditional elite,” with the conventional aristocratic 
forms of control co-opted in “indirect rule” by the colonialists, was one between 
‘statist’ and ‘ethnicist’ approaches to nation  (Sani 2008 : 2, 7–9, 40–41, 62–63). 
Incidentally, KMM was the first such group to have been subjected to pre-Emergency 
detention laws under similar circumstances, in a silencing a vocal opposition.  16
Within both analyses, this confrontation of diverging means to establishing nation 
marks a point in the course of history at which one path was partially or completely 
closed off.  
 Lacking full admission into the dominant canons of history, the theories of 
divergent paths offered by Loh et al. and Sani illustrate the predicament of resolving 
difficult histories. In contrast, Zeng’s substitution of the figure of the first President 
with those of Lim Chin Siong, Lim Hock Siew, James Puthucheary, Said Zahari, 
Fong Swee Suan, Poh Soo Kai, and Chia Thye Poh takes the historical conjecture 
through to its next logical step. While historical narratives aim to conclude, Zeng’s 
projection of future currency appears to intimate that this familiar ending is not quite 
 Kesatuan Melaya Muda was the official outgrowth of a ‘pan-Malaysian’ group — 14
which called itself Belia Malaya (Young Malaya). To be distinguished from the more 
“conservative” Kesatuan Melayu Singapura (Malay Association of Singapore, KMS) 
established with British approval in 1926 by Muhammad Eunos bin Abdullah — 
referred to as ‘the father of Malay journalism’ for editing Utusan Melayu and 
Lembaga Melayu — for the purpose of protecting Malay rights on the island, thus 
arguably directed towards correcting or attenuating the unfavourable demographic 
brought about under colonialism (Sani 2008: 4, 25; Kahn 2006: 7–9; W. R. Roff 
1967: 159, 172, 190–193). 
 Partai Rakyat Malaya was reconstituted as Partai Sosialis Rakyat Malaysia in 1968, 15
evolving into Parti Rakyat Malaysia and, in a merger with Parti Keadilan Nasional, 
formed Parti Keadilan Rakyat in 1999 (Sani 2008: 7–8).
 A total of about 150 individuals were detained in a Singapore prison under the 16
Defence Regulations — including Ibrahim Yaacob, Ishak Hj. Muhammad, Ahmad 
Boestamam, and Sutan Djenain — after the Sharikat Akhbar Warta Malaya (Warta 
Malaya Newspaper Company), with Ibrahim Yaacob as chief editor, published anti-
British articles. Additionally, Cheah cited “fifth column activities” under the Japanese  
Consulate General in Singapore as the reason for their detention. Their incarceration 
in 1941 made them the first residents of the newly completed prison at Changi in 
Singapore (Sani 2008: 26; W. R. Roff 1967: 235; Cheah 1979: 6).
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finished, and by extension, neither is the political parley, leading this discussion to the 
second noteworthy aspect of the Malayan dream raised by the Fajar article: the 
ideological blend of early nationalist politics.  
 Although communism as espoused by Karl Marx was not yet enthusiastically 
received at the time of his death in 1883, as Eric Hobsbawm was to remark, it had 
“extraordinary posthumous success,” affecting even the peripheries of the Cold War 
in Singapore and Malaya (Hobsbawm 2011: 3–4).  The basis of Operation Cold 17
Store was literal; it was, as an unnamed former Special Branch officer involved 
described, “to put communists and suspected communists ‘away for a little while.’” 
Given short shrift in Men in White’s rhetorically-titled chapter, ‘What if Barisan Had 
Won in 1963?’ the party, like the USC having “fulfilled its role in building the 
requisite political and cultural bridges between the two wings of the PAP in 1953–
1954,” is dismissed in a few abbreviated paragraphs lauding the Cold Store dragnet 
for having pre-emptively ensnared the individuals who had sought — though 
unsuccessfully — to sabotage independence. Rationalised in a conflation of intents of 
communist parties from Indonesia, Borneo, China, and Malaya via their bearing a 
common name, the spectre of a “Cuba of Malaysia” then, according to this chronicle, 
loomed large (Yap et al. 2009: 248; Loh et al. 2012: 81; Stockwell 2004: lxi). 
 Yet, perhaps neighbouring influences were to be expected. Certainly 
Indonesia’s relationship in geography and history to Singapore and Malaysia is an 
intimate one, even into the present. There was, in fact, a brief moment in 1945 when 
union with Indonesia was entertained following the emergence of the Kesatuan 
Rakyat Indonesia Semenanjung (KRIS, Union of Peninsular Indonesians), an 
initiative that faltered with the defeat of the Japanese advocating it (Sani 2008: 27). 
While Indonesia is not formally included within this study, testament to the colonial 
 Or as Félix Guattari had suggested of Marxism as tool or instrument, parts of it are 17
in need of review just “as a re-evaluation of Einstein’s theories includes a re-
examination of Newton’s,” and where, in its ‘rhizomatic’ form, as certain branches of 
Marxism collapse, “little sprouts begin to proliferate” (Guattari 1996: 86–87).
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entente dividing the region courtesy of the 1824 Anglo-Dutch Treaty,  a few of the 18
artworks examined bear out its relation with Singapore and Malaya, if not politically, 
then culturally. As for a historical example postulating such a relationship of shared 
ideology is the claim of Indonesian influence on Kesatuan Melayu Muda based on 
contact between Indonesian communists — such as Djamaluddin Tamin who had fled 
to Malaya post a failed communist revolt in the 1920s — and students at the Sultan 
Idris Training College (SITC) in Tanjung Malim where “some future leaders of the 
KMM were being trained to become Malay Vernacular School teachers.” But from 
studies by Roff and Sani, this claim is inconclusive, as even amongst KMM’s leaders 
such as Ibrahim Yaacob, left-leaning ideas did not manifest till later in the 1930s, and 
even then, it was to rally ethnic identification rather than communist ideology (W. R. 
Roff 1967: 222–233; Sani 2008: 32–33).  A similar assertion of influence has also 19
been made of those detained under Cold Store in relation to Brunei, where a meeting 
between Brunei Partai Rakyat leader, Azahari, and Lim Chin Siong, may have been 
interpreted as more than it seemed: fraternity in anti-colonialism (Yap et al. 2009: 
248; Poh et al. 2010: 189). Nevertheless, the group’s anti-colonial stance appearing to 
resonate with that of the communists to some, resulted in individuals within the group 
being “labelled pro-communist and, on that basis… prosecuted or put away under the 
PPSO” (Poh 2010b: 156–157).  
 According to Sani, often left groups were simply “more tolerant of socialist 
ideas and influences,” though not necessarily communist in their assertion of a 
 Under the 1824 Treaty of London between Britain and the Netherlands, the Dutch 18
claimed Bencoolen and Sumatra, and the British, Melaka and Singapore (Frost and 
Balasingamchow 2009: 75).
 Roff cited Director of Special Branch of the Malayan Police, Rene Onraet’s 19
interrogation of Tan Malaka in October 1932 in his claim that, while the PKI 
(Communist Party of Indonesia) had considered regrouping in Malaya, the idea was 
dismissed as unlikely to be successful there. Isa Mohd. b. Mahmud was also 
purported to have said, in retrospect, that “KMM had no desire to overthrow the 
government and would not have known how to go about this anyway.” It is noted 
though that a few KMM members — such as Ibrahim Yaacob, Hassan Manan, Abdul 
Karim Rashid, and Isa Mohd. b. Mahmud — did look upon the Indonesian 
developments with interest, particularly Sukarno’s Partai Nasional Indonesia (PNI) 
(W. R. Roff 1967: 223, 225, 232).
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culturalist approach to ‘bangsa Melayu’ (Sani 2008: 8).  Subsequent reports 20
available in the past decade also indicate that the British were not convinced that 
there was substantial evidence of communist threat at the time of the Operation,  21
thus appearing to corroborate Lim Chin Siong’s 1961 declaration that he was not 
communist,  and bearing out Said Zahari’s droll account of the political hues he had 22
been painted by others over the years.  Instead of an import of Cold War ideologies 23
from China, the Soviet Union,  or for that matter Malaya’s neighbours, as Tony Day 24
 For the distinction between bangsa (Race-nation) and kebangsaan (Nationality) of 20
the early nationalists, Kahn cited Burhanuddin’s argument of a conversion of ethnic 
identity [bangsa] into “an all-encompassing nationality [kebangsaan] that absorbed 
non-Malays” (Kahn 2006: 113).
 According to Governor Sir John Nicoll (CO1030/360), there was no “real 21
evidence” of direct Communist influence on the students (Harper 2001: 16). Lord 
Selkirk (CO 1030/998) also reported a failure to “identify directly any communists 
during the last three years” (Poh 2010b: 172). The exception to this was the Malayan 
Communist Party which was committed to communism, however, their ideology was 
to be accepted freely by those who were keen (Chin Peng 1955).
 In a letter to the Straits Times in 31 July 1961, Lim Chin Siong reiterated: “Let me 22
make it clear once and for all that I am not a Communist or a Communist front-man 
or, for that matter, anybody’s front-man” (Harper 2001: 20). This is verified in Philip 
Moore’s report to London on 18 July 1962 (CO 1030/1160 Tel. No. 363), that Lim 
Chin Siong’s “primary objective [was] not the communist millennium but to obtain 
control of the constitutional Government of Singapore” (Poh 2010b: 174).
 In his memoirs Said Zahari recounted the various ‘political hues’ he had been 23
painted in his arrest and detention: communist, pro-communist, chauvinist (Malay), a 
leading member of the ‘communist united front’, an agent of a foreign power and so 
on. He wryly noted that “it was only after they had detained [him] for eight years 
without trial that they openly branded [him] a communist”(Said [1996] 2001: 119). 
The navigation of these “sly propaganda lines” was arguably the basis for Lee’s 1961 
pre-merger radio broadcasts, as Lee was to claim, “[u]nless there is a clear distinction 
between the Communists and the non-Communists amongst the Chinese-educated we 
would merely create resentment against the government and sympathy for the cause 
of those detained.” In the same series, he described the Communists as, “not crooks 
or opportunists,” but “men with great resolve” (Lee 1962: 17, 34, 57).
 Efimova’s conclusion, based on declassified documents from the Central 24
Committee of the All-Union Communist Party (of Bolsheviks) (CCAUCP(B)), 
confirmed that the communist-sponsored Southeast Asian Youth Conference of 
Calcutta in February 1948 did not advocate execution of the ‘propaganda rhetoric,’ 
“(keeping) a certain distance from communist activity there (referring to Indonesia 
and other Southeast Asian countries), and tried not to get involved in inner 
developments.” This contradicts the earlier conclusions of Ruth McVey in The Soviet 
View of the Indonesian Revolution (1969), that the Cominform and Zhdanov ‘two 
camp doctrine’ had led to radicalised social reforms in the region. It would thus seem 
that at best there was ideological support and indirect influence, but no attempt to 
instigate or encourage communist activity in the region. Amongst the 93 participants 
of the conference, one representative was from Malaya — Lee Soong (Efimova 2009; 
Poeze 2009: 506; Morris 1953; Quested 1970: 58; Cheah 1979: 24, 152, 156). 
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argued, “openly dialectical or dialogical opposites” drove cultural debate and the 
exploration of the significance of the concepts of communism, cosmopolitanism, the 
national, and the modern for the region.  25
 Just as the Cold War offered up intra-regional comradeship — a “solidarity of 
the suppressed” as declared within ‘Aggression in Asia’ — the University Socialist 
Club championed, as its founding purpose, a fraternity within Malaya. Their main 
concern was the divisiveness of the ethnic communalism of colonial inheritance,  26
negotiating the plurality that, according to Sani, had been “fully instituted in Malaya 
as a result of colonial economic policy.”  To this, the notion of a ‘Malay’ nation or 27
Melayu Raya (Greater Malay region) was pivotal. As for the Indonesian influence 
upon these left groups, Sani maintained that this was general, less pan-Indonesianism, 
and more of a Nusantara (Malaysian and Indonesian archipelagic region) associative 
identification, of which the concept of Malaya was to partake. Additionally, as he was 
to note, instead of a one-way transmission of influence, it was a “flow of ideas to and 
 Day’s analysis of the Cold War in relation to Southeast Asia contended that it was 25
American desire to “reform the world according to its theories of capitalist 
modernisation” that resulted in the fear of the spread of Soviet communism and the 
‘Cold War,’ with Southeast Asian communities influenced by this “global rivalry” in 
the search for national identity, modernity, and independence (Day 2010: 3).
 On the institutionalisation of communalism, Kua Kia Soong’s account noted, 26
referencing correspondence to the Secretary of State for Colonies, that the 
establishment of the Malayan Chinese Association (MCA) in 1948 was with support 
from then-British High Commissioner, Henry Gurney (19 December 1948, FO 
371/1583). By 1957, communalism had become entrenched in the Merdeka 
Constitution (Loh et al. 2012: 48–52; Kua 2011: 11–12, 19–22).
 The plurality fostered by colonialism was not exactly egalitarian since, 27
conveniently for the British, it became a matter of plugging the gaps of, in Roff’s 
description, the British “modern extractive economy.” Immigrants from India took up 
English-speaking administrative services, trading and commercial activities were 
assumed by the British and the Chinese, and the upper class Malays filled the roles of 
government officers. These racially-defined divisions proved a quandary for colonial 
management in its later years, with the legacy of its methods and perceptions 
persisting to this day. As a result, for a time, the term ‘Malayan’ was used by the 
ethnic Malays to refer to the immigrant races or non-ethnic-Malays, even as the 
immigrant races had become partial to Malaya and saw themselves as belonging (W. 
R. Roff 1967: 250; Sani 2008: 11–12, 14, 18, 40–41).
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fro across the Strait of Malacca.”  However, “expressed in nationalistic terms” this 28
notion of Melayu Raya became “the conviction that this cultural entity (constituted) a 
potential political entity as well” (Sani 2008: 29, 54, 56, 59). It might be conjectured 
that this broad ethnicist and culturalist conception of Malaya, as a modification of the 
divisive colonial racial model, forged and empowered early nationalist vision for the 
left. But in the midst of nationalising, this vision was to become somewhat lost, as the 
entangled strands then strained against each other, so to speak. 
 It is perhaps an ironic twist that it was the USC — the English-speaking, and 
thus presumably non-communal bulwark to the perceived communist-tendencies of 
the Chinese community — that would suffer, after the discovery of copies of Fajar in 
the Chinese High School where students had demonstrated and clashed with police 
over the Registration of National Service Bill on 13 May 1954, a couple of weeks 
prior to the editorial board’s arrest (Tan 2010: 121; Rajarao 2010: 53; Frost and 
Balasingamchow 2009: 353, 355; Loh et al. 2012: 63). The presence of Fajar in the 
hands of the Chinese students — which may be said to indicate a blurring of 
communal lines — would concern the British sufficiently to furnish reason for the 
investigation of the Fajar editorial team, setting off a chain of events. Ironically too, 
while the members of USC and Barisan Sosialis could be contained for a time, the 
histories of Fajar and Operation Cold Store cannot be suppressed, central as they are 
to the triumphant national narrative of Singapore. Recalled in seven brief paragraphs 
over a couple of pages in Men in White, the Fajar incident is cursorily sketched in 
order to lead to its conclusion: the commendation of then junior counsel of the trial, 
Lee Kuan Yew, by Wang Gungwu, saying, “Lee had saved Fajar. All my friends in 
Fajar, they’d all been saved by Lee. He was a great hero” (Yap et al. 2009: 35). 
 In portraying the complexities of a hotly contested history, Zeng’s Malayan 
Exchange is perhaps more pithy than it appears. With its composition as currency, the 
 Sani quoting Yong Mun Cheong, ‘Indonesian Influence on the Development of 28




literal reading of Malayan Exchange would point to the notion of circulation — of a 
value that is produced and demonstrated in an exercise of movement and circulation 
that Michel Foucault was to similarly describe of power. While noting that generally 
the exercise of power is dependent on the circulation of a discourse compelled by a 
notion of truth, Foucault concurred, as would have been intuited, that as often as not, 
‘truth’ is produced by domination (Foucault 1980: 93, 95–96, 98). In its presentation 
of ‘historical’ currency, Zeng’s artwork underscores the fact that power lies in having 
authority over the past, as well as in the opportunities for its circulation. Given the 
recent circulation of contesting historical narratives and their representation in the 
historiographical artwork, it would seem that the history of the Malayan nation has 
become or has resurfaced as a conflicted site: an entanglement of facts and counter-
factual information shrouded by inconsistencies and personal politics. For, even as 
official narratives, extant memoirs, fleeting oral recollections, and dusty foreign 
records are amassed, there still seems to be a paucity of information on the interesting 
times that was the birth of Malayan nationalism; and despite names being recalled 
and repeated amongst interested groups as if they were incantations, the truth of what 
happened appears to lie just beyond reach. 
 Contest and dearth of historical fact notwithstanding, the unfinished business 
of Malayan history presented in Malayan Exchange and, in general, the 
historiographical artwork, is founded on a particular and historically-specific 
conception of history. This is history as “narrative prose discourse” that, in Hegel’s 
description, “comprehends not less what has happened, than the narration of what has 
happened” (White 1973: ix; Hegel [1900] 2001: 76). Such narrativity, rooted in 
Hegelian Idealism — foreshadowing as well the persistence of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century philosophy and sixteenth-century history for this analysis — is 
taken for granted as the central and commonplace way in which we understand 
history today. From this perspective, the inconsistencies and occlusions of Malayan 
history may, to some extent, be explained by the purposefulness of narrativity. 
Described by White as an “emplotment” to “explanatory affect,” just as history’s 
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muse, Clio, weaves “a meaningful account on the loom of time,” the narrative thus 
produced is “a story of a particular kind” (White 1973: x, 7; Schorske 1990: 408).  29
In White’s arguably controversial ‘linguistic turn,’ such emplotment via Lévi-Strauss 
reveals the rhetorical character of language and its role in shaping narratives for 
coherence. Or, basically, the fact that “[n]o one and nothing lives a story” (White 
1975:51–52, 59).  
 Applying White’s conception of history and his method of analysis to the 
local context, Hong Lysa and Huang Jianli produced their catholic review,  The 30
Scripting of A National History: Singapore and Its Pasts. According to their verdict 
Singapore’s narrative has, for most part of its history, been “narrowly focused on 
leadership struggles played out as vital lessons drawn from the battle between the 
righteous and the perfidious” (Hong and Huang 2008: 3). Examining the memoirs of 
Lee Kuan Yew (such as The Singapore Story), and speeches and interviews conducted 
by the Oral History Department, Hong and Huang were to further note the methods 
by which preferred historical actors, such as Lee, have come to be emphasised. They 
observed that, through the tropes of metonymy and synecdoche, Lee was produced 
“as the ideal Singaporean without whom there would not have been such a nationality 
in existence,” and in becoming “synonymous with the assertive nation-state” had 
“[imprinted] his role on Singapore as its creator” in a conflation of personal memoir 
and nation at large (Hong and Huang 2008: 11–12, 31, 33). In calling attention to the 
narrativity of Singapore’s history, Hong and Huang’s analysis cautioned against 
credulousness, and, in depicting alternatives to the head of state, Malayan Exchange 
might be said to do the same in a precise response to this act of scripting. 
 In accordance with present reflections on history and its trace, it is noted that 29
White’s typology referenced Northrop Frye’s Anatomy of Criticism, Stephen C 
Pepper’s World Hypotheses, and Karl Mannheim’s Ideology and Utopia, not to 
mention recalling Hegel’s typology of histories as “original,” “reflective” and 
“philosophical” (White 1973: 7, 22, 34; Hegel [1900] 2001: 14)
 Catholic, both in its range of historical event and topic, as well as in Hong and 30
Huang’s adoption of a liturgical structure in narrative to suggest revelation.
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 All the same, in the concept of scripting, as it does in emplotment, history 
appears to lose some of its authoritative impact. Loh et al.’s resolution of this 
quandary was to conclude with “the need for a ‘balanced’ history,” where a range of 
competing accounts lend to greater objectivity (Loh et al. 2012: 252). Likewise, Hong 
and Huang suggest that such narrative supplementation will be a necessary next step 
to fleshing out the bones of the Singapore Story (Hong and Huang 2008: 233–234). 
But unlike history, objectivity and absence of contradiction are not prescriptive for 
the historiographical artwork, and Zeng’s currency — both in form and as apropos of 
nation — does not profess to be narrating history, at least not explicitly. However, if 
the historiographical artwork such as Malayan Exchange does more than merely 
colocate a configuration of historical points, perhaps it does so meaningfully. As 
Homi K. Bhabha had noted, beyond its symbolic power, “as a continuous narrative of 
national progress, the narcissism of self-generation, (and) the primeval present of the 
Volk,” nation as narration is “impossibly romantic and excessively metaphorical,” and 
significantly inherently ambivalent. In this perspective, the national narrative 
necessarily allows for meaning to be “crossed, erased, and translated in the process of 
cultural production” (Bhabha 1990: 1–2, 4). Thus, for all its complication, the 
mélange of Loh et al.’s ‘tangled modernity’ of nation is bountiful provision for the 
processes of culturalisation and aestheticisation, facilitating the “thickening of [its] 
plot.”  31
 In demonstration of this elaborative function, while prim fact may be 
informative — such as Sir Stamford Raffles’ belated receipt of the cancellation of 
orders to “found a new English trading centre to the south of Penang” leading 
 In Hong and Huang’s analysis, the phrase, the ‘thickening of plot,’ is employed less 31
favourably as a comment on official efforts of “scripting and imprinting of its version 
of history,” as well as referring to the development of the National Education 
programme (Hong and Huang 2008: 3, 21).
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inadvertently to the colonial establishment of Singapore  — this historic event is 32
nevertheless enriched in the ebullient account of Munsyi Abdullah’s front-row-view. 
With keen literary sense, Munsyi Abdullah’s vivid observation of Colonel Farquhar 
retiring to sit out the “oppressive heat” of the day in the shade of a eugenia tree while 
awaiting the execution of Raffles’ instructions, both livens and humanises the 
otherwise staid imperial act (Munsyi Abdullah 2009: 141–143). However, the 
historiographical artwork in its particular presentation of historical material, does 
more than just embellish a history. In the case of Malayan Exchange, in overstating 
and extending the fork in historical time, the artwork calls for a more intimate visual 
and historical study of the individuals who have been overlooked, and simultaneously 
raises the stakes for a different present (or future) that a dogged political narrative of 
nation-building would not admit. Therefore, it is not merely with the historical that 
the historiographical artwork contends, but historiography itself. This is illustrated in 
another artwork that engages with the more obscure reaches of Singapore’s pre-
independent history, and thus appears less political, Ho Tzu Nyen’s Utama: Every 
Name in History is I (2003), an artwork with sights set on the little documented Sang 
Nila Utama. 
Figure 2. Ho Tzu Nyen  
Utama: Every Name in  
History is I (2003)  
21 mins, video still 
  
 Or, according to Frost and Balasingamchow, it was rather the ambiguity of Lord 32
Hastings’ instructions as then-Governor General of Bengal — which was to “avoid 
negotiation and collision” with the Dutch in Riau, without specific mention of the 
island of Singapore — that resulted in its colonial founding (Munsyi Abdullah 2009: 
3; Frost and Balasingamchow 2009: 55–56).
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 Employing the equivocality of the reworking of nation as narrative as 
described by Bhabha, Ho’s video appears to reveal the true identity of the founder of 
the island of Singapore, but — purposefully — fails. Instead, within the artwork the 
uncertain personage of Utama is manifest in an exponential parade of first one, 
another, and then a deluge of voyagers, rulers and settlers of the region of Malaya and 
the island of Singapore. Satirising the dryness of history when recited, with each 
invocation, the net is cast further and further afield — from Sri Tri Buana, Sang Si 
Perba, Parameswara or Iskandar Shah, Christopher Columbus, Vasco da Gama, 
Captain Cook, to Admiral Zheng He and Sir Stamford Raffles — causing the 
likelihood of identifying the founder to, paradoxically, become increasingly slim. In 
presentation, Utama appears to mirror the Sejarah Melayu’s historical purpose as a 
regnant chronicle in its formal title of Penurunan Segala Raja or ‘origin and descent 
of the Malay Rajas.’ But underlying this is Utama’s historiographical purpose: 
confronting the incongruity of the originary myth, as well as the myths that contribute 
to the originary myth. In cataloging a succession of foundings, Utama demonstrates 
the possibility of founding a land over and over again, consequently obviating the 
meaning and logic of founding, or alternatively conflating these into one, producing 
the same result. With all the characters of its narrative through history played by the 
same two actors, the effect is an anomalous and tongue-in-cheek embodiment of a 
history of founding, made all the more whimsically awkward by their wooden 
delivery of lines in an unedited transliteration into the English language, contrasting 
with the narrator’s smooth voiceover in Bahasa Melayu. Though, Ho’s lighthearted 
take is not entirely at variance with the Sejarah, if one were to take its account 
literally, as according to the annals, Utama’s founding of Singapore was during a 
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misadventure at sea undertaken out of boredom, certainly not disappointing the 
founder’s wish for diversion.   33
 Having amalgamated Singapore’s alleged past rulers and occupiers into one, 
Ho’s figure of Utama transforms into a man with an apparent overabundance of 
qualities — half-man, half-god, consort, murderer, usurper, pirate and traitor. In such 
excess Ho’s Utama performs the role of mythic signifier in Roland Barthes’ sense. 
Similarly characterised by an ambiguity observed from Bhabha’s thesis on nation as 
narration, in myth, “history evaporates, (and) only the letter remains,” producing 
then, as Barthes noted, “yielding, shapeless associations” that become pliant form for 
the historiographical intent and its poetic rendering (Barthes [1957] 1991: 116, 118, 
124). The same may be said of the figures of Malayan Exchange, that in their 
detention and the resulting dearth of their narratives, they too have taken on mythic 
shape, in particular the figure of Lim Chin Siong. Purportedly introduced by Lee 
Kuan Yew at his first meeting with David Marshall as, “the finest Chinese orator in 
Singapore and… our next Prime Minister,” Malaysian poet Usman Awang’s tribute to 
Lim: “Ia muncul di langit sejarah seperti sebutir bintang di langit zaman,” in 
translation depicts Lim’s legacy and late presence as akin to a shining star in history. 
Or, in a fond translation, a “comet in our sky” (Tan 2001: 69; Usman 2001: 130; Said 
Zahari 2001: 172).  
 According to Lee Kuan Yew, self-professed “left-wing nationalist” in 1961 
(Lee 1962: 2), his authorial motive in penning his memoir was to demonstrate to an 
“over-confident generation” that the nation they belonged to “did not come about as 
 According to the Sejarah Melayu Sang Nila Utama “was seized with a desire of 33
going to divert himself to Tanjong Bemban,” and sought the approval of the Queen 
(his mother-in-law, as he was going to take his young wife with him), who initially 
refused it as unnecessary. But Utama “declared that he had viewed of the streams of 
Bentan till he was tired, that he had been informed that Tanjong Bemban was a very 
fine place and, therefore, he wished to visit it, and that if he did not obtain 
permission, he wished he might die sitting, die standing, die in every possible kind of 
way. The princess (his wife) finding him so obstinate, told him there was no necessity 
for dying; he might go and take his pleasure” (Leyden [1821] 2012: 33–35).
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the natural course of events” (Hong and Huang 2008: 31). Yet in this, Lee presumably 
meant that the actions taken in history had to be executed in the way that they were. 
The principle of myth, as claimed by Barthes, is that having been emptied out or 
depoliticised, myth “transforms history into nature.” That is, in its “inductive” 
consumption, myth is “not read as a motive, but as a reason” (Barthes [1957] 1991: 
128). It is thus perhaps ironic that in becoming mythologised, the figures of Malayan 
Exchange and Utama neither require elaboration, nor is their signification easily 
dislodged, in that, as myth, they too have become naturally understood. Certainly too 
the idea of Malaya has become mythologised in tandem with these figures. In a poem 
titled ‘LCS: In Memoriam’ — one amongst seven reproduced in Zeng’s notes, legible 
only with a measure of study — Tan Jing Quee designated Lim as a “valiant son of 
Malayan soil” (Tan 2009: 76). Despite the ambiguity of the idea of Malaya as 
revealed through historical and narrative contest, its mythic form still resonates if 
these contemporary historiographical artworks are anything to go by, and central to 




2.  A land of belonging 
Common to political castaways and the founding of nation, especially for a tropical 
island, is the beach that grounds and legitimises belonging. According to the oft-
rehearsed story, it was Utama’s serendipitous 12th or 13th century sighting and 
unsatisfactory attempt to fell a lion-like creature — through lack of skill or 
opportunity — that gave rise to the existential denotation of Singapura  (meaning 34
‘lion city’). Although factually impossible, given the absence of lions on the island, 
the tale highlights the importance of the act of setting foot to the physical and cultural 
claim. But in the absence or loss of this mark, given the tentativeness of the human 
footprint upon physically and chronologically more resilient geology, or the 
tenuousness of political history for that matter, imprint alternatively occurs via 
projection upon the land in imagination, memory, and narrative.  
 Within its commanding four-screen panorama, Hayati Mokhtar and Dain 
Iskandar Said’s Near Intervisible Lines presents a typical depiction of a landscape: of 
a horizon that divides ground and sky, both projecting infinitely. The scene is Setiu, a 
province of Kuala Terengganu on the east coast of the Malaysian peninsula, that, for 
the collaborating artist and film-maker, recalled the places of their childhoods — 
midway up the eastern Malaysian seaboard in Kuantan, and north of the peninsula in 
Tumpat Kelantan respectively, with Setiu lying almost midway between these points 
in an intersection of geography and time. In Near Intervisible Lines, Setiu represents  
‘lieux de mémoire’ (as opposed to milieux de mémoire), Pierre Nora’s term for 
“embodiments of a memorial consciousness” produced in a “play of memory and 
history.” Yet, inasmuch as lieux de mémoire imply recollection they point to a 
disruption, where memory is “torn” or fractured due to scantiness or absence of 
“historical capital” (Nora 1989: 12, 18–19). While their initial aim was to research the 
representation of land and explore how space becomes invested with ideas and 
 Historically, the name ‘Singapura’ was in fact quite prevalent within Asia, 34




memory, in the process of producing the artwork, the artists discovered that a coastal 
village had existed prior upon the site: Kampong Chederis, a settlement apparently 
washed out to sea during the early 20th century before the war. However, their 
investigation of 1950 survey maps confirmed no such settlement, and Near 
Intervisible Lines became an interplay and an overlap of personal recollections and 
stories recalling the history of Setiu.  
Figure 3. Hayati Mokhtar and Dain Iskandar Said Near Intervisible Lines (2006)  
4-channel projection, 60 mins, video still (detail) 
 The term “intervisible line” refers to a clear line of sight in the survey of land. 
Yet, in the examination of land, as it has also been noted of history, there often are 
impediments to obtaining such a direct view or fullness of observation. In such an 
instance, surveyors record multiple points around their obstacle to calculate how the 
land would have appeared if the obstacle had not existed. In Near Intervisible Lines 
the landscape appears underpopulated, with little standing in the way of sight or 
survey. Or so it would seem. This minimalist scene of land, sky, and sea extends as a 
constant trajectory across three screens from the right, in a manner that one might 
describe as painterly static, with the only evidence of the passage of time conveyed in 
the almost imperceptible movement of clouds overhead. But this appearance of 
emptiness becomes filled with a history produced through memory that enters the 
viewing experience via the artwork’s leftmost screen. Intermittently interrupting the 
artwork’s overall serenity, within this left screen the camera pans to reveal parts of the 
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beach with human presence. Washing in and out of the rest of its landscape, these 
scenes of relative animation occur as if waves lapping the sand. Amongst these 
episodic disclosures are scenes of the crossing of the landscape by a pair of 
surveyors; the standing figure of a local, Pak Su Pa; a small group singing and 
playing folk instruments; and a curious sighting of a four-wheel-drive vehicle. 
Together, these scenes may be said to present different forms of the measure of a 
land, both organic and mechanical. Respectively, of a quantification by mechanical 
survey and more intuitively by stride; in the length of the shadow of a standing 
beachcomber; through the oral recollections of the Mak Yong performers; and in the 
case of the vehicle — in a lighthearted reference to contemporary car advertisements 
featuring landscapes — of topographical mastery by traversal via socially prestigious 
transport.  
 Of the memories of the artist and film-maker, no more is divulged beyond a 
certain longing expressed in the protracted observation of land and shore, appearing 
thus to follow the tendency for representations of the Eastern coast to signify loss 
(Ooi and Yong 2012: 104). Paradoxically, it is the fleeting recollections and almost 
fantastic stories shared by the coast’s own residents that conjure for the viewer’s 
projection upon this bare geographical canvas the spectre of a past that once existed 
upon this beach. These include memories of bygone communal structures of paths, 
villages, a school, a courthouse, and a prison which speak to a thriving community; 
and the more sensational recount of an old wives’ tale explaining the disappearance of 
villages swallowed in the wake of a dragon cleaving the land on its return journey to 
the sea. As one of the men regales, of a story he himself had been told: “Setiu has the 
characteristics of a dragon,” he says, “the land here is alive. Every hundred or two 
hundred years it will return — and then break open again.” He uncertainly recalls  
that the last occasion was around 1942 when “the dragon’s belly (had) burst. Now, 
our estuary is its tail. When it eventually reaches the young Casuarina trees over 
there, it will definitely return.” Like the ephemerality of the Mak Yong’s oral 
performance that the artwork captures, the history of Kampong Chederis appears in 
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Near Intervisible Lines to be under threat with time’s passing — excepting the 
artwork that preserves it — and the video ends with a view of the tide coming in, as if 
in a death knell.  
 Yet all is perhaps not lost, as the unavailability of record or the inaccessibility 
of a past marks the starting point for an act of projection and a renewal of beginnings, 
in the manner of Singapore’s founding in Ho’s Utama. In Frost and 
Balasingamchow’s national memoir of Singapore, the tale of the rise of the island-
state begins quite literally from ashes around the 17th century, even though further 
into the narrative they note of earlier records mentioning the island in 8th- and 14th-
century Chinese chronicles.  Opening the island’s ‘biography’ “sometime around the 35
year 1611, early Singapore was set on fire and razed to the ground” for reasons 
unclear, and the historians speculate about the possibility of the island being a 
collateral casualty of regional conflict, having incurred the wrath of its neighbours, or 
perhaps simply having been set on fire for the sake of it (Frost and Balasinghamchow 
2009: 14). What this act of evisceration performs, to the benefit of the historical 
narrative, is to allow for a new configuration of its fragments and parts in order to 
form an alternative — and conceivably different — whole, which the rest of the 
biography follows through to its “real” birth: when it separated from Malaysia. In this 
biographical account of national justification, all that came before was but gestation, 
and its final paragraph begins by stating that “effectively, on 9 August 1965, 
Singapore’s historical clock was set back to zero” (Frost and Balasinghamchow 2009: 
431). Where forgetting may be given a positive spin for the purpose of marking a 
momentous birth, its effect may be said to be not too different from if it were actual, 
 “For example, a Chinese chronicle from the 8th century speaks of a Southeast 35
Asian island-kingdom that stood at the extremity of a peninsula whose inhabitants 
possessed tails ‘five or six inches long’ and were ‘accustomed to cannibalism’” (Frost 
and Balasingamchow 2009: 14). While chronologically prior, it would seem extra 
appendages and exceptional eating habits were not the auspicious beginnings the 
authors sought. However, they do note that, relatively, the14th-century record that 
refers to the island as ‘Longyamen’ is considered more reliable. This would have been 




producing, as Cherian George was to remark of Singapore’s rapid urban 
redevelopment, a “nation of nomads” “clinging only to ghosts,” not necessarily for 
reason of the itinerancy of its people, but because “the country [and in this case, the 
historical narrative,] moves around them” (George 2000: 193).  
 In the conjunction of absence and trace, as observed in Near Intervisible 
Lines and the biographical account of Singapore as site, it is land that proves a pliant 
substrate, fit for the pleasures of depiction and claim. Idealised as a bare slate, land 
becomes emplotted in the ‘romantic’ mode of White’s schema.  Associated with the 
anarchic ideological implication that endorses transformation, in this mode of 
emplotment, the tale is one of transcendence, redemption and resurrection (White 
1973: 8–9, 14, 24). In its nostalgic return, Near Intervisible Lines may be said to 
harbour a romantic disposition, but underlying such an operation of narrative 
transformation is a powerful impulse: the idea of home or homeland. This notion of 
belonging that is tied to a place is implied as well in the affective aspect of nation. 
The word for homeland in the Malay language is ‘tanah air’, etymologically 
conjoining soil or land, and water. However, for a sprawling site such as the Malay 
archipelago, its federated consolidation of Malaysia, Sabah, Sarawak, and Singapore 
yoked by the Johor Strait as well as the South China Sea, and even for the post-
independent nation of Singapore with its peripheral islands, it is not only to land that 
one develops belonging. 
Figure 4. Zai Kuning Segantang Lada (2009)  
handmade paper, 80 cm x 55 cm,  
Some came with their soul in a bottle, and left with 
their hearts under their soles,  
Jendela Visual Art Space, Esplanade, 2009 
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 Zai Kuning’s Segantang Lada is a semi-fictional biography of a Chinese man 
who marries an Orang Laut, a tale set in the historical geography of Riau as the 
archipelagic entity of Nusantara, and therefore part of Alam Melayu (Malay world) 
and Melayu Raya (Greater Malaya). Presented within a larger installation titled Riau 
(2009), the hand-written story on hand-made paper, its edges rough and unkempt, is 
produced for leisurely perusal. Written in the first-person, Segantang Lada begins its  
portrayal of the historical intermingling of peoples and cultures within the region of 
Riau, with the story of the protagonist’s father who, while originating from China, 
thought little of the economically-minded Chinese, preferring the company of the 
Malays of the region, in particular the Orang Laut. Historically, the Orang Laut were 
a group of Proto-Malays who had arrived to Malaya approximately 4,000 years ago, 
though an absence of records, according to Iskandar Carey, renders this chronological 
nugget a speculative, even if indicative, marker.  As the last of the Orang Asli or 36
aboriginal groups to have settled in Malaya, the distinguishing feature of the Orang 
Laut was their almost complete reliance on the sea. Disillusioned by life on the island 
of pre-independent Singapore, the protagonist’s father of Zai’s tale figured that 
marrying his son off to an Orang Laut would gain him entry to its community on 
Pulau Senang, and to this end father and son embark on their new sea-faring life. 
Adjustment to life at sea proves eye-opening, and into this part of the narrative Zai 
weaves his own experiences with the Orang Laut of and around Bintan (or Negeri 
Segantang Lada) since 1999 — a personal journey spurred by the realisation that few 
were acquainted with the history of the Riau Archipelago even within the Malay 
community.  
 Put to paper in 2007, Segantang Lada captured the subtleties of the little 
known and documented community’s life: from the protagonist’s awakening from 
 Based on Iskandar Carey’s account of the three primary groups of Orang Asli of 36
Malaysia and Malaya, the Negritos are presumed to have settled first 25,000 years 
ago; the second wave, the Senoi’s settlement dates back to 6,000 to 8,000 years; and 
the third and most recent, the Proto-Malays, arrived about 4,000 years ago, including 
the Orang Laut (Carey 1976: 13, 20–22).
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initial ignorance, imagining the Orang Laut as no different from islanders except in  
their livelihoods as fishermen, to his discovery of the joy and freedom of life on the 
sea. Transporting the reader in stages through the social and cultural milieu of the 
nomadic existence, Segantang Lada provides a rare glimpse into the mentality of the 
Orang Laut, given their transience on land, reserved character, and general wariness 
of strangers. After gaining his sea-legs, the protagonist relishes his new life and 
outlook, exploring unspoiled places and finding a quiet peacefulness within as well. 
On the birth of his first child and the knowledge of his past mending his relationship 
with his father, he finally feels at home and declares without a doubt, “I am Orang 
Laut.” However this blissful existence soon comes to an end with the resettlement of 
the Orang Laut, a rather bumpy journey that is the focus of the rest of the narrative.  
 In Segantang Lada, the transformation of the Orang Laut from sea- to land-
bound is expressed in a metaphor of unlikely and awkward metamorphosis — “from 
a bird to a chicken” — that echoes of the primitivist characterisation familiar from 
early histories of Singapore and Malaysia, and which in turn rationalises both the 
paternal colonial administration as well as the modernising trope of the progressive 
nation. Such overtones of the ethnocentric, which Carey and others such as Joel Kahn 
take pains to correct in their anthropological studies, exist within the narrative. 
However, this orientation acts as an understated device, to calibrate a different, but 
equally valid, knowledge of the world, in the same way that the body and its oral 
histories may become the measure of a land in Near Intervisible Lines. Told to leave 
his island, Pak Mong, the chief of Pulau Senang, asks what appears a guileless 
question, “Can I bring this stone and that tree over there?” This apparently 
unsophisticated query is roundly belittled, and the reader is told, “nobody could 
understand him and he could not argue with the government people because they kept 
laughing and patronising him. He was in many ways embarrassed and angry.” It is 
then revealed that the stone was the tombstone of Pak Mong’s great-great-
grandfather, and that the tree it was placed beneath, the site where his great-great-
grandmother was buried, ironically establishing a cultural norm of ancestral 
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deference and heritage that is considered evidence of cultured civilisation. Pressured 
into defying his father’s instructions as custodian of both stone and tree, the chieftain 
curses the island and all who set foot on it. After witnessing the unhappy resettlement 
of the Orang Laut of Pulau Senang, the tenor of the narrative becomes increasingly 
dire, with the protagonist settling for a brief period in Singapore after an inopportune 
storm compels his group to head inland for shelter, echoes of Utama notwithstanding. 
But unable to adjust to a sedentary life they leave again in hopes of returning to their 
customary way of moving from island to island, and river mouth to river mouth, only 
to be forced back onto land again.  
 From its narrative, it is easy to regard Segantang Lada as a tale simply of the 
Orang Laut, a micro-history in novelistic expansion for a nostalgic return, as one 
might view Near Intervisible Lines. However, such a reading relegates their historical 
reference to the superficiality of an aesthetic element, which, in the case of Segantang 
Lada, overlooks its purposeful setting within a chronological frame. Although the 
dates typical of historical accounts are notably and intentionally absent in Zai’s 
narrative, recalling Loh et al.’s “tangled strands of modernity” and Sani’s study of the 
Malay Left, Segantang Lada may be read as portraying the competing complexities 
of the development of nation, even as it reflects upon these through the prism of the 
specificities of impact and repercussion experienced in the life of the Orang Laut. 
Within the course of the elaboration of their frustration and unhappiness over the 
increasing curtailment of their freedom through a series of setbacks and obstacles, 
three transformations are enacted that map onto the broader context of Malaya: of 
nomadic Orang Laut to land-settlers, of the protagonist to full-fledged Orang Laut, 
and of Singapore from fluid island to territorial nation. 
 The timeframe that Segantang Lada is set within is approximately the period 
from the Japanese occupation through independence, and in its elaboration of the 
resettlement of the Orang Laut, the subject of communism is mentioned. Though, in 
reality, resettlement and the Emergency were deeply intertwined. For Zai, the subject 
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of resettlement was one close to his heart, his empathy arising from both his ancestry 
— as a descendant of Bugis lineage, his father hailing from Makassar, a community 
historically engaged in defending Johor on behalf of the Sultanate — and his personal 
experience having to relinquish the village of his youth in the south-western part of 
Singapore (Zai and Starr 2014: 88, 90). Whereas Zai’s narrative focuses on the Orang 
Laut who undoubtedly were affected by the changes of the time, it was, in fact, the in-
land Negritos amongst the Orang Asli who were most affected by Emergency-related 
resettlement. Similarly nomadic, resettlement wrought substantial harm to the group, 
not least by confinement, but also in their being drawn into the battle between the 
Malayan Communist Party and the British-led administration of Malaya after the 
Japanese surrender. As the MCP withdrew deeper into the jungles of the peninsula, 
under the colonial government’s Briggs’ Plan in 1951, communities from remote 
parts were resettled into ‘new villages’ in order to stem the flow of aid and support to 
the MCP. The Plan which worked in the resettlement of the Chinese squatter 
communities, did not, however, succeed quite as well with the Orang Asli who, 
according to Carey, were treated as if they were “wild animals in the jungle,” fenced 
into villages resembling “miniature concentration camps” that became the scene for 
the deaths of hundreds through illness and depression, unsuited as they were to the 
sedentary and barbed-wire-enforced environment. Those who fled these ‘camps’ 
spread the word to other Orang Asli groups, and in a way the colonialist strategy, by 
virtue of its inhospitality, facilitated mutual support between the Orang Asli and the 
MCP for a time. Rectifying their failed strategy, the colonial government set up a 
small Department for Aboriginal Affairs which then, as did the MCP, courted the 
Orang Asli, who in turn responded with the inevitable “cynicism” of a neutral and 
peaceful party forced to take up another’s battle.   37
 Their understandable skepticism included dividing roles between Orang Asli 37
villages such that, where one supported the MCP, the other supported the 




 The direct mention of the Emergency within Segantang Lada occurs in the 
protagonist’s discovery of his true parentage. The reader is told that his mother had 
fallen in love with a communist who was said to have been killed by the police during 
a riot, and his body never recovered. Broken-hearted, his mother stopped speaking 
and in her anguish was almost a lost cause, till the chief of the Orang Laut match-
made her with his grandson who had also suffered great loss. This union saved both 
from their spiralling torment, with the protagonist as its product. As his mother could 
not care for her son, she gave him up to the protagonist’s adoptive father, a trusted 
childhood friend sold off to the same Chinese merchant as fellow orphans. Within the 
narrative, this lineage appears as a perfunctory interlude, as the subjects of the 
Emergency and communists are not addressed directly again, serving as a 
chronological and contextual signpost for the communist struggle of Malaya, in 
addition to underscoring the consequences of resettlement. 
 The second transformation of the protagonist to Orang Laut highlights the 
negotiation of cultural and ethnic differences. Paradoxically, the reader’s gradual 
edification regarding the nature and condition of the Orang Laut is through the under 
appreciation of the group’s cultural nuances, a failure of consideration that, as noted 
by Joel Kahn, has been the cause of historical turmoil, for example, where 
resettlement catalysed “a wave of racial rioting and violence” in Geylang Serai in the 
1960s, with divisive effects on Singapore and Malaya, threatening the newly formed 
conjoined nation (Kahn 2006: 4, 107–108). It is also a failure that is at the root of the 
communalism cited by the early nationalists as motivation for establishing a sense of 
common (Malayan) national cohesiveness. Nevertheless, this thorny condition of 
accentuated difference foisted upon by colonial segregative policy and differential 
treatment, was also then employed to produce indigeneity, particularly for the 
category of ‘Malay’, to the detriment of the Orang Asli.  
 Observing changes in census categories from the colonial period into the 
present, Rusalina Idrus’ study points to a gradual de-indigenisation of the Orang Asli: 
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initially included as ‘Malay’ in 1871, but becoming a separate category of Malaysians 
alongside the Malays by 1957. With the wider adoption of the term bumiputera — 
literally ‘son or prince of the soil’ — in the 1960s, the Orang Asli would remain a 
discrete class from the Malays, and in the 2000 census were included as ‘bumiputera 
lain’ (other Bumiputera). Rusalina credits this initial shift to colonial interests, in 
raising the status of a distinct Malay aristocracy that they could influence and who 
would legitimate their rule in the region.  But it is as a result of such partiality in 38
defining the Malays as “the chosen natives” of the land, that Mahathir Mohamad 
could in 1970 pronounce the Malays as the “original or indigenous peoples of 
Malaya” even vis-à-vis the aborigines of Malaysia on the basis of being the “first 
group to establish a government tracing back to the 15th-century Malaccan 
Sultanate,” in a privileging of administration over settlement (Rusalina 2011: 101–
102, 104, 109, 113–114).  Within Segantang Lada, this marginalisation is observed 39
in the misunderstanding of the Orang Laut’s identity. As the protagonist’s father 
explained, even though the community the protagonist had married into was known 
to the ‘mainlanders’ to spend most of their time at sea, leading to their literal 
designation of Orang Laut, “the truth is they come from Pulau Situ,” an island ‘over 
there.’ However, as Segantang Lada adds, the Orang Laut as Orang Situ simply 
allowed themselves to be labelled Orang Laut, their acquiescing nature, according to 
the protagonist’s father, being “just the way they are.”  
 From these shifts of definition, Rusalina concluded that such classification 
reveals the political and historical processes behind its codification, rather than 
necessarily reflecting the communities it circumscribed. Furthermore, as much as 
these distinctions may be projected in the manner of histories and memories upon a 
 This is regardless of the historical role the Negritos played in the Emergency on 38
behalf of the colonialists, although that did result in the establishment of a special 
Department for Orang Asli Affairs of which Carey was a part (Carey 1976: 11).
 Such administrative organisation is also noted by Roff, in that the honorific of 39
‘sultan’ corresponds with the introduction of Islam around the fifteenth century, its 
reference becoming more widespread from the nineteenth century. The fifteenth-
century was also a period of increasing systematic ranking of offices that served to 
produce a hierarchy of traditional aristocracy (W. R. Roff 1967: 2, 4).
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land, its consequences are very real, as categories ossify over time. One other 
ramification of the systemisation of ‘Malay’ as category, was its regulation under the 
Malay Reserve Enactment in the 1930s which defined the Malay ethnic identity as 
“someone who practices Malay culture, speaks the Malay language, and is 
Muslim” (Rusalina 2011: 105–106, 119). This latter attribute is picked up for 
elaboration in Zai’s intricate tale. Religion in Segantang Lada proves a divisive factor 
for the Orang Laut community. But, like the Orang Asli forced to choose between the 
MCP and the British administration, the protagonist of the narrative vacillates in his 
religious affiliation depending on the particular situation, on one occasion professing 
to be Christian, on another, Muslim. Within Zai’s narrative, religious conversion is 
portrayed as either a choice or from a lack of evangelical proficiency, the former 
observed in the conversion of the protagonist’s sons to Islam out of social 
convenience, which the protagonist derides as akin to “buying a costume,” and the 
latter, “because they could not read and understand the talks concerning Jesus and 
Allah.”  In spite of its casual address, including the protagonist’s abstention finding 40
abstract salvation too a foreign an idea to accept and believing in the protective 
guidance of nature, the navigation of religion in Segantang Lada indirectly challenges 
the category of the Malay as it has become codified.    
 Across the subjects broached within Segantang Lada, the common concern  
would appear to be over freedom: freedom from the limits of ethnic classification, 
religious prescription, and, of course, from land, or at least its confines, as seen in the 
protagonist’s repeated attempts to return to the sea to escape settlement. The most 
detrimental of these and cause for the imposition of settlement on the Orang Laut is 
the last, the limit of territory, including the sea, produced in a demarcation of nation 
which is also the narrative’s third transformation. Accustomed to moving from one 
familiar island to another, on one final and fateful occasion of their peregrination, the 
Orang Laut are stopped by a police patrol and told that the sea has since become 
 Such religious differentiation amongst the Orang Laut has a basis in Carey’s 40
anthropological study, in the variance between the Orang Kuala and Orang Selitar, 
with the latter, as non-Muslims, adhering to animistic beliefs (Carey 1976: 277–278).
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nationalised into territories belonging to Singapore and Indonesia. Unable to produce 
documents to prove their citizenship, and after a frustrating attempt at explaining 
their having always traversed between these islands, they are defeated by a logic of 
domain alien to them, reluctantly becoming Orang Kallang. On a separate but related 
note, according to Morgan, this diminishment of freedom produced in the regulation 
of sea-faring activity was also the cause of piracy. Restricted from trading with each 
other and forced to trade at colonial ports for the latter’s commercial interests, the 
options for the small time sea-farer were limited (Morgan 1956: 69). 
 The disruption of Malayan life in territorial restriction was, however, not 
limited to the Orang Laut, and another such occasion which receives more attention is 
of course the moment of separation from Malaysia, vividly captured in nationally-
televised footage of Lee Kuan Yew’s tearful announcement on August 9, 1965. 
Arguably comparable to the experience of the Orang Laut, the sense of loss in this 
territorial circumscription for Singapore is poignantly described by Frost and 
Balasingamchow in the final paragraphs of Singapore: A Biography, noting that the 
parting of ways was for Lee “the end of a dream he had worked for the whole of his 
adult life, the separation of a people bound together by ‘geography, economics and 
ties of kinship.’” In its emplotment, however, this occasion, like the genesis by fire in 
the ‘biography’s’ introduction, is narrated as bitter-sweet. For according to the 
authors, despite the unfortunate cleft, “Lee and his colleagues had taken back full 
control of their social revolution and of the future they had promised to the 
people” (Frost and Balasingamchow 2009: 423), a sanguine view that unfortunately 
was not afforded to the Orang Laut. 
 Accompanying these progressive territorial delineations was the narrowing of 
the idea of Malaya, Malay, and Melayu, in a re-mapping that put an end to the 
community of Nusantara and Melayu raya, in which Lee’s tearful moment of regret 
can be read as an admission of faith. Although the politics of territory may prevail, 
the territorial reach of culture resists such rein with language, custom, and practices 
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shared across Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and even the Philippines, the latter 
brought into brief relation with the others in Diosdado Macapagal’s Pan-Malayan 
concept of Maphilindo, an anti-colonial solidarity proposed between Malaya, the 
Philippines, and Indonesia.  This notion of a fluidity of identity and practice in 41
cultural, ethnic, historical, geographic, political, and to some extent religious 
delineation, runs as a constant in Segantang Lada, not least in the complete adoption 
and assimilation of its protagonist into the community and identity of the Orang Laut. 
Moreover such intermingling, according to Carey, extends historically back in time to 
the Proto-Malays who, based on archaeological findings, came to Malaya from Yunan 
(present-day China), intermarrying with the earlier Senoi settlers (Carey 1976: 220). 
Even Munsyi Abdullah — whose Hikayat Abdullah (or The Story of Abdullah) is 
valued for its observations of Malay life and culture during the colonial period — was 
technically Jawi Peranakan, a local-born Muslim of mixed Arab, Indian and Malay 
ancestry. With religious affiliation made coterminus with Malay identity, his faith has 
perhaps led to easier acceptance of his identity as a Malay amongst literary scholars 
(Munsyi Abdullah 2009: 26, 30–31; Winstedt [1947] 1981: 152). Regardless of such 
fluidity, even for the more nomadic, a sense of belonging and attachment to place, 
however, remains, as illustrated by the Orang Laut in Segantang Lada and as 
described by Carey of the Negritos, albeit a sense of belonging “defined by 
geographical features, by streams, and by rivers and mountains... (by) jungle paths, 
with a surrounding hinterland” (Carey 1976: 37–38).  
 This ‘pragmatic’ alliance recalls earlier associations within the region by early 41
nationalists such as Jose Rizal, for whom the ‘Malayan Filipino’ was a means to 
“rediscover (a) pre-hispanic past.” Regarding the Indonesian and Malayan 
connection, affinities of anti-colonial sentiments have also been traced to a group of 
students from Minangkabau and peninsular Malaya at Al-Azhar University in Cairo. 
Expressed in two journals in the 1920s — Seruan Azhar and Pilehan Timour — these 
students “apparently first articulated the notion that the indigenous peoples of the 
Malayan peninsula, parts of the Indonesian archipelago (especially Sumatra, 
Kalimantan, and Riau), and even southern Siam and the southern islands of the 
Philippines constituted a single community, race or nation” (Curaming 2011: 247–
248, 252; Kahn 2006: 21; W. R. Roff 1967: 224).
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 In its rich tale of Malaya’s history and geography written in the literary 
tradition of the Hikayat Abdullah, Segantang Lada’s narrative challenges the familiar 
and conventional emplotment of the history of Singapore. Yet, for all its historical 
reference, Segantang Lada remains an artwork, throwing into sharp relief the 
question of the aesthetic operation and purpose of artworks with historical 
commitment of this nature, as has been observed too of Malayan Exchange (Study of 
a Note of the Future), Utama: Every Name in History is I and Near Intervisible Lines. 
This is a subject that extends through the rest of this discussion. But before 
addressing this matter, given that art has its organisation in art history as the 
trajectory of aesthetic developments, and in that the historiographical artwork also 
confronts the history of art, it would seem necessary to take a look at the history of 
the history of art of Malaya.  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3.  A history of representation  
Aesthetic discourse and the contexts of artworks have generally been the concerns of 
the history of art. But in the case of artworks that confront histories, such an approach 
may appear insufficient. Besides, from the tenor of the discussion thus far, it may 
already be apparent that this endeavour is not merely an art historical one, even if it 
does include the historicising of art. Rather, taking a leaf from John Clark on the 
subject of examining modernity in Asia, to interpret and understand the 
historiographical artwork it is necessary to also observe the model of its own history. 
That is to say, to consider “where it has come from,” to include, paraphrasing Clark: 
the tastes which provide for its ordering, the constraints that interpose in its 
production, the negotiations within art discourses, and the production of its 
knowledge (Clark 1998: 29). As such, the discussion of the historiographical artwork 
expands beyond the artwork to encompass the exhibition, discourse, and the 
production of art history. But even as the interpretative field expands, and certainly, 
like modernity, the historiographical artwork is in a pursuit of a break from a past 
including its history, the historiographical artwork is nevertheless also read within a 
history of art, and this history begins with the art history of Singapore and Malaysia, 
a history that was written as a narrative of modernity. 
 As with nation, the story of the art of Singapore and Malaysia begins with 
Malaya. Central to this story is the narrative of the Nanyang school of art, a 
designation employed to reference — depending on the context of its utterance — a 
historical institution, an art movement or an aesthetic form (Sabapathy 1979: 43). 
Denoting, in translation, the ‘southern seas,’ the term registers the relative geographic 
position of Southeast Asia from the perspective of China, the latter being the place 
from which key artists of the movement originated, with stock names associated such 
as: Cheong Soo Pieng, Chen Chong Swee, Chen Wen Hsi, Liu Kang, and Georgette 
Chen. Closely bound to the movement and its aesthetic is the institution wherein 
these figures, with the exception of Liu Kang, were to take up teaching professions 
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after arriving to British Malaya — the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts. As institution, 
aesthetic, and movement, Nanyang predates the independence of Singapore and 
Malaysia, and thus has as its backdrop Malaya’s history. Founded in 1938 by Lim 
Hak Tai who, leaving behind the conflict between Japan and China,  migrated from 42
Xiamen in Fujian province to Singapore. The Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts was the 
first art college in British Malaya, even though, as Liu Kang was to note, ‘Western’ 
painting had had prior introduction in the region (Liu Kang [1980] 2005: 86). Barring 
a short hiatus during the Japanese occupation of Malaya, the institute has operated 
from its establishment to this day. But it was in its reopening in the wake of the war 
that the Academy rose to its height of importance for the region, with the favourable 
reception of the artworks and aesthetics it was to promote — the Nanyang style. 
Nanyang’s ‘golden period,’ considered by its artists to be between 1938 and 1965, 
was revisited in 1979 in a celebratory exhibition of the artworks of 40 artists at the 
National Art Gallery in Kuala Lumpur, curated by artist-curator Redza Piyadasa.  
 Yet, within the 1979 exhibition catalogue was expressed a measure of 
reservation as to what the aesthetic style actually meant for a history of Malayan art, 
even as the exhibition was intended to “provide some answers” (Piyadasa 1979: 6). In 
content, Nanyang art was distinctively Malayan, identified through its “obsession 
with subjects such as the ubiquitous fishing village and the Malay kampong, the 
world of the Chinese workers, and the depiction of Malay, Chinese and Indian 
festivals,” and in its compositions of still-life with “local fruits, fishes with prawns 
and crabs... painted amidst items such as an old Chinese bowl or kitchen 
utensils” (Piyadasa 1979: 32). But as art historian T. K. Sabapathy was to critique 
even then, thematically in their depiction of “landscapes, still-lifes, portraits, figure 
compositions, and genre scenes,” these artworks iterated existing categories of art 
 Specifically the ‘Lou Kou Chio’,‘Lu Kuo Chiao,’ or Marco Polo Bridge incident. 42
The result of the escalation of Chinese and Japanese military manoeuvres leading to 
war in 1937, was an upsurge of southward migration that included individuals such as 
Lim Hak Tai. The others of this group arrived subsequently: Cheong Soo Pieng in 
1946, Chen Wen Hsi in 1949, and Georgette Chen in 1953. Chen Chong Swee had 
already been in Malaya since 1932 (Piyadasa 1979: 24, 26–27).
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that artists of Malaya who were not considered necessarily part of the Nanyang 
school were producing (Sabapathy 1979: 43). What was it then that set them apart? 
Surely this was more a quandary for the historiographic and, possibly, curatorial 
exercise. But a solution to this conundrum was needed, and this was articulated in a 
conscious recourse to a “representational schema” of fusion, with Shanghai as the 
crucial site of its development (Sabapathy 1979: 44). 
 Shanghai’s significance for the art history of Malaya was as gestational 
crucible. First, as key Nanyang artists had developed there: Cheong Soo Pieng at the 
Amoy Academy of Art (under Lim Hak Tai), and, together with Chen Chong Swee 
and Liu Kang, were graduates of the Sin Hwa Academy of Art; Chen Wen Hsi hailed 
from the Fine Arts Department of the New China University; in addition, both Liu 
Kang and Georgette Chen studied in Paris besides Shanghai, with the latter, the most 
cosmopolitan of the group, also having spent time in New York (Piyadasa 1979: 26–
27; Hsu [1963] 1999: 72–77). Second, and of greater consequence than that these 
artists’ paths had converged in Shanghai, Shanghai in the early part of the twentieth-
century was a portal for the Chinese artists to the Parisian art scene. These 
experimentations with Western aesthetic practices “already taking place in pre-war 
China” were then carried by migratory winds to Malaya as a fusion of techniques, 
namely Western — specifically early-modernist and modernist aesthetics following 
the Beaux-arts tradition of perspective and fidelity of representation — and Chinese 
pictorial and painting methods (Piyadasa 1979: 28, 32). 
  
 Characterised as an aesthetic “synthesising ideals arising from combining 
Far-Eastern and School of Paris sources,” and having “an attitude towards art activity 
that readily identified it as being modern,” the result was that there was no way to 
limit the heterogenous range of artworks that could come under the label of 
‘Nanyang.’ This lead, over time, to an “eclecticism” of form and style becoming its 
qualifying criteria and interpretation, which certainly did not aid its formal and 
aesthetic distinction (Piyadasa 1994: 31; Sabapathy 1979: 44, 46). In his evaluation in 
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1979, Sabapathy noted that syncretism as aesthetic frame was ultimately problematic, 
and even a little out of keeping with the conventions of art history, saying that, in this 
manner of synthesis, “the obligations of traditional iconography were either 
minimised or neutralised by formal and technical considerations” (Sabapathy 1979: 
44). Though, this is not to say that it was not an exciting time for the artists to be 
producing art in Malaya, and it is incontrovertible that these experimental artworks 
were well received. As pointed out by Piyadasa in the same catalogue, patronage and 
support were forthcoming and significant, with figures such as art historian Michael 
Sullivan of the University of Malaya and film magnate, Datuk Loke Wan Tho, at the 
forefront (Piyadasa 1979: 30–31). Even so, that did not change the fact that, as 
aesthetic modality, Nanyang as style was, in effect, a paradoxical absence of formal 
cohesion, made formal.  
 Equivocality notwithstanding, the concept of a Nanyang approach and style 
became absorbed into the art historical narrative and has since remained at its core, or 
at least plays a role as an originary mythos. But perhaps its significance was not in its 
style, coherent or otherwise. Rather, if one were to look at the historical context, these 
artworks were produced during a formative period of Malayan nationalism, and the 
attitude and approach of the Nanyang artists, as sentiments of the time suggest, was 
one of exuberant energy, where “art activity (was) viewed as a ceaseless ‘search for 
the new,’ uninhibited by aesthetic dogmas” (Sabapathy 1979: 44). Besides the 
Nanyang artists, the period saw the formation of numerous other artist clubs and 
societies, much as it was with the political groups and organisations referenced in 
Zeng’s artwork. The Wednesday Art Group, Penang Art Teachers Group, Selangor Art 
Society, Majlis Kesenian Melayu, Angkatan Pelukis Semananjung, and the Equator 
Art Society were amongst those formed around the 1950s, attesting to the vibrance of 
the artistic scene (Piyadasa 1994: 33). 
 Yet, for a burgeoning art scene, that the Nanyang school and style was to gain  
pole position required some explanation, and Piyadasa was to take up this challenge 
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in his retrospective analysis in 1994. Noting the relative lack of Malay artists 
employing the syncretic approach, he reasoned that this was likely due to religious 
circumspection, as much as it was to a “traditional Malay preference for abstract and 
non-representational art.” Furthermore, in his comparison, the techniques of the 
Nanyang artists had “sophisticated nuances... marked by (their) experimentation and 
awareness of complex modernist art concepts and approaches” (Piyadasa 1994: 16, 
26, 33). Whilst Piyadasa’s explanation reflected both past and residual segregational 
politics from the colonial era, as discussed earlier, his qualification that ethnicity was 
not consequential brings the crux of Nanyang’s significance to light. According to 
Piyadasa, the emergent tendencies “were particularised by artists from the various 
ethnic groups who made up multi-racial Malaya” (Piyadasa 1994: 15), and this is the 
reason for the Nanyang’s relevance: the context of Malaya as a nation that needed a 
cultural history which could provide evidence of a cultural past and present.  
On the subject of the historical narrative, Hegel had declared:  
 [I]t is the State which first presents subject-matter that is not only adapted to 
 the prose of History, but involves the production of such history in the very 
 progress of its own being… and thus produces a record as well as an interest 
 concerned with intelligent, definite — and, in their results — lasting  
 transactions and occurrences; on which Mnemosyne, for the behoof of the 
 perennial object of the formation and constitution of the State, is impelled to 
 confer perpetuity (Hegel [1900] 2001: 76–77). 
It is without question that the Malaya of the Nanyang school was a modern state in 
the making, and, as Sabapathy was to observe, Malayan culture was “pressed into 
yielding answers” (Sabapathy 2002: 13). Standing in for a heterogenous multi-ethnic 
population, the syncretising multi-cultural representation of the Nanyang school was 
relatively more amenable to this historical narrative. With modernist aesthetics 
filtered through China and thus palatable to the Chinese artists who were keen to 
employ their effects in British Malaya upon arrival, the history practically wrote 
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itself: an aesthetic, movement and school, locally naturalised, yet bearing the emigre 
trace that characterised the community of Malaya, with pre-packaged modernism and 
supported by an existing camaraderie. This last statement is perhaps cynical in its 
reading of the art history of Malaya, probably a little too glib, and certainly not the 
entire reason for the Nanyang aesthetic’s prominence, although its suggestion is not 
entirely inconceivable. Numerous expositions accounting for and nuancing the 
variety of aesthetic modernisms across Asia have since been published, and these 
attest to the spread of modernist aesthetics as well as confirm the cultural influences 
and pressures that Malaya had experienced. But as a thesis on a nation’s emergence, 
cultural modernism was needed and the Nanyang school, aesthetic, and movement, 
filled this role quite effortlessly, particularly if, following Prasenjit Duara’s argument, 
nation — as subject of History in the Hegelian sense — required a bridge for the 
“aporia between the past and the present” in a “temporal split” that both produced 
continuity as well as a break (Duara 1995: 29–34, 55). This need was met in the 
Nanyang aesthetic, with syncretism combining both the legacy of technique with the 
relinquishment of subject through the embrace of local themes and objects. Though, 
the aesthetic alone could not have achieved this much, and as previously 
demonstrated, history’s silver-tongued ability to stitch a narrative is quite 
unparalleled. For, as Benedict Anderson was to describe, “it is the magic of 
nationalism to turn chance into destiny” (Anderson [1983] 2006: 11–12), and in the 
case of the Nanyang, the narrative that transformed the aesthetic, movement, and 
school into cultural history. 
 Needless to say, an art historical narrative that made its moment of genesis 
the advent of the Nanyang school would be found wanting of a more substantive 
historical timeframe, and such a narrative in longue durée form was published in the 
same a month that Malaysia (Malaya, Singapore, Sabah and Sarawak) gained its 
independence, penned by Chinese emigre of the 1930s, Marco Hsu. In his foreword 
to the English-translation of Hsu’s text, Sabapathy referred to the narrative’s Hegelian 
historiographic disposition, saying, “Hsu can be seen as setting out to mark the 
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transition towards post-coloniality with a historical affirmation whereby culture and 
art are claimed as having roots that are vital, enduring and distinct” (Hsu [1963] 
1999: vii). Hsu’s purpose was confirmed by Lai Chee Kien, who, in translating Hsu’s 
text, noted that Hsu’s “primary reason for writing... was to prove that Malaya was not 
a cultural desert, which was then a common claim for colonies constructed for 
enterprise rather than culture.”  It would appear, however, that Hsu’s concern has 43
rather enduring roots, for even within Kahn’s exposition much later, the latter was to 
attempt a similar counter to the claim that Malaya, as recalled, was not quite the 
“sleepy colonial backwater… yet to experience the full impact of commercialisation, 
urbanisation and modernising social and cultural forces” (Kahn 2006: xii), but 
cosmopolitan even before independence, and that it really was not simply Georgette 
who was worldly-wise.   44
 Similar to other longue durée narratives such as Singapore: A Biography and 
Singapore: A 700-Year History, From Early Emporium to World City,  Hsu’s 45
chronicle, A Brief History of Malayan Art, was ambitious. Extending the gestation of 
culture back in time, Hsu’s generous history opened with the arts of the indigenous 
peoples (identifying amongst the Orang Asli groups, the Negrito, Sakai, and Jakun 
tribes), documenting their bamboo crafts, body adornments and decorations. 
Continuing with a chronicle of influences from the region, Hsu’s narrative charted the 
14th century archaeological discoveries of gold ornaments dating back to the 
 Hsu’s text opened with the question: “Malaya is often called a cultural desert: is 43
that bad in reality? This is definitely a question worthy of debate” (Hsu [1963] 1999: 
viii). 
  Paris-born and wife of Foreign Minister, Eugene Chen, it is known that Georgette 44
Chen was widely travelled. However, the repeated emphasis of ‘cosmopolitanism’ as 
her distinguishing characteristic as found across multiple texts is interesting to 
contemplate, both in terms of what is implied — perhaps with regard to her aesthetic 
loyalties to the Nanyang, or conversely enhancing Nanyang’s relative local 
authenticity, although Chen too was known for her local still-life paintings — as well 
as the effect of its repetition upon its meaning in semantic satiation, given Barthes’ 
observations on myth.
 The 700-year narrative was commissioned by the National Archives of Singapore 45
to connect the island’s early history of trade to its position within a twenty-first 
century global economy (Kwa, Heng and Tan 2009).
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Majapahit Empire in Fort Canning, and metal-ware of Malaya that displayed 
elements of Javanese, Sumatran, and Siamese aesthetics. As the modern and 
modernising aesthetic of Malaya, painting enters the narrative in the chapter titled 
‘Understanding Local Colour’ which introduces the arrival of the Nanyang as having 
“captured the essences of locality.” Represented by the figures of Liu Kang, Cheng 
Chong Swee, Cheong Soo Pieng, and Chen Wen Hsi, the Nanyang established 
Malayan art history’s aesthetic break within Hsu’s historical narrative, and the rest of 
the publication was to note a number artists that followed or responded to this 
historical moment up to the point of the publication of the text in 1963 (Hsu [1963] 
1999: 16–19, 27, 31, 71, 73, 82–83, 99–105). In its expansive reach alone it may be 
said that Hsu’s text was the first chronologically comprehensive historical narrative 
of the cultural production of Malaya, abridged as it may have been in its introduction 
of each form and period it recorded. Its structure was, however, uncomplicated, a 
modernising trajectory that saw the transformation of object craft and tradition into 
the modern techniques of allegorical representation.  
 While other artists beyond the core Nanyang clique are mentioned in Hsu’s 
chronicle, it is the third category of these — ‘Vibrant Artists (C)’ — that is of interest 
here. Arguably the closest to the Nanyang circle, these artists were also graduates and 
teachers at the academy, and, like the Nanyang artists, their approach to depicting 
Malaya in the midst of modernisation was quite distinct. Their significance was 
sufficient to justify a chapter from Hsu, even if not as laudably labelled. The genesis 
of this strain of aesthetic practice — of “works (that) express their ideas of society” 
— Hsu identified as beginning with the Singapore Chinese High School’s Graduates 
of 1953 Arts Association, that, on ceasing due to “great external obstacles,” 
resurfaced as the Equator Art Society in 1956 (Hsu [1963] 1999: 99–100). The reason 
for the Society’s slightly lesser tribute in Malayan art history would appear to be two-
fold: first, as part of a later generation relative to the canon’s pioneering Nanyang 
artists of the early 1950s; and second, the subject of their concerns. Despite their 
eclectic subject and aesthetic choices, the pioneering artists of Nanyang had “tended 
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to view the Malay condition within the purview of a romantic vision” (Piyadasa 
1994: 39). In comparison, the Equator Art Society artists presented the “harsh 
realities of everyday life devoid of any romantic or sentimental implications,”  and 46
thus was less accommodating of the triumphal narrative of nation. A classic example 
of the group’s aesthetic approach, is Night Arrest (1954)  by founding-president of 47
Equator Art Society and son of Lim Hak Tai, Lim Yew Kuan, which depicted the 
Japanese kempetai’s seizure of youth during the occupation. Though, if the elder Lim 
Hak Tai’s exhortation to his students and teachers — to “reflect the reality of the 
‘Southern Seas’” — is anything to go by, Lim Yew Kuan and his cohort were 
arguably following this advice. As the younger Lim was to recount in a personal 
interview in 2004 on the Equator Art Society’s approach, “[w]e had no choice really... 
what else could we do but speak about what was happening around us? We were all 
affected during the Japanese Occupation” (Piyadasa 1979: 32; Ong 2012: 67).  
 The depiction of the realities of the early days of nation was without question 
the aim of all these artists, and the fact that in retrospective analysis the Nanyang’s 
aesthetic might be deemed equivocal and perhaps unfavourably eclectic, was not due 
to any shortcomings of Lim Hak Tai. As John Clark was to counsel, “the plane of 
‘national’ content is not analytically the same as the plane of ‘national’ intent in 
expression, although they may overlap in practice” (Clark 1998: 239), and the 
Nanyang, while classified as ‘national,’ may not have had ‘national’ purpose, or at 
least not entirely. As Lim was to elaborate in a talk titled ‘Art and Life’ broadcast in 
1949 on Radio Malaya in Singapore, Nanyang deserved a culture that would express 
its conditions in a pursuit of “truth, goodness and beauty (which) are the greatest 
 According to Piyadasa’s account via Chung Cheng Sun, in their aesthetic, the 46
Equator Art Society deliberately rejected the earlier ‘masters’ (referring to Chen 
Chong Swee, Cheong Soo Pieng, and Chen Wen Hsi). They were led by the younger 
teachers at the academy which included Lim Yew Kwan, Chuah Mia Tee, Lee Boon 
Wang, and Tan Tee Chie (Piyadasa 1979: 33–34)
 It will be of interest later, in relation to the artwork by Koh Nguang How, that this 47
painting by Lim Yew Kuan, which is presently in the collection of the National Visual 
Arts Gallery collection in Kuala Lumpur, would appear to be referred by two titles, 




purposes of life,” and where its art could contribute in “selfless spirit” to the 
representation of local reality (Lim [1991] 2009: 76). The aesthetic mission, defined 
as such, was generously broad and open to interpretation. Amongst the pioneering 
generation of artists, four were to follow its call and embark on such an exploration of 
the Nanyang spirit in 1952, headed to Bali ostensibly “to search for a visual 
expression that was Southeast Asian” (Kwok 1996: 40), and in the process 
irrevocably establishing the Nanyang school as a style of influence upon the post-trip 
presentation of their discoveries. While Paris-via-Shanghai might explicate 
Nanyang’s technique, it was Bali that powerfully embodied Nanyang’s aesthetic 
subject and captured the historiographic imagination. The exhibition Four Artists in 
Bali was held in 1953 at the British Council on Stamford Road, an institution 
established in 1947 with the recognition of individual artistic talents in mind (Kwok 
1996: 38–39). However, given the rich environment of Malaya as described in 1949 
by the elder Lim, the question that quite naturally follows is: why Bali?  
 Broached in an article titled ‘Bali Re-visited’ in 1995, according to Sabapathy 
Bali’s appeal was its “presentness,” “magnetism” and integration of “nature, life, art 
and spirituality” (Sabapathy 1995: 13, 16). Yet the four artists — Liu Kang, Chen 
Chong Swee, Cheong Soo Pieng, and Chen Wen Hsi — were not the first to perform 
such a sojourn, as Bali was a “much sought-after travel destination for Malayan 
painters after the war.” Though, as noted by Hsu, the exception in 1952 was the 
group’s having “achieved most from this exercise,” as the inspiration Bali provided 
made for a “truly a momentous event in the Malayan art scene” on their return (Hsu 
[1963] 1999: 72–73). While in Bali, the group met Adrien Jean Le Mayeur de 
Merpres, a Belgian impressionist who had decided to reside in Bali in 1932, after an 
earlier visit in 1929 (Ooi 2012: 72). Although the art historical narrative notes that Le 
Mayeur’s artworks — exhibited in Singapore on four occasions between 1933 and 
1941 — “created a significant impression amongst the pioneering generation of 
Singapore artists in terms of visual expression and the perception of Bali as an artistic 
haven,” it does not credit him as the impetus for the four’s jaunt to Bali. Certainly 
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Chen Chong Swee’s recollection of the impact of seeing Le Mayeur’s exhibition was 
exceptionally vivid, and has been returned to repeatedly in iterations of this narrative. 
In Chen’s description, he recounts being captivated by Le Mayeur’s “free-flowing 
and bold, strong strokes, in bright and gay colours… inspired by the brilliant and 
clear tropical sunlight,” and moved by his “brightly-clad, energetic and graceful 
dancers” and female weavers at the loom, not to mention the enthralling encounter 
with Le Mayeur’s muse and, subsequently, wife, Ni Pollok, who, at the exhibition, 
“offered herself bare-breasted for photographs” (Kwok 1996: 30–31, 40; Kwok 1993: 
14; Sabapathy 1995: 16).  
 Based on the narratives of Malayan art, the four did not venture to Bali in the 
footsteps of Le Mayeur (Sabapathy 1995: 16), however, it may be conjectured that Le 
Mayeur had framed Bali for the artists through his artworks, and that they may have 
been inspired through Le Mayeur’s success to imagine what they too could do with a 
place like Bali. The son of a marine painter, for most part of his life, Le Mayeur was a 
restless traveller, his whereabouts at any time approximated from his meagre 
correspondence as he changed his location every year or two. His travels took him 
around the world, from the European continent to North Africa, to the Middle East 
and South Asia; in Southeast Asia, he was to stopover in Cambodia, Burma, Bali, and 
of course, Singapore. Le Mayeur’s own aesthetic approach was informed by 
impressionist techniques, “characterised by the rendition of light and colour,” leading 
to the epithet of ‘luminist’ to describe his style. He was also considered to have been 
greatly influenced by Paul Gauguin’s artworks and had travelled to Tahiti, as did 
Gauguin, producing while there paintings that were “unmistakably inspired by 
Gauguin” in composition (Ubbens and Huizing 1995: 5, 74–75). It was in Tahiti that 
Le Mayeur first caught wind of Bali from a film about the island. After his first visit 
to Bali in 1929, he was to return determined to make artworks there. Unlike his other 
briefer trips, Le Mayeur tarried in Bali for the next 26 years enamoured by the place: 
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“[t]here are three things in life that I love. Beauty, sunlight and silence. Now could 
you tell me where to find these in a more perfect state then in Bali?”   48
 For Le Mayeur, the decision to stay on in Bali was beyond doubt once he had 
experienced the place and its people, and even through the war his desire to paint was 
unflagging. If not for his trip to Brussels in 1958 to introduce Ni Pollok to his family 
and to seek treatment for a medical concern that resulted in complications leading to 
his death in Brussels, it is conceivable that he would have remained in Bali till the 
end of his life by choice. Such a choice, however, was not available to the Nanyang 
artists. In an exhibition Between Here and Nanyang: Marco Hsu’s Brief History of 
Malayan Art at the National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum in 2013, 
curators Chang Yueh Siang and Lai Chee Kien noted that at the time of Hsu’s 
publication, and thus the formative moment of independent nation, the Chinese who 
had come to Malaya needed to assimilate, unlike Le Mayeur who could quite freely 
remain an emigre-Belgian-Impressionist. According to the curators, with the 
formation of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, “overnight, the option for 
Chinese people in Malaya to return to China became closed off.” Instead of being a 
place of temporary sojourn, Malaya and its future was to be theirs as well, arguably 
affecting their relationship and thus depiction of it (Chang and Lai 2013: 2). 
  
 Despite the success it garnered the four and its contribution to the Malayan 
historical narrative, the watershed of the Bali trip remained an awkward moment and 
the subject of a curious hairsplitting. Channels and Confluences: A History of 
Singapore Art was a wide-ranging survey produced in 1996 by the then-newly 
established Singapore Art Museum that was intended to “provide an outline history of 
visual art in Singapore from about the beginning of the twentieth century to the 
 Quoting ‘Bali’s wonderlijke Schoonheid,’ Elsevier’s Weekblad 30 March, 1946. In 48
a reply to a letter around the same time, Le Mayeur was to write, “cette fois j’allait 
vivre exclusivement pour mon art et que rien ne pourrait m’en distraire,’ (‘this time, I 
shall live exclusively for my art, and nothing shall distract me’)” (Ubbens and 
Huizing 1995: 81, 101, 105).
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present… (with) one important theme of (its) survey (concerning) the emergence of 
modern art in Singapore” (Kwok 1996: 7–8). Within the chronological appraisal of 
national narrative, Le Mayeur gets brief mention under the section on pre-War 
European artists. As has been noted earlier, the artists were clearly euphoric over the 
“paradise” of Bali.  But between Le Mayeur and the four — given all had 49
significant, even pivotal, parts within this narrative — the treatment of Bali became a 
bit of a balancing act, a question of how much of Bali was required for the narrative. 
Although, perhaps it is less Bali per se that was tricky, than the nature of the art 
historical narrative that was the Gordian knot, where the challenge was to blend 
Parisian-Chinese technique, Bali excursion, and possible French-Post-Impressionist-
influenced Belgian inspiration into a truly Malayan style that could present this 
cultural history as a modernist break in a combination of contact and circulation that 
is noted by Clark as historically characteristic of such discourse (Clark 1998: 31–33). 
Nevertheless, compared with China, Bali was a lot closer in geographic and cultural 
relation to Malaya, and it certainly was ungrudging of exotic appeal that lent a 
picturesque air to the image of the new nation, even if it was by then part of the 
nation of Indonesia.  
 Bringing together in synthetic edifice the modern émigré, an aesthetic fusion, 
and something exceptional in a dash of the native, Bali as the historic spark produced 
in a convergence of purpose and circumstance, having been conceived, would have 
ramifications as later generations of artists would be required to define their 
relationship to this history. In an attempt to explore, if not respond, four artists from 
The Artists Village (TAV) — Agnes Yit, Kai Lam, Jeremy Hiah, and Woon Tien — 
decided to take a trip to Bali in October 2001, allegedly to discover if they too could 
recreate this spark and become historic, or else experience the journey of ‘pioneering’ 
 Although Liu Kang’s writings mention both western interests and influences, the 49
“paradise” of Bali is evocatively described as the place that “captures the hearts of 
one and all,” “lifts the spirit (that) one immediately feels energised,” and the means 
“to retrieve our childhood innocence and to gather fresh and interesting motifs for our 
work” (Liu Kang [1980] 2005: 89; Liu Kang [1953] 2005: 108, 112).
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themselves. As Jeremy Hiah related in a conversation in 2012, there was no avoiding 
this task, for, quoting Liu Kang paraphrasing Charlie Chaplin, “anyone who has not 
been to Bali has not really visited Southeast Asia” (Liu Kang [1953] 2005: 108). 
Figure 5. The Artists Village (Agnes Yit, Kai Lam, Jeremy Hiah and Woon Tien)  
The Bali Project (2001) (detail)  
 Armed with T. K. Sabapathy’s Bali Revisited and a compendium of the 
artworks of Liu Kang, off went the four contemporary artists to the place Liu Kang 
had declared the “last paradise” (Sabapathy 1995: 13). With a minor and rejuvenating 
detour to Yogyakarta, the artists spent their time in Bali visiting sites they imagined 
had inspired the pioneer artists, in the process serendipitously chatting with Le 
Mayeur’s cousin, and getting themselves photographed at the same spot where the 
pioneers had historically posed for a group picture in 1952. The artists initially sought 
out places that Liu Kang may have portrayed in his paintings, but after a bit of 
exploration of possible forms and methods — not to mention not actually having 
confirmed the sites Liu Kang had visited and thus having an unrestricted 
interpretative field to work with — they decided to photograph themselves in 
compositions of Liu Kang’s artworks. Dressed in sarongs and bare-chested to 
resemble the women of the Bali paintings, as well as improvising with found objects 
(such as mineral water bottles substituting for vases), they posed in approximations 
corresponding to Liu Kang’s Two by the Waterfall (1996), Masks (Bali) (1953), Siesta 
in Bali (1957), Bathers (1997), and Artist and Model (1954). The result was uncanny 
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enough to be recognisable as echoing the canonical paintings in their overall 
composition of settings and objects, the latter including fishing nets, a rattan chair, 
masks, and even a hat and sketch-pad. Incidentally, and further exemplifying their 
faithfulness to the 1952 Bali trip, Georgette Chen’s absence, due to her not having 
arrived till the following year, is also reflected within The Bali Project. While starting 
off the blocks with the historically accurate number of artists headed to Bali — four 
— by coincidence perhaps, Agnes left the group after Yogyakarta, thus removing 
herself from being captured within the artwork, even as she continues to be credited 
when it is mentioned, aptly mirroring the Nanyang-by-Bali narrative on multiple 
levels. 
 The Bali Project was subsequently incorporated into a lecture in 2004 by Ho 
Tzu Nyen titled, 2 Seas, 3 Chairs and 4 Suits, that attempted to explicate The Artists 
Village’s artwork as “an afterimage,” or “an image produced through a process of 
double-exposure.” Within the lecture, photographs of The Bali Project were 
interwoven with photographs of and paintings by the Nanyang artists, in a cycling 
and repetitive montage that reinforced the argument of the former acting as the 
shadow of the latter. Referencing Walter Benjamin’s essay, ‘The Work of Art in the 
Age of Mechanical Reproduction,’ the lecture suggested that in The Bali Project’s re-
enactment — and by implication Ho’s lecture as well — each reproduction or 
repetition emptied the subject of its content or significance, leaving behind only an 
afterimage, a conclusion that Ho had also demonstrated with the mythologisation of 
origins in Utama. In 2 Seas this conclusion was literally deduced from the chests of 
its figures, in a comparison of the amply-endowed females of Liu Kang’s modernist 
paintings, with the ‘deflated’ photographic recreations of male chests in The Bali 
Project. Yet, Ho’s statement of this graphic ‘fall’ from historic grace, however 
facetious, was not without basis. As Liu Kang was to relate post-trip: “[a]nyone who 
has been to Bali will never forget the half-naked women. Those who have never been 
there are longing to go. Those who have experienced it will always savour the 
memories, sometimes in their sweetest dreams” (Liu Kang [1953] 2005: 110). As a 
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metaphor of physical envy of the spoils of a past generation, Ho’s 2 Seas read the 
unsatisfactory voluptuousness of The Bali Project’s as the artists having “arrived 
upon the scene much too late, as though all the bounties of the tropical paradise have 
already been exhausted by their precursors, their founding fathers, almost half a 
century ago.”  
 Within Ho’s 2 Seas, the historio-aesthetic trace is expanded with a few more 
similarly structured lineages: the Nanyang artists to their forerunners in Gauguin and 
Cézanne; of conceptualism through the subject of chairs in a lineage from Joseph 
Kosuth and Andy Warhol, to Redza Piyadasa and Matthew Ngui; and the subject of 
aura as embodied in suits from Joseph Beuys, to Vincent Leow and Tang Da Wu. 
Analogous to Utama’s effect, this enumeration of ancestors threatens to stifle the 
aspiring artist, a conclusion which The Bali Project appears to confirm, that for all its 
intent to experience the enchantment of the Southern Seas, and in spite of its apparent 
flippancy through kitschy portrayal of Nanyang exoticism, the horizon of the 
historical narrative to be overcome was disconcertingly real. However, a less 
melancholic interpretation may be drawn via John Clark’s remark on tradition as 
differentiated from custom, where, as “motivated tastes,” rather than necessarily a 
natural sedimentation over time, the institution of the past reveals an artificial 
“invariance” that allows for its transformation (Clark 1998: 71, 73). That is to say, in 
invoking the Nanyang-by-Bali narrative as an uneasy site, The Bali Project presented 
the art historical signpost as proto-history ready for adaptation, just as Jacob 
Burckhardt too had observed of the selective appropriations of Roman history in 
history painting (Burckhardt [c.1887] 2005: 188). But if the historiographical artwork 
is a reworking of history, would that make its contemporary artist a historian of sorts? 
 In his critique of historicism in art in its sense of relativism, Hal Foster, in a 
broader reproof of pluralism within contemporary art, was to take exception to what 
he perceived as ahistorical “returns to history” characterised by a “promiscuity” of 
borrowing of historical reference that do not engage with their subject deeply enough 
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(Foster 1985: 15–16). This may appear a fair observation across the spectrum of 
visual art practices, and in a broad assessment of history as a convenient and 
malleable subject not merely for aesthetic practices but also as means to economic, 
political and social ends. But these artists do not, in fact, profess themselves 
historians, even if they may be said to have the historical consciousness of Hegel’s 
‘reflexive’ historian attempting a “critical” history of history (Hegel [1900] 2001: 20). 
Neither is it the purpose of this examination to foist such a role upon the artists, nor 
rationalise such a role from artwork to artist. However, would this relegate the 
historiographical artwork to an accompaniment of history, as the “expressive fiction” 
that Elkins suggested of art historical writing (Elkins [1955] 1997: xi), or Geertz’s 
anthropological ‘fashionings’ (Geertz 1973: 15)?  
 For all its disapproval, the motivation behind Foster’s critique of pluralism of 
contemporary art and its historical tourism was an urgency to “retain (or restore) a 
radicality to art without a new foreclosure or dogmatism,” in an extension of Edward 
Said’s denunciation of academic disciplinary limits to the isolation of art from other 
spheres of life, thus detrimentally limiting art to the representation of “humane 
marginality” (Foster 1985: 4, 32; Said 1983: 155). To this conundrum, Said was to 
tentatively suggest, citing Hayden White, that “interference, (such as in the) crossing 
of borders and obstacles,” may provide some reprieve from “historical erosion” of 
political efficacy and engagement (Said 1983: 142, 157). It may then be said that 
these artworks that ‘do history’ could be read as attempts at reinstating a relationship 
between art and these other spheres of life. After all, as Mark Godfrey was to remark, 
in assuming a measure of the historian’s role, the ‘artist-as-historian’ has the 
opportunity “to work with a methodological freedom and creativity without 
sacrificing rigour” (Godfrey 2007: 169–70). Although, could Foster’s and Said’s hope 
of radical cross-disciplinary engagement really be found in the historiographical 
artwork? Instead, it would appear that the transformative desire is thwarted: the 
currency does not circulate, origins turn into a morass of names, the storyteller finds 
himself the last of his people, the tide comes in, and the artists do not transform into 
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pioneers. In its attempt to ‘finish’ or project upon history, is the historiographical 
artwork in fact, as Ho suggested, ‘too late’? 
  
 From this initial foray into the historiographical as aesthetic practice, it would 
seem that the questions raised are at least as bountiful as its histories. But as Hegel 
was to say of painting,“the chief thing is the portrayal of a situation, the scene of an 
action” (Hegel [c.1835] 1975: 859), and thus three modalities — or ‘scenes’ — are 
proposed to activate this analysis of historiographically-inclined artworks. Drawing 
from the art historical, national, and territorial claims that are the subjects of the 
historiographical artwork, the successive sections explore the historical subject of the 
artwork as reclamation or supplementation of history and its perceived lacunae, or the 
historiographical artwork’s unchaste purloin. Moving into the subject of influence 
and lineage that produce the aesthetic embellishment, the third section looks at the 
licentiousness of artistic license. Finally, in its apparent historiographical purpose of 
challenging assumed truths — or the search and projection of  the “intervisible line” 
of history — the discussion turns to the possible radicalisation of theory to explicate 
the historiographical artwork. 
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II.  WITNESS 
According to Hayden White, the nature of historiography is an inherent equivocation 
that is closely related to the ambiguity of narrativity — as “a mode of discourse, a 
manner of speaking, and the product produced by the adoption of this mode of 
discourse” — where the “difficulty of conceptualising the difference” between its 
manner and representation is the site of the enigma of its adequacy as well as that 
which “makes it suspect” (White 1984: 31–33). Given this scenario of uncertainty, 
what exactly may be said of the historical account? Certainly a limitation to simple 
fact would provide a chronicle of the past. However, as discussed in the earlier 
section, narrativity is sought that, as much as it may embellish, also provides valuable 
production of meaning. In spite of this “imaginary” aspect, the historical narrative 
does purport to provide a testament of sorts, and the historiographically-inclined 
artwork is no different. 
 The legal interpretation of bearing witness, of formal testimony in a court, is 
not the primary concern here, even if politics may be the subject of a number of the 
artworks. Neither is it expected that these artworks would become material evidence, 
even if the material they contain may have formal evidential substance. Nonetheless, 
the concept of witnessing and the implications derived from its legal definition are 
suggested here as a modality for examining the historiographical artwork beyond the 
representation of history. In addition, a slight distinction is noted between the act of 
witnessing and of being a witness, differentiating between the absorption of the 
moment and its representation, with the latter, in combining assimilation and 
interpretation, introduces as well a plasticity in a dependence on the faithfulness of 
memory of the moment absorbed. Between the two, it is largely the state of being a 
witness that the historiographical artwork would appear to present to its viewer, and 
in turn, the artwork that bears witness produces in its viewer, a witness. As for that 




4.  As evidence 
The submission of an evidence is arguably the most basic manifestation of bearing 
witness. Taking the aforementioned three elements — history, land, and art history — 
three artworks by Amanda Heng, Yee I-Lann, and Koh Nguang How respectively 
demonstrate such a claim of substantiation.  
Figure 6. Amanda Heng  
I Remember… (2005)  
performance (detail) 
  
 Titled I Remember... (2005), Amanda Heng’s installative work presented as 
part of the M1 Fringe Festival with the theme of ‘Art and War,’ comprised a 
performance at the Esplanade Waterfront in Singapore and a showcase of video 
interviews that Heng had conducted on the subject of the Japanese occupation of 
Singapore during the Second World War as representative of the island’s most recent 
and direct encounter with international warfare. Motivated by a desire to further her 
understanding of the experience of the war as well as her mother’s own loss of a 
brother who had ‘disappeared’ never to be seen again, Heng chose an approach 
characteristic of her practice, of interacting with those around her, thus contrasting 
living accounts with the otherwise impersonal public history, in an intersection of 
public and private spheres. As part of the performance, balloons bearing the 
fingerprints of her audience were transported, while tied to the artist, to an area where 
the videos interviews were being screened. Traversing this distance, as if a journey 
into the past, Heng prostrated herself every few steps, this ceremonial posture 
alluding to the idea of a pilgrimage. On arrival, Heng submitted to having the 
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artwork’s title tattooed across her back, in an indelible declaration that fused the 
rupture and pain of remembering with the lasting effects of wartime experience. The 
performance ended with the release of the balloons and the presentation of these 
uniquely personal memories of the war.  
 Unsurprisingly, the interviews recounted the fear and hardship experienced 
during the war by its survivors. But it is in the personal observations of the minutiae 
in wartime that both bring home the conditions of war and that distinguish each 
experience. Such details include the learning of survival skills, such as speaking 
Japanese, or, in case of Hilary Hogan, cobbling as shoes were a rare wartime 
commodity; methods to escape or alleviate wartime perils, such as in the decision by 
the mother of Margaret Philips to find shelter for the family after being told that her 
daughters could be at risk from Japanese soldiers seeking ‘pleasure’; and the 
technical know-how to dig an effective trench when Japanese warplanes threaten 
overhead. In spite of the extreme conditions, these stories are peppered with moments 
of levity and vitality: of Hogan gifting the first pair of slippers he made to his 
girlfriend’s mother, and the Philips family’s bittersweet relief in turning down a bed 
in the Convent of Holy Infant Jesus where they had taken shelter so as not to split up 
the family, thus avoiding one of the eight bombs that devastated the room in which 
they would have sought refuge. In I Remember…, these crowd-sourced recollections 
are framed as missing pieces that supplement the official narratives, creating a 
shifting, rather than mechanical, tribute to those who were lost and those who 
survived the war. This confrontation of the subjective with the abstraction of official 
account was manifest further in subsequent presentations of the artwork, such as at 
The Substation in 2007, with the addition of the photographic reproduction of the 
Civilian War Memorial that was completed in 1967. Eschewing its awe-inspiring 
soaring columns, Heng’s installation featured the monument’s horizontal base 
attesting to the artwork’s grassroots approach that included in its 2007 presentation 
lists of the dead and a public call for contributions of names. As much as the evidence 
produced in Heng’s artwork points towards a fuller history, it is, however, a history 
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that may never be completed; although its purpose of gesturing to neglected and 
absent narratives, even while enriching this history, certainly succeeds.  
Figure 7. Yee I-Lann Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates (2010) Royal Selangor  
pewter plates, 25.4 cm each (diameter) 
 On the subject of land, to all intents and purposes Yee I-Lann’s pewterware 
Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates (2010) produced in collaboration with Royal 
Selangor pays tribute to the establishment of Malaysia on 16th September 1963, 
unifying the four territories of the Federation of Malaya, Sabah, Sarawak, and 
Singapore. It is a date that has not been celebrated in post-1965 Malaysia and 
Singapore till 2010, when Prime Minister Najib Razak announced it would 
henceforth be acknowledged with a national holiday for Malaysia. Faithfully 
reproduced from official records, these four plates document the ceremonial readings 
of the ‘Proclamation of Malaysia’ by its signatories: Tunku Abdul Rahman for 
Malaya, Donald Stephens (Tun Fuad Stephens) for Sabah, Stephen Kalong Ningkan 
for Sarawak, and Lee Kuan Yew for Singapore. Within each plate, the respective 
figure is shown in the photographic collage as standing upon a common ‘ground’ of a 
mengkuang (screwpine leaf) mat. Emblazoned above the figures of these speakers 
and signposting the historic event are banners that read: Hidup Malaysia, Merdeka 
Malaysia, and Majulah Malaysia, extolling the new state’s future of independence 
and progress together. Yet, on closer look, one would notice that the flags at the top of 
the four plates are not of the Malaysian flag of 1963, but contemporary ones. In 
addition, as the artist points out, the directions that the statesmen face from the 
archival records compare in such a way that Tunku Abdul Rahman appears facing to 
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the left, with the other three, to the right. In the coincidental contrast, this detail 
subtly surfaces the fact that it was not the most harmonious of mergers.  
 Within Singapore: A Biography, the establishment of Malaysia in 1963 is 
described as having been perceived by some as the “unlovable child” of a “shotgun 
marriage” (Frost and Balasingamchow 2009: 411). According to Stockwell, the 
passage to the merger of the four territories into the ‘super-federation’ of ‘Greater 
Malaysia’ was plagued by mutual mistrust, and the fear of political subjugation and 
loss of sovereignty on the part of its incipient member states, particularly from the 
perspectives of Malaya’s Socialist Front, Singapore’s Barisan Sosialis, and Brunei’s 
Party Rakyat, for whom the plan appeared to be the “pursuit of imperialism by other 
means.” Nonetheless, the merger appealed as a political manoeuvre benefiting 
incumbent politicians, and was attractive as a strategic solution to reducing Britain’s 
defence commitments and expenditure in the region while retaining its influence, as 
well as maintaining the British position in the Asian Cold War, even as colonial 
officials “frequently felt that they were being taken for a ride” by the federation-to-
be’s members (Stockwell 2004: xliii, xlviii, lvi–lvii). The fitful timetable that saw the 
Federation of Malaya, Singapore’s self-governance, and then, finally, the 
establishment of Malaysia occurring in separate instances rather than as a single 
smooth plan, did the new nation no favours. Neither did the roles played by Partai 
Raykat of Brunei nor Indonesia’s Konfrontasi help ease the run-up to merger.  50
Brunei’s resistance to the plan, the artist notes in conversation, in a way charts an 
 In Dennis Bloodworth’s account, Partai Rakyat of Brunei’s Sheikh Mahmud 50
Azahari had a hand in catalysing the intervention of the British during this period. 
The exaggeration of the size of his ‘National Army’ and the announcement that he 
was “going to be the leader of a new independent and neutral state that would take all 
three North Borneo territories and restore the former glory of Brunei,” caused the 
British to send in troops and warships. The rebellion was crushed in a week. 
Similarly, Konfrontasi launched on 20 January 1963 intensified political decisions 
towards merger. Interestingly, in John Roosa’s account, Konfrontasi’s success was 
deliberately undermined by Suharto, for reasons that it diverted “the army’s resources 
from the campaign against the Communist Party.” According to Roosa, Suharto and 
his intelligence agents had been “secretly contacting representatives of Malaysia and 
Britain and assuring them that the army was opposed to the hostilities (of 
Konfrontasi) and would try to limit them.” It was, all in all, a messy affair 
(Bloodworth 1986: 271; Roosa 2006: 187–188).
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alternative history for the Borneo territories of Sabah and Sarawak had they not 
agreed to merger. With a need to organise politically and given the pressure of Sulu 
claims upon North Borneo, opposition to the initial merger in 1963 was limited. 
However, the separation of Singapore in 1965 came as a surprise to the North Borneo 
states, and was to cast some doubt on the prudence of their decision (Roff 1973: 145, 
161). 
 Yet, Yee’s concern was less how Malaysia was finally constituted — however 
awkwardly — than the way its constitution had been recognised after, in that, the 
commemoration of Malaysia’s (or more accurately Malaya’s) national status remains 
set on the date of its independence from the British (31 August 1957), instead of the 
“conscious choice” of the conjoining of the four territories, thus privileging the 
peninsula over the Borneo states (Siew 2013: 86). This rebuff is also highlighted in 
Yee’s Kinabalu Series (2007) depicting Sabah’s changing landscape vis-à-vis 
Malaysia’s westerly political centre that notes how Sabah’s contribution of natural 
resources to the economic development of Malaysia has not resulted in 
commensurate political clout. For the Sabah-born artist who spent her childhood in 
Kota Kinabalu surrounded by Kadazan-Dusun culture (the main ethnic group of 
Sabah), Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates confronts this relative inequality via 
archival evidence. In an interview, Yee was quoted saying, “I’m Sabahan first, 
Malaysian second, clearly — though I would prefer the world to be released from the 
bordered state… We are a signatory territory to the formation of Malaysia. Without 
Sabah (and Sarawak), you wouldn’t have Malaysia. You’d have Malaya. We’ve 
forgotten that.” (Huzir 2010: 89). Confirmed by Stockwell, the inclusion of the 
Borneo territories was critical for constitution, and for a few moments the fate of the 
federation hung by a thread (Stockwell 2004: lxix). In presenting the genesis of 
nation, Yee’s Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates thus marks a genuine patriotism 
within the present — not merely “‘perjuangan Sabah’ (‘struggling for’) Sabah… 
(but) a truer representation of Malaysia” (Langenbach 2011: 96) — with Sabah as 




Figure 8. Koh Nguang How Errata: Page 71, Plate 47. Image Caption. Change Year:  
1950 to 1959; Reported September 2004 (2004) p-10, 2004 
  
 A third example which employs the mode of producing evidence as its 
witness is a work by Koh Nguang How that, similar to Heng’s I Remember…, 
uncovers a web of micro-histories. Koh’s historical excavation, Errata: Page 71, 
Plate 47. Image Caption. Change Year: 1950 to 1959; Reported September 2004, first 
exhibited at p-10, was produced by Koh as resident researcher with a curatorial team 
comprising Cheong Kah Kit, Lee Sze-Chin, Lim Kok Boon, Dennis Tan, Jennifer 
Teo, and Woon Tien Wei (Woon 2012: 71). The starting point of the historical 
disinterment presented in Errata was a bookmarked page of the exhibition catalogue, 
Channels and Confluences: A History of Singapore Art (1996), indexed as ‘Artefact 
no: 20040001’ of 269. As the artwork’s title plainly indicates, its purpose was the 
correction of the provenance of a painting, specifically National Language Class by 
Chua Mia Tee, an artist of the Equator Art Society, that portrays a room of nine young 
students seated around two tables mid-lesson, on its left behind a standing teacher, a 
blackboard with semi-legible Malay text. The date Errata aimed to correct was 
verified by the artist during its third exhibition in 2005.  
 Within Channels and Confluences, the entry on Chua’s painting is part of a 
section describing Social Realist trends that is sandwiched between an explication of 
the picturesque Nanyang style and its formalist opposition as exemplified by the 
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Modern Art Society. According to this broader chronological art historical narrative, 
the Social Realists bridged two formal aesthetic tendencies: manifesting on the one 
hand a lingering trace of the Nanyang-influenced realist aesthetic, and on the other, 
acting as forerunners of the ideological tendencies of late modernism. Furthermore, in 
addition to functioning as the threshold for the revisitation of the modern moment in 
Malayan art, this section also contributed to the catalogue’s trajectory of charting a 
continuity of aesthetic relations to China via the medium of woodcut prints.   51
 Contrary to its pronounced reference, within Errata the painting in question 
was conspicuously absent, nor did it appear in its subsequent iterations for the 
Singapore History Museum and the Central Library of the National University of 
Singapore. In lieu of the painting, Koh presented materials from his archive — 
publications, photographs, paintings, and woodcuts — amassed since his time as a 
museum assistant at the National Museum Art Gallery. The Gallery, which was 
originally located within the National Museum of Singapore, moved in 1996 to the 
former-St Joseph Institution as the Singapore Art Museum. It is within the latter’s 
inaugural exhibition catalogue that the error was discovered. In an apt doubling of 
site and archaeological tenacity, Koh’s installation was an invitation to sift through 
layers, both historical and archival, for clues to the source of this erroneous caption, 
or as Errata’s curatorial write-up tantalisingly suggested, the answer to the question, 
“What stands between these two numbers: 0 and 9?”  
 Koh’s own discovery of the erroneous dating of the artwork occurred during 
independent research after he had left the museum’s employ. It was while 
coordinating the Singapore participation of the 1997 exhibition, “The Birth of 
Modern Art in Southeast Asia: Artists and Movements” curated by Ushiroshoji 
 The catalogue essay traced the Social Realist trend to the Chinese Reform 51
Movement in 1898 and Mao Zedong’s ‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Arts and 
Literature’ in 1942, “which laid down a theoretical framework for Chinese Social 
Realist art which called for representational images with positive socialist content or 
political relevance” (Kwok 1996: 70–71).
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Masahiro at the Fukuoka Art Museum, that he came across Chua Mia Tee’s National 
Language Class. Noticing that the date on the painting was illegible, he began tracing 
the museum’s records for confirmation and stumbled upon the discrepancy dating 
back to 1996. It was not simply the accident of error that troubled Koh, but the 
mistake being perpetuated — repeated across other publications and historical 
citations, in school curricula and websites — in an expanding fallacious proliferation 
that perhaps may never be fully corrected.  For Koh, this inaccuracy bore a 52
resemblance to another oversight related to the artist behind the painting, in the 
narrative of the Social Realists and specifically the Equator Art Society. Of this 
oversight, Errata was then to suggest a correction via the materials in its installation, 
many which were out of print or could hardly be found in public libraries.  
 The installation’s materials were organised around five categories: the 
painting National Language Class, the artist Chua Mia Tee, the donation of the 
painting by the Equator Art Society to the museum, the Woodcut Movement and thus 
the Social Realists, and the subject of History as observed and reproduced. The 
elaboration of these categories goes beyond the scope of this thesis, but a few brief 
comments are relevant. Of the last category, the possibility of historiographical error 
and its proliferation, as evidenced by Channels and Confluences, prompts a healthy 
skepticism across historical narratives in general. The subject of woodcut prints will 
be returned to in a subsequent chapter. As for the donation that is captured in a small 
plaque attached to the artwork’s frame which reads, ‘Gift of the Equator Art Society’, 
as Koh was to discover, this offering referred to its presentation by the artist to then-
Minister of Culture, S. Rajaratnam, who, unable to receive the painting in a personal 
capacity, passed it on to the museum. The documentation of the painting then made 
its way into the catalogue, Channels and Confluences. 
 Koh also noted that the Fukuoka Art Museum published an errata correcting the 52
date within their exhibition subsequently, suggesting to the artist that the erroneous 
detail was being perpetuated in a variety of ways and, well, channels.
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 In 2007, the Singapore Art Museum presented an exhibition titled, From 
Words to Pictures: Art During the Emergency, that, according to its curators, 
extended from Koh’s Errata in its first presentation at p-10 “as an entry point to 
examine issues concerning language, national identity, and relationships between art 
and society” (Singapore Art Museum 2007: 8), thus giving emphatic proof of Koh’s 
success in inviting further study and exposition of the group. Shrouded in its own 
clandestine and ideological mystique, the Emergency, bracketed with these aesthetic 
activities, provided a compelling context to the artworks. The essay that accompanied 
the exhibition tracked the history of the Social Realist aesthetic to the Soviet Union, 
differing thus from the association of the movement with the medium of woodcuts 
generally traced back to China found in Channels and Confluences and elsewhere.  53
Though, such a trajectory, to Soviet Union (Stalinist) Socialist Realism in cultural 
production, would have meant something quite different: not merely the 
representation of the real in its natural condition, but an orientation towards a 
revolutionary dialectic for a Communist future. Given this was not mentioned again 
in the text, it cannot be ascertained if this was the intention of its reference.  54
Regardless of the ideological backstory, there was agreement that the lineage of the 
Equator Art Society stretched back to the 1953 Chinese High School Arts Association 
as the fountainhead of the Social Realist aesthetic, with Chua Mia Tee having 
membership in both groups (Kwok 1996: 72; Singapore Art Museum 2007: 52). As 
for the mystery alluded to in the exhibition From Words to Pictures, glossed over in 
 In Emelia Ong’s trace of the tendencies of the Equator Art Society, the Society had 53
been “influenced by Lu Xun’s call for social relevance in art. Its artistic concerns 
centred on the social functions of art rather than formalistic approaches dismissing 
the type of art that was based on the artist’s expression or individual creativity as 
irrelevant and self-serving” (Ong 2012: 62).
 According to Boris Groys, Socialist Realism as dialectical method “was not 54
supposed to depict life as it was because life was interpreted by Socialist Realist 
theory as being constantly in flux and in development — specifically in 
‘revolutionary development’ as it was officially formulated,” referring to N. 
Dmitrieva, in ‘Das Problem des Typischen in der bildenden Kunst und Literatur,’ 
Kunst und Literatur, 1, 1953. Further quoting Stalin, “[w]hat is more important to the 
dialectical method,” was “that which is emerging and developing, even if at present it 
does not appear stable since for the dialectical method only that which is emerging 
and developing cannot be overcome” (Groys 2013: 144).
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Channels and Confluences, and implied by Errata, it was this: what happened to the 
Equator Art Society? Or why did the group, seemingly vociferous in its Social Realist 
critique, just fade away?  
  
 The Equator Art Society was registered in June 1956, and, according to the 
Republic of Singapore Government Gazette, was ordered to dissolve in 1974 “on the 
ground [of having] wilfully contravened regulation 3 of the Societies Regulation, 
1967” (Republic of Singapore 1974: 48). But within the Societies Regulation, 
regulation 3 appears to be largely administrative, exhorting accuracy in application 
and notification of official authorisation via the Gazette’s announcement. Separately 
stated within the Act and possibly having bearing on this mystery is, however, a 
variety of reasons whereby a Minister may order the dissolution of any society. These 
reasons range from the more mundane in the failure of proper registration and 
management, to more the ambiguous, of “purposes incompatible with the objects and 
rules of the society,” and the society’s “being used for unlawful purposes or for 
purposes prejudicial to public peace, welfare or good order.”  The fact that the sixth 55
Equator Art Society exhibition was censored and shut down for unclear reasons not 
thoroughly explored to date, suggests that the latter two reasons under which a 
society may be obliged to terminate could be closer to the truth. But this official 
censure, as observed by Kevin Chua, was in 1968 (Chua 2006: 74), a little aways 
from the 1974 Gazette announcement.  
 In his examination of woodcut prints and their influences dating back to the 
1930s, Lim Cheng Tju hypothesised that perhaps it was the proclivity for political 
reflection within social realist representation, and of the artists inclined to use the 
medium, that may have caused a shift in the state’s endorsement of the two in the 
 Referencing Section 24 of the Societies Act of the Singapore Statutes. While the 55
Act has undergone revisions since independence, this version dates back to 1966, and 
thus it is unlikely that the overall tenor of the Act, which is to detail the conditions 
under which the society may be ordered to dissolve by a Minister, would have 
changed. It is also noted that the requirement of the registration of societies came to 
pass in April 1947 under the Societies Ordinance, a year shy of the Emergency. 
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mid-1960s, resulting in the Society’s end. Such a policy or administrative shift, he 
noted, being undocumented, would be difficult to substantiate, and thus the truth 
behind the Equator Art Society’s dissolution can only be conjectured (Lim 2005: 24, 
40). Adding to this puzzle, in conversation Koh was to mention that the last president 
of the Society, Koeh Sia Yong, had intimated to him that the Society had ceased to 
operate in 1972. Furthermore, from available materials, it would seem the Society 
was not active in the year leading up to 1974. It may then be construed that the 
dissolution notice was merely administrative, but in such instances, the Gazette 
would have simply stated that the society had “ceased to exist.” Given the nature of 
Errata’s discovery, was this but an administrative oversight too? While official 
records do not appear to be forthcoming, it is perhaps worth noting that the Equator 
Art Society was not the only society that was ordered to dissolve for failing to 
comply with regulation 3. In the same year, the Kheng Chean Old Boys Association, 
Singapore Min Chu School Old Boys Association, the Singapore Lee Teck School 
Graduates Association, and the Min Sheng Musical Society amongst others, were 
ordered to dissolve as well. Flouting regulation 3, it would seem, was quite a trend.  
 Returning to the painting in question, a measure of recuperation was 
attempted in the exhibition From Words to Pictures, in its interpretation of the class of 
“eager” students as demonstrating the successful efforts of language policy by the 
Ministry of Culture “in anticipation of the political and cultural union between 
Singapore and the Malay Peninsula.” The catalogue was to conclude in a more 
rhapsodic tone that this linguistic embrace by the Chinese was “a critical victory for 
the government as the creation of Malaya (sic), which includes Singapore and the 
North Borneo territories, would form a supra-national state strong enough to defeat 
the communists militarily while providing a stable environment for economic 
prosperity” (Singapore Art Museum 2007: 50). However, from Stockwell’s 
aforementioned account, that did not go down quite so smoothly. Within From Words 
to Pictures, the corrected year of National Language Class was associated with the 
establishment of the Ministry of Culture which Rajaratnam was to helm; Rajaratnam, 
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to whom the painting National Language Class was supposedly gifted. Was National 
Language Class a reconciliatory gesture of sorts in painting and in gift, as one might 
presuppose from the exhibitionary context framed within the Emergency? 
  
 Closer to the date of the painting and reflecting the Emergency-related 
interpretation of From Words to Pictures, is the fact that in 1958, before Tunku Abdul 
Rahman’s unexpected renewed interest in merger in 1960, Lee Kuan Yew had 
entertained an alliance with the Malayan Communist Party. Registered briefly in 
Singapore: A Biography, beginning March 1958, Lee was in clandestine discussions 
with a shadowy figure named the ‘Plen’ from the Communist Party.  These meetings 56
were qualified within the dominant historical account as part of an attempt at double-
cross, with the “non-committal” Lee “deciding to string (along) his counterpart for 
awhile to discover the communists’ real intentions and potential.” Though, according 
to Jaime Mackie in dialogue with Chin Peng, it would seem that the Party too was 
continuing conversations with Lee to stave off another more deleterious option. Be 
that as it may, it was perhaps not too bizarre an alliance or collusion of its time, short-
lived as it was: Lee having been convinced, at least in 1950, that “the only party now 
able to force the British out and take over Malaya was the CPM,” and encouraged by 
the Plen’s tempting offer to help the PAP win the general elections in exchange for 
“‘allowing the communists to organise freely in a democratic society’ once they were 
in power.” After all, it was such alliances of mutual benefit that paved the road to 
nationhood, particularly in the case of language — given that Lee “needed a 
cryptocommunist to put speeches into reach-me-down Mandarin, (and) Chin Siong 
would need Devan Nair to put his into plain English, and all understanding between 
 The ‘Plen’ or Fang Chuang Pi (alias Fong Chong Pek), one of his eight names. 56
Excerpting from Bloodworth’s narrative, the Plen was “Teochew of petit-bourgeois 
stock,” “a champion swimmer and a long-distance runner,” with an “excellent 
scholastic record,” as well as “a promising young Chinese on the editorial committee 
of Freedom News.” In the 1950s, a $2,000 bounty was offered for him. Chin Peng 
claimed that he was not aware of these meetings when they first took place, and that 
they were a “spontaneous move by the rank and file.” The title of the ‘Plen’ (or 
Plenipotentiary) had been conferred by Lee Kuan Yew (Bloodworth 1986: 38, 174–
175; Chin and Hack [2004] 2005: 193–194; Lee 1962: 26).
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them had to pass through the refracting prism of translation” (Frost and 
Balasingamchow 2009: 375; Chin and Hack [2004] 2005: 192; Bloodworth 1986: 44, 
83, 176–177). In the light of this, perhaps Chua’s National Language Class was but 
the presentation of the nature of politics, of having a way with words.  
 The establishment of Malay as the national language of Malaya in the 1957 
constitution, reflecting colonial partisanship towards the kerajaan states, occurred 
without much dispute. However, a struggle for linguistic dominance through 
educational policy ensued between Malaya’s first general elections in 1955 through 
1959, with this contest at times a threat to the harmony of the Alliance party 
comprised of the United Malays National Organisation (UMNO), Malayan Chinese 
Association (MCA), and Malayan Indian Congress (MIC) (Lee 2009: 211–212; M. 
Roff 1967: 316, 318–319). Even after the establishment of nation, language remained 
a critical topic, and of note is its address in the play by Kuo Pao Kun, Mama Looking 
for her Cat (Kuo 2003), the first multi-lingual play in post-independent Singapore. 
First performed in 1988, the play incorporates the languages of Hokkien, Teochew, 
Cantonese, Mandarin, Tamil, and English, and revolves around the relationship 
between a mother, her children, and her cat. In its fluid transitions between languages, 
the play explores the loss that results from an inability to translate, particularly with 
the marginalisation of dialects. In the deliberate juxtaposition of languages, the 
implications of Kuo’s play converge with those of Chua’s painting: that the 
consequence of the failure to overcome the linguistic chasm is division, 
estrangement, and a suspicion of the other; a collapse of relations that may also be 
said to dog those appearing sympathetic to the communist cause.  
 Just as translation may falter, the mediation of representation may also be 
called into question, and this may be said to be observed in an unassuming feature 
within Chua’s painting that comes into focus on noticing its painting within the 
painting. Almost blending into the wall behind the students, presented within this 
second painting is an ambiguous scene of a meeting between two individuals. Read in 
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the context of the Emergency, as From Words to Pictures suggests, if one were to give 
in to liberal musing, the two individuals could be imagined in a clandestine 
rendezvous, with the one asking the other, as the Plen had been known to, “Where are 
you going, Mr Long?”  Yet, it is perhaps less the subject of the painting within the 57
painting that is key, than its understated element of the frame around this second 
painting that is suggestive, in drawing attention to a subtle detail in Chua’s National 
Language Class: of a slim window ledge in its bottom-left edge through which the 
viewer apparently chances upon this classroom scene. Small a detail as it might be, 
this ledge would appear to hint at the fact that it is the mediation of the frame that sets 
the view, and thus what is seen, is not necessarily the full picture. 
 According to the Biography writers, the “conventional narrative” was that, in 
1959, the Communist ‘tiger’ having been ridden, was ‘tamed,’ as evinced by the 
PAP’s victory in the Legislative Assembly and the release of a number of left-leaning 
detainees who had (in another interesting gambit that will not be elaborated upon 
here) signed “fealty to PAP policy” (Frost and Balasingamchow 2009: 375; 
Bloodworth 1986: 193). This was also a decade after the Emergency Regulations 
were first enacted, and even a time after the failed — or more accurately intransigent 
— Baling Talks of 1955, although accounts suggest that the talks were possibly 
expected to fail or even end with Chin Peng’s assassination.  But if the ‘beast had 58
been tamed,’ it would seem Chua’s painting in 1959 was indeed anodyne.  
 According to Bloodworth, this was a greeting phrase for mutual identification 57
familiar to the Plen, possibly the same one he had used when meeting Lee Kuan Yew 
in 1958 (Bloodworth 1986: 174).
 Present at the Baling Talks as a young reporter, Said Zahari asked Tunku Abdul 58
Rahman “if he had been disappointed with the failure of the ‘Peace Talks.’” 
According to Said, the Chief Minister had “unhesitatingly” replied, “No, I’m not. I 
never wanted it to be a success.” Mentioned in the South China Morning Post (18 
June 1998, column by Ian Stewart), Leon Comber shared with Chin Peng that there 
had apparently been a plot by British military intelligence officers to assassinate Chin 
Peng. This plan ran contrary to the immunity that Chin Peng was promised for the 
duration of the Talks. The plan, however, fell through as the British military lost Chin 
Peng who shrewdly decided on a return route that was not ideal for ambush, having 
already anticipated that they would renege on immunity (Lim Kean Chye 2001: xxx–
xxxi; Chin and Hack [2004] 2005: 180–181; Chin Peng 2003: 392–393).
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 The next few years, however, did prove tumultuous, with merger on the line, 
and, after a series of political reversals — the Hong Lim and Anson by-elections, and 
the Eden Hall Tea Party that led to the founding of the Barisan Sosialis — the Cold 
Store net was launched. A little ironic perhaps, seeing that at the inaugural meeting of 
the freshly registered People’s Action Party in 1954, Lee, calling for independence, 
promised “that the PAP would remove the ‘arbitrary powers’ conferred on 
government by the Emergency Regulations, since they were the first obstacle to 
liberty” (Bloodworth 1986: 83, 258). In his end-September 1961 radio broadcast, Lee 
was to expound upon this reversal, first claiming that the party’s failure to call for the 
abolition of the Internal Security Council was due to their belief that “with merger the 
Internal Security Council will go” or be dissolved, continuing with the threat that in 
the wake of its elimination “a whole host of dangerous and unpleasant consequences 
will follow” (Lee 1962: 47, 51).  59
 Later the same year, Malaysia and Singapore were officially united. Well, for 
almost two years. From Emergency to post-independence, the political history that 
serves to backdrop Errata is a complicated and nebulous one — an atmosphere of 
clandestine alliances held together by fragile self-interests and apparent schemes of 
legerdemain, not to mention the blurred lines between anti-colonialism, nationalism, 
and communism. Though all of this would still seem to have a little more substance 
than the cultural history that Errata attempts to fill, and that is teased out and read 
 Post-threat, the texts of the 2014 exhibition of Lee’s Battle for Merger talks, as 59
intended for the contemporary citizen, further emphasised and extended two aspects: 
the culpability of the British in “encouraging” Lim Chin Siong’s group to “attack the 
PAP and be purged in retaliation”; and the claim that Lim Chin Siong had communist 
links by virtue of having a similar demand, as did the Plen, to abolish the Internal 
Security Council. Lee’s ‘Communist Paradox’ talk marked an interesting play using 
chauvinism in a twist of the communist revolutionary stance, and, arguably, a creative 
application of Zhdanov’s theory in claiming that the Malayan Communists desired 
British control to continue, thus their plan to subvert merger. Given that anti-colonial 
reference was in general vital to all sides of the political rhetoric, these intersections, 
shades and reversals have become so complex since its time and in the additions 
within the present, that it is hard to say, in the midst of it all, if it was merger that was 




into National Language Class in retrospective reasoning intrigued by scanty fact. As 
the registers of dissonance around the Society’s history and relationship with art 
history and the State multiply, it is hard to say if the Society, in the midst of it all, had 
been politicised too much as social realists, or conversely too little, if this was the 
reason for its end. Given the recurring theme of historic rises with obscure ends, the 
intrigue surrounding National Language Class and the Equator Art Society would 
appear to suggest that all is not what it seems. Regardless, in 2011, Lim Yew Kuan, 
son of the Nanyang Academy’s Lim Hak Tai, and founder of the Equator Art Society, 
was awarded the nation’s highest accolade to individuals in the arts, the Cultural 
Medallion. Briefly described within the award ceremony’s booklet, the Society and 
Lim’s work were noted as reflective of “a critical response to changing social 
conditions in the mid-1950s” (National Arts Council 2011: 10). Likewise, Chua Mia 
Tee received this national tribute in 2014. It would appear that, if there had been 
disagreement over the implications of the artworks, and intents of artists and Society, 
it was all water under the bridge after more than three decades.  
 From initial impressions of the artworks of Heng, Yee, and Koh, their motive 
would appear straightforward, to introduce or reveal in evidence a matter that has 
been overlooked. Such an operation of disclosure also characterises Zeng’s Malayan 
Exchange in its representation of the missing left, and Zai’s Segantang Lada featuring 
the peripheral Orang Laut. In their presentation of the fragmentary, undocumented, or 
even forsaken, the historiographical artworks may be said to manifest — as Walter 
Benjamin described of the oppressed class of historical materialism — the 
“depository of historical knowledge” (Benjamin [1955] 2007: 260). Or, with the 
historical figure, the artworks then surface, in Gramscian parlance, the subaltern, 
which, being un-unified, is thus “intertwined with that of civil society, and thereby 
with the history of States and groups of States” (Gramsci [1971] 1992: 52). Yet, the 
assumption that the historiographical artwork performs an intermediary and 
articulatory function in a desire to empower the subject of its presentation is, 
according to Gayatri Chakravorti Spivak, inherently problematic.  
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 Pushing the logical limits of this desire, Spivak’s argument through the 
example of Bhubaneswari Bhaduri as “brown and female subaltern” — though in an 
address of the hubris of assumed self-transparency of “current Western efforts” in 
reference to a dialogue between Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze  — was that the 60
representation or empowerment of an “undivided subject” does not exist within the 
theoretical limits of an existing political framework. Rather, the subaltern “removed 
from all lines of social mobility,”  “cannot be generalised according to hegemonic 
logic,” and is neither speaking nor can be spoken for (Spivak 1988: 271, 274–275, 
278–279, 308). In its divided predicament, the taciturn subaltern resembles Hal 
Foster’s description of the “history-surrogate, at once standard and schizoid,” 
“dispersed in its own representations” (Foster 1985: 123, 128). For all its introduction 
of evidence, it would not be a stretch to say that the historiographical artwork too 
appears to reflect such a condition: Zai’s narrative of the Orang Laut is circuitous, 
evasive, even self-effacing in its conclusion, and steadfastly remains semi-fiction; 
Zeng’s currency is suggestive, camouflaging its critique in a peppering of symbols, 
and in its layered veil of image, text, and texture, redirects and distracts the gaze; 
Heng’s collation is constrained by an “impossible act of accounting,” its completion 
always deferred (Lee 2011: 32, 34); Yee’s substantive rendering of past event in the 
robust medium of pewter but indicative of a hidden politics; and from within Koh’s 
archive, the concealed rises to the surface, only to be engulfed by uncertainty once 
more. 
 Yet, in place of the subaltern’s inability to speak, or be heard for that matter, 
and where in cases cannot even self-identify, Spivak calls “for another 
performativity” that might “endlessly… read the archives against the grain,” in an 
“active, scrupulous, and vigilant contamination of historiography,” even if at best, it 
 Referring to Michel Foucault, ‘Intellectuals and Power: A conversation between 60
Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze,’ Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected 




is one consigned to a “violent shuttling” between hegemonies (Spivak 1988: 306; 
Spivak 2005: 475, 478, 484–485). Similarly for Foster, this exposure of “conflictual 
complexity” — in an adjunct of the models of Deleuze and Guattari, and Fredric 
Jameson within his analysis — is both critical and productive, its value derived from 
an intensification (Foster 1985: 176–177, 179). It is thus perhaps possible to 
conjecture that despite the simultaneous combination of revelation and effacement 
within the historiographical artwork, in the accentuation of incoherence, gaps and 
fragments, the artwork all the same raises the historical stakes, presenting to the 
viewer, the question of how well one might know one’s history.  
 Given that the evidence provided by the historiographical artwork is 
equivocal, perhaps its revelation is not merely its content. In their reflections upon the 
conditions transforming early Malaya into nation, the artworks of Heng, Yee, and 
Koh rely, expressively or conceptually, on a mode of representation drawn from 
academic realism that, according to Clark, harks back to the colonial transfer of 
aesthetic forms within the region. In such earlier manifestations — and here one 
might include the Nanyang and the Equator Art Society — academic realism was to 
provide “an objectivity to the representation of motifs… in the visual encoding of a 
common dream” (Clark 2000: 13). Though, from the revelations of the 
historiographical artworks this may seem less a vision of delight, and more a 
debilitation of that dream. Nevertheless, in bearing witness via a representation in 
realism — or the real —  the exploration of the choice of form with which to witness 
might provide further clues to the nature of the historiographical artwork. 
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5.  Through representation 
As a representation of reality, academic realism has been observed within the region 
since the 19th century, adapted to a variety of illustrative ends (Clark 2000: 12). 
Amongst the genres of realist representation, in relation the act of bearing witness, 
the historiographical artwork may be said to find correspondence in landscape and 
history painting, both founded in the medium of painting that has proven resilient 
against discursive death threats. While these two historical genres may appear 
incongruous in an examination of contemporary art, the latter probably more so than 
the former, aesthetic realism grounds — even if not fully — the subject-matter of 
these artworks in their contexts that include the land, nation, and its people. 
Summoning forth these modes of representation as a framework for an examination 
of the historiographical artwork is inevitably a little awkward, not being particularly 
fashionable categories given their original use in the definition and contextualisation 
of art associated more with the Renaissance period than with the contemporary, 
though landscape slips through periodisation’s epochal posts. Yet, if the authoritative 
basis of the art historical narrative and the historiographical artwork is the ancestral 
trace, and given that a comparative stylistic reading is fundamental to art history — 
of “type with type” (Wölfflin [1915] 1932: 14)  — drawing such relation contributes 
to the process of aestheticisation for contemporary practice. 
 Anticipating any qualms on the use of a more occidental-centric history and 
its classificatory system, it would seem a little disingenuous to imagine an 
unadulterated east-west binary condition exists — or ever existed — especially in a 
discussion that grants the art historical narrative of the Nanyang as its genesis, even if 
with some scepticism. Moreover, should China be taken as the rationalising thesis for 
aesthetic modernity of Malaya via the Nanyang, John Clark’s examination of the oft-
overlooked role of intermediaries of cultural syncretism noted that relativisation via 
encounter had occurred in China a couple of centuries prior to the Nanyang’s 19th 
century European connection. Clark’s evidence was the introduction of European 
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painting to China in the 17th century by the Jesuit painter, Guiseppe Castiglione, 
“recoding” European painting to the “Chinese receiver’s eye.”  If Castiglione may 61
be considered an intermediary in the aesthetic exchange, in relation to the local colour 
of the Nanyang, Le Mayeur too may be considered such an instance. Indeed, in the 
case of landscape, according to Michael Sullivan, the rudiments of Chinese landscape 
painting during the Han dynasty were due to influences external to China. Initially 
adapted in “decorative abstraction,” these developments continuing into the T’ang 
dynasty constitute the formative period of Chinese landscape painting (Sulllivan 
1962: 45–47, 143). It may therefore be said  — although this is not the purpose of this 
study — that there is no real basis to the deprecative charge of derivativeness of the 
Nanyang aesthetic’s syncretic eclecticism, at least not from where it obtained. 
 On the subject of the Renaissance, its conceptual significance and historical 
relevance is quite unmatched, at least in its unique manifestation within Singapore, in 
“a reference to a ‘rebirth’ of culture and the arts” at the turn of the millennium (Tan 
2007a: 1). The Renaissance City Plan initiated by the Ministry of Information and the 
Arts, as it was known then, was couched upon the idea that a cultural economy (with 
equal importance given to both culture and economy) could be produced, supported, 
and enhanced through policies — a creative endeavour of policy in itself — with 
culture and the arts providing the ‘fun’ and ‘bubbly’ injection the country needed to 
achieve greater affluence.  According to Kenneth Paul Tan, the Plan reflected a need 62
 The longer argument of relativisation goes both ways and extends even further into 61
the past. Citing Clark’s example, prior to the adoption of Japanese woodblock prints 
by European impressionist artists in the 19th century, Japanese aesthetics had been 
“relativised by contact with certain European forms for at least 180 years.” This also 
stands as Clark’s argument for an internationalism that predates 19th-century Western 
imperialism (Clark 1998: 3–35, 40).
 In the article, ‘Govt serious about making S’pore “fun” place,’(Straits Times, Sept 62
15, 1990), Brig-Gen (Res) George Yeo is quoted saying, “[w]e need more bubbles in 
the Singapore champagne. It is not just to have fun, it is also because fun products 
sell better… In a paradoxical way, fun is serious business.” Though, as Cherian 
George noted, not all cultural projects apparently embodied the ‘fun’ the state was 
looking for. Instead, Gopal Baratham’s A Candle Or The Sun, Kuo Pao Kun’s 
Descendants of the Eunuch Admiral, Tan Tarn How’s The Lady of Soul and Her 
Ultimate S-Machine, and Josef Ng’s Brother Cane tested the state’s ability to find 
humour in itself (George 2000: 145–147).
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of its time: to formulate a ‘new politics’ that would be able to resolve the paradox of 
legitimating the moral authority and securing the political longevity of the incumbent 
government — whose past success, however often declared, is contradictorily 
claimed as no guarantee of future security for a nation-state self-defined in terms of 
precariousness — while simultaneously rationalising changes that would unsettle 
existing material conditions of its citizenry, and thus ensuring the latter’s cooperation 
(Tan 2007a: 4). According to Tan, this paradoxical politics is illustrated in the 
concurrent promotion of a cultural renaissance and administration of censorship and 
State control, navigated through an “ideological manoeuvre” of a heartland-
cosmopolitan divide, with the first half of this divide being an imagined invisible and 
insurmountable majority that may be wielded against any claim with an almost 
supernatural agility.  One example within Tan’s analysis, is the case of an artwork 63
from the new year of 1993–1994, of a performance by Josef Ng that is, by now, 
largely well-documented in the annals of Singapore’s contemporary art history.  
 In summary, the performance titled Brother Cane was part of the Artists’ 
General Assembly (A.G.A.), organised by 5th Passage Artists’ Limited, who in turn 
invited The Artists Village to join them as curators of the event’s performances and 
installations. Involving tofu and packets of red dye on tiles, canes, and an article from 
the local newspaper on the entrapment of gays at a reclaimed piece of land in Tanjong 
Rhu,  the performance, as contextualised by Ray Langenbach, was representative of 64
a larger condition that went beyond the momentary undress immortalised in local 
 In Tan’s analysis, what in turn founds these paradoxes is a “siege mentality” on the 63
part of the administration. Popularised by then-Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong in 
1999, the term “heartlanders” referenced the customary percentage — 80 — of the 
population residing in public housing (not necessarily by choice in land-scarce 
Singapore), a condition assumed to inevitably impact their ideological horizon. The 
state’s absolute knowledge of this majority is considered key to sustaining its moral 
authority (Tan 2007b: 18–19, 34; Tan 2007c: 71–72). In its administrative origin, the 
concept may, however, be seen as an interestingly dicey category to promote, slipping 
easily from majoritarian rule (or at least its solicitude) in benevolence, to 
accentuating the inherence of an elitist lack of natural empathy in State paternalism.




newspapers. Citing both an earlier performance also by Josef Ng — Don’t Go 
Swimming, It's Not Safe — from October 1993,  and a non-aesthetic-but-expressive 65
episode of egg-pelting and spray-painting of cars at Cairnhill and Belmont Road that 
resulted in the caning of American Michael Fay and Shiu Chi Ho from Hong Kong, 
Langenbach was to demonstrate within his exposition the complex relationship of 
expression and oppression with the city-state (Langenbach 2003: 222). Paradoxically, 
Ng’s attempt at bearing witness to the apparatus of oppression — the State performed 
via its instrument of punishment — in aesthetic presentation and discourse also 
became perceived as deviation, and developed into a “full-blown cultural crisis” that 
led to the interventions of the National Arts Council, the Ministry for Information and 
the Arts, the Ministry for Home Affairs, and the police.  Predating the Renaissance 66
City Plan, it may be conjectured that the unfortunate fallout and persistent — and 
continued — haunting of Brother Cane in art history and the art scene (to be returned 
to) may have contributed to considerations on the role of the State in culture, 
demonstrated in the manifestation of the Renaissance City Plan’s report. On the one 
hand, Tan’s appeal to the incident of Brother Cane illustrates the State’s restriction of 
the cultural horizon in contradiction to the broadening required for a vibrant arts 
scene that the State, through its Plan, claimed to desire (Tan 2007c: 88). On the other 
hand, it may also be argued via the same example, that the failure to repress the 
incident — and Tan’s citation is further evidence of this — mirrors the historical 
revival of cultural pasts which the administration’s appropriation of the historic 
 Don’t Go Swimming, It’s Not Safe was performed by Josef Ng at the 2nd Sculpture 65
Symposium, WORK-IN-PROCESS, at the Nanyang School of Fine Arts Gallery in 
October 1993.
 In Langenbach’s thesis, Brother Cane “extended the logic of the earlier work,” 66
referring to Don’t Go Swimming, It's Not Safe, “to include a critique of the legal 
apparatus that underpins majority prejudice against a sexual minority, with laws 
against homosexual acts.” Although, the crux of its deviation was notably “the 
discursive power of the image,” in “an uncanny correlation of images and imaginings 
of buttocks that filled the press during the first five months of 1994: the imagined 
caned buttocks of the six men; Ng’s ‘sacrificial’ restoration of their transgressions in 
his performance; the constantly reiterated caned ‘white buttocks’ of Michael Fay and 
the buttocks of his schoolmate, Shiu Chi Ho; and the many exemplars of earlier caned 
buttocks, along with diagrams and descriptions of the caning process and its 
deleterious effects on buttocks” (Langenbach 2003: 235–236).
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moment of the Renaissance had hoped to achieve, albeit in Brother Cane’s refusal to 
remain in the past. 
 Revivals aside, returning to the subject of the historical Renaissance and its 
categories of landscape and history painting, pertinent to the consideration of the 
historiographically-minded contemporary artworks, besides apropos of the subjects of 
land and history, is that both these categories are, firstly, subject-matter driven 
classifications, and secondly, not necessarily medium-specific. In the case of history 
painting, given that its original reference was in consideration of the medium it was 
relative to, sculpture, rather than enforcing a formal circumscription, in painting’s 
intent of the ‘tangible expression’ of a “reception of light,” this category of historical 
representation becomes amenable to contemporary reference and analysis (Alberti 
[1540] 2011: 50, 68). Thus, within this examination, the terms ‘landscape’ and 
‘history painting’ in reference to the contemporary artwork are used to indicate 
aesthetic idioms. As for the exegesis of these historical categories for the 
historiographical artwork, a minor detour into the historical pasts of art history would 
be vital. 
 As with a nation’s ancestors that Ho’s Utama attempted to unravel, art history 
spins its own lineage, threading together, through time, a sequence of progenitors of 
its methods and ideas. An exemplar of this art historical pedigree — hailed by Ernst 
Hans Gombrich in a lecture in 1977 as the ‘Father of Art History’ — is Georg 
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, descendant of Johann Joachim Winckelmann, who in turn 
may be said to be descended from the Renaissance historian Giorgio Vasari 
(Gombrich 1984: 51). It is via Hegel’s aesthetic analysis that the classificatory 
distinction between landscape and history painting may be bridged, in observing that 
despite appearances, landscape is not what it appears to be — that is, of the land.  
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 Certainly in its visualisation of land, landscape is necessarily rooted in 
historical and geographic specificity. Variously affording a “moral corrective to the 
ills of court and city,” and setting an aesthetic standard that “invests a retinal 
impression with the quality we experience as beauty,” in the portrayal of land, 
landscape would appear quite the opposite of the lofty depictions of the religious 
subject (Schama 1995: 11–12). Yet, in Hegel’s reading of this portrayal of “hills, 
mountains, woods, glens, rivers, meadows, sunshine, the moon, the starry heavens, 
etc.,” landscape’s invocation of the “life of nature that re-echoes in our soul and 
heart” lacks neither “the same love that had been lavished on (paintings portraying) 
the ideal content of religion,” nor it would seem, its transcendental spirit (Hegel [c.
1835] 1975: 831–832, 870–871). Bearing similarities with Hegel’s lyrical 
perspective, the expression of “intense inner vitality” was to become an attribute of 
Chinese landscape painting as well post-Han dynasty, with landscape “expressing the 
loftiest and noblest of Chinese ideals” (Sullivan 1962: 163). But if landscape is not 
exactly the representation of land as land, what does it portray?  
 According to Denis Cosgrove, the 16th-century Dutch-originating word 
landschap with its Germanic root Landschaft  first became popular in its 67
representation of acquisition and consolidation of estates witnessing “a struggle 
between the customary rights enjoyed by a feudal peasantry and the property rights 
claimed for land-owners in an emerging capitalist land market.” Evolving into the 
present, as “a vital field of expression and contestation” of “geography, language, folk 
culture, and custom,” landscape as an “expression of modernisation,” was and is, “at 
once social and spatial” (Cosgrove 2004: 61–63). Thus, in its variety of 
representations — as an extension of the self and property, an embodiment of the 
metaphysical, or an aesthetic measure — landscape would seem generously 
welcoming, its signification, as Simon Schama remarked, encompassing “anything 
that might be a pleasing object of depiction” (Schama 1995: 10).  
 The colloquial English version, ‘landskip’ and the Italian equivalent of ‘parerga’ 67
are noted by Schama as having a similar schematic (Schama 1995: 10).
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 The latitude that characterises landscape has drawn much debate, not to fault 
the looseness of its definition, but in an attempt to identify its seemingly sweeping 
nature. Attributed to an interpretative “apositionality” — of being “neither foreground 
nor background, centre nor periphery” by Rachael Ziady DeLue (DeLue 2008: 11), 
and described as a “diaphor” — representing simultaneously region (actual and in 
representation) and its abstract culturalisation “that makes it perceivable as a land or 
country” by Kenneth R. Olwig (Olwig 2008: 159, 163, 177), a general shiftiness 
would appear to be the defining feature of landscape. This, Olwig adds, is further 
confounded by the fact that the diaphoric nature is also obscured. In the midst of the 
perplexing elusiveness of landscape, it may be imagined that surely there would at 
least be an instance wherein the perception of landscape (natural and in 
representation) excludes mediation in its entirety. While this certainly has a ‘natural’ 
allure, such an absence of mediation is difficult to prove, and as Simon Schama 
argued to the contrary, seeing is always ‘seeing-as,’ where all landscapes or the 
constitution of landscapes, whether by perception or production, are “culture before 
they are nature; constructs of the imagination projected onto wood and water and 
rock” (Schama 1995: 61), just like the projections of memory in Near Intervisible 
Lines.  
 General discursive shiftiness of landscape notwithstanding, the representation 
of landscape within aesthetic production would appear to be unequivocally of culture 
rather than of nature, however near or distant it may be in its mimesis of its object. 
For, once transformed into aesthetic expression — such as in a painting that may or 
may not be of landscape — the essential principle of the artwork in its first instance is 
its expression of the “subjectivity of mind” (Hegel [c.1835] 1975: 799). In this 
expression of subjectivity, the painterly hand would appear to resemble the 
historiographical pen in its emplotment of the historical narrative. However, unlike  
the persistent shadow of emplotment that follows the historical narrative, in landscape 
emplotment seems almost spectral. As Schama had also noted, once culturalised — in 
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a return to Olwig’s diaphor — landscape loses its metaphorical character and 
becomes “part of the scenery” (Schama 1995: 61). Thus, while appearing to 
‘culturalise’ nature, the representation of landscape as nature in culture instead “acts 
to ‘naturalize’ what is deeply cultural” (Cosgrove 2004: 68), and with this, landscape 
dissolves into land.  
 Yet, this entanglement of land, landscape, and its culturalisation is perhaps its 
pleasure, at least for the aesthetic process, and observed in engagement with 
landscape’s encompassing nature, and its capacity for multiple representations and 
perspectives is Anurendra Jegadeva’s series, Finding Graceland. Comprised of 22 
works by the painter, the series revisits trips with his father through his family’s home 
state of Perak. Painted in meticulous detail, these landscapes weave tales from his 
father’s life, and of generations before who had migrated to Taiping from Sri Lanka 
in 1898, together with Anurendra’s own memories. While essentially embodying a 
familial history, the subject that is foremost within the series is migration and, therein, 
land; in particular, a land that wasn’t always one’s own.  
 As a fourth-generation migrant whose practice is self-described as “rooted in 
a specific Indian experience” (Anurendra 2012: 130), the question of the point of 
transition from foreign to native, is answered in the fondness by which land becomes 
narrativised. Within Finding Graceland, this relationship of individual and land is 
presented as both entwined and emotionally charged, with every place a memory, and 
every memory its place. Each painting is accompanied by a brief text performing as a 
legend in a map, unfolding the historical convergences that are staged upon its 
landscape. For example, in Train to Batu Gajah (2011), the reference to Paul Simon’s 
1986 album about a trip to Elvis’ home, blends the launch of the King of Rock and 
Roll’s career in Memphis with Perak’s glorious mining past that had enticed migrants 
to make their passage to the peninsula. Quoting its lyrics, “But I've reason to believe / 
We both will be received / in Graceland,” Anurendra conflates the references to 
beginnings with memories of his own upbringing in a depiction of his childhood 
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caregiver, ‘Ah Ching’, positioned before two hilly outcrops (signifying Batu Gajah) 
and set against a sky of ‘auspicious’ clouds. Although histories may collide in 
Finding Graceland — rather gently, one might add — as Anurendra was to confide in 
a characteristically self-deprecatory manner, the nostalgic recall is not without some 
embellishment, both in the license of aesthetic production and even by his father, 
whom Anurendra suspected filled in and made up parts of his stories in a past regaled. 
Though, as has been noted, the meandering of anecdote is not unappreciated.  
Figure 9. Anurendra Jegadeva When I Was Three (2011) oil on canvas in golden gilt frame 
encased in perspex box, 38 cm x 79 cm x 7.5 cm 
 Whilst both personal and the public are featured in his landscapes, within 
Anurendra’s historical consciousness, private and official histories are fundamentally 
cut of the same cloth, or at least, in recollection should be. For instance, in Kinta 
Valley Butterflies, a tin mining dredge stands forlorn in the landscape behind 
Anurendra’s daughter upon whose outstretched finger alights a Rajah Brooke’s 
Birdwing butterfly. According to the accompanying text, this “paplyionic butterfly 
(was) discovered in Borneo in 1855 by the legendary explorer and naturalist Alfred 
Russell Wallace and named after the first White Rajah of 19th century Sarawak.” In 
reading the painting’s elements, it would seem as if, in bringing the butterfly to eye-
level, Anurendra’s daughter is sighting the fragile vitality of the colonial-
memorialising discovery of the most docile breed of butterfly, in relation to the spent 
and silent dredge positioned in between. In another painting, When I Was Three, the 
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leaning tower of Teluk Intan (renamed as Teluk Anson during the colonial period), an 
official national monument since 1957, is featured marking a central convergence of 
roads where, as the text informs, historically Raja Abdullah, Dato Maharajalela, and 
other Malay chieftains met “to plot the killing of the first British Resident of Perak, J 
W W Birch”. This central square that was privy to the momentous meeting leading to 
Birch’s assassination and the conviction of Dato Maharajalela — who, post-slaying, 
was popularly credited as an early martyr of the Malay nationalist cause — is 
simultaneously for the artist the place where his parents used to live and where his 
grandfather would cut his hair. Within the painting, the shadow on the ground cast by 
the tower far exceeds its vertical (even if slightly inclined) height; and on its other 
side, untouched by the pall of history, are pictured a Chinese man (whose family 
owned a bicycle shop at the corner of the crossroads at which Anurendra’s parents 
often called) with his young daughter (who has never been to Teluk Intan) innocently 
perched on his shoulders. Indeed, in looking at both Kinta Valley Butterflies and 
When I Was Three, it would seem that, in spite of time’s passing, past and present 
elide.  
 Described by Eddin Khoo as a “painter of politics” rather than a political 
painter (Khoo 2008: 4) in an allusion to the suspension of judgement found in 
Anurendra’s paintings — or, in the context of this discussion, its witnessing — 
Finding Graceland collocates the good as well as the bad in memory and experience. 
From iconic limestone ranges and buildings; figures of popular memory such as the 
cabaret entertainer Rose Chan; the nation-building programme ‘1Malaysia,’ as well as 
the largest political party of Malaysia, UMNO; the ubiquitous nasi lemak dish 
enjoyed regardless of race, and the snack food ‘Twisties’ that was adapted to local 
tastes with kari flavour; and assorted family members: all are met with the same 
warm embrace in Anurendra’s rendition in a manner that, as observed in earlier 
discussion, landscape magnanimously allows. 
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 As history and landscape intertwine, one might conclude from looking at 
Finding Graceland that divorcing landscape from the history that precipitates land’s 
significance is an improbable enterprise. Furthermore, as the stories of each painting 
unfold, it would seem that Finding Graceland might in fact qualify as history 
painting. But should it? Land, certainly, is a crucial element in the genre of history 
painting, even if given to a slightly secondary place. Depicting events, both real and 
as imagined, a punctilious historical account of history painting is found in the 
lectures of Jacob Burckhardt, who, following Leopold von Ranke, and despite a 
relativist position on history — as “mere reflections of ourselves” that are generally 
couched upon the “arrogant belief in the moral superiority of the present” — was 
convinced that history could, nevertheless, present empirical evidence, if confined to 
observation (Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 15, 18, 63). The history of history painting was 
traced by Burckhardt to the expansion of allegorical representation through the 
development of the trionfo or procession — of the depiction of multiple individuals 
in motion and in relation to each other, generally triumphant, citing Andrea 
Mantegna’s triumphs of Caesar as exemplary — and its extension of subject-matter 
adapted to the secular field (Burckhardt, [c.1877] 2005: 73).  
 In history painting, narrative became central to production and appreciation, a 
narrative that, in a reversal of the allegorical mode of manifestation in figure, was the 
“presentation of a general concept through a historical episode.” But the concept that 
the history painting “embodied” in representing the event by allusion, post-Roman 
Empire, was often that of power — the presentation of an event in relation to rulers 
and other powerful patrons, such as the church. Placed in public view, history 
paintings were thus not mere celebrations of historical moments, but were also active 
productions of historical fame. Above and beyond the portrayal of these “rich and 
animated moments,” history painting also crucially depicted, “by way of the pretext,” 
a narrative of the ‘morality’ of power. Visually substantiating this narrative in an 
uncanny and conscientious realism, history painting was ‘proof’ “in an age of 
suspicion, (that) they were above suspicion” (Burckhardt [c.1877] 2005: 82, 172, 189, 
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194, 198). In this, history painting was, as it were, culture naturalised. In spite of its 
proclivity for aggrandisement, for Burckhardt, the historical account nevertheless 
testified to the “continuity and immortality” of spirit, as much it also spoke to the 
subject of human “greatness” found in those who, unlike most others, possessed a 
“magical after-effect” that made them, regardless of history and fame, 
“irreplaceable”. (Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 26, 173–174). 
 To perform such a moment of history-making via image-making, there were 
certain principles that could lead the diligent painter to success, and an early 
document of these exists in the treatise, Die Pictura, penned in the 15th century by 
Leon Battista Alberti, a Florentine humanist, architect, and scholar of the Italian 
Renaissance. Alberti was quite a fan of history painting — or what he termed, 
paintings that portrayed historia — and he methodically defined how such a painting 
might achieve greatness. The significance of such a painting was its capacity for the 
transmission of the historical to a future time, or its “divine power” of allowing “the 
absent be present.” Besides elaborating on competence in the use of the medium of 
paint and an understanding of the reception and depiction of light, a substantial part 
of Alberti’s treatise focused on composition. The successful accomplishment of this 
was defined as the presentation of harmonious beauty through graceful and realistic 
portrayal of figure (here, he exhorted the painter to “admire Nature herself”), set 
within a rich variety of elements and other figures, all in distinct relation to one 
another, as if in a “drama,” with “not even the smallest limb… lacking a task 
according to circumstances,” and with the entire composition serving “to realise and 
explain the historia” in a manner that would “stimulate the observers’ hearts” (Alberti 
[1540] 2011: 44, 53, 55–61, 63). While history painting as a genre was articulated 
retrospectively in the 19th century, its roots, as Alberti’s text evidences, lie much 
earlier. Given that, as Burckhardt was to reflect, “[a] peculiarity of higher cultures is 
their susceptibility to renaissances,” it would seem that the aim of such paintings, to 
find acclaim in a future time, was achieved (Burckhardt [1906] 1943:63). 
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 The immediate conclusions that may be drawn from the above digressions, 
are that landscape is entrenched in the historical in spite of itself, and that history 
painting produces, as much as it documents, the historically significant. Pertinent then 
to the study of the contemporary artwork, is how these forms of representation reveal 
a demonstration of first, power — of sight and frame — in a process of simultaneous 
culturalisation and naturalisation; and second, in relation to the first, the pressure to 
find some form of correspondence of the historic and the historicised. Such 
topographical and historical ‘emplotment,’ where representation supplies validating 
evidence, is not found wanting in the production of art history and its lineage. 
Performed through subjective and normative authority and legitimation by artist, 
historian, and art historian, this production of prestige, as suggested by Gombrich, 
was the function of the development of an analysis via style.  But power, prestige, 68
and their visual representation do not become truly consequential until they are 
intertwined within a historical narrative; for otherwise, they are but a scattering of 
exceptions without pattern or form. Such emplotment occurs through a transfer of 
power from individual to an abstracted entity, such as the State or to Religion (or 
more precisely the authority of religion), two of three powers identified by 
Burckhardt in his reflection on the subject of history, and where the third in 
Burckhardt’s triadic analysis, Culture, is “pressed into the service of the former 
two” (Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 38, 55, 56), rather like the production of the Malayan 
art history in its formulation. 
 An example of culture’s service, which also bears witness to the arrival of 
history painting as aesthetic modality into the region, in the form of an “instrument 
 According to Gombrich the naming of styles is normative, reflecting the pressures 68
of both prestige in grouping and difference from another in a denotation of “either the 
(desirable) dependence on a classical norm or the (condemned) deviations from it.” 
He lists, “‘Gothic’ originated from the idea that it was the ‘barbaric’ style of the 
destroyers of the Roman Empire. ‘Baroque’ is a conflation of various words meaning 
‘bizarre’ and ‘absurd.’ ‘Rococo’ was coined as a term of derision about 1797 by J. L. 
David’s pupils for the meretricious taste of the age of Pompadour. Even 
‘Romanesque’ started its career about 1819 as a term denoting ‘the corruption of the 
Roman style,’ and ‘mannerism,’ equally, signified the affectation that corrupted the 
purity of the Renaissance” (Gombrich [1968] 1998: 152–153, 159).
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for state performance and nation building,” as claimed by Werner Kraus, is Raden 
Sarief Bustaman Saleh’s The Capture of Prince Diponegoro (1857), also titled The 
Arrest of Diponegoro. The painting by the cosmopolitan dandy with a flair for 
European languages — as well as, purportedly, for its ladies — is considered “among 
the first Southeast Asian paintings in the tradition of European historical painting” 
and possibly the artist’s only history painting.  Kraus’ analysis charts a convergence 69
between Raden Saleh’s painting and the emergence of Indonesian nationalism — 
albeit in advance of the achievement of actual independence — in a conflation of the 
figures of the artist and the Javanese nationalist hero; although, on the subject of 
Diponegoro as proto-nationalist, Benedict Anderson would beg to differ.  Having 70
studied under Dutch painter Cornelis Kruseman while at The Hague and been 
exposed to German idealism and humanist ideals while abroad, Raden Saleh 
experienced difficulties assimilating into Javanese society on his return to Java in 
1851, till his painting of Pangeran Diponegoro when galvanised by news of the 
latter’s death in 1855. Whilst Raden Saleh brought into focus the significance of 
Diponegoro as “pahlawan nasional (national hero) par excellence,” the “source of the 
beacon that finally established dignity, progress and modernity in [the] country,”  it 71
was not the first time that Diponegoro had been the subject of representation. Prior to 
Raden Saleh’s portrayal, Diponegoro had been featured in a painting by the 
celebrated Dutch painter, Nicolaas Pieneman, that depicted the end of the Java War in 
1830: De onderwerping van Diepo Negoro aan luitenant-generaal De Kock 28 mart 
1830 (The Subjugation of Diponegoro to Lieutenant General De Kock 28 March 
 According to the records of the Royal Gifts from Indonesia. Historical Bonds with 69
the House of Orange-Nassau (1660–1938) by Rita Wassing-Visser (1993), Raden 
Saleh presented Battle of Isly to the Dutch King, but its current whereabouts is 
unknown (Kraus 2006: 53).
 Benedict Anderson has suggested that Diponegoro perhaps cannot be considered 70
even proto-nationalist, as “in his memoirs, (Diponegoro’s) actual words about his 
political goal were that he intended to ‘subjugate’ — yes, ‘subjugate’ — Java. The 
concept ‘Indonesia’ was wholly foreign to him (as was the idea of ‘freedom’)” (Kraus 
2006: 31, 33; Anderson 1999: 1).
 Kraus cited as evidence the “countless speeches, essays, articles, books, comic 71
strips, films like 1828 by Teguh Karya, paintings like Diponegoro Terluka (1983 
unfinished) by Hendra Gunawan, and even an opera Opera Diponegoro by Sardono 
W. Kusumo (as) created to honour the national hero” (Kraus 2006: 37, 39, 40–42). 
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1830). It was to this portrayal of submission to colonial authority, Kraus argued, that 
Raden Saleh was to contrast in a representation of the event as an instance of Dutch 
treachery, a sentiment not entirely foreign to the latter,  with the figure of 72
Diponegoro rendered proud and defiant.   73
 Within Kraus’ examination, Raden Saleh’s reversal of the narrative of 
capitulation was two-fold: not only in perfecting the aesthetic schema of academic oil 
painting introduced by the Dutch, but also in having “created a nation in waiting by 
painting The Arrest of Diponegoro the way he did” (Kraus 2006: 45, 48, 50). In 
Kraus’ emplotment of this historical moment, both painter and nation are redeemed, 
the former as an adept artisan, the latter as an emergent imagined community, not to 
mention fusing the narratives of art and nation. The irony of the Indonesian example 
is of course not lost here, and the recurring figure of the Southern neighbour of 
Malaya in history painting, in Bali, and the Le Mayeur legacy, may be read, as 
mentioned earlier, as a symptom of a larger condition of the problematic historical 
trace via modern definitions of nation. Boundary regulation aside, Raden Saleh’s The 
Capture of Prince Diponegoro via Kraus critically illustrates history painting’s 
potential for counter-appropriation — Clark’s argument against the privileging of 
colonial transfer as complete, rather than as fragmentary and to local advantage — in 
 According to Clark, Raden Saleh’s family was involved in the underground 72
opposition to the Dutch (Clark 1998: 245).
 According to Kraus, Raden Saleh’s The Arrest of Diponegoro, “shows a completely 73
different composition and emotional quality. An angry Diponegoro is the acting 
figure in the centre of the painting. He struggles to keep his feelings — in true 
Javanese fashion — under control. His look is provocative and challenging, while the 
Dutch officers, frozen in static gazes, do not meet anyone’s eye” (Kraus 2006: 46).
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a challenge of the uses and abuses, in allusion to Nietzsche,  of the historical 74
narrative, and by extension, historical painting.   75
 Despite Burckhardt’s wariness of any simple equation of determinacy 
between State, Culture, and Religion beyond discursive “convenience” (Burckhardt 
[1906] 1943: 74), the pressures and effects of these elements upon each other surface 
in landscape and history painting: both in representation (given their respective 
capacities for naturalising and historicising) and in the inadvertent revelation 
(knowing their respective capacities for naturalising and historicising). The next 
example of an exhibition uniquely demonstrates such a process of history-making 
while encapsulating the subject of landscape, in addition to having bearing on the 
explication of the contemporary artworks examined further. Curated by Redza 
Piyadasa and presented at the National Art Gallery of Malaysia, the exhibition was 
titled Pengolahan Lanskap Tempatan dalam Seni Moden Malaysia, 1930–1981, or 
The Treatment of the Local Landscape in Modern Malaysian Art, 1930–1981. As 
Laura Fan observed in a comparative analysis of early landscape painting in 
Indonesia and Malaysia, landscape has occupied a “marginal position in modern 
Malaysian art history,” in part due to the late (1950s) introduction of art education by 
the British colonisers as opposed to the Dutch who were more active in this respect 
(Fan 2000: 24–26), which raises the question of the aims of such an exhibition. The 
answer, unsurprisingly given the stylistic detour above, is that the exhibition was not 
entirely a presentation of landscape through time, but a presentation of historical 
progression employing the trope of landscape.  
 Such as Friedrich Nietzsche’s view of ‘monumental’ histories as ‘mythical 74
romance’ (Nietzsche [1874] 1957: 15).
 Kraus also noted that the impressions of Javanese hunts by Raden Saleh were well-75
received inaccuracies. Paintings such as A Lion Hunt and Buffalo Hunt in the 1840s, 
as well as The Deer Hunt (1846) — which John Clark references as evidence of the 
emergence of academic oil painting in the region — portrayed such hunts as “daily 
practice of Javanese men” contrary to the lack of lions in Southeast Asia, and the 




 This production of history via exhibition is deconstructed into four steps. 
First, and its most simple step, is the presentation of a history framed by a passage of 
time as signalled in artworks produced or reflecting the time of Malaya as originary 
emblem, up to the exhibition’s present. In this, the exhibition reiterated the Nanyang 
narrative as the start of the modern aesthetic, even though, as observed in the 
exhibition on Nanyang art in 1979, Piyadasa had expressed reservations, referring to 
the aesthetic style as “important even if the eventual formularisations became 
somewhat tedious.” The second measure was an expansion of the scope of landscape 
through assuming a broad interpretation — essentially landscape’s apositionality — 
rather than the limitation of the definition of its genre, thus encompassing a variety of 
artworks that spoke to the subject-matter of land. This made possible the inclusion of 
the media of watercolour, Chinese ink, batik and oil, as well as sculpture, mixed 
media, assemblage, and photography. Consequently too, the exhibition opened its 
doors to a variety of stylistic interpretations: figurative, abstract, expressionist, 
conceptual, and documentary, not to mention the Impressionist, Post-Impressionist, 
Fauvist, and Cubist tendencies absorbed by the Nanyang (Piyadasa 1981: 29, 31).  
  
 The third step following the second, was the use of the subject-matter of 
landscape and landscape’s diaphoric aspect to write a history of nation through the 
tracing of a “landscape commitment” in Malaysia that not only charted an evolution 
of stylistic development and progression furthering the modernist narrative, but also 
touched on key events and conditions of the Malayan, and then Malaysian, nation 
(Piyadasa 1981: 4). This was largely performed within the exhibition’s essay as the 
artworks could be presented in other curatorial contexts. Beginning the narrative with 
the Nanyang artists, Piyadasa noted the predominance of Chinese artists in the early 
Malayan art historical narrative. Remedying this imbalance, he included artists from 
the Kuala Lumpur and Penang scenes who were active in the latter part of the fifties, 
and who also fulfilled the purpose of shifting the scope of the narrative from Malaya 
to the post-independent Malaysian political and aesthetic centres. In addition, special 
mention was made of the Malay artists, such as in citing the group Angkatan Pelukis 
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Semenanjung (later, Angkatan Pelukis Semenanjung Malaysia), and in the 
incorporation of the form of batik with its common Malay cultural associations, even 
while he felt that landscapes produced in this medium merely represented the land as 
backdrop than deliberately as subject (Piyadasa 1981: 34, 38–39).  
 In its uneasy mix of Chinese and Malay aesthetics, it might be said that 
Lanskap Tempatan illustrated the fractious subject of race relations. Other than 
pointing to the ethnic representation of artists, Piyadasa’s essay also made mention of 
the riots of 1969 in Kuala Lumpur which led to the controversial New Economic 
Policy dividing the nation into bumiputras (literally ‘sons of the soil’) and non-
bumiputras.  But Piyadasa’s interest in this subject ran much deeper than the event 76
as historical backdrop to these artworks; after all, he had produced a seminal artwork 
in 1970 responding to this event.  Titled May 13, 1969, the artwork comprised of a 77
coffin painted over with the fractured motifs of the Malaysian flag and a black 
funereal armband. Positioned upright upon a mirrored surface, the coffin appeared at 
once buried beneath the ground and still ‘alive’ above it. Due to difficulties in the 
storage of this artwork, it was destroyed by the artist, but was later recreated for 
exhibition — or one might say, resurrected — and currently is part of the national 
collection of Singapore. The race riot of 1969 had a profound effect not only on 
Piyadasa, but also on the cultural development of Malaysia. Convened in the wake of 
 The May 13, 1969 race riots between Malays and Chinese in Malaysia claimed the 76
lives of hundreds. In the days running up to May 13, there was a build-up of 
economic and social frustration delineated along racial lines. Discontent came to a 
head during the 1969 federal and state election, with the May 10 polling day seeing 
the Chinese-based opposition party gaining more seats in the previously Malay-
oriented parliament, sufficient to disconcert the United Malays National Organisation 
(UMNO). Boisterous and occasionally illegal opposition party post-election 
celebrations led to counter-demonstrations by UMNO supporters which turned into 
riots. By May 14, a state of national emergency was declared though rioting would 
continue to escalate till the army was called in, with violence not subsiding before 
May 20 (Comber 1983: 4, 59–60, 63–72).
 Besides Piyadasa, artists such as Syed Ahmad Jamal also responded to the May 13 77
event with sketches created “barely three weeks after the event… as an expression of 
shock,” as well as a painting titled 13.5.69 (Muliyadi 2000: 21).
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the riot, the National Cultural Congress at the University of Malaya in 1971  78
concluded with “the resolution that the new cultural vision must be founded upon the 
Malay language and Malay cultural values if a notion of ‘national identity’ was to be 
arrived at” (Piyadasa 1993: 64). The subject of race in a “polyglot society” was to 
continue to be cause for disquiet for the Kuantan-born, third-generation Malaysian 
Sinhalese artist, and in later years he produced numerous artworks which have been 
collated under the epithet of the Malaysian Series, underscoring what he felt to be a 
significant continuing concern for the nation (Piyadasa 1981: 32; Piyadasa 2007).  
 From Piyadasa’s notes on the topic of race and the constitution of a multi-
cultural art history, one might speculate that it was this, rather than landscape, which 
was the exhibition’s true curatorial subject. Regardless, by dint of its broad curatorial 
compass and its intimate mapping of art and national development, the exhibition was 
transformed from its initial premise of stylistic theorisation of genre to a historical 
and art historical narrative, even if at times this came as a bit of a stretch,  and its 79
resultant presentation was, one might dare say, eclectic. Despite avoiding the 
Nanyang-by-Bali conundrum in assuming the Nanyang artists as originary given, the 
exhibition still ran into a couple of Indonesian speed-bumps with Patrick Ng Kah 
Onn’s Semangat Bumi, Air dan Udara (1958) influenced by traditional Balinese 
painting and the Balinese kechak dance; and, more perilously, the inclusion of the 
Javanese post-war Malaysian migrant, Hoessein Enas, who founded Angkatan 
Pelukis Semenanjung (Piyadasa 1981: 35–36). But by then, with post-independent 
confidence, such digression was borne with the briefest of complaint. However, in its 
attempt to unify its assortment of artworks, if these are seen to stand in for the figures 
 It is also noted that Piyadasa presented a paper at this National Cultural Congress 78
on the subject of the history of the modern Malaysian art form.
 Piyadasa reflexively observed his own possible discursive over-reach in reference 79
to Mohd. Sallehuddin’s Membeli belah (1958), describing its subject of a Malay hut 
as “fragile,” “heightening the differences existing between life in the bandar (town) 
and the desa (the village).” He continued half rhetorically, “am I reading too much in 
this work when I suggest this quiet painting makes subtle comments about the clash 
of values and the economics of inequality as interpreted through the eyes of a self-
taught Malay painter with nationalistic aspirations?” (Piyadasa 1981: 38).
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of Alberti’s historia that give pleasure through a “copiousness and variety of things,” 
the exhibition could be said to resemble early Renaissance history painting: a 
presentation of a plurality of forms acting in concert, each having a purposeful role in 
“ornamenting or teaching the istoria.”  80
 The most interesting manoeuvre performed, however, was the fourth: the 
naturalisation of this historical narrative in a sleight of hand of subject-matter that 
produced metaphysical vindication. Here it is noted that Lanskap Tempatan included 
a couple of artworks by Piyadasa. The first of these, The Great Malaysian Landscape 
(1972), examined the concept of landscape as an operation of organisation and frame. 
It was a painting within a painting, with the one within juxtaposing stages of the 
production of a painting — sketch, half-finished, and finished work — that depicted 
“a romantic view of the Malaysian countryside,” complete with Malay peasant, 
paddy-field and buffalo. This in-progress clichéd Malaysian landscape painting is 
seen as if ‘hung’ upon a ‘wall’ — the second painting surrounding the first — and is 
furnished with an artwork caption, a picture frame, artist’s signature, as well as other 
notes denoting the painting and its frame in emphatic labels of stencilled text.  The 81
second artwork was titled Entry Points (1978) and it was described by Piyadasa as 
“an oblique reference to a tradition of landscape painting already in operation within 
the Malaysian context.” As with the first artwork, Entry Points was characterised by a 
double act of framing, with its encapsulated painting, Riverside Scene (1958) by 
Nanyang artist Chia Yu-Chian, set above a stencilled text which read: ART WORKS 
NEVER EXIST IN TIME, THEY HAVE ‘ENTRY POINTS’. Explicating the 
artwork’s purpose, Piyadasa described it as a commentary on the nature of art history 
 Two translations of Alberti’s manuscripts are cited in this discussion in the spirit of 80
history’s tendency for copiousness, and depending on the nature of the translation. 
These are distinguished by the use of ‘istoria’ or ‘historia’ given in the translation. 
Spencer’s translation used Italian and Latin manuscripts, while Sinisgalli’s was from 
a vernacular Tuscan dialect and Latin, though overall meaning of the text remains the 
same. It is also noted that the variations between translations also reflect changes that 
Alberti made in different versions of his text (Alberti [1956] 1966: 75, 78; Alberti 
[1540] 2011: 59, 63).
 Around the interior painting are didactic texts pointing to its surface, edge, image, 81
title, gravity, hook, zip, frame, and signature.
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as a myth-making process, produced both by events external to the aesthetic realm 
(even if influencing it), and by art historical narrative’s antecedents. Stating that 
“these ‘antecedents’ are dependent on significant ‘dates’ in order to legitimise the 
‘entry points’ of particular art works which are mooted for entry into a given ‘art 
context,’” Piyadasa’s material appropriation of this earlier historical moment via Chia 
Yu-Chian was intended to demonstrate a new historical entry point within the 
narrative of art (Piyadasa 1981: 46). It is unlikely that the irony of this statement 
employed to illuminate Entry Points, while simultaneously positioning the artwork 
within a historicising exhibition on landscape, was missed by Piyadasa writing 
himself into the narrative of Malaysian art in its conceptual turn.  But, as in a 82
chronicle, inclusion is not sufficient to constitute a legacy, and here the real 
historiographical gambit was the choice of the subject of landscape.  
 Not merely a unifying arc for the artworks within the exhibition, landscape 
endorsed the historical narrative as it was being told. As explored in the paragraphs 
before, landscape transcends its subject matter, imbuing its scenes with the 
metaphysical and even a feeling of religiosity, the latter put forward by Burckhardt as 
one of art’s unique abilities — as “a strangely importunate ally of religion” which 
“represents religion even when the religious spirit… is dead” (Burckhardt [1906] 
1943: 134). In Lanskap Tempatan the conventional remit of landscape was initially 
rehearsed, with Malaysian landscape aesthetics characterised as evoking the rhythms 
of nature (Ibrahim Hussein’s Pemandangan (1980)), the romantic (Patrick Ng Kah 
Onn’s Semangat bumi, Air dan Udara / Spirit of Earth, Water and Air (1958)), the 
 A different interpretation of Piyadasa’s curatorial essay is provided by Adeline Ooi 82
and Beverly Yong, who read the proposition of progression from early Malayan 
landscapes to the conceptual ones in the late-70s, as in an increasingly authentic 
engagement with the subject of landscape. They note Piyadasa’s critique of the earlier 
landscape as an “‘romantic’ and ‘idealised’ vision of their adopted home,” and argue 
that “[i]t is only when we reach the 1970s that Piyadasa finds a more critical 
engagement with the ‘local landscape’ — especially in conceptual approaches such as 
those of his own works of the period, and in new ‘socially-oriented’ works...” Ooi and 
Yong’s essay was written as an extension of Piyadasa’s, and in its concluding 
schematic of social orientation brought it up to date following Piyidasa’s 




symbolic and metaphorical (Syed Ahmad Jamal’s Angin Dingin / Cold Wind (1959) 
and Umpan / The Bait (1959)), and the vitalistic and primordial (Abdul Latiff 
Mohidin’s Pemandagan 3 / Landscape 3 (1967) and Pemandagan Pago-Pago / Pago-
Pago Landscape (1968)) (Piyadasa 1981: 35–36, 43, 51). But as the exhibition 
progressed into abstract and conceptual expressions, the position of landscape as 
subject-matter underwent a subtle change to additionally mythologise the history it 
was appearing to narrate. 
 Piyadasa was not unaware of the exhibition’s purpose, mentioning matter-of-
factly within his essay that the presentation was “involved with the story of the 
evolution of a modern art tradition in this country” (Piyadasa 1981: 4). But in 
adopting the subject of landscape, Lanskap Tempatan established the art historical 
narrative and its historical narrative as, well, natural. Furthermore, in its physical 
staging within a national gallery the exhibition’s narrative was further entrenched, as 
one could also say of the exhibition Channels and Confluences which Lanskap 
Tempatan predates. Cast in halls intended for the nation in presentation, the aesthetic 
narrative assumed, with reference to Cosgrove, the “territorial imperatives of the 
nation-state” as well as its aspirations (Cosgrove 2004: 58). Thus, in its presentation 
of landscape, the “first one of its kind,” one might add, it could be suggested that the 
exhibition was, in fact, trionfo by landscape — a triumphal procession across the 
subject of, and literally upon, land. In this, Lanskap Tempatan’s material purpose — 
appropriating Schama’s observation of Netherlandish landschap — “was the story, 
startlingly sufficient unto itself” (Schama 1995: 10). 
 But that was not all. In its animation of the nation and its art through 
landscape and history, Lanskap Tempatan was a witness to another representation: the 
representation of affective identification. In its “commitment” to land and landscape 
(and history), for Piyadasa Lanskap Tempatan was a ‘reconfirmation’ of his own 
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identity, for, in naturalising art and its histories, Lanskap Tempatan went further to 
naturalise a belonging in which he, too, was “no longer an outsider.”   83
 While speaking on the exclusionary politics of the 1969 riots and the 1971 cultural 83
congress, Piyadasa was to remark, “I am a third-generation Malaysian Sinhalese who 
cannot speak the Sinhalese language. I can only speak Malay and English. What is 
more, I had married a Malay! I had always believed in my heart that I was already a 
Malaysian and no longer an outsider” (Piyadasa 2007: 23; Piyadasa 1981: 42–43).
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6. From affect 
In spite of its emplotment, the historiographical artwork or exhibition is not 
necessarily duplicitous. In his examination of the historical narrative, White refers to 
this a sense of there being an underlying impetus to the production of the narrative as 
its ideological implication. A similar intent, stimulus or motivation may be said to 
exist as well in the case of the historiographical artwork, not least in the 
purposiveness of its representation of historical event and narrative, but also as 
consequence of a historical event and its narrative, in that, to produce the 
historiographical artwork is to have had been affected. This motivation, however, 
White also argues, “need not be regarded as a function of… [a] consciously held 
ideological position” (White 1973: 22–24), and the same may be said of its 
representation. For example, in Lanskap Tempatan, a personal desire for belonging 
becomes subsumed within the exhibition’s overt nationalistic framework. The 
consequence of the significance of the affective, particularly in the historiographical 
artwork’s genesis, is thus its necessary consideration here. 
 In physiological, biochemical, and neurological constitution, affect marks a 
return to the sensorial, except that, by its strict definition, affect is not of conscious 
occurrence and experience. Rather, affect is an internal transformation that “alters the 
biochemistry and neurology of the subject.” In variations of its exposition, affect is 
noted as “propriocepted viscerality,” as “unqualified” in being prior to “signification 
and coding,” and as occurring in the “half-second delay” before consciousness kicks 
in (Brennan 2004: 1; Massumi  2002: 7, 28, 58–61; Connolly 2011: 46, 151). While 
there is a measure of debate as to affect’s “nonconscious” or “subconscious” status, 
depending perhaps on desired proximity to psychoanalytical theory, its definition is 
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broadly agreed upon as an “inbetween-ness” that generates a “structure of feeling”  84
of intensity, momentary or sustained (Massumi 2002: 16; Brennan 2004: 136–137). 
 While affect cannot be observed directly for the above reasons, its effects, on 
the other hand, can be grasped in its reflection and in attempts to cause affect in 
another. In relation to the historiographical artwork, this is the moment of absorption 
where affect’s “capacity to act and be acted upon” produces a witness that marks “a 
body’s belonging to a world of encounters; or a world’s belonging to a body of 
encounters” (Gregg and Seigworth 2010: 1–2). Interpreted as the effect of an earlier 
affect, within the historiographical artwork this retrospective manifestation may be 
read as such: where Ng’s Brother Cane points to a dismay over the report of 
entrapment; received historical narratives colour Anurendra’s perspective of place; a 
liberal education brings into greater relief Javanese discrimination for Raden Saleh; 
encounters with exclusionary politics perturb Yee into plate-making; and the affect of 
Errata was From Words to Pictures.  
Figure 10.  
Amanda Heng  




 Raymond William’s “structure of feeling” — described as a ‘cultural hypothesis’ 84
for understanding connections in a movement between hypothesis and evidence — is 
elaborated upon by Lawrence Grossberg through affect, as that which “constitutes the 
relationality” within the site of struggle (Grossberg 2010b:310, 327). Williams’ 
“structure of feeling” — considered as having “special relevance” to art and literature 
— is posited as ‘structured’ in that it is “at the very edge of semantic 
availability” (Williams 1977: 131–133).
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 In observing how affect catalyses the artwork and is employed within 
aesthetic presentation, a few examples are provided here to flesh out the detail and 
distinction of this relation, beginning with what is, perhaps, its most direct pairing of 
affect and effect, in the production of the memorial. Amanda Heng’s In Memory Of... 
(1992) is a performance meant to commemorate the June 4, 1989 Tiananmen Square 
incident which Heng identified with from following its reports in Chinese-medium 
news, a reading habit and a cultural affinity fostered in her formative years of 
education in a Chinese school. Central to Heng’s In Memory Of... is her a tribute to 
Chai Ling, one of the student leaders of the movement. For Heng, Chai Ling 
presented a vantage point from which to understand the complex of events leading to 
the crackdown on the protestors. Developed from anniversary memorials held by the 
artist over a period of three years, in its final iteration in 1992, Heng presented 
woodcut images of the incident and of Chai Ling, together with a mass of candles 
bundled together in the formation of a square upon a pedestal, the latter symbolically 
recollecting an anecdote by the student leader on the subject of solidarity. Reading 
from a speech by Chai Ling, Heng’s observance of the incident was both a personal 
and a ritualistic response in coming to terms with the intensity of the event, the extent 
of its affect going as far as to linger on into its third iteration.  
 In its tribute, In Memory Of… was largely an act of remembrance, but as a 
“refrain that potentialises other refrains” (Bertelsen and Murphie 2010: 142) affect 
and its transformation to an effect (with further affect) vary, and in the next few 
examples the corollary of this enigma of affect is the range of responses that affect 
inspires, not to mention the intensities that it further deploys. Whereas in Heng’s case 
such refrain produced the tribute, for Nadiah Bamadhaj its effect was to prompt an 
investigation. The subject of Nadiah’s inquiry in enamlima sekarang (2003) is the 
event of 1965 known as Gerakan 30 September (G30S, or the 30th September 
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Movement) in Indonesia.  Though, as the word sekarang (or now) in the artwork’s 85
title suggests, Nadiah’s interest was not merely the incident of 1965 as historical past. 
Simultaneously an ‘aborted coup’ shrouded in mystery, and an official victory by the 
nation and its military forces widely chronicled in history textbooks, film, and public 
spaces,  Nadiah’s intent was to address the paradoxical silence and promulgation that 86
surrounded it.  
 In summary, G30S was a movement that claimed to have prevented a coup by 
a group known as the Council of Generals with the deaths of six generals exposing 
the plot. This was a coup that, according to the army command installed after the 
deaths, was masterminded by the Communist Party of Indonesia (PKI).  Between 87
late-1965 to mid-1966, more than a million and a half people (possibly up to three 
million) were killed in “one of the worst bloodbaths of the twentieth century,” by the 
army and army-affiliated militias led by Major General Suharto, who in the process 
became the de facto president, taking over from the popularly-supported Sukarno 
before him, and marking the beginning the New Order regime that was legitimated 
 Installed at Museum Benteng Vredeburg (MBV) in Yogyakarta and developed from 85
an earlier and relatively conceptual presentation titled 1965: Membina Semula 
Monumennya (1965: Rebuilding its Monuments) in 2001, the exhibition enamlima 
sekarang opened on the anniversary of the ‘aborted coup’ (30 Sep–4 Oct 2003). 
Previously an army barracks, according to Nadiah, MBV “had held many PKI and 
affiliated detainees for years after 1965, (but) the museum’s permanent chronological 
exhibition neatly stops at the 1940s and starts again in the 1970s, as though the 1960s 
never existed” (Nadiah 2003).
 As Roosa catalogued, the official historical account of the events was reiterated in 86
“textbooks, monuments, street names, films, museums, commemorative rituals, and 
national holidays,” with a 4-hour government-commissioned film, The Treason of the 
September 30th Movement/PKI (1984), made obligatory screening for television 
stations each year as the date rolled around (Roosa 2006: 7, 10).
 Its narrative was disseminated in a publication released by the army, Pusat 87
Penerangan Angkatan Darat, Fakta-Fakta Persoalan Sekitar ‘Gerakan 30 September,’ 
Penerbitan Chusus no. 1, October 5, 1965. For a nuanced summary of early history of 
PKI, and its evolution in direction and across generation, see Poeze (2009).
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with G30S as “the supreme fact of history” at “the centre of its historical narrative.”   88
For Nadiah, the troubling question, similarly puzzled over by a number of historians 
over the years, was how a community managed to assimilate such a colossal loss of 
its people, a question of what exactly had happened and why. 
Figure 11. Nadiah Bamadhaj enamlima sekarang (2003) (detail) archival image ‘Suasana 
pemakaman tujuh Pahlawan Revolusi 5 Oktober 1965’ (Funeral of the seven Revolutionary 
Heroes, 5 October 1965), source: IPPHOS; Rape (Perkosa), 1 min 46 sec, digital video still 
  
 For these historians, the mystery lay in certain discrepancies within the 
official account. What was the nature of G30S, given it comprised both military 
officers and a couple of civilians from a Special Bureau linked to the Communist 
Party? What happened in the three days after the Movement had confronted the 
‘aborted coup’ and established the Indonesian Revolution Council, having effectively 
usurped presidential powers? More critically, given the “relatively small-scale” of the 
Movement’s action killing twelve people by its end on October 3, how it came to be 
magnified “until it assumed the shape of an ongoing, nationwide conspiracy to 
commit mass murder” with millions by association with the PKI held “collectively 
responsible” (Roosa 2006: 22, 41)? In the immediate aftermath of G30S, a few 
analyses were put forward, such as those of W. F. Wertheim, and Benedict Anderson 
 The number of deaths from the massacres differs depending on source, and due to 88
numerous unmarked and undiscovered graves. In her research Nadiah mentioned the 
figure of 3 million — twice the 1.5 million that John Roosa has noted in his analysis 
— on the basis of visiting organisations such as Lembaga Penelitian Korban 
Peristiwa 65 (Institute for the Research of Victims of 1965), a number allegedly 
whispered by military commander, Sarwo Edhie Wibowo (head of the red beret 
military group Resimen Pasukan Komando Angkatan Darat (RPKAD) in 1965) on 
his deathbed (Nadiah 2003; Roosa 2006: 4, 7).
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and Ruth McVey, with other accounts by military and government personnel 
surfacing, particularly after Suharto was deposed in May 1998.  Supplementing 89
these more recently in 2006 is John Roosa’s examination of the report by Brigadier 
General Supardjo in the immediate aftermath of the Movement,  and Roosa’s 90
reconsideration of the figure and testimony of one of the members of G30S, Sjam 
(also known as Kamaruzaman), whom Wertheim postulated was a likely double-agent 
provocateur, or in an even more convoluted twist, “a military man entrusted to 
infiltrate the PKI.” Roosa’s argument followed from Anderson and McVey’s 
preliminary analysis of January 1966: that even though some leaders and members of 
PKI were involved in the movement (corroborated in the testimony of a member of 
the Politburo, Iskandar Subekti), and despite “the steady stream of propaganda” over 
the decades to the present, “Suharto’s army never proved that the PKI had 
masterminded the movement.” Though, conversely, neither has the theory of 
Suharto’s masterminding G30S been conclusively verified (Roosa 2006: 65, 68–69, 
75–76, 151; Hilmar: 2007: 209).  
 Based on Supardjo’s account — a document Roosa considered the “most 
reliable primary source available” — and Sjam’s testimony, it would appear that the 
official narrative of the movement is substantiated. However, according to Roosa, this 
is only up to the point of confirming the roles of Aidit (chairman of the Communist 
Party) and Sjam, and “not the entire party leadership.”  Amongst other discrepancies, 91
Roosa noted that the official narrative’s assumption of a “ruthless collection of 
devious schemers who (had) plotted every move down to the last detail” was 
 Such as the post-1988 accounts of former first deputy prime minister Soebandrio 89
(Soebandrio, Kesaksianku Tentang G-30-S, 2001); former commander of the air 
force, Omar Dani (Surodjo and Soeparno, Tuhan Pergunakanlah Hati, Pikiran dan 
Tanganku, and Tempo, February 4, 2001); and an account of the events at Halim Air 
Force Base (Katoppo, Menyingkap Kabut Halim 1965) (Roosa 2006: 19).
 “Some Factors That Influenced the Defeat of ‘the September 30th Movement’ as 90
Viewed from a Military Perspective” by Supardjo, a commander of combat forces in 
Kalimantan, who had arrived in Jakarta just three days prior to G30S.
 The army’s execution of Aidit in November 1965 before he could clarify on his 91
role, made Sjam’s claim at a Mahmillub trial in 1967, that “he had acted on orders 
from Aidit,” impossible to verify (Roosa 2006: 139–140, 203).
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contradicted by Supardjo’s analysis from within the thick of the army’s reactions over 
the critical three days. At variance with this assumption was Supardjo’s observation 
that the movement had “largely defeated itself and should serve as a case study of 
how not to carry out a military operation” (Roosa 2006: 91, 98, 203).  
 These misgivings regarding the PKI’s full involvement — as masterminding 
would imply — which were also concerns for earlier historians, led Roosa to uncover 
an even deeper plot. Expanding upon Wertheim’s hypothesis, Roosa suggested that 
the movement was, rather, a means to “provide a pretext for attacking the PKI and 
overthrowing Sukarno” in an argument that went further to implicate the U.S. 
government within the context of the larger political theatre of the Cold War (Roosa 
2006: 62). Within Roosa’s investigation, he revealed two converging agendas: the 
first, the removal of Sukarno in an internal coup that would not appear as a coup; and 
the second, to remove the PKI in a broader ideological struggle as it played out within 
the region. Besides the elimination of PKI’s associates, contributing to the 
achievement of this latter objective were the seizure of redistributed land from the 
land reform programme of the early 1960s by the army and its allies in the aftermath 
of G30S, and the violent dismantling of left-leaning unions (Hilmar 2007: 215–217). 
In disclosing these agendas, Roosa pointed to the peculiar labelling of the event, 
given that the pre-emptive capture and slaying of the generals occurred on 1 October 
1965. According to him, the rationale for G30S’s odd title was to fetishise 30 
September to the distraction of all else occurring around it, including the indirect 
dismissal of Sukarno. As for the second agenda that followed from the first, the 
process of the demonisation of the PKI — or dehumanisation, suggested by Hilmar as 
a general pre-massacre characteristic — was a little more complicated due to 
Sukarno’s popularity and his advocacy of Nasakom (an acronym of the trinity of 
nationalism (nasionalisme), religion (agama), and communism (komunisme)) that 
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was appreciated neither by his detractors nor by the Americans.  Thus, according to 92
Roosa, the second agenda could only be achieved in the guise of a nationalistic 
gesture — to defend the president against the PKI — which would then explain the 
inconsistency of the PKI’s alleged attempt at, yet completely botched, takeover, 
indicating that perhaps it wasn’t quite as it had been portrayed (Roosa 2006: 4, 31, 
70, 73; Hilmar 2007: 212). 
 Amidst the twists and turns of events and political shenanigans, the question 
that concerned Roosa and the artist Nadiah, was how the masses turned to massacre. 
Unlike the military manoeuvres, that were to a degree more discernible in their 
movement and strategy, the violence that erupted in the aftermath of the ‘aborted 
coup’ appeared incomprehensible. Discovering that most public materials either 
contained the official version of the events, stopped short at 1965, or simply could not 
be accessed,  Bamadhaj expanded her own research to the Institute for Research of 93
Victims of 1965 (Lembaga Penelitian Korban Peristiwa 65) in Jakarta, and spoke to 
whomever was willing to share, including ex-political detainees, non-government 
organisations, Muslim groups, and others artists. As Nadiah was to discover in her 
year-long investigation, eliciting conversation from locals about the Movement 
beyond the official narrative was not an easy task. In this she was not alone, just as 
 Roosa traced Suharto’s connection to this larger Cold War plot to the Seskoad 92
seminars (Sekolah Staff Komando Angkatan Darat) which brought U.S.-trained 
economists to speak to Indonesian officers, suggesting that Suharto “would have 
known about U.S. hopes for the army both as an anti-Communist bastion and a 
shadow government,” with assurances of support provided to General A.H. Nasution 
(minister of defence) and Suharto by the U.S. government as events unfolded. He also 
noted the lone and failed objection put forward by Robert Kennedy in a speech in 
January 1966 (Jack Newfield, Robert Kennedy: A Memoir, New York: E.P. Dutton, 
1969), in which Kennedy said: “[w]e have spoken out against inhuman slaughters 
perpetrated by the Nazis and the Communists. But will we speak out agains the 
inhuman slaughter in Indonesia where over 100,000 alleged Communists have been 
not perpetrators, but victims?” (Roosa 2006: 10–11, 15–16, 26–27, 176–177, 186–
187, 194).
 Nadiah related, “[i]n one instance a local library in Yogyakarta housed all materials 93
from the mid-late sixties in a small rusty locked metal cage covered in 37 years of 
dust. And after several attempts to access photographs from 1965 at the National 
Archives in Jakarta I was shown a photograph of Suharto and his wife, and then told 
the archives were closed for a week as they were spraying for lice” (Nadiah 2003).
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Roosa was to also learn, regardless of their view of state propaganda many 
Indonesians believed that it was “spontaneous violence from below, a wild vigilante 
justice that accompanied the military’s admirably restrained and well-organised 
efforts to suppress the PKI’s revolt.” Rationalised as “ingrained prejudices concerning 
the volatility of the masses,” and “a preexisting antagonism between the PKI and 
other political parties,” the killings, it seemed, just happened as they did, and at that 
point public rationalisation drew to a close. Furthermore, as Hilmar noted, with 
discriminatory laws and regulations against ex-political prisoners and their families, 
not to mention a general silencing via demand of proof of non-involvement with 
G30S and the ex-communication of ex-political prisoners, there was little compelling 
reason for the public to suggest otherwise (Roosa 2006: 23–24; Hilmar 2007: 218). 
 The turning point for Nadiah was a conversation with Bapak M, a 
photojournalist, who had “participated in an anti-communist operasi in Klaten,” 
northeast of Yogjyakarta, and who claimed that “without the rakyat (people or 
masses), ABRI (Indonesian Republic’s Armed Forces, Angkatan Bersenjata Republik 
Indonesia, known as TNI or Tentara Nasional Indonesia, the Indonesian National 
Military after 1999) would never have found all those PKI.” Even if they were 
initiated by the military, as many killings appeared to have been by the hand of 
civilians. Communities had turned against themselves and upon one another, as 
Nadiah was told, “provoked by the military or not, most of the massacres of 
Indonesian communists and related groups were carried out by local communities,” 
and she concluded with alarm that “the simplified view of ABRI’s oppression no 
longer applied” (Nadiah 2003). Yet, as Roosa was to postulate, the communities’ hand 
had in fact been turned. While they were not innocent, they had been converted, and 
key to this conversion was the grisly account of the killing of the generals — three in 
the process of capture and three at the site of Lubang Buaya — subsequently 
enshrined in the Sacred Pancasila Monument. This monument featuring seven life-
size bronze statues of the deceased officers (including a lieutenant mistakenly seized) 
under a massive sculpture of a Garuda with wings spread, has, positioned centrally on 
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its bas-relief, a scene of “women garlanded with flowers and dancing naked around a 
man stuffing an officer’s corpse down a well” that was meant to graphically illustrate 
the gruesome torture and mutilation of the officers. Propagated by the Suharto 
regime, this narrative of violence was denounced by Roosa as “an absurd fabrication 
by psychological warfare experts” who used tactics of shock and horror via the media  
to rationalise G30S to the public, a view with which Anderson and Hilmar concurred 
(Roosa: 7–8, 40; Anderson 1999: 7; Hilmar 2007: 219). 
 In a way one could say that the combination of confusion, convolution, 
misinformation, and abhorrent imagery and massacres that followed, was enough to 
traumatise any surviving shred of reason to abject silence. It was thus within her 
installation in Yogyakarta that Nadiah attempted a release or emancipation of sorts. 
Besides Central Java, Yogyakarta was the only area outside of Jakarta where the 
movement was manifested, resulting in the deaths of Colonel Katamso and his chief 
of staff Colonel Sugijono (Roosa 2006: 55). Just as the square of Lubang Buaya was 
the stage for G30S in Jakarta, so Nadiah chose to appropriate the centre of 
Yogyakarta’s seat of power, the Kraton (or Palace), as part of her installation, 
encircled as it was by streets named after the generals who had died during G30S. 
These streets, familiar to her audience in Yogyakarta, were mapped as paths, paved 
with books signifying the narratives and ideologies that had been propagated about 
and around G30S. Each of these paths led to one of eight columns (symbolising the 
eight generals — six in Jakarta and two in Yogyakarta), with an archival photograph 
installed upon its front that swung open to reveal a compartment housing a video. 
These photographs, taken from archives representing the historic event, were paired 
with videos that drew on stories and interviews that Nadiah had come across in her 
determined pursuit, often obtained after substantial persuasion and in private 
moments wherein individuals felt they could disclose themselves to be relatives of 
victims or children of executioners. Amongst these individuals, some asked her to 
“portray the gruesome things that happened to them,” while others expressed the need 
to honour the dead and for reconciliation, and still others were only able to focus on a 
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singular certainty or idea that allowed them to psychologically or physically survive 
the massacre (Nadiah 2003).  
 The eight photograph-video pairings juxtaposing the historical with the 
present were as follows. In Portrait (Potret), a photograph of an event 
commemorating the G30S disclosed a video of a batik-clothed family having their 
portrait taken as silenced by masks covering their faces, unable to address the history 
of G30S even within their closest circle. Youth (Anak Muda) showed a photograph of 
the six widows of the generals in front of a video of young men and women from the 
present appearing alongside excerpts of the G30S propaganda film they would have 
grown up watching and which had conditioned (and perhaps inured) their responses 
to and memory of the event. With Reverse (Putar Balik), an archival image of 
Suharto with a publication representing the official account to be disseminated 
revealed a video appearing to reenact (in footage running backwards) the typing of 
the official account, its title alluding to the reversal of the facts of G30S, as well as its 
production as a political strategy rather than simply as a record. Frozen (Beku) 
featured the photographic documentation of Suharto at a press briefing set in front of 
a video of scenes from the museum’s dioramas illustrating the period and events 
surrounding G30S, accompanied by the playing of the propaganda song ‘Maju tak 
gentar’ (To move without stopping) that gradually ground to a halt, alluding to a 
history and people immobilised. Fate (Takdir) presented a photograph of the backs of 
alleged communist or PKI-affiliated suspects rounded up by the militia, installed 
before a video of a man slowly eating a meal of tempeh in the shape of the territory of 
Java, referring to the individuals who shared with the artist their resignation over 
what had transpired, as a narrative swallowed. In Rape (Perkosa) the image of 
Suharto at the funeral of the generals concealed a video of interviewees who had been 
detained, ostracised, and violently treated, recalling their harrowing experiences that 
remain fresh in their memories even to the present, a rape both physical and 
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psychic.  Victim/Suspect (Korban/Tersangka) featured youths drafted into the purge 94
(an image that also revealed a figure in military uniform, almost unnoticed, standing 
behind the civilians) with a video of two figures in a padi (rice) field, seeming 
familiar to each other but on opposing sides, with the field symbolising the sites of 
hidden graves that, Nadiah was to discover, were tacitly recognised by locals and left 
untouched, in memory of those who lay beneath, as the ground around them was 
cultivated. Finally, in Excuse me, sir, may I ask...? (Maaf pak, boleh tanya…?), an 
archival image of an amicable relationship between a religious head and a military 
general was set front of a video of a figure representing the views of those who 
struggled with the morality of participating in the massacre, their anxieties unfamiliar 
to those who had orchestrated and instigated the massacre. 
 In bringing together the officially reported and the suppressed experiences 
and memories of the massacre, enamlima sekarang was a confrontation of G30S’ past 
as well as a witness of its trace in the present marked by the extremes of “suffocating 
stigmatisation, vengeance as a consequence of violence, subservience as culture, 
(and) paralysing fear, guilt, and indifference” (Nadiah 2003). In the context of this 
examination of historiographic expressions on Singapore and Malaysia, one might 
well ask why would G30S matter? As a neighbouring state, G30S and Konfrontasi 
had decisive impact on Malaya and Singapore, and in the context of the Cold War, all 
three experienced their share of discrimination and violence as part of its peripheral 
Asian battle. In attempting to recover and account for the actions of the Movement 
and its people in its aftermath, enamlima sekarang may be said to also point to the 
 As Hilmar was to note (citing Saskia Wieringa, ‘The birth of the new order state in 94
Indonesia: sexual politics and nationalism,’ Journal of Women’s History 15(1), 2003) 
on the aftereffects of the demonising of the left-wing women’s organisation, Gerwani, 
memorialised in the Sacred Pancasila Monument as sadistic torturers of the generals, 
“[s]uch a lurid and demonstrably false story became part of the New Order political 
culture by symbolising the danger of politically strong and sexual women… The 
mass violence of 1965–66 played an important role in diminishing women’s will to 
resist patriarchal ideologies. The steady stream of propaganda about the fictitious 
sexual tortures of the generals served as a constant reminder of the dangers of 
assertive women ” (Hilmar 2007: 219).
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indifference towards certain historical narratives within Malaya and Singapore that, in 
relation to the earlier works such as Errata, is not unfamiliar.  
  
 Nadiah’s stake in this examination of G30S, however, goes a little deeper to a 
personal experience that is the backstory or the affect that led to enamlima sekarang. 
Nadiah’s brother, Kamal, was in East Timor in 1991 to observe a visiting 
international delegation comprising of members of the Portuguese parliament, a UN 
representative, and international journalists. The visit was, however, cancelled as it 
garnered support which the Indonesian government found objectionable. In the wake 
of the cancelled event, an escalation of tensions between the East Timorese and 
Indonesian troops occurred which culminated in the Dili massacre of 12 November 
1991. Amongst the 271 lives claimed was Kamal. Recalling seeing a leaflet on a 
candlelight vigil for the 1965 PKI cadres attached to Kamal’s fridge in his student flat 
in Sydney, Nadiah reflected, that “from then on I had little choice but to bring 
Suharto’s New Order into focus.”  In comparing one massacre to another Nadiah 95
was not alone, as Anderson was also to argue, the Dili massacre had descended from 
a history of normalised brutality that went back to 1965. In Anderson’s view, based 
on the 1945 Indonesian constitution that was in place during the Suharto era, the 
annexation of East Timor was illegal; it had been “drawn up in great haste in August 
1945 in a confused and emergency situation — its detailed specification of the new 
nation’s borders could not be changed (for fear this would undermine its sacral 
character).” But in the wake of this earlier successful rationalisation (or enforced 
justification) of violence inflicted upon one’s own people, “torture became standard 
operating procedure, to say nothing of rapes and executions” which extended in 
smooth flourish to the annexed post-Portuguese East Timor (Nadiah 2003; Anderson 
1999: 2, 8).  
 In the curatorial essay for 1965: Membina, Shahnaz noted the absence of reporting 95
of the Dili Massacre in Malaysian media, attesting too to the problem of geo-political 
indifference that the artwork was to engage (Nadiah 2003; Shahnaz Md Said 2001).
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 It was Kamal’s untimely passing that drew Nadiah to respond to the 1965 
event, for she felt that if the loss of one had such impact on her, how much harder — 
or if it was even possible — to accept the loss of three million without a word, 
challenge or repercussion. Through enamlima sekarang, Nadiah shared her loss with 
the community and assumed their loss as well, in addition to creating a space to re-
witness — or for those who had been successfully weaned on the official narrative, to 
witness for the first time — and to come to their own judgment, perhaps finding some 
solace in public expression. In both Heng’s performance of commemoration and 
Nadiah’s installation, the enfolding of the affective intensities from their respective 
historical events as the register of affect’s “incipience,” transitions or ‘exceeds’ into a 
“quantum indeterminacy (that) is fed forward” as in a “resingularisation” of affective 
registers, to produce a ‘second-order’ affect encapsulated within the artwork 
(Bertelsen and Murphie 2010: 140; Massumi 2001: 15, 30, 37; Connolly 2011: 151; 
O’Sullivan 2001: 128). In Heng’s and Nadiah’s artworks, the path from affect to 
action appears straightforward, with their intensive registers in plain sight. But this is 
not always the case, and in the following artwork the registers of affect are 
demonstrated to be multiple and even at variance.  
 Jason Wee’s multi-media installation 1987 (2006) that was exhibited at the 
first Singapore Biennale recalled two events of personal significance within that year: 
the passing of his great-grandmother and Operation Spectrum, the latter an exercise  
by the Internal Security Department that placed 16 individuals — many associated 
with Roman Catholic social and welfare organisations in Singapore — under 
detention, allegedly for having conspired to “subvert the existing social and political 
system in Singapore through using communist united front tactics, with a view to 
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establish a communist state.”  The detained were never brought to trial for the charge 96
under which they were arrested and were released over a period of time, the longest 
serving detention for three years. In regarding the Operation, Wee, a child in 1987, 
remembered the national broadcast of the confessions of the alleged Marxist 
conspirators which he had watched whilst at the home of his great-grandmother. 
Witnessing these confessions on a television set that he described as “more green than 
black-and-white” and “which strangely did not flicker that day,” he recalled not 
knowing who these figures were, though also recalling registering the effect that these 
confessions had on his family and his aunts present with him. They appeared to him 
distraught, and then turned the television off in what he read as fear and anxiety over 
what they had seen and heard. The conspiracy, according to the Department, was 
masterminded by Tan Wah Piow, who was at that time residing in England having left 
Singapore in 1976, a role which Tan categorically denied.  Tan, as claimed by the 97
authorities, had been in contact and conspired with one of the detained, Vincent 
 Referencing the Description of Grounds for Detention quoted almost verbatim in 96
the report in The Straits Times, 13 September 1989. The 16 placed under arrest on 
May 21, 1987 were: Vincent Cheng, Teo Soh Lung, Kevin de Souza, Wong Souk Yee, 
Tang Lay Lee, Ng Bee Leng, Jenny Chin Lai Ching, Kenneth Tsang, Chi Seng, 
Chung Lai Mei, Mah Lee Lin, Low Yit Leng, Tan Tee Seng, Teresa Lim Li Kok, Chia 
Boon Tai, Tay Hong Seng, and William Yap Hon Ngian. On June 20, 1987, four were 
released and 6 others arrested — Chng Suan Tze, Tang Fong Har, Chew Kheng 
Chuan, Ronnie Ng, Fan Wan Peng, and Nur Effendi Sahid. They were detained 
without trial for between one month and three years. Among them five were lawyers.
 Formerly the President of the University of Singapore Students’ Union, Tan Wah 97
Piow was at that time a second-year law student at Balliol College, Oxford 
University. Commenting on the allegations, Seow was to describe Tan’s 
‘masterminding’ as “ensconced, strangely enough, not in the customary centre but at 
the periphery of an amorphous spidery web,” with Vincent Cheng “(occupying) 
instead the focal point of the web, whose gossamer threads stretched awkwardly 
towards the fifteen detainees.” Tan had been detained previously for a period of one 
year from 1 November 1974. Upon his release he was immediately conscripted. 
Suspicious of the coincidence of the conscription, he sought asylum in the United 
Kingdom. His citizenship was revoked by the Government of Singapore on 21 May 
1987 based on changes that had been legislated in 1985 within the Constitution. In a 
press statement issued on 28 May 1987, Tan was to “deny categorically having any 
ideological or organisational links with, let alone being the mastermind of, any 




Cheng, a former seminarian and Catholic lay worker in Singapore.  It was also held 98
by the authorities that Tan had ties to Chin Peng — even though the latter’s 
whereabouts were then largely unknown — an assertion that Tan denied, his denial 
confirmed by Chin Peng.  That it has since purportedly emerged that there wasn’t 99
full agreement within the government as to the validity of the arrests — though 
revealed long after their release — is probably cold comfort to the ex-detainees.  100
  
 Excavating this hazy yet perturbing memory from his past, Wee’s attempt to 
get to the crux of the Operation that coloured his childhood memory almost twenty 
years later proved daunting. Tracking down the detainees, he found them hesitant to 
discuss the incident even after their release and the absence of official prosecution, 
fearful of possible repercussions, given that between 1988 and 1989 a number had 
been rearrested upon speaking out, in particular on the issue of a joint statement by 
 The allegations against Vincent Cheng were that he intended, following Tan Wah 98
Piow’s instructions, to build a united front to oppose the Government by violent 
means if necessary; that he had formed the Coalition of Organisations for Religion 
and Development to influence and control Catholic organisations; and that he 
manipulated publications of the Justice and Peace Commission — of which he was 
executive secretary — to spread leftist and anti-establishment ideas (Han and Tan 
1989).
 On recruiting a number of university students in the mid-1970s, Chin Peng stated, 99
“despite what the Special Branches of the two countries (Singapore and Malaysia) 
were saying about Suara Revolusi’s (a programme broadcast from Hunan) new 
recruits at the time, there were no communists among them… Contrary to 
speculation, her (Juliet Chin, a Malaysian Chinese) fellow Singapore University 
colleague and friend, one Tan Wha (sic) Piow, never joined us” (Chin Peng 2003: 
450; Tan 2012: 70; Salim Osman 1989).
 Of those who had their doubts, Mesenas listed Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Goh 100
Chok Tong, and S. Dhanabalan. Furthermore, based on the minutes of the meeting 
between the Prime Minister and Catholic Church leaders that emerged during the 
libel suit against the Far Eastern Economic Review in 1989, Lee Kuan Yew indicated 
to the Catholic Church leaders, that he was “not interested in Vincent Cheng and his 




nine of the detainees.  That more than half of the group retracted their statements of 101
guilt which was key to their release, would seem to point to an intrinsic flaw of the 
Act which at its foundation did not require formal specification or evidence of charge 
in arrest.  As the case and aftermath of the Marxist conspirators show, this can result 102
in a catch-22 situation, where, having been apprehended under this exceptional law, 
evidence not forthcoming or unavailable show the authorities who sanctioned the 
detention as disagreeable at best, incompetent at worst. Wee gleaned as much as he 
could from a few conversations and published texts available to him, and the artwork 
as presented in 2006 incorporated these gaps of knowledge, the lacunae of Operation 
Spectrum overlapping with his memory of his great-grandmother, who when alive 
would speak to him in Teochew, which Wee did not understand. Yet, he had intuited 
her intentions and the care she had for him, and it was this emotional and affective 
register that Wee presented within 1987.  
 Amongst those re-arrested in April 1988 was Teo Soh Lung who had been released 101
from the May 1987 detention on 26 September 1987 after having “signed a joint press 
statement with former detainees denying involvement in any Marxist Conspiracy and 
alleging ill-treatment in detention.” According to the joint statement issued on 18 
April 1988, it was written “because of the constant barrage of government taunts and 
its public invitation to speak the truth on the conditions we were subjected to under 
arrest and detention... In making this statement, we do not intend to challenge the 
Government; we do not seek any official response; neither is there any desire to make 
‘political capital’ of this. Our sole purpose in making this statement is to clear our 
names.”After rearrest Teo was held in detention till 1 June 1990, during which time 
attempts at habeas corpus were unsuccessful. Teo’s legal representative after her 
rearrest in 1988, former-President of the Law Society of Singapore Francis Seow, was 
to add to the list of detainees at the pleasure of the Department during an officially 
scheduled meeting with Teo, and was held for 72 days, in which time he was 
questioned about his alleged involvement in “an American black operations” amongst 
other things. It is also noted that the article ‘New Light on Detentions,’ by Michael 
Malik published by the Far Eastern Economic Review Dec 17, 1987 was cause for a 
libel suit by Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew. The publication lost the suit tried in 
Singapore and moved its operations out of Singapore (Tan 1989; Teo 2010: 103–104; 
Seow 1994: 132).
 Lee Kuan Yew, in The Straits Times, 3 June 1987, “It is not the practice nor will I 102
allow subversives to get away by insisting that I [have] got to prove everything 
against them in a court of law or evidence that will stand up to strict rules of evidence 
of court of law.” This quote Mesenas contrasted with Lee’s statement during the 
Legislative Assembly Debate on 15 September 1955, “If it is not totalitarian to arrest 
a man and detain him, when you cannot charge him with any offence against any 
written law — if that is not what we have always cried out against in Fascist states — 




Figure 12. Jason Wee  
1987 (2006)  
multi-media installation 
  
 1987 comprised of three parts. The first part of Wee’s installation presented 
six photographs taken from the coast of a beach in Queens when Wee was dividing 
his time between Singapore and New York. Captured in pairs as day turned to night, 
each image framed a horizon line and a tract of glittering waves picking up light on 
their approach to the shore. Wee intended to reproduce these images of twilight to 
mimic the stereoscopic image perceived by one’s eyes. Yet, standing in front of these 
coupled images, such an effect could not entirely be achieved, a clear and untroubled 
sight impossible, as vague perhaps as the charges levelled against the detained under 
the terms of the Security Act (Teo 2013: 403). The second part of the installation was 
of 19 monitors synchronised to reveal images from tombstones of individuals who 
had passed on in 1987. Documented from the vicinity of Wee’s great-grandmother’s 
grave in Choa Chu Kang cemetery, likewise these were captured in the twilight hours 
when there was no light overhead. Set in rows in front of the judge’s table within one 
of the chambers of the former City Hall — which had still been in use in 1987, and 
after its decommission from judicial function was the site of the Biennale — these 
tombstone images were edited to appear and disappear. Accompanying these 
surfacing ghostly images was a audio track replaying memories Wee had of 1987. At 
the start of this playback, the audience heard in succession footsteps, a jingling of 
keys, a door opening, and then the spoken memories would begin, interspersed by the 
chiming of a bell. These voices overlapped until pandemonium broke out. The final 
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part of the installation was of texts written directly upon the judge’s table, extracted 
from speeches by ministers in 1987 that mentioned the alleged conspiracy. As public 
pronouncements at constituency events, these speeches were intended to underscore 
the danger of the conspiracy: of the need to “always have to be on our guard” against 
the “‘unholy trinity’ of radicalism, religious fanaticism and communism”; proscribing 
Liberation Theology “as an attempt by the Marxists to use Catholicism as a cover to 
confuse people into unwittingly supporting a Communist revolution”; revealing that 
the plan of the Marxist conspirators was “to build up pressure groups for confronting 
the Government, starting with peaceful protests, escalating to mass events, ‘leading to 
public disorder, and maybe even rioting, bloodshed and violence”; and enjoining 
citizens to “play your part to counteract those who conspire to undermine your 
security and stability.”  As an attempt to gain perspective of both the politics and 103
origins of the history of security detentions, Wee’s installation was noted in a review 
of the Biennale as “a wake-up call to Singaporeans not to be complacent about the 
freedom they enjoy, as well as a reminder not to forget the past” (Yeow 2006). 
 As if in answer to Wee’s quest, in 2010 one of the detainees, Teo Soh Lung, 
released her account of her time in detention. Beyond the Blue Gate was Teo’s 
diaristic documentation of her arrest in the early hours of 21st May 1987, through the 
end of her detention on 1st June 1990. Much of the time in detention, it would seem, 
was spent determining the veracity of the national threat that it was claimed she had 
posed, largely through a variety of associations: from possessing Marxist literature, 
her knowledge of Tan Wah Piow, her providing assistance to an opposition political 
 The extracts were from speeches by Dr Tony Tan (as Minister for Education) at the 103
Sembawang Constituency National Day Dinner, S. Rajaratnam (as Senior Minister, 
Prime Minister's Office) at the Hari Raya Aidilfitri event at Radin Mas Community 
Centre, Dr Lee Boon Yang (as Minister of State, National Development and Home 
Affairs) at the Jalan Besar Youth Group Biennial General Meeting, and S. Jayakumar 
(as Minister for Home Affairs and Second Minister for Law) at the PAP Youth Wing 
Seminar. Recounting her time in detention, Teo Soh Lung, “reading two-day-old 
newspapers” as was available to her, wryly observed while perusing an article from 
The Straits Times of 7 August 1987 with the headline ‘Hanoi smashes network of 
Catholic Subversives,’ “How amusing! The Church seems to be on the receiving end 
of both communists and capitalists” (Teo 2010: 65).
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party, having been an active member of the Law Society (which had been accused of 
being “a political pressure group”) and its free Criminal Legal Aid Scheme, to the 
most mystifying charge of all, even to Teo herself on its first mention, the allegation 
of her having employed “communist united front tactics” (Teo 2010: 56; Seow 1994: 
58).  As Vincent Cheng was similarly to maintain post-detention and reiterating his 104
innocence, his motivation to engage in social work was for the pursuit of justice. 
Given that “a dimension of spirituality is important for justice work,” his segue from 
seminarian to participation in the Church’s capacity in social welfare appeared to him 
quite natural (Cheng [2009] 2012: 15–16). Regardless, along with the other detainees, 
Teo and Cheng were alternately pressured and cajoled into recording interviews with 
assurances of early release, and it was these television confessions that left a deep 
impression upon the young artist. From Wee’s recollections of 1987 as presented 
within the installation, the viewer encounters a blend of emotional responses — of 
fear, confusion, sadness, anger, and vexation — where the events of the indictment, 
refutation, and loss elide, raising the question if there had been a conspiracy, and if 
there were Marxists behind, or for that matter, in front of it. 
 Across the border, either in too convenient a coincidence or perhaps 
inadvertently encouraged by the island’s May and June 1987 detentions, Malaysia 
 Originally a Comintern policy of cooperation and coalition (Cheah 1979: 53–54), 104
the basis of such of an allegation, however, would be the relevance of communist 
united front tactics post-Comintern and after independence. According to The 
Government White Paper tabled by the Malaysian government on 23 March 1988, the 
definition of this tactic was as follows: “a communist strategy of seeking temporary 
alliance with non-communist groups of individuals to collaborate on certain issues of 
mutual interest aimed at persuading such groups or individuals to accept the political 
guidance of the communists and to support their propaganda lines” (Das and 
SUARAM 1989: 138). A similar definition was employed in the 2014 Battle for 
Merger exhibition, of “infiltration and subversion of political parties, trade unions, 
student groups and cultural and rural organisations to foment unrest aimed at 
destabilising the country” — though arguably these would circumscribe the targeted 
demographics of any intra-national politics, and it is thus not a particularly precise 
definition. Furthermore, as suggested by Cheah, up to 1961, the PAP, picking up from 
where MDU left off in the call for merger, was itself in effect a United Front 
Organisation in its attempts to negotiate with the Plen, not to speak of the use of such 
techniques to gain access to the masses via those whom it would later divest itself of 
(Cheah 1979: 161, 163, 167). Given the extreme claim of threat, it would seem that 
either such tactics continue to be oddly successful for ideological conversion, or 
perhaps it was it content (or more accurately, discontent) that struck a chord.
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had its own sweep on 27 October the same year. It certainly demonstrated that 
detention without trial — the legal instrument inherited by both nations — was alive 
and kicking quite uniformly throughout the the ex-federation of Malaysia. Named 
Operation Lalang, the official number of those detained was 106, with this number 
rising over a period of four months to 119. Taking a leaf from the once-kindred island 
nation’s handbook of detention, similar security threats were postulated — Marxism 
and Liberation Theology  — with added race- and religion-related issues that 105
widened the net beyond the Roman Catholic and Christian demographic (Das and 
SUARAM 1989:128–132, 135). Amongst those detained were members of political 
groups,  educationists, members of social interest groups, trade unionists, and other 106
individuals. At the end of 1987, according to the government report (The Government 
White Paper: Towards Preserving National Security (14 March 1988)), forty-one 
remained under detention and the rest were released, some with conditions. Similar to 
the occurrence across the Causeway, those labelled under the ‘Marxist Group’ were 
accused of actions “in line with the strategy of the Communist United Front” (Das 
and SUARAM 1989: 138).  
 As a rejoinder to the White Paper, the group SUARAM (Suara Rakyat 
Malaysia), a human rights organisation, published a response — not unlike Tan Wah 
Piow, who, within three weeks of the arrests of the first batch of 16 detainees in 1987, 
published Let The People Judge — for the purposes of providing greater public 
access to the White Paper. In their publication, the organisation expressed scepticism 
over the allegations and raised questions on issues that the White Paper, they felt, 
failed to address, such as: the reliability of the statements of the detainees obtained 
 As the reform movement Aliran Kesedaran Negara (Malay for National 105
Consciousness Movement) noted of the adoption of Operation Spectrum’s basis, “[i]t 
is a pity that instead of trying to understand Liberation Theology within the 
framework of Christian thought, the Malaysian authorities have swallowed hook, line 
and sinker the vicious lies about Liberation Theology invented by the Singapore 
government” (Aliran Kesedaran Negara 1989: 26).
 From the Malaysian Chinese Association, Gerakan, Democratic Action Party, 106




under “abnormal conditions”; the capitalisation on the alleged catalyst of the sweep 
— a shooting incident involving a military personnel in Jalan Chow Kit, Kuala 
Lumpur, on the night of 18 October 1987 that was declared as the peak of the unrest 
— as “tantamount to a McCarthy witch-hunt”; the broader culpability of political 
parties and the government in a communalism “institutionalised over the years”;  the 
unconscionable leap from involvement in social activity to being pro-communist and 
Marxist; amongst others, in what was then concluded as having been a purge of those 
with objections against the government (Aliran Kesedaran Negara 1989: 15–16, 20, 
27; Fan 1989: 37–38; Das and SUARAM 1989: 127, 135). The subject of race as 
bogeyman has been mentioned sufficiently in this text and does not need further 
elaboration, though, an interesting mention of the May 13, 1969 incident within the 
publication casts aspersions on the incident’s official chronicle in a manner analogous 
to Indonesia’s 1965 — of a “coup d’état directed against Tunku Abdul Rahman,”  107
except with quite different results (Das and SUARAM 1989: 6). 
  
 In 1994, Wong Hoy Cheong produced a work referencing the Operation by 
name, but otherwise mostly through allusion. Titled Lalang, Wong’s installation and 
performance was part of a group exhibition, Warbox Lalang Killing Tools, with 
fellow artists Bayu Utomo Radjikin and Raja Shahriman that was presented at Balai 
Seni Lukis Negara. As it was for Wee, the affect of the Operation on Wong was 
personal, as, amongst the detained, were individuals he knew, and he recalled the 
sense of foreboding over the period of two weeks when it was uncertain whom might 
be apprehended next. The component of the performance in Lalang was set in an 
open field around the national gallery, and it enlisted the weed of the same name that 
was planted in a circle, as if in a tended garden. At the exhibition’s opening, Wong, 
performing while wearing a gas-mask with a tank of weedkiller strapped onto his 
back, sprayed the lalang thus killing it. In the second week, he invited his audience to 
join him in cutting down the now-dead lalang with sickles he provided. As open fires 
 An elaboration of the myth of the “spontaneous post-election riot between the 107
Malay and Chinese masses” can be found in Kua’s examination of declassified 
documents (Kua 2011). 
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were not permitted at the national museum, he symbolically burned the lalang in its 
arrangement in the garden, and a few days later returned once again to dig up the 
roots of the cut lalang, replacing them with cow-grass.  
Figure 13. Wong Hoy Cheong Lalang (1994), performance and installation (detail) 
 As Wong was to share in conversation, despite its appearance of eradication, 
the burning of lalang is known to cause the plant to reproduce more vigorously as fire 
stimulates its flowering, not to mention, in being a rhizome, every part of its root has 
the potential for regeneration. This rhizomatic feature was then extended — with 
reference to Félix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze’s A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism 
and Schizophrenia — to reference the Operation through a series of pithy anecdotes 
within the installation. Interspersed by the barest of direct information on the 
Operation, were notes on the use of lalang (such as medical purposes  and 108
refreshment ), as well as proverbs and phrases it had inspired, including Lalang 109
yang terbakar, sicarek menumpang mati (When lalang burns, the field-owl dies 
instead), and Dimana lalang habis, disitu api padam (The fire will stop burning 
where the lalang ends). 
 “The Filipinos use lalang seeds as a vulnerary to stop bleeding,” “Lalang ashes 108
may be given for rheumatism,” “The Chinese use lalang rhizomes to make restorative 
tonic and fever medicines,” and “In Malaya, a decoction of lalang rhizomes is used as 
a medicine to purify blood and as a diuretic.”
  “Beer made from lalang rhizomes was exhibited at the Colonial and Indian 109
Exhibition in London, 1886.”
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 In mention of the security operation, Wong was understandably spare, after 
all, given the scale of its detentions the exercise would hardly have been unfamiliar to 
his audience, but in this reticence it would also appear that Wong’s critique via 
Lalang may be considered to be rather measured. Such a demonstration of restraint, 
however, may be read back into a remark made by Wong in an interview for the 
exhibition, What About Converging Extremes? which he had curated in 1993. At that 
time, in conversation with Krishen Jit, Wong had declared an absence of “alternative 
art” in Malaysia on the basis that the “system (alluding to institutions) is more 
absorbent of rebellion.” Prompted to expand upon this opinion, Wong explained that 
the “lack of extremes” in contemporary aesthetics was due to Malay cultural 
manners, “ingrained in the ideas and practices of muafakat (negotiation), maruah 
(self-respect) and halus (refinement),” where “any form of dissent — seen as an act 
of kurang ajar (lack of education and understanding of cultural protocol) — sticks 
out like a sore thumb” (GaleriWan 1993: 7–9). Nevertheless, Wong’s installation and 
performance made its point. For while it circled the subject of Operation Lalang, it 
humorously countered the grimness of the detention with the impossible attempt to 
eliminate the hardy weed — or as the saying goes, Saperti api memakan lalang yang 
kering, tiada dapat di padamkan lagi (Like the fire which rages over dry lalang, it 
cannot be extinguished). In 2011, Malaysia announced that it would to abolish the 
Internal Security Act, legislating in its place the Security Offences (Special Measures) 
Act 2012 (Sosma). Singapore did not, however, match this decision by following suit. 
  
 Looking at the effect of affect in these artworks, as well as the affect that the 
artworks in turn produce, a sense of a moral purpose as aesthetic catalyst and 
response appears unmistakable, a witness, so to speak, of affect’s conceptual origins 
in Spinoza for whom affectus — or emotion as “modifications of the body by which 
the power of action in the body is increased or diminished, aided or restrained” — 
had an ethical basis, besides being natural and therefore also of the divine (Spinoza 
[1910] 1950: vii, 89–90). In its contemporary guise, the effect of affect may be less 
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spiritual, but it is no less ethical in being driven by a principle or sense of justice 
which seeks restitution as its response (Massumi 2002: 33). As both social activist 
and artist, such a sense of affect was the grounds of Seelan Palay’s first solo 
exhibition presented at the artist-run space, Your Mother Gallery, in 2009. Whilst the 
exhibition had no title beyond being promoted as the artist’s exhibition, its publicity 
image was distinct: a black-and-white xerox-effect portrait of Vincent Cheng. The 
image captured Cheng in his prime while he was advocating justice through social 
work and religious charity that paradoxically was also the threat he was alleged to 
have posed. This half-tone reproductive method was also used in Palay’s subsequent 
artwork, Missing You (2014), featuring a portrait of Chia Thye Poh,  and in its 110
deployment within the exhibition it points to methods of mass dissemination, 
positioning thus the public as judge of its material.  
Figure 14. Seelan Palay Walking the Streets, Haunting Ghosts (2009) placard and video;  
and ISA Detainee Vincent Cheng (2009) portrait and booklet 
 Chia Thye Poh, Singapore’s longest-held political prisoner, was detained for 110
twenty-two years and then kept under house arrest on Sentosa island for another nine 
years. A young member of parliament for the opposition party Barisan Sosialis, he 
was detained on 29 October 1966, “branded by the government as a violent 
communist revolutionary.” He refused to submit to that allegation in an official 
declaration, saying “to renounce violence is to imply that you advocated violence 
before. If I had signed that statement I would not have lived in peace.” When he was 
finally released from his exile in the early 1990s, he went on to complete a masters in 
development studies under a scholarship from the Hamburg Foundation for Persons 
Persecuted for Political Reasons, and also a doctorate from the Institute of Social 
Studies at The Hague. He was awarded the Lim Lian Geok Spirit Award in 2011, 
despite having been robbed of productive years of his life, he holds no grudges 
against the government that put him away without trial, only condemning the ISA and 
demanding its repeal (Mesenas 2014: 95–96, 99–100).
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 The exhibition presented a variety of artworks including collages of 
newspaper and magazine clippings, painted text-based statements, and sketches, as 
well as two installations which are examined here. The first, Walking the Streets, 
Haunting Ghosts (2009) presented a placard with a quote by John Locke which read: 
“When political power is used for private gain, tyranny prevails.” This placard was 
used by former senior district judge and lawyer, Joshua Benjamin Jeyaratnam, 
popularly known by the moniker ‘JBJ’, who was Singapore’s first opposition Member 
of Parliament since 1966 winning the Anson by-election in 1981. JBJ had revived the 
Workers’ Party after it had become inactive following the electoral defeat of its 
founder, former Chief Minister David Marshall, in 1966. JBJ was, however, to lose 
his place in parliament in a subsequent election after having been convicted of 
misrepresenting the party’s accounts. Regarding JBJ’s 1981 success, Francis Seow 
noted that it “owed in no small measure to the assistance given by those so-called 
Marxists who were, at their request, introduced to Jeyaratnam by Soh Lung,” a factor 
that Seow suggested played a part in the 1987 Marxist Conspiracy detentions (Seow 
1994: 74, 79; Mesenas 2014: 193). Having passed on the year before the exhibition, 
in place of JBJ’s presence Walking the Streets featured his placard and a video 
montage recorded by the artist that recalled JBJ in a documentation of the public 
locations where the politician was often found peddling his books. In presenting the 
sites of JBJ’s ‘haunts’ — at hawker centres, along the shopping district of Orchard 
Road, around residential estates, outside stations of the city-state’s transit system — 
the video inadvertently also captured JBJ predicament in recording the public that 
streamed by at these sites, caught up in their own thoughts and lives, unable, or 
perhaps unwilling, to engage with non-dominant public politics which was 
considered a thorny field then. Over this video sequence is heard an audio recording 
from a speech by JBJ from July 11, 2008, one of his last before he passed in 
September the same year. Within this speech he is heard entreating his listeners: “let 
us walk together, hand in hand, to the broad uplands of peace, justice, and truth.” In 
its combination of footage of these public sites with this statement, the video would 
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appear to present a fond memory of the politician, as finally ‘accompanied’ by those 
he had pledged to serve. 
 The second installation was a large-scale print of Vincent Cheng’s portrait 
titled, ISA Detainee Vincent Cheng, positioned above a table with photocopied 
booklets that were made available to visitors. Titled, ‘The Ghosts of the Past Will 
Return to Haunt the Guilty,’ the booklet reproduced a chapter from Chee Soon Juan’s 
To Be Free: Stories from Asia’s Struggle Against Oppression (1999), a comparative 
study of various individuals who had championed freedom and democracy in Taiwan, 
Burma (now Myanmar), Indonesia, Philippines, South Korea, and Singapore. With its 
focus on Singapore, this chapter opened with Chee’s meeting with Chia Thye Poh in 
Germany after Chia’s detention which, in its duration, had rivalled that of Nelson 
Mandela’s, and briefly described Chia’s experience in interrogation and detention. 
Chee’s purpose was to highlight the strength of the human spirit that prevailed in 
characters such as Chia, David Marshall, Lim Chin Siong, Poh Soo Kai, Tan Wah 
Piow, Vincent Cheng, Francis Seow, former President Devan Nair, and J. B. 
Jeyaratnam. Written in personal anecdotes of his encounters with these individuals, 
Chee reflected upon their magnanimous politics and spirited fight. In the case of 
Chia, this was undisputed even by Lee Kuan Yew who described Chia as an ‘ageing 
diehard’ at the former’s final National Day Rally speech in August 1990. Such was 
the affect the stoic Chia had (George 2000: 20). In Chee’s conclusion within his 
publication, “politics is only as good or as bad as the people who practise it” with  
these figures offered as proof (Chee [1998] 1999: 341–342). Given the relatively 
limited circulation of this publication, Palay’s photocopied booklet undertook the task 
of distribution and dissemination, its title appearing to appropriate from Chee’s 
commentary, after a lengthy catalogue of arrests through the years, that “like ghost 
stories, there was no logic... ghost stories are not meant to make sense — just to 
frighten” (Chee [1998] 1999: 272–273). By giving the ghosts of these uncirculated 




 From these artworks, the effect of affect is undeniable in setting in motion the 
historiographical act. Equally indisputable is the subsequent production of affect in an 
aesthetic transformation, such as in the employment of the familiarity of ritual in 
Heng’s In Memory Of…, Nadiah’s signposting of a local mapping of streets within 
enamlima sekarang to confront the viewer with their own position in relation to the 
facts of G30S, the setting of the judge’s chamber to recall the Marxist Conspiracy 
arrests while simultaneously producing this recollection as a dreamlike-state in Wee’s 
1987, the death of physical flora to drive home the point of indefensible effacement in 
Wong’s Lalang, and Palay’s uncompromising refusal to let these individuals be 
forgotten. Disparate as these manifestations may seem, witnessing implies a 
conveyance of its intent, and the question that follows is, to whom or perhaps what is 
this act of witnessing addressed?  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7.  To power 
Beginning with the presentation of an evidence, the discussion on the 
historiographical artwork as witness and in witnessing has developed from 
representation to the subject of affect. Yet, based on the examples so far, the 
beneficiary of this act of bearing witness would seem indistinct, an assumed public 
that one would be hard pressed to define. Perhaps it is the State, given the State’s 
frequent and recurrent appearances within the historiographical artworks? Although, 
seeing that the State has a stake in the narratives of nation and its culture, can this be 
assumed to be the case?  
 In a quick enumeration from the discussion, the State’s presence is explicit in 
its designs on cultural production in the Renaissance City Plan, is discernibly present 
in the artworks of Green Zeng, Zai Kuning, Yee I-Lann, Koh Nguang How, Nadiah 
Bamadhaj, Jason Wee, Wong Hoy Cheong, and Seelan Palay, and more obliquely in 
the artworks of Ho Tzu Nyen, Amanda Heng, Anurendra Jegadeva, and through state-
related apparatuses such as the media and the police in the case of Brother Cane. 
Even in instances where the State as governing administration does not directly 
feature, mediate or intervene, one might reasonably deduce the its presence, such as 
tacitly reinforced in the exhibition Lanskap Tempatan in spite of Piyadasa’s 
reservations, or sustained in the Nanyang narrative and thus the Bali-referenced 
artwork by The Artists Village. Given the historiographical artwork’s intent and as the 
State recurs as subject and object, it would seem reasonable to assume the State as its 
audience, though, therein lies a problem: the predicament of its delivery or receipt. 
 A similar expectation of conveyance — and its success —  underlies Hal 
Foster’s complaint about the loss of art’s ‘redemptive’ aspect in aesthetic 
‘dilettantism,’ especially when appropriating the past (Foster 1985: 16). But the crux 
of this problem of disappointment arises precisely from the definition of the State as 
the primary — even if undeclared — patron and receiver of these aesthetic 
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expressions. With the State as its assumed address, the measure and affirmation of the 
artwork’s efficacy then relies on a response by the State, its proxies, or else some 
visible transformation produced within the State or the situation in acknowledgement. 
While it would seem that the position assumed by these artworks may be said to 
express a measure of resistance, yet, in looking at these artworks could one 
categorically profess them to be sufficiently radical to rile the state? It may be 
conjectured that the Equator Art Society may have caused the State some 
consternation, but taking National Language Class as example, not to mention its 
inclusion in the art historical canon, it was not considered truly threatening. Set 
within national museums and galleries,  simulating currency, fashioning 111
obfuscations of paternity, staging earnest parodies, reviving memories (even difficult 
ones), making historical commentary, and pointing out the grievousness of 
inaccuracy, illogic, and ill-nature, it would seem that these artworks fall short of this 
standard. Even in the case of Brother Cane, which was a performance of the spectacle 
of grievous harm in a manner that consequently heightened the reception of its unclad 
segment, the reality of Brother Cane’s delinquency that forced the hand of the State 
was triggered by unfortunate incendiary headline,  rather than by the performance 112
itself, seeing that the artwork’s focus upon the reenactment of the State’s familiar 
choice of punitive instrument was in fact witnessed by quite a limited audience. Thus, 
it is suggested that such a definition of efficacy as the litmus test over-privileges the 
State. This is not to deny the State’s presence, rather, in a reading of power in the 
Foucauldian sense, the State is only present as part of a ‘politico-historical edifice’ 
within a larger complex of power that is “constructed and functions on the basis of 
particular powers, myriad issues, myriad effects of power” (Foucault 1980: 187–188, 
254–255), albeit a sizeable proportion of which may be exercised by the State in its 
 Not to mention winning awards, as in the case of Redza Piyadasa’s The Great 111
Malaysian Landscape that received two Major Awards at the National Landscape 
Competition organised by the National Art Gallery in 1972 (Piyadasa 1981: 46).
 The headline that sparked the public outcry, splashed across The New Paper’s 112
front page accompanied by an image of Josef Ng from the back, read, “Pub(l)ic 
Protest” (4 January 1994). The reporter, Ng Li-san, Ray Langenbach noted, on arrival 
to the gallery “claimed that she was ignorant of the art forms she was assigned to 
witness” Langenbach 2003: 249).
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governing capacity. Nonetheless, within this edifice, as Burckhardt observed, even 
the power in the hands of the State waxes and wanes, and its interactions with culture 
precipitates cultural cessation as it does its bloom (Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 76, 79). 
 Since there is little satisfaction in assuming the State as the necessary and 
sufficient receiver of or respondent to the artwork, the real quandary of this 
apparently unsatisfied expectation, is the nature of the relationship that exists between 
aesthetics and this broader field of politics. This rather confounding relationship is the 
focus of Jacques Rancière’s well-known thesis on the ‘distribution of the sensible,’ 
the gist of which is that aesthetics gets political in “a reconfiguration of the given 
perceptual forms” (Rancière [2000] 2004:63), which arguably is also a plasticity that 
the aforementioned aesthetic modalities of landscape and history painting, as well as 
historiography in general, capitalises on to great advantage. It has to be noted, 
though, that Rancière’s argument was specifically in a proposition distinguishing 
between representative and aesthetic regimes of art within a claim of the 
disingenuousness of an interpretation of modernity’s thrust — as a ‘freedom’ from 
genre — that he postulated would be redeemed via the avant-garde. Rancière further 
differentiated between strategic and aesthetic conceptions of the avant-garde — the 
former an aesthetics of politics, and the latter a politics of aesthetics — and declared 
the correlation of the two as rather evasive, thus in the process not quite resolving the 
problem of the nature of this relationship (Rancière [2000] 2004: 24, 29–30, 62).  
 Clarity notwithstanding, revisiting Foucault’s definition of power — that 
paradoxically is “against this privileging of sovereign power” — understood more 
neutrally as non-substantive and as distributed within a set of relations,  it is instead 113
conjectured that presented within the historiographical artwork is this more nebulous 
subject of power both in its exercise and other guises of authority, dominance, 
prestige afforded, and legitimation. Propitiously, in this conception of power as 
 “Power in the substantive sense, 'le' pouvoir, doesn't exist... In reality power 113
means relations, a more-or-Iess organised, hierarchical, co-ordinated cluster of 
relations” (Foucault 1980: 198).
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ubiquitous, relational, and immanent, some measure of the political power and 
efficacy of the aesthetic seems to be regained. That is, as wielded and produced 
within the aesthetic expression as a political field of possibilities (Foucault 1980: 
187–189). In such a recalibration, the purpose of the historiographical artwork, as an 
address of power, would also appear — conveniently here — to be shared with 
contemporary cultural studies, wherein the theoretical and the political are held in “an 
ever irresolvable but permanent tension” (Gibson 2007: 90; Hall [1992] 1996: 271).  
 However, in the case of the artwork, the reason for this ‘tension’, drawing 
from Burckhardt’s analysis of culture within his triadic equation, is that art is the 
“most arrant traitor,” in that it “possesses a high and independent selfhood, in virtue 
of which its union with anything on earth is necessarily ephemeral and may be 
dissolved at any time” (Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 133). Or in Rancièrean terms, the 
political contribution of aesthetics is art’s capacity for double-agency — of its 
“double effect” in signification and the resistance of signification, and a “shuttling 
between” autonomy and heteronomy which recalls Spivak’s subaltern (Rancière 
[2000] 2004: 63; Rancière 2002: 150). Rancière’s conclusion then was that, while this 
condition may not fulfil the aesthetic promise or the desire for political efficacy, art 
nevertheless “thrives on that ambiguity” (Rancière 2002: 151). But, given that the 




8.  In testimony 
Just as Raden Saleh’s Diponegoro is defiantly accusatory, art does not find a 
particular need to be cooperative. But as an act of witnessing, the complication of 
such an errant art is the uncertain veracity of its testimony. The idea of the testament 
of course invokes the third element of Burckhardt’s triad — religion — that, though 
lacking in Hegel’s analysis of landscape’s “mere environment,” registers in the 
spiritual sympathy that nature and life evokes in the soul (Hegel [c.1835] 1975: 832). 
Furthermore, the subject of religion and its role is also recalled in incidents and 
reflections on the inter-racial discontent in pre- and post-independent Malaya, as well 
as in the ethical stimulus of affect via Spinoza. In broaching the subject of religion in 
relation to witnessing and testament, emphasis is redirected from the objectivity of 
legal interpretation, to the statement and demonstration of belief. To expand upon the 
relationship of witness, testament, and religion, the discussion segues into an art 
practice that began with religion and ended up in politics, or more specifically, the 
subject of propaganda.  
 Increasingly residing in Malaysia and Singapore from the late-1980s, Ray 
Langenbach’s early works began in religion, a subject foundational of his practice in 
the examination of the nature of belief systems. His first performance artwork titled 
Christ in America (1984–7) saw him acting as witness for a religion to which he did 
not subscribe — Mormonism — in an attempt to convert his audience to this system 
of belief. As “the flip side of conviction,” the aesthetic operation of the performance, 
according to Langenbach, was the “propagation of belief ideology, idea, experience, 
assumption or presumption.” (Langenbach 2001). This experiment of ideological 
transformation slipped quite effortlessly into the political realm, with Langenbach 
attempting next to subsume, assume, and then produce conversions to a conservative 
political ideology in the artwork Pro Contra (1986–7). In both these series of 
performances, testament is the witness’ device, and presumably a function of its 
efficacy is the extent to which a convincing conviction can be mustered. The idea of 
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conversion was to further evolve into another performance, this time of race and 
identity in Lan Gen Bah, or LGB, the name assigned to the subject of a photographic 
portrait of indeterminate origin. Appearing of the female persuasion, although mostly 
by cosmetic indication — fair skin, hair in an Asian-looking bob-cut, with groomed 
eye-brows, and glamorous eye-shadow, eye-liner, and a deep red lipstick — Lan Gen 
Bah premiered in an art installation in Berlin in 1995 as part of an exhibition with 
The Artists Village. Titled I Want To Be German Too, the artwork was ostensibly a 
play on Langenbach’s own identity as an American of German descent who had by 
then become ensconced within Asia, as much as it, was according to the artist, a 
response to the ideology of ‘Asian Values’ promoted in Singapore and Malaysia 
during that time. 
Figure 15. Ray Langenbach  




 The fictional history of Lan Gen Bah’s own identity was a convoluted 
coalescence of multiple nationalities and cultural identities: Singapore-born and 
Boston-raised (though operating under the impression she was Boston-born till she 
discovered her birth certificate amongst her mother’s belongings upon the latter’s 
passing), and whose father, Lan Siang Guan (a diplomat of the People’s Republic of 
China’s Boston consulate with an association with Lin Piao, a Mao supporter during 
the Cultural Revolution) met his wife, Chiang Bah-Gen (also Chiang ‘Mo-Jo’) an 
early Chinese psychologist and poet whose own father had associations with Lu Xun, 
in Boston, the city of Langenbach’s own origin. Like Langenbach’s performances, 
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Lan Gen Bah’s identity is presented as undergoing multiple and even conflicting 
conversions, peaking in Lan Gen Bah’s appearance in Performance Indoctrination 
Model (PIM) as a CIA agent, wherein Langenbach, it would seem, also began to 
become uneasy with his own culpability in the system of propagation. Identity, belief, 
and ideology collapse into each other in a continuing propagation via speech acts 
across the performances, and of significance here is the demonstration of how 
conviction in testament appears to become unmoored in its fervent repetition — a 
paradoxical emptying out — that might too be said of the historical narrative as it 
propagates, as in Josef Ng’s Brother Cane, to which Langenbach was witness.   114
 In the tangled aftermath of Brother Cane at the Artists General Assembly 
(A.G.A.) that included arrests, fines, and substantial ink in the local newspapers, the 
performance got a little lost.  Furthermore, those who had been in attendance were 115
largely silenced by the unexpected speed and extent of censorship, the brusque 
manner of its execution, as well as the ‘de facto ban’ on performance art.  Whilst a 116
 Considered a possible ‘expert witness’ for the trial of Josef Ng, Langenbach, in 114
this instance, was not called upon to perform.
 In brief, Josef Ng was charged with committing an obscene act in public and 115
pleaded guilty, receiving a fine; and Iris Tan of 5th Passage was charged for breach of 
conditions of a public entertainment licence. An undocumented private conference 
between Ng and District Judge Ch’ng Lye Beng in the latter’s chambers foreclosed a 
formal defence by Ng at his trial, and Langenbach conjectured that Ng, then a navy 
sergeant, pled guilty “in order to avoid possible double prosecution under civil and 
military courts” (Langenbach 2003: 271).
 This involved the withholding of government funding by the National Arts 116
Council for performance art, and an unstated “security deposit” — likely beyond the 
artist’s capacity to raise — that was to be held in escrow, and forgone should vetted 
and permitted performances transgress the State-defined (and based on Tan’s thesis of 
the ideological use of heartland-as-moral-limit, the general public’s) sensitivities. 
Given the recourse to legal punitive measures with Brother Cane, it may be assumed 
that the escrow was to empower the Council’s policing of aesthetic expression, a 
disciplinary measure it did not previously have, keeping its surveillance outside the 
juridicial system. That said, during the de facto ban on performance art between 1994 
and 2003, performance art practices did continue, often in closed-door events or 
unofficially. The end of the de facto ban was arguably the provision of arts council 
funding to the first Future of Imagination performance art festival organised by Lee 
Wen, Kai Lam, and Jason Lim in 2003. But as co-founding director of 5th Passage, 
Susie Lingham was to note, in the aftermath of the Artists General Assembly 
(incidentally the first project that the group had received funding from the National 
Arts Council), 5th Passage too “was rendered scapegoat, losing everything in the 
process” (Koh 1994; Woon 2012: 62; Lingham 2011: 65).
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number of chronicles have since expanded the version monopolised by government 
spokespersons and the media in its wake — such as Langenbach (2003), Lee (1996), 
and Lingham (2011) — the event surfaces, more often than not, within such 
narratives of contemporary art of Singapore in a condensed form that largely 
rehearses, like a prayer, the officially reproduced facts of the case which circle around 
the image of Ng, frozen in semi-undress, turned away from his audience. It would 
seem over time, a history safely interred, with Ng himself silent for most part and 
spending much of his time abroad, until it was brought back to centre stage in Loo 
Zihan’s re-enactment.  
Figure 16. Loo Zihan Cane (2012) performance, photo by Samantha Tio 
 First performed in Chicago where Loo was undertaking his MFA, Loo’s 
performance of Cane at the Defibrillator Gallery in 2011 was based on Ray 
Langenbach’s official script within the latter’s dissertation that had been adapted from 
the trial affidavit. At that time, known only to few, a video record of the performance 
of Brother Cane documented by Ray Langenbach existed — secreted under the 
“empty half-cylinder maintenance sheds between the main buildings and the sports 
fields” at the Nanyang Technological University, for fear of incriminating the artist 
further given the uncertainty of the regulatory crisis that had ensued.  Loo was to 117
provide a homecoming to this performance in Singapore at The Substation in 




February 2012 as part of the M1 Fringe Festival. The subject of its re-enactment will 
be returned to in a later chapter, but pertinent to the act of witnessing is its outcome: 
whereas Brother Cane was previously conspicuous in its absence, overtaken by an 
administrative and legal tide, Cane effectively increased the witness-base of Ng’s 
original artwork for contemporary scrutiny.   
 In addition to Cane’s public performance, Loo also presented parts of 
Langenbach’s materials related to the Artists’ General Assembly within two 
exhibitions. The first, Artists’ General Assembly: The Langenbach Archive within the 
exhibition Ghost: The Body at the Turn of the Century at Sculpture Square in 2013, 
included Langenbach’s footage of Josef Ng’s Brother Cane. Inviting audiences to 
participate “by leaving corrections, comments and opinions about the archive on post-
it notes” that in turn would be “collected, documented and archived,” it was not the 
only artwork in the exhibition that made such reference. Lee Wen’s Ghosts unto the 
Fishers of Truth produced in collaboration with Koh Nguang How presented an 
installation with bowls of water, glass shelves, and fishing hooks and lines that were 
the setting for photographs from Koh’s archive featuring a variety of performances 
from A.G.A. including images of Josef Ng. Strewn with curls of hair and jasmine 
flowers, whereas Lee Wen’s installation pointed to a material (and historical) 
deterioration of image and memory over time — the water washing out the 
photographic images and the flowers withering over the exhibition’s duration — 
Loo’s appeared to be doing just the opposite, establishing new grounds for 
remembering the event and even adding to it in witnessing, one might say, in its 
evangelical sense. Within Loo’s installation, the field of witnesses expanded to 
include, besides the artists involved (The Artists Village and Fifth Passage Artist Ltd): 
State organs (the High Court and Court of Appeal of Singapore, and Ministry of 
Education), art schools (Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Lasalle-SIA College of the 
Arts), and those who facilitated by offering space and legal advice (Parkway Parade 
Management, legal firms Helen Yeo & Partners, and Netto & S Magin) — almost as 
if to say that accountability, as well as the opportunity to correct or fill in the gaps, lay 
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in the hands of many, bound to one another in its mapping of coloured threads and 
highlighted texts across the installation.  
 In a second exhibition Names, Texts & Trouble at The Substation, Loo 
presented Education & Emancipation (2014), an installation that provided for further 
dissemination of Langenbach’s archive, this time focused on the affect of Brother 
Cane upon the discourse of performance art that came under question at the National 
Institute of Education where Langenbach was teaching, triggered by an anonymous 
letter from students dated 24 January 1994. “We are a group of BA and Dip.Ed 
students who do not wish to attend Ray Langenbach classes,” the letter began, its text 
reproduced in large-type, positioned centrally in Loo’s installation, and flanked by 
correspondence and exchanges between heads and staff of the School of Arts at the 
Institute on the one side, and on the other, a deconstruction of pedagogical method as 
advocated by Jacques Rancière in The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five lessons in 
Intellectual Emancipation. The letter decried Langenbach’s teaching as “too political” 
and “about sensitive issues,” and in particular highlighted the “forbidden” nature of 
performance art that Langenbach taught. “It should be banned,” the letter concluded, 
followed by the threat, “we will now write to the press and to the director.” As with 
the installation in Ghost, the names and dates in the gently mildewing pages were 
highlighted taking the viewer deep into the lively discussion that had ensued on the 
means and ends of art and curriculum programming, and generally vindicating 
Langenbach from having ‘tyrannically’ wrought performance art upon unwary 
students. Manifesting the Jacotot-via-Rancière pedagogical method on its subject of 
performance art, the installation presented, in an ironically didactic engagement, 
extracts in English and the original French reproduced from the chapter, ‘An 
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Intellectual Adventure’ which densely intersected upon a sweeping blackboard as if 
they were koans.   118
 In Loo’s unfolding exposition of Singapore’s past vis-à-vis performance art, 
material evidence by way of Langenbach played a critical role. But for Loo, at this re-
enactment in 2012, the evidence of the video documentation was not yet available to 
him. While Loo’s performance based on Langenbach’s textual account was generally 
consistent with the overall performance of Brother Cane, it also unintentionally 
diverged in a few ways, one of which was the slight alteration of the line Ng had 
delivered after snipping off his pubic hair: “sometimes/maybe silent protest is not 
enough.” Though, this was not through a fault of his, as Loo’s delivery of the scripted 
account verged otherwise on the religious. What was however a deliberate variation 
on Loo’s part was his decision to shave off his pubic hair prior to the performance, 
revealed in a departure from Ng’s original act when Loo turned back to display 
himself to his audience fully unclothed. The ‘Pub(l)ic Protest’ of 1994 was now 
without the whiskers of parenthesis. 
 Yet, even while art — as Loo’s enactment was to expose — may be errant, as  
Langenbach’s early atheistic proselytising suggests, its elaboration is nevertheless 
meant to persuade: compelling its audience with a heroically defiant Diponegoro in 
Raden Saleh’s painting; an unflinching truth in Nadiah’s installation; the subversively 
polite performance by Wong; and a lively exhumation by Palay. Critically, in its 
double agency, the efficacy of art is not merely through the act of witnessing, but also 
in its ability to be a false witness, with the false testimony proving just as effective as 
the truth. Given this option for misdirection, the simple equation of politics within 
 The first five statements quoted in Loo’s installation were: “I must teach you that I 118
have nothing to teach you”; “He will learn what he wants, nothing maybe”; “No one 
truly knows anything other than what he has understood”; “How can we understand 
this paradoxical privilege of speech over writing, of hearing over sight?”; and “To 
emancipate an ignorant person one must be emancipated oneself, that is to say 
conscious of the true power of the human mind.” Jacques Rancière in The Ignorant 
Schoolmaster: Five lessons in Intellectual Emancipation (1918).
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aesthetics as a movement between art and the life it reflects, then, does not hold. 
Rather, the logical end of such a direct relationship is precisely the “irreducible 
methodological presupposition” that Spivak argued against, a disingenuousness that 
is produced through a “mechanically schematic opposition between desire and 
interest” — in this case, the desire for art to be politically efficacious as if it were 
politics. Instead, what the artwork presents — or can present — is a convergence of 
politics and aesthetics, and not the one of the other. In this scenario, the testimony of 
art may be true, but it may also be false, and even in the latter case, it may be well-
intentioned.  
Figure 17. Chong Kim Chiew Map of Correction (2004) acrylic and marker on paper,  
122 cm x 91 cm; Debris and Text (2008) acrylic on paper, 122 cm x 91 cm 
 In Chong Kim Chiew’s series of obliterated maps produced between 2005 
and 2010, the boundaries, markers, and signposts seem to have all gone astray, in the 
sway of unseen forces, or perhaps congregating at will. Looking at these mostly white 
— and arguably whitewashed — paintings, it seems inconceivable that the artist 
began with actual maps that he had collected — including maps from British Malaya 
and the Japanese Occupation, and even ones used during the Emergency to indicate 
areas where communists had been eradicated. Chong’s interpretative method was 
simple, using marker pens and industrial white acrylic to both trace out and cover up 
the maps, leaving only the barest of hints of their contents. But because of their titles 
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— Map of correction, Debris and Text, Displacement of Territory, Line of Correction, 
Overlapping of border, Overlapping of text and White Map — the viewer strives to 
discern the suggestive forms within. However, as with Ho’s effusively originating 
Utama, Hayati’s phantasmic ground-cleaving dragon, Wee’s elusive stereographic 
vision, and Langenbach’s unattainable conviction, the historical within the 
historiographical artwork refuses to be pinned down. As Burckhardt was to describe 
of culture in its role of critique, it is “the clock which tells the hour at which… form 
and substance no longer coincide” (Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 55). Thus, whilst in its 
address of history the basis of the historiographical artwork appears to be of a past, its 
purpose, as Nadiah’s enamlima sekarang suggests, is in the present, or, in the case of 
Zeng’s Malayan Exchange (Study of a Note of the Future), in a time to come. 
Certainly the histories that Chong’s maps refer to appear all but lost, but perhaps that 
is precisely what it needs to be. Or, more allegorically with reference to the 
historiographical artwork in general, the witness is still at the stand, but is in fact 
doing something else.  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III.  PROFANITY 
Although the historiographical artwork may be errant, the fact is, it is less 
mendacious than it is candid, revealing that it is not merely concerned with a 
historical past. In any case, for all its liberties taken, the aesthetic transformation 
furnishes the opportunity for a closer examination of history’s narratives. Going forth, 
the examination turns to the interpretative possibilities open to the historiographical 
artwork beyond its witness of a historical event or narrative, in two broad and 
connected trajectories intended to expand the field of exposition. The first is an 
examination of the operation or methods of the historiographical artwork that also 
brings into focus the relationship between politics and aesthetics. The second is an 
engagement with theories that may be brought into relation with the historiographical 
operation.  
 Recalling Burckhardt’s general assertion of the intertwining of state and 
culture, a historical precedent of the coupling of aesthetics and politics is observed in 
a tempestuous encounter in nineteenth to early twentieth century Vienna, with Gustav 
Klimt, founder of the Vienna Secession in 1897, at the centre of the storm. Observing 
that, as Austrian liberal politics went on the decline, aesthetics was enlisted, in 
Schorske’s explication, Klimt’s popular and later ‘golden’ period — employing gold 
and metallic colours in a manner that paradoxically combined “sensuous surface and 
sublimated instinctual substance” — was the aftermath of an earlier struggle of 
cultural politics.  Thus, it would appear that it is not in content alone that the 119
artwork responds to a broader political context, but also in its method. 
 Notwithstanding a particular obsession (as with other art nouveau artists) with 119
women’s hair, Schorske traced Klimt’s psychological “Secessionist voyage intérieur” 
to a crisis of painting at the University of Vienna triggered by two of Klimt’s 
artworks, Philosophy (1900) and Medicine (1901). The aftermath of the furore, that 
extended beyond the university grounds to political intervention, saw a marked 
change in Klimt’s aesthetic — the “allegorised anger that dissolved his earlier organic 
style,” which “in turn yielded place to an art of withdrawal and utopian 
abstraction” (Schorske [1961] 1981: 5, 9–10, 214, 223, 246, 263, 267, 273, 343).
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 Whereas art history generally tends to steer clear of the deep-end of 
theoretical elaboration, in the case of the historiographical artwork, theory serves to 
shift the interpretation beyond historical presentation as the artwork’s primary 
concern. Just as Grossberg claimed of the strategic value of a “detour through theory” 
with empirical touchstones for Cultural Studies in allowing for the “intersection of 
many possible effects” (Grossberg 2010a: 25, 28), the same is postulated for the 
historiographical artwork, and the rest of the thesis focuses on such an approach of 
intersections through theory. Certainly the application of theory is not unfamiliar in 
the history of history, evolving from its early Herodotus days to an eighteenth-century 
reinvention in a dalliance with philosophy, and, more recently, evidenced in the 
journal first published in 1961, History and Theory, that foregrounds the necessity of 
this relation in its title (Schorske 1990: 413, 417). After all, as Isaiah Berlin remarked 
in the first issue of History and Theory, history’s cardinal theoretical method is the 
talent for pattern-recognition or “wirkungszusammenhang” (structure of experience), 
noted as well for its visual connotations. He also added that it is this “historical 
sense” that presents “the knowledge not of what happened, but (also) of what did not 
happen” (Berlin 1960: 29–30), the latter part of his comment being uncannily 
prescient in the apprehension of the excursions of the historiographical artwork. 
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9.  Pronouncement of legacy 
As has been observed, the aesthetic grounds of the Malayan style of the Nanyang 
were disquieting for both T. K. Sabapathy and Redza Piyadasa. Whereas Anurendra, 
as an artist, was to elaborate the relationship of the histories of tin mining, 
colonialism and family in a delicate portrayal in Kinta Valley Butterflies, Sabapathy, 
as a historian, was to register his perturbation over art history in finer detail (and 
without the demands of exhibitionary considerations) in a compact text titled The 
Road to Nowhere. Expanded from a presentation that he gave at the National Institute 
of Education on April 14, 2009, within this volume, Sabapathy lamented the “frozen” 
and “entombed” state of the discipline of the history of art in Singapore since the 
1950s and 1960s, simultaneously producing its own history, even if in critique. 
 The Road to Nowhere traced the unfortunate starts and stops of the discipline 
and its curriculum in its short-lived run through the figures of Michael Sullivan and 
William Willetts, and as experienced by Sabapathy, the combination of which 
underpinned the latter’s dire conclusion.  Sullivan — whose patronage and support 120
of artists of Singapore and Malaya is remarked upon by Sabapathy — was appointed 
lecturer in the history of art and the first curator of the University Art Museum, his 
tenure lasting from the opening of the museum’s doors in 1955 as part of the 
University of Malaya, until 1960. Under the charge of Willetts, appointed as lecturer 
and curator in 1963, the study of the history of art was revived in conjunction with an 
expansion of the museum’s collection of crafts and art, albeit largely in Chinese and 
Indian art rather than art produced within Malaya. Willetts’ departure in 1973, 
however, meant another dissolution of any concerted effort to define an art history. 
By this time, Sabapathy had returned from overseas to join the Universiti Sains 
 The return of Michael Sullivan to England in 1960 put an end to Sabapathy’s 120
pursuit of art history — begun in 1958 — at the University of Malaya, forcing the 
young Sabapathy to complete his studies in the subject of history instead. Post-
graduate pursuit of the field was, of course, out of the question, and Sullivan had 
advised Sabapathy to consider continuing his studies overseas — “a response that 
haunts me,” he declared, “until today” (Sabapathy 2010: 4–5, 16–17).
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Malaysia in Penang teaching the history of art as part of the degree programme of the 
Fine Arts department. To Sabapathy, an authoritative lineage for a nascent Malayan 
art history as the basis for a vital criticism to complement art production necessitated 
a legitimacy produced via historical forebears, of which there seemed a paucity 
during the pre-independence period. Such a dearth of available scholarship and 
materials meant that he and his university colleagues were developing teaching 
materials and texts as the programme was ongoing (Sabapathy 2010: 5–6, 10, 26–27, 
31). 
 In spite of the inadequacy that Sabapathy felt regarding these efforts to 
produce art history, from the vantage point of the present, Sabapathy’s contribution to 
canonisation — often in collaboration with Redza Piyadasa (who was then teaching at 
the MARA Institute in Kuala Lumpur)  — is considerable. However, this sense of an 
insufficiency in historical production and development continued to dog Sabapathy as 
he assumed appointment at the School of Architecture at the National University of 
Singapore in 1981. Instead, introductory courses lacking in options for specialist 
graduate developmental options that had been characteristic of the 1960s and 1970s, 
seemed the programme’s immutable lot. In this affliction of being trapped in 
beginnings without progress, art history was, however, not without company, and a 
classic and parallel example, as experienced by artists, is found in the case of the 
‘spacelessness’ of The Artists Village, in the the impermanence of the sites that the 
group tried to establish for their collective practice. This was a sufficient concern for 
the group to merit an exhibition drawing attention to this issue. The Space, organised 
in 1992 as part of the Singapore Arts Festival, was intended to breathe life into a 
disused warehouse. Functioning both as public presentation of the collective and its 
network of peers — presenting in total 92 local and international artists — the 
success of The Space raised hopes that the warehouse could be converted into a more 
permanent venue for the group. The Space was, however, not the first of such venues 
that the collective had hoped to occupy. 
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 The oft-rehearsed originary narrative of The Artists Village goes back to its 
modest genesis within the studio of Tang Da Wu and its surrounds at Lorong Gambas 
on the outskirts of Singapore. It was at this unassuming site — once a chicken coop 
— that The Artists Village’s First Open Studio Show in 1989 was realised. It was also 
around this time that the name of the group became common reference amongst the 
artists. Between this organic conception and the closure of the space upon 
government requisition of the land in 1990, exhibitions were held both upon these 
grounds and offsite.  The loss of the Lorong Gambas venue as base for the group’s 121
activities was the impetus for The Space exhibition in 1992, by which time the group 
had also officially registered itself. As a fringe event of the Arts Festival and 
receiving official support from the National Arts Council, its title, The Space, 
reflected the collective’s aspirations. As with Lorong Gambas, Hong Bee warehouse 
underwent transformation. Found lacking electricity and water, and much in need of a 
clean-up, the artists took these tasks upon themselves once again, its gentrification 
warranting a half-front-page cover story in the Life! Section of The Straits Times in 
July 1992.  
 Optimistically titled, “Let’s make space for art,” the cheerful opening to the 
article was followed by a backhanded — or one might say in local parlance, 
pragmatic — caption, “the price to pay.” The overall focus of the article’s post-
exhibition analysis was cost, and it broadly sketched the pros and cons of the 
warehouse becoming a permanent arts space, comparing it with another recent 
development, The Substation, that had been transformed from an abandoned power 
substation into an arts space. There was little doubt from the article’s subsection 
headings as to its verdict: the proposal was not projected to the reader in favourable 
 These included a Second Open Studio Show, The Drawing Show, and The Time 121
Show. Offsite, these included Art Mart at Cuppage Terrace, and The Happenings at 




light, its concluding paragraph sub-headed, “sincere intentions are not enough.”  122
Ironically, the argument of art’s equivocal value weighed against other more 
quantifiable costs used in this case to reject the proposal, is employed on other 
occasions to rationalise the opposite effect, of justifying support for the arts. Based on 
the report, by no means were the artists’ demands particularly extraordinary — 
renovation costs and a subsidised rent, but “(retaining) its original unpolished 
character,” and even proposing revenue-generation in the suggestions of a cafe and 
bookshop (Ong 1992). Conspicuously absent from the article were the views of the 
owner of the land, the Urban Redevelopment Authority, despite numerous quotes 
included from members of the arts community. Like art history, destined to 
beginnings, The Artists Village’s ‘homelessness’ seemed to be its lot, and this was 
highlighted within the introduction to the exhibition catalogue, The Artists Village: 20 
Years On in 2009, for the collective’s retrospective organised by the Singapore Art 
Museum, wherein Kwok Kian Woon offered up this lack as the reason for the 
collective’s “responsive, collaborative approach” — an ability honed by a 
homelessness  that continues to its present. 123
 It was within this context of a struggle for space that Installing Memory, 
produced by then-President of The Artists Village, Zai Kuning, was prescient, 
encapsulating both the experience of the collective, and in some ways Sabapathy’s as 
well. Originally titled Working Space, the installation, first produced for The Space 
exhibition, comprised objects created from the ‘trash’ of the Hong Bee warehouse, or 
materials found and discarded by the artists while cleaning it up. Accompanying this 
installation of miscellany was a sign by the artist that read:  
 Within the article, the quote by Kuo Pao Kun, “Unless there is a dedicated core of 122
people willing to work full-time for the warehouse, it would be very difficult to see 
the project through” was highlighted as a box-quote; however, his other statement 
which could support a different conclusion was not: “But they (referring to the 
government) ignore the fact that it's been unused for years. They don't count all the 
money they had wasted when the place was not in use. They should see it as making 
use of resources that are available, not as spending more money” (Ong 1992). It is 
debatable if the article too had been emplotted.
 “What is apparently so paradoxical about TAV’s development is that it had 123
managed to thrive artistically on homelessness” (Kwok 2009: 1).
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I don't know what I’m going to do with the work produced here — probably 
put them back to their usual state, a mass of junk. If there is anyone interested 
in bringing my work outside of this warehouse either for a show or for 
storage after 21 June, please call me at Tel. 457 2695. Thank you.  
Figure 18. Zai Kuning Working Space (1992) installation, image courtesy of  
Koh Nguang How 
 It would seem that for the artists and their art the situation was as dire as 
Sabapathy was to find in art history. However, a happier ending was to be the lot of 
Zai’s motley collection, as Daniel Wong from The Substation responded with an offer 
to present the artwork in the series New Criteria. The installation thus moved to The 
Substation in an exhibition titled, after “The Space” later the same year. In this 
iteration the objects from the warehouse were placed on pedestals that, when 
overturned in the course of the opening, were revealed to be hollow crates akin to 
those used for packaging and transport. These objects were placed into these crates 
which, with the help of Zai’s guests, were then sealed (with the exception of one). 
Accompanying this installation were photographs by Koh Nguang How documenting 
the artist’s activities at the warehouse and at The Space exhibition. These sealed 
yellow crates were then left within the gallery for the duration of the exhibition. 
Within Installing Memory, Zai appears to embrace and instrumentalise — in the sense 
of Kwok’s essay — the process of aestheticisation. This did not go unnoticed, as the 
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installation of crates (with the exception of one) was acquired by the Singapore Art 
Museum, in a further reification of the original transformation of ‘trash,’ and by 
extension, of disused and forgotten space. Whereas the transposition from neglect to 
value failed in the case of the warehouse turning into an artist space, here it found 
success in an arch subversion, as the unwanted objects from the warehouse were now, 
as part of Installing Memory, to continue to languish unused in these crates, but 
within the national collection as museological object. Though, in another perspective, 
one also could claim that Installing Memory, rather than secreting the casualty of 
neglect into national collection, is in fact now doubly interred. 
 In both Road to Nowhere and Installing Memory, continuity is held to be at 
stake, its absence considered detrimental by both historian and artists. The exhibition 
The Artists Village: 20 Years On, however, attests to the collective’s tenacity, even as 
its membership and strategies for the production of ‘space’ to create and present art 
changed over time. Art history on the other hand, as chronicled by Sabapathy, did not 
fare as well. The ideal art history prescribed within The Road to Nowhere was one 
that drew from historical methods, in particular those of art history’s primogenitors: 
Giorgio Vasari and Heinrich Wölfflin. Cited as influences, for Sabapathy, Vasari’s 
approach exemplified the holistic examination of individual creative practice through 
the artist monograph; and Wölfflin, in his analysis of styles, themes, genres, 
materials, and other categories as a history of “manifest destiny,” was applicable to 
pedagogical purposes (Sabapathy 2010: 19–20). The subject of Vasari will be 
returned to. As for Wölfflin who is referred to in the earlier section on the genres of 
history painting and landscape, his taxonomic strategy of stylistic bracketing lends 
some insight to aesthetic and art historical breaks.   
 Producing “the temper of an age and a nation as well as expression of the 
individual temperament,” as one of the aims of art history, stylistic bracketing is 
characterised both by what it corrals as well as its breaks: where one type ends and 
another begins; although the ‘end’ conjectured is conceptual rather than necessarily 
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intrinsic (Wölfflin [1915] 1932: 9–10, 13–14). The concern voiced by Sabapathy thus 
may be seen as the challenge to perform such a double operation for Malayan, and 
then Singapore and Malaysian, art. Its first procedure of synthesis, as Sabapathy was 
to note, had begun with Sullivan, though in “anecdotal” form — referencing 
Sullivan’s Chinese Art in the Twentieth Century (1959) — and lacking a cohesive 
originary narrative, with practices belonging in “one instance to Singapore, in another 
to Malaya, and then again in China!” (Sabapathy 2010: 12–13). Nevertheless, with 
Sullivan’s efforts — even if not necessarily and specifically through his intention — 
the seed of Nanyang-as-style in history was planted through his identification of 
artists and artworks of the period, with some undesired consequences that have been 
highlighted above, such as the uneasy eclecticism consequent of the imposed 
periodisation.  
 As for the ‘ends’ registered in The Road to Nowhere, its disconcertment arose 
in the teleological assumption of a progression without deviation that was thwarted 
by its fitful developmental spurts. However, as deviation is the basis of style, this 
stylistic ‘ending’ does not become terminal because of its one constant: the historian 
and author himself, as the agency of logic of the historiography. Contrary to its title, 
Road to Nowhere in fact is the historiography of a history, even if framed as a 
disenchantment, producing the singular thread that backgrounds the art historical 
interpretations which emerged in its wake. While the path the journey took was not 
quite ideal, continuity was never entirely the issue. To illustrate, if The Space 
exhibition had indeed established a permanent place for The Artists Village, there 
would have been a continuity of one sort, in which perhaps the collective’s practice 
might have expanded its influence and stake in the art scene. But without it, in 
Installing Memory a different continuity manifests itself, embedding occupation 
within the artwork, and thus staking out territories beyond the collective’s initial 
aspiration, through its acquisition and subsequent exhibition. Thus in both Road to 
Nowhere and Installing Memory, despite appearances of disjunction, legacy, in fact, 
remains intact. Assuming that the operation of the historiographical artwork is not to 
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sever — at least not completely — historiographical lineage or continuity, what then 
might it be said is performed?  
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10.  Assumption of iconoclasm 
Defined in both the encapsulation and succession of stylistic shifts, the emphasis of 
the Modernist movement was the contradiction of forms that came before. Though, as 
Schorske was to also remind, ‘modern’ in its eighteenth century “war cry” was 
originally positioned as an “antithesis of [the] ’ancient,’ and was itself modernised in 
the late-nineteenth as an “independence of the past” (Schorske [1961] 1981: xvii). 
Within the historio-aesthetic analysis — one that Sabapathy felt was badly needed for 
Malaya — this continuity and contiguity in breach and its absorption through the 
taxonomic method of style  acts as a regulatory operation (Groys 2013: 2). This 124
notion of a “balancing” of power or authority corroborates with Burckhardt’s 
observation of art’s periodic and unpredictable alliance with state or religion, 
depending on the topography of power, and in either an opportunistic or moral act. In 
observing the mechanics of style, it then might be said that the object of art — and by 
extension the historiographical artwork as expressing an aesthetic that contemplates a 
past — is to make profane an existing and dominant vision in an iconoclastic gesture. 
This gesture, according to Groys, is a usurpation that “earnestly” recognises the 
power it confronts, which it then contrasts in an assertion of its own power (Groys 
2013: 68).  
 Taking Installing Memory as the example, in the diligent recognition of 
power, an asymmetrical relation momentarily changes into one of equal footing 
through which power may be wrest. Thus the subterfuge of Installing Memory is that 
its embrace of the museological or commodifying reference — the crate — turns the 
forsaken into the aesthetic. In assuming the order it supplants, the iconoclast is 
characteristically paradoxical, as, in Groys’ description, it is “always already 
 It is worth noting from Gombrich that the pronouncement of styles has largely 124
occurred in appraisal rather than production: “attributed less to the validity of alleged 
historical laws then to the sensitivity of critics.” In its use, style goes back to Giorgio 
Vasari’s normative evaluation of artworks, which J. J. Winckelmann developed and 
encouraged as cultural analyses of entire periods and civilisations as read through the 
lens of historical progression (Gombrich [1968] 1998: 152, 157–158).
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affirmative and critical at the same time,” embodying both a destructive and 
constructive capacity (Groys 2013: 8, 68). Similarly, it may be said that the curatorial 
proposition of Pengolahan Lanskap Tempatan dalam Seni Moden Malaysia described 
in the section before, performed via exhibition just such an act of iconoclasm, its 
operation exemplified in Piyadasa’s Entry Points that ingested Chia Yu-Chian’s 
Nanyang-style Riverside Scene into its core, to produce, quite literally, the entry point 
of the conceptual turn within the art historical narrative, and inside a national 
museum no less. But the assumption of such a progressive narrative, as Benjamin 
pointed out, is that there exists an “empty time” wherein the progressive narrative is 
produced, which, in reality, does not exist except in the suspended time of the 
exhibition or in theoretical analysis in the comparison of styles (Benjamin [1955] 
2007: 261). Compelling as the “symbolic analogy (of) bud, bloom, decay” appears, 
such supersession Wölfflin was to judge as misleading, even in early stylistic 
theorisation. However, this qualitative differentiation — from one century to the next, 
as was its purpose in the fifteenth and sixteenth (from early Renaissance to late) — 
did present succeeding artists with a panoply of aesthetic strategies that was marked, 
in Gombrich’s view, by an advantageous openness, as much as it also presented a 
measure of uncertainty (Wölfflin [1915] 1932: 13–14; Gombrich [1968] 1998: 157–
158). As necessary semi-fictions, these shifts had to be marked, and it was in 
iconoclasm, in its weaker sense of a touchstone of change in an otherwise relentless 
passage, that this need was met. This exercise in differentiation is explored in the 
production of a historical trajectory in Ho Tzu Nyen’s 4x4: Episodes of Singapore 
Art. 
 In 4x4 Ho explored the narrativisation of art history with of a series of filmed 
episodes produced for national broadcast as part of the Singapore Art Show of 2005. 
Organised by the National Arts Council, this art event was bookended by Seni: 
Singapore 2004: Art & the Contemporary at the Singapore Art Museum, and the 
inaugural Singapore Biennale of 2006, in a progressive orchestration of visual art 
exhibitions of increasing scale and public engagement. While produced as an artwork, 
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4x4 was also presented to the broadcaster as a pedagogical addition to the Arts 
Central channel’s stable of educational programmes, and the straddling of the two 
modes resulted in an offbeat didactic performance by pairs of actors deconstructing 
four works of art. The choice of the artworks up for discussion was Ho’s, as well as 
the scripting of the conversations on their historical significance, and a particular 
narrative and critique was emplotted, its finer subtleties likely lost upon a general 
audience. Aired over four weeks, 4x4 was similar to Lanskap Tempatan in reinforcing 
the narrative of aesthetic development from Nanyang to its present. Likewise, each 
episode represented a stylistic shift, and in its chronological order organised a loose 
lineage of breaks through a protracted look at the following artworks: the Nanyang 
aesthetic via Cheong Soo Pieng’s Tropical Life (1959); conceptualism via Cheo Chai 
Hiang’s 5’ x 5’ (Singapore River) (1972); performance art via Tang Da Wu’s Don’t 
Give Money to the Arts (1995); and, conjecturally, post-conceptualism via Lim Tzay 
Chuen’s Alter #11 (2002). The treatment of each episode, however, differed, and as 
with Utama an increasing ambivalence of didactic process was observed, particularly 
in the debate introduced by the two presenters, a male and a female, who were always 
at odds with each other.  
 In the first episode, A Dream of a Tropical Life, the male presenter recalled 
the painting by Cheong Soo Pieng as if in a dream, coloured by a nostalgia that 
viewed the past the painting depicted as timeless, tranquil, and leisurely. However, as 
the episode proceeded, this idyllic vision was to disintegrate along with the 
relationship between the two presenters which became increasingly fractious. Within 
an interview, Ho described these two hosts as presenting a deliberate “dialectical 
pair” for the purposes of subverting the form familiar within documentary, wherein 
the presenter acts as the primary source of knowledge. Instead, in their challenge of 
the other, the subjective positions of both presenters become exposed.  In 125
 Ho also pointed out that the two are never seen speaking to each other (except in 125
the fourth episode. But even then are separated, one being a televised episode 
watched by the other). The overall effect is such that it appears that when each 
speaks, the other may be behind the camera (Low and Ho 2005: 126).
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deconstructing the painting, two contrasts to its passive representation of life in the 
tropics were proffered. The first was a seaside scene with an alluring figure of a 
Malay woman excerpted from a period film that alluded to the female form often 
appearing as the subject of the artworks of the Nanyang. The second was an 
animation of the painting through a montage of real figures substituting the painting’s 
original ones that challenged the realism of the form of painting, as much as it also 
confronted the fidelity of the Nanyang aesthetic’s representation of the past. Rather 
than eulogising the harmonious synthesis of East and West, the episode critiqued it 
for being a tad too seamless. This was produced in both the overt reading of the 
painting as well as through the relationship between the presenters: he, lulled by the 
painting to romantically-hued bouts of reverie verging on complete delusion; she, 
accusing him of seeing “what only you wish to see,” and repeatedly seen telling him 
to “wake up” whilst speaking directly into the camera, thus, by extension, speaking to 
the viewer of the broadcast, presumably to drive home Ho’s point, that “all is not well 
in your paradise” as represented by the painting and the art historical narrative.  
 This first episode was the most historiographically critical of the four, likely 
due to the Nanyang history having been parroted with greater frequency than the 
others, and, in the dominance of its narrative, was the larger historical challenge to be 
overcome. As a result, it is arguably the most humorous episode in the series for those 
who share the artist’s understanding of the aesthetic interpretation at which it pokes 
fun. More likely, it was baffling for the broadcast channel and the ordinary viewer, 
confronted by what appeared to be bewildering objections to the painting. These jabs 
included: the parochialism of the originary narrative — “someone, somewhere is 
always being left out”; and attention given to the stultification found within the 
painting and thus of society in describing the three birds in cages as “jailbirds,” 
deriding the un-caged fourth bird, perched on a coconut upon the ground, as having 
been “locked up so long that it has forgotten how to fly.”  
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 Beyond the dynamics of its presenters and the history of the Nanyang, the 
episode also brought to the fore other aesthetic and contextual interpretations of the 
artwork, in particular, its singular representation of trees. Noted as employed by the 
painter as a rhythmic device, as too may be said of the bird cages distributed 
throughout the painting, these tree trunks divide Tropical Life’s scene into a number 
of cells. For art critic Kevin Chua, its effect is that these trunks emerge “only 
belatedly as trees, as nature” (Chua 2006: 78). Recalling the earlier discussion on 
landscape, in apositionality the trees of Tropical Life do, indeed, take on other shapes. 
For example, extending from Chua’s observation, it might be imagined that it is 
instead the viewer who, in relation to the painting’s scene, is ‘fenced in,’ separated 
from its reality that is experienced only through the restriction of these ‘bars’ of trees. 
A further reading is suggested within the episode in a brief mention of the Emergency 
as the “true background of the painting,” a remark embedded in a reflection on the 
transience of this ‘tropical life’ as it is seen. The history of the Emergency is, 
however, neither explicated nor explored within the episode. But, in such an 
interpretation, these trees take on a markedly different schema: not merely the trees of 
a tropical setting, but forests within which the Malayan Communist Party took refuge, 
and, in turn, this would mean that these villagers may have been complicit in the 
survival of the Communists and thus possibly a threat to the colonial administrators. 
Incidentally, Cheong Soo Pieng’s Tropical Life was painted the same year as Chua 
Mia Tee’s National Language Class, but, as indicated in the earlier discussion of the 
latter artwork, it is a quick and slippery slope to over-interpretation. 
 The climax of the painting’s ambiguity — and thus the challenge to its status 
as faithful historical depiction buttressing the nationalist reading of Malayan reality 
— is personified in 4x4 in its only character that faces out towards the painting’s 
viewer: a boy whose face, oddly enough, has no features. Deemed by the female 
presenter as a ‘monster,’ this boy is described in 4x4 as the ‘face’ of a disappearing 
village life under conditions of increasing industrialisation and urbanisation, and in 
Chua’s essay, as the “Janus-face within colonial modernity” (Chua 2006: 78). In 4x4, 
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the boy escapes from the ‘cage’ of the painting’s frame and forest, and ventures 
beyond — just as Ho’s liberal interpretation, one might say, does — his arms 
outstretched before his sightless face, drifting across a backdrop of footage of the 
construction of public housing and other modern architecture, a far cry from the 
natural scene of Tropical Life. He is, as the female presenter is heard to claim in 
following the tone of this surreal detour, like the state of modern life of Malaya, 
“free,” simultaneously having “the advantage of feeling an immense space all 
around,” but also thus plunged into “an immense void.”   
 In general, the rest of the episodes of 4x4 are less sceptical of the artworks 
introduced, though these artworks do perform their own iconoclastic operations, and 
Cheo’s challenge of the conventionally lauded representation of Singapore’s trading 
history via the Singapore River is the subject of episode two, Cheo Chai Hiang: A 
Thousand Singapore Rivers. This recap of the spurning of Cheo’s proposal to the 
Modern Art Society in 1972 — a five-by-five-foot demarcation of space to represent 
the River — is taken up by the conservative male presenter who lambasts it as a 
“ridiculous suggestion for a ridiculous artwork,” save but for its not having been 
realised then. Playing tour guide, with loudhailer in hand, he disparages Cheo’s 
“piece of instructions” via a survey and celebration of other more realistic and 
academic manifestations of the river. This return within 4x4 to the history of the 
rejection of 5’ X 5’ (Singapore River) is described by Ho in terms of Freudian 
“repression,” as a resurrection in televised form (Low and Ho 2005: 128). 
Coincidentally, Cheo had an exhibition of his rejected works in the same year that 4x4 
was broadcast — Erased, Mislaid, Rejected, Revisited: Cheo Chai Hiang’s Works 
1972–2005 was presented at Sculpture Square. As in the first episode, the female 
presenter, in the contrarian position, is seen defending Cheo’s 5’ X 5’. The parry 
between Cheo and the Society will be returned to shortly, but suffice to say the 
episode was by large a vindication of Cheo’s iconoclastic opposition to conventional 
formulation, if not content. The episode concludes with the brutal off-stage silencing 
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of the female presenter while she quotes from Shakespeare’s Hamlet on time being 
out of joint, implying, in a retroactive correction of the history via the episode, that  
5’ X 5’ was an artwork ahead of its time. 
 Tang Da Wu is the subject of episode three, The Most Radical Gesture, that 
enacts the artist’s performance of 1995 at the opening of the Singapore Art Fair 
inaugurated by then-President of Singapore, Ong Teng Cheong.  Staged as a film-126
set with the male presenter acting as a director, and with the female lead (this time 
played by Beatrice Chia) as a producer, the episode presents a verbal parley over the 
artwork in a manner that the viewer following the series would have begun to find 
familiar. In essence, the aim of Tang’s performance was to engage the head of state. 
Having arranged to be introduced to the President, Tang asked to put on the jacket he 
was carrying and, slipping into the jacket, showed the President a text embroidered in 
gold across its back that read: “Don’t Give Money to the Arts.” Then turning back to 
face the President, Tang handed him a card upon which was written: “Dear Mr 
President, I am an artist, I am important.” The fact that Tang’s performance was 
delivered during the form’s de facto ban on performance art after the incident of 
Brother Cane in an act simultaneously unscripted yet bold in its involvement of the 
head of state, was the episode’s justification for its label of the “most radical” act.  127
 Through Tang’s performance, the episode explored the nature of performance 
art as a third watershed following conceptual art in the chronology of aesthetic 
achievements. In so doing, it surfaced two threads: the first registered performance 
art’s history in Brother Cane, and the second addressed the ‘scriptless’ nature of 
 Singapore Art ’95 was an exhibition-cum-sale jointly organised by the National 126
Arts Council (NAC) and the National Heritage Board, to celebrate Singapore’s 30th 
anniversary and the United Nations’ 50th anniversary (Straits Times 1995).
 The episode ends with an interesting debate, on what exactly might be considered 127
‘radical’ in Tang Da Wu’s performance: if it was its realisation in the art fair graced 
by the head of state as an unscripted and unregulated performance that “happened 
right before their (referring to authorities’) eyes”; or if it was Tang’s gesture of asking 
the President if he could wear the jacket, as a polite sign that resulted in the response 
by the President in the news. In this second view, the President, in allowing Tang Da 
Wu’s act of donning his jacket, tacitly also acceded to the performance.
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performance art. The two were creatively combined in a recursive reference of the 
historical incident via a deviation from the task of omitting its mention in the script to 
be performed, with the director telling the producer, “I thought I told you to take out 
this whole part about the ban.” In conversation with the artist, Tang shared that he had 
been toting the jacket around for a few events, looking for the right time to perform 
the act, thus confirming its ‘scriptless’ adaptation to opportune occasion. This is 
corroborated within 4x4’s third episode where the director is seen flipping through 
photographs of Tang wearing the jacket in other encounters, to which the director 
remarks that the performance “seemed made for photography.” 
 In fleshing out the originally fleeting performance both visually and as 
discursive evidence, predating Loo’s re-enactment of Ng’s performance as Cane, 
episode three performed a similar operation as Loo’s later installation, Artists’ 
General Assembly – The Langenbach Archive (AGA-LGB). That is, it enumerated the 
witnesses to Tang’s performance: the organisers of the Art Fair, artists who had 
artworks in the Fair, then-President Ong Teng Cheong as guest of honour, and 
members of the media as journalists and photographers. To this original list of 
bearers, repositories, and distributive channels of the artwork, 4x4 was then similarly 
to add its new audiences: of viewers of the broadcast, as present-day artists and 
“artists of tomorrow” whom, it assumed, would become the next generation of 
disseminators of this history. As in Loo’s Cane, episode three’s re-enactment as 
artwork deviated in some measure as well from the original performance in a 
combination of equivocality of performance art as recalled and creative license. From 
the news article that followed the performance, it would appear that perhaps Tang did 
not in fact speak with the President, although the performance’s intended message 
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was clearly received: ‘Pay more attention to the arts — President’.  In spite of the 128
performance’s overall ephemerality, the jacket — its main device — has since been 
incorporated into an installation titled, Don’t Give Money to the Arts. 
 
Figure 19. Ho Tzu Nyen 4x4: Episodes of Singapore Art (2005) (detail) Episode 4:  
Lim Tzay Chuen – The Proposal, 23 mins, video still 
 In what would appear as a culmination of its running themes of impediment 
and impermanence, the final episode titled The Invisible Artwork focused on Lim 
Tzay Chuen’s 2002 proposal for the art gallery of the National Institute of Education, 
Alter #11. Lim’s proposal involved a trained sniper firing a single bullet from a 
military range about a thousand metres away from the Institute, through the gallery’s 
window into the gallery’s far wall that would halt its path and signal the end of the 
proposed act, with the bullet-hole as its “only evidence that the work took place.” As 
the female presenter of 4x4 was to elaborate, the proposed act was to be meticulously 
calculated to take into account the bullet’s trajectory, weather, and other atmospheric 
conditions. Given the conceptual and circumlocutory nature of the proposal, not to 
 The news article’s narrative proves an interesting read: “As President Ong toured 128
the exhibits, Singapore painter and performance artist Tang Da Wu weaved his way 
past the bodyguards and handed him a note. Mr Tang was wearing a black jacket with 
the words: ‘Don't give money to the arts’ embroidered in bright yellow on the back. 
President Ong accepted the note and continued his tour. Mr Tang, whose work is not 
represented in the show, told The Straits Times that he wanted to tell the President 
that artists were important and that he thought money was being given to the ‘wrong 
kind of art’ which is very commercial and without taste. Permission to speak to the 
President was denied by the aide-de-camp” (Straits Times 1995).
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mention its failure to be realised, the episode too circled for a while summarising the 
preceding three episodes leading up to the fourth, as well as touching on Lim’s other 
similarly unrealised proposal for the Singapore pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 
2005. Titled MIKE, in this proposal Lim aspired to move the 80-tonne Merlion from 
Marina Bay to the Venetian exhibition site. However, just as the authority in charge of 
the monument — the Singapore Tourism Board — would not grant permission for the 
stoic creature’s trip to meet its Venetian counterpart (the winged Lion of St Mark), so 
Alter #11 too did not go as planned, although documentary evidence was presented in 
Venice, just as 4x4 may too be said to have done for Alter #11.  
 Once again the two presenters disagreed over the aesthetic value of Lim’s 
artwork which the male presenter described as “absurd,” and pronounced “not an 
artwork,” though in this case, their trenchant positions mirrored the effect often 
encountered by Lim’s provocative proposals. Presented as hampered by bureaucratic 
and administrative navigation, Alter #11 had an added legal proscription to hurdle: the 
potential prosecution of unauthorised live firing with the death penalty, in addition, as 
the male presenter was to point out, to the risk of possible death by misadventure (of 
a wayward student or faculty member of the Institute) if the proposal went ahead. The  
controversial issue of the death penalty was not dwelt upon in 4x4, perhaps assuming 
the arguments to be known to its local viewers. What the episode did surface, 
however, via the female presenter, this time played by Angela May, was the act of 
“compression,” or the condensation of a complex production to incisive effect as an 
aesthetic feature of Alter #11, besides being post-conceptual. The object of 
compression in Alter #11 according to her, was fear — of red tape, manslaughter or 
death penalty — expressed in a Kantian sublime of “limitlessness” experienced in the 
exercise of imagination, aroused yet inadequate to the task of its visualisation and 
comprehension (Kant [1790] 2007: 75–76), at which point the rationalisations for the 
proposal in debate became exhausted.  
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 The circling of these arguments around Lim’s ‘invisible’ artwork was visually 
demonstrated in 4x4 using the frames of the television screens which also served to 
separate the presenters within their own screen-spaces. These frames, receding as if 
down a whirlpool with each succeeding point made by the presenters, produced an 
effect of both an endless collapse of reason, as well as visually presenting ripples or 
reverberations reflecting Lim’s aesthetic strategy as described by the female 
presenter, of “circulating directly from brain to brain, taking root in the mind of 
anyone in contact with it.” While this effect was visually engaging, the suggestion of 
the viral or memetic reveals the crux of Ho’s actual artwork in 4x4 in its 
dissemination via the national broadcast channel in the guise of an art historical 
television programme. According to Ho, his stated interest was “the legacies of 
conceptual art” as a “dematerialised practice” (Low and Ho 2005: 127), and in this 
last episode the artwork that is the subject of deconstruction becomes conflated with 
the broader project of 4x4. At the core of the uneasy oscillation in the presenters’ 
debate was the discussion about where Lim’s ‘real work’ was, and the same may be 
asked of Ho in producing 4x4. Ho’s proposal for the Singapore Art Show was readily 
supported by the National Arts Council, but its greater challenge was convincing the 
broadcaster to continue with the project over the four weeks that the programme ran. 
The episodes were delivered to the broadcaster individually and within hours of the 
actual broadcast, partly because Ho was editing the episode up to the moment of its 
public screening, resulting in the broadcaster only viewing the episodes at the same 
time as its public. 
 Despite its title, 4x4 thus comprises five artworks. Within each episode, the 
artist is faced with some form of a challenge. In the second to the fourth, this 
challenge is quite clear: the external challenge of the Modern Art Society for Cheo, 
Tang’s creation of the exception to the de facto ban on performance art, and an 
impossible bureaucracy for Lim. In the first episode, Ho’s dispute would appear to be 
with the idealisation of the Nanyang aesthetic, though, in the process of interpretation 
he manages also to undercut the aesthetic sufficiently that even the painter, Cheong 
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Soo Pieng, appears to have been misconstrued by the Nanyang narrative. Each artist 
in 4x4 is depicted as iconoclastic in their time. But if 4x4 is a history of iconoclasts, 
what does that make Ho? Here the dialectic roles of the presenters becomes crucial, 
and not merely entertaining in-fighting. The two presenters are unreservedly emphatic 
in their individual interpretative positions which they earnestly argue, and by 
extension they represent Ho’s recognition and embrace of the history of these 
artworks that he too faces as an artist producing after these monumental figures. In 
distinguishing them as iconoclasts, Ho’s artwork is positioned as the historic moment 
that stands next in line, drawing from their significance its own power in a manner 
that recalls Lanskap Tempatan. Though, whereas Piyadasa inserted his conceptual 
practice into the historical trajectory openly within the exhibition, Ho instead makes 
his entry point rather obliquely, enveloping the historical narrative with a 
romanticism almost akin to the “warm, moist, soft and hazy” appeal he was to 
paradoxically decry of the Nanyang aesthetic. In this sleight of hand, 4x4 becomes an 
iconoclastic work as well. Furthermore, exercising its memetic capacity, 4x4 is now 
used for instructional purposes in art history classes and continues to re-write art 
history.  
Figure 20. Cheo Chai Hiang 5’ X 5’ (Source of The Singapore River – Uncovered / Covered), 
Corner of Tanglin Road and Margaret Drive, 14th August, 2005  




 Delivering on the earlier promise to elaborate upon Cheo Chai Hiang’s 5’ X 5’ 
(Singapore River), in spite of its rejection by the Modern Art Society in 1972, Cheo’s 
half-wall-half-floor, architectural-abutment-as-watery-horizon Singapore River has 
since been presented multiple times and even in a few media — such as in neon-
lights at the Singapore Art Museum — with its most recent outing in 2013 at 
Sculpture Square within its own exhibition titled Iconoclast.  In the original 129
proposal by Cheo that was rejected in 1972, 5’ X 5’ “consisted of a set of mailed 
instructions to be executed by the exhibitors: they were to draw a five-foot square, 
partially on the wall and partially on the floor” (Ho 2005: 6). The grounds for its 
rejection, highlighted by Seng Yu Jin in the 2013 exhibition, were that “the way the 
two rectangular frames are connected (was) unconvincing. Viewers will not get any 
satisfaction even if they look at it for the whole day” (Seng 2013: 17). Similar to its 
neon iteration, the artwork’s form rendered at Sculpture Square was in the medium of 
light, on this occasion emanating from an overhead projector that mapped the river as 
a illuminated square across floor and wall. Despite its numerous manifestations, and 
as 4x4 demonstrated, 5’ X 5’ remained marked by its rejection, this dismissal 
propelling the artwork’s conceptual interpretation over and above — and at times 
threatening to eclipse — its intended aesthetic purpose of a rebuff that, according to 
the artist at the Sculpture Square exhibition of 2013, was the confrontation of the 
canvas as “necessary in painting.” In its return in 2013, the readings of 5’ X 5’ 
expanded beyond its rejection, including Louis Ho’s observation of its representation 
of void and absence (Ho 2013: 4–5); and per Seng Yu Jin’s suggestion, in its 
alignment with the Modern Art Society’s manifested intents and as one amongst 
“multiple paths of modern art” of the time, that 5’ X 5’ should not have been rejected 
 The artwork’s presentations include 5’ X 5’ (Ao Tou, Another Source) at Tong An 129
district in Fujian Province to which the artist traces his lineage, and 5’ X 5’ (Source of 
the Singapore River - Uncovered/Covered) at the junction of Tanglin Road and 
Margaret Drive, both produced in 2005 (Ho 2013: 5). Its neon form premiered at the 
exhibition Telah Terbit, curated by Ahmad Mashadi in 2006.
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in the first place.  These attempts at tempering this reading of rejection as the main 130
concern of the artwork were valid efforts, as 5’ X 5’ may be said to have verged on the 
conceptual because Cheo was not in Singapore, and thus could not execute the 
artwork himself, necessitating its instructional format.  
 In 1972, Cheo was in the United Kingdom studying printmaking at the 
Brighton Polytechnic’s Faculty of Art and Design. Prior to this, Cheo’s practice had 
been in the medium of painting, with Sabapathy describing of his early oeuvre as 
“tonal paintings” that created “an illusion of space at the centre which appears to 
recede infinitely into the picture and beyond,” with associations of the “transcendent 
and universal.” In this light, 5’ X 5’ could be read as simply the extension of the artist 
exploring the boundaries of painting and medium (Sabapathy 2000: 23, 26–27). 
Ironically, Cheo’s purpose of exceeding the form of the painting in a dismissal of the 
canvas resulted in a conceptual artwork that is produced as an unchanging frame, and 
this new lease of life for the artwork as a conceptual piece began in 1999, its return 
heralded no less than by Sabapathy(Ho 2013: 4).  
 That 5’ X 5’ should have its place in history is undeniable for two reasons: its 
challenge to the formalist aesthetic and its emphasis on the importance of the idea, 
not merely the execution, of the artwork, as well as the discourse it catalysed. Whilst 
Ho Ho Ying may not have responded positively to the artwork’s inclusion, it is worth 
noting that his response was deferential, and in his letter to Cheo upon receiving the 
proposal, he replied:  
Up till now, I have been critically receptive about certain kinds of modern art. 
Perhaps I am ill-informed and backward, or I may be obstinately 
 These paths of modern art which Seng posited were the formalist, conceptual and 130
phenomenological, corresponding respectively to the artworks of Ho Ho Ying, Cheo 
Chai Hiang, and Tang Da Wu for the 1972 Modern Art Society exhibition. In Seng’s 
argument, it was inconsistent of the Society to have accepted Tang’s artwork, Space 
Experimentation — also a four sided enclosure but suspended from above and having 
material surface — while rejecting Cheo’s (Seng 2013: 14–15, 18).
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conservative. Art, besides being new, also has to possess intentionality and 
particularity in order to strike a sympathetic chord in the viewer’s heart.   131
 When the artwork that had been mailed to the Modern Art Society was not 
presented, it struck such a chord, but for a different reason. Interestingly, Ho Ho Ying, 
as President of the Modern Art Society, had at that time surmised that 5’ X 5’ was an 
artwork more suited to discourse than presentation, deducing in his correspondence to 
Cheo that perhaps “this new type of art requires a statement in order to communicate 
efficiently” (Ho [1999] 2005: 25). The truth of this statement, it would seem, is 
evinced in Ho’s 4x4. During a forum for the Iconoclast exhibition at Sculpture 
Square, Cheo revealed that Ho Ho Ying had, in fact, failed to submit the proposal for 
5’ X 5’ to the committee of the Modern Art Society’s 1972 exhibition, preoccupied as 
he was with moving house at that time, and later expressed regret for this oversight to 
Cheo. The knowledge of this lapse alters the interpretation of the artwork in a crucial 
way. For, it may be imagined, that had the committee seen the proposal, the artwork 
might have been realised, altering its perceived conceptual nature. It would still have 
been latently conceptualist — in that Cheo would not have been present to execute 
the artwork and in its contestation of the painterly surface — but this would have 
been only the means of its realisation and as its formal exploration, rather than the 
essence of the artwork as a conceptual proposal. However, with its conceptualism-
via-rejection accentuated, 5’ X 5’ assumed a different spirit, where the artwork as 
failed instruction became destined to return as torch-bearer of censure in general. In 
its 2013 presentation, 5’ X 5’  included provisions for its audience to produce further 
iterations of the artwork within the gallery space. But by the end of the exhibition it 
was clear that, for most part, the audience did not follow the instructions provided, or 
were not very adept at doing so, creating instead a variety of visual forms and 
interventions of their own within the gallery space. Of course it could be suggested 
 He continued, “Please forgive me if I have erred in what I have said. I write what I 131
think. I believe we should try to create a frank and open atmosphere for discussion 
about art. I would also like to thank you for offering some constructive criticism 
about my work. I’ll give your suggestions further thought” (Ho [1999] 2005: 24–25).
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that this subversion on the part of audiences was iconoclastic as well. Prompted both 
by the artwork and the title of the exhibition, they too found themselves worthy of the 
decisive breakaway from the conventions of expression they had been given, in a 
“revaluing (of) values” that is at the heart of the iconoclastic act (Groys 2013: 68). 
 Whereas the formal iconoclasm of 5’ X 5’  became obscured by its initial 
reception, an unmistakable commemoration of iconoclasm is observed in another of 
Cheo’s artworks, Celebrating Little Thoughts, an artwork that appeared and 
disappeared more radically than 5’ X 5’ in the public’s eye. The subject of Celebrating 
Little Thoughts is the figure of Lu Xun, the Chinese writer and thinker, featured 
within the artwork for having “helped draw a feudal China into the modern 
age” (Briggs 2001: 101). Over a series of exhibitions and events, this figure was 
painted as a mural at a number of public sites: in the interior of Street Level gallery in 
Sydney in 1994; on the front entrance of a building at the National Institute of 
Education, also in 1994 (incidentally the same ‘shed’ that Ray Langenbach had used 
for his classes on performance art, and where his recordings of Brother Cane had 
been sequestered for a time ); at the LASALLE-SIA School of the Arts; as part of 132
the exhibition Dried Lotus Leaves at the China Academy of Fine Arts in Hangzhou 
(1994); and on the frontage of Sculpture Square (2005). In its predominantly exterior 
rendering, it was an artwork meant for public broadcast. The cryptic manifestation of 
this figure failed once in 1994, when Cheo proposed the artwork for the façade of the 
Tao Nan Building, then earmarked for the Asian Civilisations Museum. Cheo’s 
proposal was turned down by the director, who had remarked then, that that museum 
was “not comfortable with (Cheo’s) intention to use an image of Lu Xun,” inasmuch 
as they “liked the look of (his) proposed installation” (Briggs 2001: 104; Cheo 2005: 
69).  




Figure 21. Cheo Chai Hiang  
Celebrating Little Thoughts  
(Singapore Sculpture Square) (2005)  
acrylic paint on Chapel Gallery façade, neon, 
dimension variable 
 For Cheo, Lu Xun represented the critical mind that dared to question 
“unhealthy rules or unspoken rules within Old Chinese society,” and, as Cheo was to 
paraphrase, Lu Xun had on occasion asserted that “to be obedient is not necessarily a 
virtue” (Briggs 2001: 102). As did Cheo, the early Malayan artists had found 
inspiration in Lu Xun, particularly those working in the medium of woodcut which 
was considered by Lu Xun as having ‘revolutionary’ potential. To Cheo’s 
contemporary audience, however, such as the students at the art school, the figure was 
more often than not enigmatic, referred to as the “nameless ‘Smoking Man’” (Ho 
2005: 7). Appropriated from Li Yitai’s woodblock print, (Marxism is the Most Lucid 
and Lively Philosophy) Portrait of Lu Xun (1974), Cheo’s mural of Lu Xun presented 
the intellectual as if lost in thought, dressed in the “traditional long gown worn by 
Chinese scholars,” and standing behind a desk covered in books with a cigarette in 
his right hand, its plume of smoke gently rising. Cheo’s intervention to the 
propagation of this portrait was in the addition of a spirit-level, created using a 
variety of ordinary materials, that referenced a line from a couplet written by Lu Xun: 
“I position my eyebrows horizontally / And prepare to face a thousand pointing 
fingers” (Briggs 2001: 102).  
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 On the one hand, Celebrating Little Thoughts rendered the essence of Lu 
Xun’s ideal courage required of a public intellectual in both its historical 
representation of the figure and symbolically in the spirit-level. On the other hand, as 
public art that required architectural support and thus endorsement, Cheo’s repeated 
attempts at manifesting this spirit of fearless commentary challenged the limits of the 
institutions he approached, in addition to challenging its public to accept such an 
ideal. Underlying this project of itinerant public portraiture was the assertion that 
opposition was to be expected in the aesthetic act, as embodied in the indefatigable 
form of Lu Xun writ large in a country where graffiti is a prosecutable act. In 
iconoclasm, the seizure (or recovery) of power is set up in an affront to an established 
or existing authority, and thus it in fact begins in a betrayal of sorts, of a break in faith 
in the progenitor.  
 Within art history, this authority is found in its canon of artists and historians, 
with its forerunner the painter,  architect, and then fortuitous historian, Giorgio 133
Vasari, whom Sabapathy cited as an influence. But, just as Ho’s 4x4 confronts the 
production of art history in constructing its own, the art historical canon, even at its 
establishment, has had its challengers. As appraised by historian Carlo Ginzburg, the 
contest of interpretations of Vasari’s Lives (1550 and 1568) across three countries — 
France, Germany, and Italy — demonstrates iconoclasm within history making. 
Lives  was first published in 1550, an extensive endeavour that took about seven 134
 Giorgio Vasari’s painterly career was eclipsed by his historiographical endeavour. 133
He “founded no school, though to some extent he initiated and typified the 
controversial period in Italian art that is known as Mannerism” (Rud 1961:12).
 Its full title, Le Vite de’ Più Eccellenti Architetti, Pittori et Scultori Italiani da 134
Cimabue insino a’ tempi nostri: Descritte in Lingua Toscana da M. Giorgio Vasari, 
Pittore Aretino; con una sua utile & necessaria introduzzione a le arti loro, translated 
as: the lives of the most eminent Italian architects, painters, and sculptors from 
Cimabue to the present day, described in the Tuscan language by Giogio Vasari, 
painter of Arezzo; together with his useful and necessary introduction to their art.
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years  for its first edition that contained the biographies of 175 artists.  Its second 135 136
edition, published 18 years later was enlarged to present 250 artists, discussed 
individually and in groups. Lives charted the “heroes” of Italian art (and a few non-
Italian artists who were working in Italy — Flemish, Netherlandish, Dutch, and 
German painters), from the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries, framed in a 
modernist — read, progressive — trajectory from the ‘primitives’ of Florence (such 
as Cimabue and Giotto), to the technical developments of the High Renaissance 
epitomised by Michelangelo. Effectively, Vasari “erected a Renaissance monument to 
Italian art,” positioning in its collection of artists many notables of the period 
including Tintoretto, Leonardo da Vinci, Titian, Raphael, and Michelangelo (Rud 
1961: 19, 128). Lives was quite a hit in its time and remains momentous in the history 
of art history, in particular, its affirmation of the biographical and monographic form 
that, in its brief backwards glance (or iconoclastic acknowledgement), a true 
renaissance could forge ahead.  137
  
 Within the schema of art historical canonisation, Lives proves a formidable 
horizon to surpass, and Ginzburg’s comparative tracing of the contexts of its 
subsequent interpretations was to shed light upon the nineteenth-century struggle 
through which art history as a discipline developed. In Ginzburg’s conclusion, the 
German interpretation of the 16th-century Italian historian’s thesis, via Carl Friedrich 
von Rumohr  — whose Italienische Forschungen (or Italian Investigations, 1827) 138
was revised from his mentor Johann Dominicius Fiorillo’s reading — sought to place 
 In Rud’s account, the production of the first edition of Lives took seven years. 135
Though in a letter to Duke Cosimo de’ Medici, Vasari is quoted saying the publication 
was the result of ten years of labour (Rud 1961: 16; Rubin 1995: 106).
 This number varies depending on inclusion beyond individual biographies; 175 is 136
the expanded count that includes artists mentioned in relation to the biographies or in 
discussions of groups.
 Incidentally, Rubin noted that “the notion of a renaissance dated from the time of 137
Petrarch, Vasari’s first age” (Rubin 1995: 1–2).
 Within Hegel’s Lectures, Carl Friedrich von Rumohr is described as “an important 138




early Raphael over Michelangelo, an evaluation that Ginzburg suggested, had been 
conditioned by Rumohr’s “aesthetic conversion to Catholicism” and support for the 
Nazarenes. The Italian response by the Puristi (via Petro Estense Selvatico’s Sulla 
cappellina degli Scrovegni nell’Arena di Padova e sui freschi di Giotto in essa 
dipinti, or ‘on the small Scrovegni chapel at the Paduan Area and the Giotto frescoes 
painted in it’ of 1836) championed Giotto over Raphael, in part to emphasise Giotto’s 
frescos in Padua, Italy, in a nationalistic subtext. As for the French, Vasari’s 
monographic form was expanded by Philippe-Auguste Jeanron — artist, writer, and 
director of the Lourve from 1848 to 1849 — who developed “the implications of a 
convergence between artistic, political and social progress” in his Espérance (1834) 
into a “logique du temps,” ratcheting Vasari’s contextual approach up a notch, to 
zeitgeist. While an increasing political intent was observed across the interpretations, 
according to Ginsburg, it was with Jeanron that such historicist language — 
specifically history “written from the vantage point of the avant-garde” via Vasari, via 
Pliny — became conflated with the reading of early art history (Ginzburg 2003: 42–
48, 50–51). It may be said that such a vanguardist position undergirds the pursuit of 
the Malayan art historical trajectory, and arguably too, the historiographical jockeying 
observed in these contemporary artworks.  
 Notable in Ginsburg’s analysis, was his transformation of these early art 
historical interpretations into ‘lives’ à la Vasari. Though, measured against 
Burckhardt’s standard for historiography, neither Vasari’s history nor the 
interpretations from Ginburg’s comparative study would be considered genuinely 
objective narratives, even as Burckhardt did commend Vasari, saying that, without 
Vasari “there would be no art history in the North, or in Europe at all” (Rud 1961: 
134). In the expanded second edition of Lives, Vasari concluded with an insertion of  
his own profile into this historical trajectory, much as Piyadasa did later in his 
exhibition. Likewise, Ho might be said to have performed a similar operation with 
4x4, albeit in a manner less direct, in its unmentioned fifth artwork that extends from 
the course of the four. Yet, the vindication of such partiality — which in Lives 
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included the section on Michelangelo which filled “a whole book of some 200 pages” 
(Rud 1961: 89–90) — is the fertile field it provides for subsequent contestation. 
Although in Lives, given its inclusive form, this contest rarely occurred beyond the 
catalogue it had already circumscribed. Modelled after classical historians such as 
Diogenes Laertius, Plutarch, Diodorus Siculus, Livy, Cicero, Pliny, Dante, Boccaccio, 
Petrarch, Machiavelli, and Giovio amongst others, Lives might also be said to be 
historiographically conservative, recapitulating artists recognised by other chroniclers 
such as Cennino di Drea Cennini’s Libro dell’Arte, Filippo Villani’s On the Origins of 
Florence (De origine civitatis Florentiae et eiusdem famosis civibus), Lorenzo 
Ghiberti’s Commentari, and Leon Battista Alberti’s Die Pictura. But in 
acknowledging these earlier documents, Vasari was then able to further explore the 
significance of these artists through expanding upon their lives as artists with his own 
insights and assessments, corroborating a vast assortment of conversations, letters, 
and other records to which he was privy, in an unprecedented break (Rubin 1995: 
130–131, 168; Rud 1995: 134, 155).  
 The iconoclastic act of Lives was that it changed how art history was written, 
through a combination of continuity and distinction that was produced through the 
minutiae and anecdotal. Similarly, it is in the simple yet impactful act that the 
subversion is performed in the contemporary historiographical artwork, as produced 
in the yellow crate, a polite gesture while wearing an embroidered jacket, the 
proposal offered for consideration, a portrait amplified, and an educational series on 
art history. But could it be that iconoclasm was so simple? 
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11.  Seeds of corruption 
In the iconoclastic act, supersession follows an act of acclamation, in that, as Groys 
argues, the tribute creates the opportunity for a seizure of power. However, defining 
the relation produced in the act of iconoclasm as simply one of displacement is 
inherently problematic, particularly when applied to historical narratives. As it is 
generally not the entire narrative that is challenged, supersession often becomes read 
as historical revisionism, the consequence of which is that the contesting narrative is 
held or relegated to a secondary status. The alternatives to the assumption of 
revisionism, of commensurable counter or alternative histories — such as in the 
“continuous endeavours” of plot-thickening as suggested by Hong and Huang (Hong 
and Huang 2008: 3) — do not, however, appear to reap better results, headed down 
the path of a gelded pluralism. But as the discussion on iconoclasm demonstrates, 
perhaps it is less commensurability than the orientation of commensurability that is 
mistaken; after all, the seizure of power in iconoclasm also assumes a measure of the 
commensurable — though as process, rather than outcome. Without jettisoning 
succession, as suggested by the earlier identification of the crate as key to Installing 
Memory’s aesthetic recalibration, this issue may be addressed in the examination of 
the interstice between antecedent and successor: first, in an expansion of the 
influences of iconoclasm; and second, in the nature of relativisation that relation 
implies, and through which art history too might illuminate history. 
 Expanding the scope of influences of the iconoclastic and historiographical 
act, the admission of other factors allows for a more complex interplay of relations. 
Applied to Vasari’s Lives, this is the history and context of the tome’s production that 
has generally been obscured by its preeminence. The fact is, Lives was not simply the 
initiative of Vasari, who in fact needed some persuasion to embark on the 
undertaking, his reluctance registered in a caveat in the second edition concerning his 
“deficiency” as a historian. The true catalyst of Lives was another historian, Paolo 
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Giovio. Giovio was particularly keen to see a history of art that placed Cimabue at its 
originary point — to some post-publishing criticism — as a vehicle for his historical 
immortality. Vasari was thus, in a way, a surrogate progenitor (Rud 1961: 15–16, 22; 
Rubin 1995: 23, 107, 151, 403). In parallel to the biographies it contained, Lives 
embodied the zeitgeist it was to record and promote, for it was also the story of 
Vasari’s life and the circles in which he moved — “where he traveled, whom he 
knew, whom he honoured, and for whom he worked” (Rubin 1995: 34). Amongst the 
significant events of the Tuscan-born accidental historian’s life, was his move to 
Florence in the company of the sons of the Medici family, which led to the 
introduction of young Vasari to Michelangelo, whose indelible impression resulted in 
Vasari’s lionisation of Michelangelo within Lives. These Medici connections 
continued to bear fruit throughout Vasari’s life, and his commendation to Pope 
Clement VII led him to the Duke of Florence and other influential patrons, providing 
Vasari with assured livelihood till the Duke’s death, in addition to commissions that 
fortified his success (Rud 1961: 26–28; 33–40). Besides the serendipitous providence 
of Vasari’s own encounters, Vasari was also acutely aware of the power and prestige 
that influenced the Renaissance art scene, and this was reflected in the number of 
cardinals and elites who received copies of the opulent first edition, as well as its 
dedications to figures including the Duke Cosimo de’ Medici and the Pope (Rubin 
1995: 114, 407, 410). 
 It is without doubt that within the histories and art histories of Malaya similar 
factors of incident, accident, alliance, opportunity, and even missed opportunity have 
proved crucial to both historical and historiographical outcomes. In admitting such a 
complex of contributing causes, the impact of the iconoclastic operation certainly 
appears weakened, in seeming less a direct challenge, and more like Jeanron’s 
logique du temps, relativised by context. Recalling Groys’ note on the ‘earnest’ 
recognition of power, the iconoclastic historiographical act, however, occurs in an 
idealisation through which the iconoclast gains its authority, as exemplified in 
Vasari’s Lives. The solution, as the example of Lives suggests, is then that the crux of 
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the act is in the nature of this idealisation. Lives was not merely the reflection of the 
powers of the time at play — aesthetic, social, and political — but also iconoclastic in 
its elaborate idealisation, and it is precisely in elaboration that the iconoclast 
succeeds. According to Rubin, Vasari’s Lives was written as a “panegyric” account, to 
illustrate character and accomplishment in its detail, but also to “present the ideal 
artist and the ideal artistic ambience” with its period as epitome, and clearly in this its 
success has been unparalleled (Rubin 1995: 5). While its biographic form had 
precedents, Vasari’s method of idealisation charted new terrain for art historiography.  
 Yielding to the lure of becoming legendary, just as Ho’s jester was to promise 
of Utama’s sacrifice of his crown, saying, “this sacrifice of the sign of your princely 
power will be written into the books of history and remembered forever more,” Lives 
was sold to Vasari by Giovio as the work “which will certainly make (Vasari) 
immortal” (Rubin 1995:107). Thusly motivated, in structure, Lives, per White’s 
schematic, is characterised by a romantic emplotment: it is “formist,” establishing 
“uniqueness” within the aesthetic field in combining periodisation and individualities 
in its biographical and autobiographical accounting, and “anarchic” in radically 
turning “a fragmentary tradition of discussion and appreciation into a coherent and 
forceful representation of achievement,” as well as, significantly, creating continuity 
(White 1973: 8–9, 14; Rubin 1995: 1–2). This overall coherence in idealisation that 
employed its material in context and in concert produced what was to become 
recognised as the aesthetic of its time, defined critically through the historiographical 
method. In its capture of geist in emplotment and historical reflection — 
encapsulating both the “mental and the moral” (or common subjectivity) — Lives 
embodied the universalist history that Hegel was to commend in The Philosophy of 
History. Although this perspective of history has had its detractors for its 
deterministic implication, it has proven a difficult to extinguish, in part due to 
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narrative’s own aspirational tendencies, even by Nietzsche  (Hegel [1900] 2001: 5, 139
21–23, 39, 53, 65, 71; Elkins 1988: 359; Gombrich [1968] 1998: 158; Groys 2013: 2–
3).  
 Beyond illustrious art historiographical precedence, Lives was also the 
affirmation of style, and recalling Gombrich’s examination, regardless of the force of 
style, “almost any style” is finally only “transitional” within the longue durée. 
Applied to the idealisation brokering the iconoclastic act as well as continuity, in 
historiography the simultaneous revelation of inherent artifice and transience of the 
power of its predecessor also acts to relativise the status of the iconoclast. It is in this 
reflexive recognition that the iconoclastic act, like style, is, in fact, produced from 
within the recesses of its progenitorial material. Or to describe it from the perspective 
of the iconoclast’s target, the predecessor provides the “seeds of (its own) corruption” 
(Gombrich [1968] 1998: 157), not to mention, the same may be said of the iconoclast 
upon succeeding. This introspecting subjectivity — distinguished from an iconoclasm 
characterised by force alone — coupled with reflexivity was crucial to Hegel, and, in 
White’s analysis, constituted Hegel’s ironic approach, as a representation that is 
simultaneously “radically self-critical” about its representation (White 1973: 37, 81). 
In turn, in his defence of White, Ankersmit described White’s tropology as “crucial” 
in its demonstration of historiographical irony — as “the trope that confronts us with 
the limitations and shortcomings of the other tropes” — presenting then “the trope of 
historical reality itself” (Ankersmit 1998: 188). Indeed within such an argument, 
White’s tropology as metahistory could be considered ironic too, in that, it is from the 
idealisation of these historical tropes that White’s own iconoclastic act is performed. 
 In the Nietzschean struggle, self-hood, as an expansion of Arthur Schopenhauer’s 139
“will to life,” is characterised by a Hegelian will of “metaphysical optimism,” that 
desires to “create the world before which you could kneel: this is your ultimate hope 
and intoxication” (Nietzsche [1883/1885] 2006: 88; Hegel [1900] 2001: 36; 
Gombrich [1968] 1998: 54).
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 In the awareness of irony in relativisation — wherein all constitution contains 
its own undoing — the historiographical artwork thus avoids the problem of 
necessarily becoming revisionist or counter-historical. That is to say, as a 
historiographical enterprise, even though the artwork is a response, it does not 
substitute, and in idealisation as its iconoclastic operation leaves the historiographical 
manoeuvre crucially unfinished. Returning to the historical narrative, taking for 
example Lee Kuan Yew’s The Singapore Story, like Lives, while overtly historical, 
Lee’s narrative is inherently iconoclastic, intended to establish Lee as founder par 
excellence above all others who came before. However, in the approach of 
relativisation, Lee’s narrative, like the narratives that come after, interpreted within 
the iconoclastic continuum is simply part of a continuous address of cycles of 
dominance. In such a framework, the precursor, in this case Lee’s narrative, would 
theoretically have a lengthier shelf life over the longue durée of history through an 
extension by admission of iconoclastic successors. As for the historiographical 
artwork, it is in idealisation with an eye on the artifice of immortality that draws forth 
the seed of corruption as provision for the iconoclastic act, executed with the 
reflexivity of an ironic mode which produces its historical representation as paradox, 
not as revision of its antecedence, and still as succession. 
  
 But with this exposition it is only the underlying operation that is elaborated, 
not its aesthetic form, which brings the discussion round to the subject poetry, or 
more specifically, historiography’s “poetics.” Describing Hegel’s perspective of 
history, as “(standing) somewhere between poetry and oratory because, although its 
form is poetic, its content is prosaic” (White 1973: 89), historiography’s poetic 
license may certainly be said to be observed in all of the artworks discussed so far, 
and one might even add, also in Vasari’s Lives. As aesthetic production, such “free 
play” — as Immanuel Kant was to describe creative manifestation and its reception, 
where the “the imagination can endlessly play at forming, and the understanding can 
endlessly play at describing” — is both necessary and to be expected (Gero 2006: 5–
6; Kant [1790] 2007: 48–49). Furthermore, in the case of the artwork produced as 
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ironic historiography, White’s definition of Irony’s “figurative tactic” is uncannily 
apt. In its presentation as “catachresis (literally, ‘misuse’)”  — “the manifestly absurd 
Metaphor designed to inspire Ironic second thoughts about the nature of the thing 
characterised or the inadequacy of the characterisation itself” — it aligns quite 
perfectly with the idea of the corrupting seed within the precursor that is deployed in 
an operation of usurpation by weakening and subversion. This poetic revision 
produced by the historiographical artwork — as distinct from historical revisioning 
— thus occurs in latency and even through internal paradox, much as White had 
noted of history in its form in language, as inevitably projecting “secondary” meaning 
in its poetic process (White 1973: 37; White 1975: 58). Having nuanced the nature of 
the iconoclastic act and its succession for the historiographical artwork in a 
paradoxical and ironic, idealisation (in context and in concert) and relativisation (in 




12.  Adopting poetry 
The word ‘poetic’ is often used to indicate the presence of an aesthetic sensibility. 
When applied to art, it generally points to a certain je ne sais quoi of an artwork that 
requires of its viewer the direct and subjective experience. It is, however, the poetic in 
both its literary form and aesthetic sensibility that has bearing on the historiographical 
artwork and its operation. Commencing this foray into the poetic realm with the 
seemingly indomitable Hegel, poetry was positioned by Hegel as the pinnacle of the 
arts  — for the latitude it enjoyed artistically in transcending the materiality of form 
presupposed in the other arts, and in an independence that required of its appreciators 
the “withdrawal from the real world of sense-perception.” Although poetry’s 
preeminence over other art forms may be disputed, Hegel’s definition of poetry’s 
general principle: of “spirituality” in his sense of ‘geist’, and its apprehension of 
“inner life” would seem less open to question. As transformative vehicle of the 
historical, poetry’s exemplary manifestation was for Hegel the epic poem, at times in 
combination with the lyric poem (Hegel [c.1835] 1975: 960, 967–968, 973, 993–994, 
1111–1112, 1116).  
 In the context of the histories examined, an example of the lyric form 
encapsulating such an inner state is Alfian Sa’at’s poem on political detainee Chia 
Thye Poh: “Mr Chia sits in his cell / In complete darkness / Telling his right hand / 
From his left foot / He tries to recall / Which side he is on / He does not know / 
Which side has betrayed him” (Alfian [2001] 2008: 65).  In a Hegelian 140
interpretation, Alfian’s ‘Mr Chia Sits In His Dark Cell’ may be said to give voice to 
the underlying conflict and dread he imagined Chia experienced in solitary detention 
while also accentuating the silencing of those who had been detained. Indeed, Chia 
too was to remember a poem from his own detention that had been left behind in faint 
Chinese characters by the cell’s previous occupant, which read: “Ten years behind 
 Within this volume of poems by Alfian Sa’at is one dedicated to Josef Ng in 140
response to the aftermath of Brother Cane. It is titled, ‘We Are Not Yet Free’.
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bars / Never too late / Thousands of ordeals / My spirit steeled” (Chee 1999 [1998]: 
245, 246). Encapsulating and expressing the experience of detention, poetry’s utility 
is noteworthy, exemplified in Said Zahari’s compilation, Puisi Dari Penjara (Poems 
from Prison) in 1973,  and the poems of Tan Jing Quee  and Teo Soh Lung.    141 142 143
 Given the precariousness of conditions under detention, the poetic form  
allowed for a fluid movement between concealment and truth, resistant to 
incrimination, yet giving utterance to its realities. It is this inscrutability of the poetic 
form that is registered in Jason Wee’s literary extension of his aforementioned 
installation, 1987, in a reflection upon the condition of things left unsaid, summed up 
in the lines, “I thought of a poet friend who / lies through his poetry, / because it’s our 
only truth” (Wee 2013:12). In employing the medium of the poem, Wee’s The 
Monsters Between Us (2013) demonstrated in form what both Operation Cold Store 
and Spectrum had offered in their stead: more than a handful of inadvertent poets. 
Where Wee’s 1987 presented the attempt to find clarity in vision and the visual form, 
The Monsters Between Us was to undertake this endeavour through reproducing 
excerpts from speeches — which had appeared in the installation 1987 — in addition 
to statements by the detainees, official press releases, and other public 
documentation. However, in Wee’s poetic representation, sections of these texts are 
redacted, intimating that the truth of what had come to pass is still suppressed and has 
to be inferred from their gaps — personal, official, and public. In both Operations 
detainees were subject to pressures to “confess,” and it is imagined that within these 
 “Neither this prison wall / nor a hundred years of incarceration / shall diminish my 141
love.” Said Zahari, ‘Tears,’ reproduced from a Hari Raya card to Salmah (Zahari’s 
wife), dated 20th November 1969 (Tan, Teo and Koh 2009: 46).
 “I saw them coming / from my window / overlooking the deserted street / the dim 142
light shone listlessly / and the dogs had ceased to bark / …” the poem ends with, 
“silently I turned to change / packed my towel / toothbrush / a cake of soap / silently I 
followed / the exit into the night / as the rooster awakened / to the first cry of dawn.” 
Tan Jing Quee, ‘FAJAR’. Titled after the organ of the University Socialist Club that 
Tan was editor and contributor, ‘fajar’ translates to ‘dawn’ in Arabic, and the poem 
may be read as suggesting that the arrest was also a moment of illumination, of seeing 
things as they were (Tan et al. 2009: 66–67).
 “My cell is like a rest-house / For creatures big and small / They come here at all 143
hours / I do not mind at all” Teo Soh Lung, ‘My Cell’ (Tan et al. 2009: 142).
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confessions is a mixture of facts and half-truths. As Teo was to recount in her later 
memoir, her statements were compelled during her detention after three days of sleep 
deprivation, guilt-trips and varieties of reproach, in an experience that would appear 
to be captured in Wee’s ‘1991’: “My mind reshaped, without ridges and / 
perturbations, smooth as a levelled hill. / I can forget that I had forgotten, / which is 
to say I can remember anything / you might want me to” (Teo 2010: 37, 44, 82; Wee 
2013: 77). 
 While it is clear that the poetic form has particular utility in the elaboration of 
private reflection and depiction, here the discussion takes a minor detour in a survey 
by subject across the cultural landscape, in order to arrive at the poetic operation 
beyond poetry itself. That is to say, not merely of aesthetic sensibility, but of aesthetic 
transformation. Continuing on the subject of the politics of the Marxist conspiracy 
and detention, a related poetic appropriation in theatre may be found in Tan Tarn 
How’s Undercover written and staged in 1994. The play was described by the Straits 
Times as “an out-and-out farce about intelligence operatives investigating a leftist-
leaning theatre group” (Oon 2001), with the latter, within the context of Singapore’s 
history, appearing to refer to the theatre group, Third Stage, which had been accused 
by the government of being a front organisation for the Marxist Conspiracy. Speaking 
to theatre’s catalytic — as opposed to cathartic and vanguardist — capacity, Augusto 
Boal was to suggest that theatre may prove liberating if it spurs its audience to think 
and act for themselves (Boal [1974] 1985: 155), and in this case the dramatisation 
may be said to have been employed for the purposes of a public analysis of the 
event’s underlying rationalisations. Although it is not the scope of this paper to 
determine the dramatic effectiveness of Undercover, through double entendre and 
satire the play navigated the delicate subjects of detention and censorship, not to 
mention the parody of authoritarian paternalism via farcical misogyny. As its plot the 
play presented a recursive scenario of a rehearsal of a play by members of a ‘Centre’ 
about a detention, within a play of a Centre with a detention, that, perhaps to avoid 
any accusations of libel or politics, was conspicuously set in “an imaginary country,” 
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with this “fictional” aspect emphasised by one of its characters should censors miss 
its mention while examining its notation within the script: “Scene 1. An imaginary 
country.” 
  
 Having created room for critical manoeuvre, Undercover baited both censors 
and its audience unabashedly, with Liang (the character who is in charge of the 
Centre) claiming, “nobody’s been jailed for writing a play before.” Presenting the 
paradox of the play, he continued, that should the play remain uncensored by 
authorities, it “would demonstrate that they are not intolerant of the dissent. And 
since the play’s premise is that they are intolerant, the premise would fail if they let it 
through.” But if the play, “which is an example of dissent,” were censored, “they 
would be shown to be intolerant of dissent. Then the play’s premise would be borne 
out” (Tan 2011: 109, 120, 139). Having foregrounded its subject, of a politics of 
semantics, the play then proceeded to present this as the politics behind the 
controversial detention, delivered in an explanation by the play’s Head of the 
Department of Intelligence to the fresh-faced Intelligence Officer, on the subtle 
nuances of the charity work in which the play’s Centre was apparently engaged. In its  
blunt reference to the social welfare activities of those detained under Operation 
Spectrum, the semantic contest as the basis of the detention was confirmed by the 
Head, saying, “[t]hat’s what the whole game is about.” But such a political gambit 
may be said to be at the heart of politics in general; a strategy that Lee too was to 
claim of the Communists: that “[t]hey will try to confuse you and prevent you from 
seeing their hand clearly by calling all this a smear. It is up to you to listen to all sides 
and then decide for yourselves.”  The latter part of Lee’s sagacious advice arguably 144
constituting the play’s premise. 
 The Head’s logic to his officer was as follows: “[a] charitable group is a group 144
whose main function is charity. They are a good group, ultimately above reproach 
even if they do a few bad things. On the other hand, a group that does charity is not 
necessarily good, for they may not be ultimately above reproach even if they do good 
things. So a group that does charity may turn out to be a bad group doing some good, 
but only quite incidentally” (Tan 2011: 126; Lee 1962: 8).
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 Almost two decades later, appearing to manifest Undercover’s fictional 
theatre group in reality and in a similar approach of a suggestive portrayal of politics, 
was the performance of Square Moon (2013), a play written by Wong Souk Yee and 
produced by Tan Tee Seng and Chng Suan Tze, all ex-detainees of Operation 
Spectrum. Challenging the basis of power and its exercise, Square Moon’s series of 
oblique references included lawyer Francis Seow’s side of the Operation Spectrum 
story via the dramatisation of an illegal detention of an alleged terrorist whose 
unexpected escape led to a coverup through the detention of his lawyer. While Boal 
has suggested that “all theatre is necessarily political,” from these examples it would 
seem that this affinity operates in both directions, wherein the rhetoric and exercise of 
politics lends quite naturally to its dramatisation (Boal [1974] 1985: ix). Incidentally, 
Undercover was commended with a National Book Council Award in 1996, and the 
staging of Square Moon largely went unhindered, perhaps it was the oblique critique 
and humour that made them politically palatable. 
 On the literary end, a similar approach of appropriation is found is Alfian 
Sa’at’s allusive novelisation of Said Zahari’s experience in Malay Sketches. Titled 
after the volume by Frank Swettenham, that was written in his capacity as colonial 
Resident General of the Federated Malay States, within Swettenham’s publication are 
vignettes of “Malay scenery and Malay character” intended to describe a “deeply 
interesting people, the dwellers in one of the most beautiful and least known countries 
in the East” (Swettenham [1895] 1984). Adopting Swettenham’s format of micro-
narratives, amongst the stories of Alfian’s Malay Sketches is ‘Proof’, a tale of a 
meeting between Radhiah, a government case worker, and Suriati, the wife of a 
detainee. Querying Radhiah on the reason the government continues to keep her 
husband from his family, Suriati threatens to divorce her detained husband so as to 
find another who can be around for her children. This apparent account of unfortunate 
but otherwise seemingly mundane familial unhappiness, however, takes a critical turn 
when Radhiah, attempting to assuage Suriati’s impatience over spousal absence, 
assures Suriati, that “it’s not possible for the government to hold him forever,” as 
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“they only did that with the Communists, and her husband wasn’t one” (Alfian 2012: 
89–92). Here the tale converges with Said’s account in Dark Clouds at Dawn, where 
he recalls the extension of his order of detention in 1977:  
I suddenly remembered the words of ASP Hashim when he arrested me at 
dawn on 2nd February 1963. His words rang in my ears. He actually had 
directed them at my wife, who had been standing by my side. “Don’t worry, 
Cik Salamah, we’re taking Encik Said just for a little while; it won’t take 
long, we just want to ask him a few things,” he had said with a straight face. 
Salamah had looked into my face, as if to ask: “Is it true?” The ‘little while’ 
had gone on for 16 years on the day I received the latest detention order from 
Inspector Ramli’s hand (Said [1996] 2001: 186). 
 Where ‘Proof’ gives voice to Said Zahari’s experience from the perspective 
of his family in accordance with and expanding upon Swettenham’s purpose of 
subjective reflection, the cultural understanding of the the colonial Resident via 
Malay Sketches was ironically more revealing than it perhaps intended. Titled ‘The 
Real Malay,’ Swettenham’s first chapter opened with a caution on the necessity of 
understanding the nature of the community the British were seeking to administer, 
saying that through empathy, confidence could be “won,” and such knowledge would 
be advantageous to colonial ends for “those who have the opportunity to use it.” It is 
therefore interesting that he should dedicate a chapter early in the volume to the 
subject of amok, described as a “blind fury” and actions produced in a “vision of 
blood,” which would appear to set up the basis for his later conclusion on the cultural 
misunderstanding that resulted in the assassination of the British Resident of Perak, 
James Wheeler Woodford Birch. Failing (or refusing) to read the signs — of incensed 
native residents “armed with spears and krises” at the river bank he was approaching 
— Birch ploughed ahead on his mission to establish administrative influence. 
(Swettenham [1895] 1984: 1, 3–4, 239).  
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 The figure of Birch has had prior mention in the discussion of Anurendra 
Jegadeva’s When I Was Three, in the portrayal of the convergence of familial 
memories, and Birch’s assassination and the conviction of his killers, at the 
crossroads of Teluk Intan (or Anson). Given that Swettenham was part of the 
prosecuting team at the trial of Birch’s assassins, one cannot help but wonder if 
Swettenham’s Sketches was a justification of the event, even if one that was measured 
in its moral tone, citing a combination of cultural misunderstanding (“lack of 
knowledge of the Malays and their language”), foolhardy insensitivity (“sheer 
indifference”), and misfortune (being at the wrong place at the wrong time) that had 
led to Birch’s sudden (though probably then not too surprising) demise in the hands 
of angry Malays. While Swettenham claimed he was not attempting to “moralise,” 
the chapter on Birch ends on an ambiguous note, hinting that the resolute justice 
meted upon the “homicidal mania,” displayed the colonialists’ swift and certain 
power, and that it also significantly “threw a light on the inner life of the Malay that 
was in the nature of a revelation,” a lesson not to be quickly forgotten (Swettenham 
[1895] 1984: 227–247). If Anurendra’s painting is proof, it certainly has not been 
forgotten, signalled in the long shadow cast by the tower of Teluk Intan, not to 
mention its allegorisation in a play by Kee Thuan Chye in 1994. Like Undercover, 
Kee’s We Could **** You, Mr Birch was a commentary on contemporary politics, 
and in appropriating the enduring impact of Birch’s historical misstep, We Could 
**** You, Mr Birch produced a dialogue on power and its abuse, albeit with the 
implication that history repeats itself, even if with different players.   145
 We Could **** You, Mr Birch was first performed at the Experimental Theatre, 145
Komplek Budaya Negara, Kuala Lumpur on June 20, 1994, with a second run in 
December the same year, as well as in Singapore in 1995. A section of the script 
allowed for current events or concerns relating to power to be inserted. In summary, 
Kee’s play presented both the chiefs behind the killing as well as Birch, as fallible, 
the former caught up in scheming, the latter quite full of himself — sardonically 
portrayed, shortly before his death, waxing lyrical that the Sultan should know, “that 
he is dealing with none other than Mr James Wheeler Woodford Birch. I will go down 




 Responding in a visual aesthetic, between 2006 and 2008, Zulkifli Yusoff 
produced a series of sketches and paintings also titled Malay Sketches, though, in this 
instance, in a reference to Swettenham’s observation that cultural difference was at 
the root of Birch’s assassination. Whereas Swettenham assumed that the penetration 
of these mores would resolve potential conflict — though his account has been 
considered problematic by Roff and of course Kee  — Zulkifli’s conclusion marked 146
an anti-colonial position. From Roff's assessment, such antipathy was not unfounded 
even in its own time, given the “frequently patronising attitude of Malaya’s new 
administrators” — among whom he included Swettenham — and the truth of the 
British “fiction that the sultans were autonomous rulers acting under advice from 
Residents who were in some sense their servants” (W. R. Roff 1967: 15–16, 250). 
This condition is, however, registered rather politely within Zulkifli’s critique, not 
gratuitously taking the side of Maharaja Lela, but still resisting subjugation via the 
colonial reading.  
Figure 22. Zulkifli Yusoff Amok di Pasir Salak II (2007) oil on canvas, 183 cm x 244 cm, 
Aliya & Farouk Khan Collection, image courtesy of Zulkifli Yusoff and Wei-Ling Gallery 
 Navigating the subtleties of representing this history, Zulkifli employed a 
dialogical approach which served to highlight cultural disjuncture. He paired Birch’s 
insensitivity towards Malay adat or kurang ajar with symbols of the keris and dates 
 In We Could **** You, Mr Birch, the actor playing Maharaja Lela, declares after 146
reading out a paragraph from Swettenham’s Malay Sketches, “What rubbish!”(Kee 
[1994] 2014: 67; W. R. Roff 1967: 15–16).
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associating the assassination with “demonstrations against the Malayan Union” in 
Amok (2006). He highlighted the time of Birch’s death whilst parading his power in 
Amok di Pasir Salak II (2007) with a juxtaposition of the portraits of Birch with 
ketupat (rice cubes), a traditional dish served during Hari Raya. The artist further 
incorporated a reproduction of a photograph of British men picnicking at Pasir Salak 
in the nineteenth century, in Birch at Pasir Salak (2008). Finally, in Amok di Pasir 
Salak III – Dato’ Maharajalela (2007), Zulkifli repeated the portrait of Dato’ 
Maharajalela with rifle target symbols, almost as if to say that the roles of victim and 
perpetrator were not quite so clear (Kee [1994] 2014: 25–26; Wei-Ling Gallery 2008: 
68, 83, 117, 145). In Zulkifli’s Malay Sketches, the cultural symbol of Malay 
authority and heritage that the keris embodies multiply, and going amok — “where 
plunder is the object and murder the means to arrive at it” (Swettenham [1895] 1984: 
38) — was, in fact, not merely the preserve of the Real Malay.  
 In this associative review of aesthetic transformations circling detention and 
colonial history, it may seem as if the discussion has meandered. However, what has 
been demonstrated by this survey is the range of aesthetic ‘free play’ possible across 
aesthetic forms. Or, to return to the beginning of this chapter, the turns of the poetic 
as illustrated in moving from poetic allusion (Wee), to the politics of detention (Tan), 
to countervailing appropriation (Alfian) and to aesthetic expansion (Zulkifli), 
respectively by way of form, subject, method, and elaboration. As for the 
convergences of attraction and appropriation of historical material, it would appear 
that the Marxist conspiracy, detention, colonialism, Birch and even Swettenham 
represent tenacious historical phenomena which both provoke response as well as 
impel continued proliferation into future consciousness. While it may be possible to 
read such instances of attraction as the consequence of affect, in relation to the earlier 
discussion on iconoclasm, within the poetic response the affected becomes key, and 
in this the poetic turn is an operation upon the antecedent and not its derivative. In 
The Anxiety of Influence, Harold Bloom was to describe those he commended as 
“strong poets” as the ones “with the persistence to wrestle with their strong 
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precursors.” Though, those who did, he continued, also experienced “immense 
anxieties of indebtedness” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 5). Like a powerful gravitational 
force, the stronger the precursor, the harder it is to resist as all action is produced in 
relation to the precursor, and if successful, profanes the precursor. It may then be said 
that Birch, the Marxist Conspiracy, Swettenham, and even colonial versions of 
historical event, represent, if not precursors, precursorial histories and narratives with 
which these artists find themselves compelled to wrestle. 
 The concept of precursors and their influence permeates much of Ho’s 
oeuvre, in Utama: Every Name in History is I, 4x4: Episodes of Singapore Art, and 
The Zarathustra Project: A Film for Everyone and No One. To these one may add 
Harold Bloom himself, for, as Ho explained of 4x4’s confrontation of art history: 
[T]he art historians who interest me most are those whom I feel most 
powerfully reconstruct the objects they explain. Strong interpretations always 
miss the ‘mark’ — or more specifically, they go over it. What interests me in 
interpretations is precisely this ‘swerve’, an interpretation which opens up and 
constructs new possibilities” (Low and Ho 2005: 128).  
Ho’s reference of the “swerve” is drawn directly from Bloom’s description of the 
“poetic misreading or misprision” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 14), in a translation from 
Latin of the word clinamen used by the Roman poet and philosopher, Lucretius, to 
describe the movement of atoms in support of a theory of indeterminism in On the 
Nature of Things. The concept of clinamen, while having origins in atomic theory, has 
had broad appeal and is employed by other theorists as well, such as Jean Luc Nancy 
and Alain Badiou. As much as clinamen is a movement away from, it is also in 
relation to another —  or according to Bloom, “there are no texts, but only 
relationships between texts” (Bloom [1973] 1997:3) —  and here it is proposed that it 
is possible to view not only poetry (as Bloom does), but historiographical artworks, 
given their feature of similar structure of relation, within this framework as a poetics 
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of succession to derive the different ways in which the historiographical artwork 
might veer, of which the clinamen is one within this scheme.  
 Whereas Harold Bloom was to appropriate Lucretius’ notion of the clinamen 
for his Anxiety of Influence, Bloom’s theory, in turn, has been read as giving credence 
to the use of appropriation within aesthetic endeavours, and even — though partly in 
jest — as endorsing some form of plagiarism.  Notably, the crux of Bloom’s theory 147
is actually less the term “influence” as it is the “anxiety” that drives the swerve, 
which qualifies influence as an assimilated experience, not merely the fact, of history. 
Within Bloom’s description, this anxiety is explicated as a fear of annihilation — a 
combination of “separation anxiety and the beginning of a compulsion neurosis” — 
which ties in with the consternation of earlier discussion on the failed continuity of 
physical space for The Artists Village, and the disquiet that compels Installing 
Memory, Road to Nowhere, and Lives. Used to explicate the poet’s “incarnation qua 
poet,” Bloom’s thesis also supports the conclusion from the previous chapter of the 
iconoclastic succession via corruption from inherence, although as peril and as 
defence mechanism (drawn from Anna Freud) — “the unpleasure of a dangerous 
situation” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 58; Bloom 1975: 90–92) — rather than as a bold 
wresting of power. 
 In Bloom’s analysis this fraught moment emerges in the desire to produce a 
distinct or “unique” aesthetic, or “perish” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 71–72), and in this 
definition it is a condition that one might say describes visual art in its analysis 
through style, though perhaps without quite as much angst. As Wölfflin was to note 
of style, it is the conception of “different visual schema” that is key to style, not 
 An example of the appropriation of Bloom’s theory of influence of the more 147
ebullient sort is Jonathan Lethem’s ‘The Ecstasy of Influence: A plagiarism,’ which 
cheerful constructs an entire article based on quotations. In it he lumps Vladimir 
Nabokov, Bob Dylan, blues and jazz musicians, and others, as comrades of the 
‘ecstasy’ — the euphoric phrase lifted from “spoken remarks by Professor Richard 
Dienst of Rutgers.” In its celebration of influence in human history and an 
acknowledgement of our shared commons, Lethem’s article can be read as written in 
a ‘swerve’ from Bloom’s anxious take (Lethem 2007).
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“mere questions of the progress of imitation” (Wölfflin [1915] 1932: 13), thus 
tempering Bloom’s apprehension for the context of visual practice. For Bloom, it is in 
relation and reference that the successor “resurrects” its precursor much as the 
iconoclast does, but as a “revision” — qualified as a “modern revisionism,” its 
historical ancestor being heresy — marked by “creative correction” that “deviates… 
at just that point, and no other.” Expanding on the conception of “revisionism” in a 
subsequent text, Bloom clarified it as the attempt “to see again, so as to esteem and 
estimate differently, so as then to aim ‘correctively,’” in a definition adopted from 
Lurianic Kabbalism that is matched to a series of “revisionary ratios” of limitation, 
substitution, and representation (Bloom [1973] 1997: xxiv, 28–29; Bloom 1975: 4, 
95–96). While Bloom’s notion of “revision” — as neither implying replacement nor 
substitution — may fit well with the characterisation of the historiographical artwork 
in the earlier chapter, its corrective capacity within the historiographical artwork may 
be said to be debatable, if at all, based on the earlier section on testimony. 
Nevertheless, Bloom’s broader schematic may still be productively applied. For, 
drawing from Bloom’s yardstick — more in terms of its direct confrontation of 
precursor and antecedent histories that produce art as a canon and discipline, than its 
anxiety — it might be said that within the visual aesthetic, the historiographical 
artwork is the “strongest” or the most poetic — as the “true ephebe” that “(returns) to 
origins in the end” (Bloom 1975: 17–18), producing thus the “greatest work of the 
painter” as Alberti had declared (Alberti [1956] 1966: 70). Or, to incorporate Kantian 
terms of ‘free play,’ it is those who manage to find freedom beyond the 
circumscription of their precursor, who make the final historiographical cut. 
 Having traversed from iconoclastic impulse, to poetry’s presentation of “inner 
life,” and its (possibly anxious) influence, the historiographical artwork is observed 
as performing a series of linked operations. First, the acknowledgement of the 
predecessor or progenitor that reflects and delineates historical orientation, only to 
break the mould of this orientation through a subjective and paradoxically idealising 
and corruptive act. This act in turn reveals not merely what may have been 
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historically concealed, but also bares the condition of relation in history, in order to 
place the historiographically-inclined artist back into a now-enlarged sphere of 
history (or art history), all in a poetic flourish. In that Bloom’s analysis of poetic 
influence presents a schema to read this poetic transformation, an application of its 
method upon the historiographical artwork follows in the next chapter.  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13.  Illustrating catachresis 
Charting the production of meaning in Post-Enlightenment “strong poetry” within a 
“map of misprision,” Bloom combined Lurianic dialectics, poetic imagery, rhetorical 
tropes, and psychoanalytical defences to flesh out a series of revisionary ratios for the 
poetic endeavour: namely clinamen, tessera, kenosis, daemonisation, askesis, and 
apophrades (Bloom 1975: 87–89). While the psychoanalytical frame underscored his 
approach, given the largely conscious rather than unconscious confrontation with 
history and the historical figure in the historiographical artwork, psychic extension is 
taken as secondary to this interpretation of misprision. Instead, Bloom’s “revisionary 
ratios” and their relation to categories of “rhetorical tropes” provides the schema for 
comparative explication of the historiographical artworks.  
Figure 23. Zulkifli Yusoff Pelayaran Munsyi Abdullah (2003) installation, Aliya & Farouk 
Khan Collection, image courtesy of National University of Singapore Museum 
 Beginning with clinamen, the swerve as a “corrective movement” is 
illustrated in Zulkifli Yusoff’s installation Pelayaran Munsyi Abdullah (2003) (The 
Voyage of Munsyi Abdullah), an artwork that references Munsyi Abdullah’s own 
Kisah Pelayaran Abdullah documenting the latter’s journey along the east coast of 
the Malayan peninsula. The artwork was presented in the exhibition Writing Power / 
Zulkifli Yusoff at the National University of Singapore (NUS) Museum in 2011, 
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curated to bear witness to the textual nature of Zulkifli’s practice. As observed of his 
series Malay Sketches, the artist’s fondness for history finds correspondence in the 
original literary intents of the authors to whom he refers — to “engage” by 
illumination, and to coax reform, if not reflection (Winstedt [1947] 1981: 193). 
Encompassing “politics, economic, social, and religious ideas from different periods,” 
for Zulkifli, what this literary past presents is a rich repository of learning that may be 
employed within his artwork “as metaphors for contemporary Malay 
society” (Zulkifli Yusoff 1996: 62–63).  
 Pelayaran Munsyi Abdullah’s precursor is hardly to be missed, evident in the 
artwork’s title. To produce Zulkifli’s Pelayaran, the artist abstracted a number of 
themes from his literary forebear’s diary which he felt could be contemporanised. 
These were hygiene, nutrition, education, and politics: basically the symbols of 
modernity and of cultural development. (Ooi 2008: 47). In its installation, 
Pelayaran’s setting resembled an office, in the sense of a political office or of an 
authority, in its central feature of a raised platform upon which a chair and a table 
were collocated. Completing both sides of this central display, were two free-standing 
shelf units and a second chair, all wrought in metal, that collectively produced 
surfaces for the tiled organisation of printed collages depicting the modern condition. 
From the onset, Zulkifli’s intent was not to transcribe the textual source, but to extract 
from it what he termed “visual codes” to be reinterpreted (Hasnul 2011: 25), thus 
avoiding the artwork being a demonstration of mere nostalgia for a time past. In 
commending the artist’s decision to respond in symbolic form, Zanita Anuar noted 
that this approach reflected the Munsyi’s own caution: ‘Orang yang berakal itu tiada 
suka mendengar perkataan yang lanjut, melainkan seka darmen gambilki as dani 
barat sahajaa danya’ (The wise man despises listening to lengthy explanations; it 
suffices him to reflect on symbols and codes) (Zanita 2011: 19). Yet, in eschewing 
direct reproduction, Zulkifli’s approach could equally imply that the signification of 
the original text could be further improved or, contradictorily, that it is in fact being 
resisted. From the selection of “visual codes” circulating upon the installation, it 
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would seem that it is the latter that is the case, as these codes would appear, if not to 
controvert, at least to worry at these themes with a measure of humour.  
 It is also in the symphony of these visual codes, ‘floating around’ the 
structured edifice, that clinamen occurs. Extracted from old newspaper clippings and 
found vintage prints, the images that Zulkifli incorporated into his take of Pelayaran 
appear less to point to a particular period, than to be viewed as relatively dated so as 
to propose, he claimed, “historical connotations” (Hasnul 2011: 26). Many of these 
scanned and edited images were derived from advertisements, and in their somewhat 
quaint presentation of early modern life, their picturesque representation could be 
interpreted as a visual manifestation of Munsyi Abdullah’s experience of discovery 
during his voyage, or, alternatively, read as a critique of his observations. Rendered 
within the installation in an assortment of objects, ideas, and symbols, the sense of 
irony that seems to punctuate the articulation of these themes appears only in a 
contemplation of both the signification of these documents for their time as well as 
from within the present. These representations include, margarine (“a real substitute 
for butter” according to the advertisement); toilet paper (touted for its softness); 
Antacid powder (claimed to be “Malaya’s most popular Indigestion Remedy”); 
product brands such as Brylcreem (the “modern hairdressing” method) and Gillette 
blades (imported from England); as well as an instructional diagram on the seat of 
one of the chairs bearing an illustration of the varieties of human rights (of freedom 
of expression and movement; rights to property, education, adequate living, and legal 
representation). It might, however, be argued that if it is critique that is the intent of 
Pelayaran, its expression is rather too subtle, its hint of the violence of modernity 
limited to oblique reference, such as on the front edge of the table dominating the 
installation that reproduces the razor blade’s advertising tagline: “‘Good Mornings’ 
begin with Gillette,” and below it: “makes the difference.” This is suggested within 
Zanita Anuar’s interpretation, observing that, to the inattentive eye, Pelayaran’s 
“stoic ambiguity” may “(appear) to legitimise the British Empire by associating it 
with consumerism” (Zanita 2011: 18). Although, such a reading could also be 
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reconciled with the Munsyi’s own colonialist bent (Winstedt [1947] 1981: 193), with 
Zulkifli’s Pelayaran then read as a biting commentary on the voyager himself. 
 Given the variety of images scattered across the installation’s multiple 
surfaces, drawing conclusions or linear commentary appears a bit of a challenge, but 
its method simultaneously forces a subjective meditation upon the complex of 
relationships between images, times, and mentalities. In Bloom’s explication of the 
clinamen, he described it as “(stemming) always from a ’Pataphysical sense of the 
arbitrary” that allowed for the object or its context to be “reseen” (Bloom [1973] 
1997: 42). It would seem then that Zulkifli’s Pelayaran performs just such an 
operation as a modern condition. In “misreading” the original text (and perhaps the 
intent too) of Munsyi Abdullah, the artist frees these symbols and images to prompt a 
re-reading of both colonial and contemporary periods, where, further interpretation, 
even in a deliberate misreading, would still imply that one had actually first read.  
 Clinamen in Bloom’s schema broadly subsumes the other revisionary ratios, 
and in their emphasis on different dimensions of the swerve or departure, these 
subtler shades of movement, and relation of the precursor and the ephebe (Bloom’s 
term for the successor), may be employed to further examine the operation of the 
historiographical artwork. Where clinamen’s swerve arrives at a different conclusion 
from its precursor, in tessera the successor aims for completion. For Bloom, tessera 
— appropriated from “ancient mystery cults” referring to a token or fragment from 
which one might re-constitute the object — retains the precursor’s “terms,” but 
proceeds to “mean them in another sense, as though the precursor had failed to go far 
enough,” so as to “redeem” and “enlarge” the precursor’s scope. (Bloom [1973] 1997: 
14, 66–67).  
 To examine the ratio of tessera, the discussion recalls the exhibition 
Pengolahan Lanskap Tempatan dalam Seni Moden Malaysia, 1930–1981 or The 
Treatment of the Local Landscape in Modern Malaysian Art, 1930–1981, curated by 
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Piyadasa at the National Art Gallery of Malaysia. It was concluded in the discussion 
of representation in art history that Lanskap was remarkable in charting both aesthetic 
and national history through the exhibitionary form, an operation made possible with 
the equivocal subject of landscape which also naturalised both historical narratives. In  
picking up on the subject of land in 2011, the exhibition, Tanah Ayer: Malaysian 
Stories from the Land, curated by Eva McGovern, assembled the contemporary 
artworks of eighteen artists from the period of 2003 to 2011, in a presentation that 
was — interestingly, given this discussion on nation and its histories — shown 
outside their “homeland” in Bandung, Indonesia, in a collaboration between Valentine 
Willie Fine Art (KL) and Selasar Sunaryo Art Space (Bandung). 
 Employing the term, “tanah ayer” — the compound word for “land” and 
“water,” with the latter deliberately written in its older form rather than “air” — as the 
word “closest” in translation of “landscape” in Bahasa Malaysia, the exhibition 
manifested a carefree absorption of landscape in its conceptual, representational and 
symbolic reference, a shift from Piyadasa’s earlier and somewhat uneasy use of the 
phonetic version of the term in its formal aesthetic and borrowed sense. This is 
perhaps not too surprising, as thirty years after Lanskap Tempatan the formative 
struggle of a nationalist art history had been duly naturalised. As an “idea of nation 
and homeland” there was no uncertainty within the exposition as to what the concept 
of “tanah ayer” referred, of Malaysia as geo-political scenery (McGovern 2011:4). 
Within this setting, it was “1Malaysia,” and “Wawasan2020 (Vision2020)” — the 
national aspirations of a continuing modernisation project — that were the context to 
these more recent artworks (Soon 2011: 6–7). Such aspirations, not being exclusive to 
the contemporary, have, of course, also been articulated in earlier stages of 
development by figures such as Munsyi Abdullah and Zulkifli Yusoff in a 
concomitant embrace and critique. A further distinction between Lanskap Tempatan 
and Tanah Ayer may be made in their respective ways of relating nation and 
naturalisation. Whereas in Lanskap Tempatan it is nature that naturalises the nation, 
in Tanah Ayer, nation, assumed as natural or given, disconnects, and through nature 
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reveals divergence and fracture, contradicting or complicating the assumed 
equivalence of land and place. Three themes indexed the exhibition’s artworks as 
connoting the “poetics of place,” the “traffic of bodies,” and the “entropic dimensions 
of the Malaysian dream,” to “reinvent the now and the future against the amnesia of 
Malaysia’s modernity” (Soon 2011: 7). Even though it was not intended as a survey 
of landscape, Tanah Ayer may be construed as a postscript to Lanskap Tempatan, 
extending Piyadasa’s critique of the romanticism of landscape — first in Lanskap 
Tempatan and then in his artwork The Great Malaysian Landscape — demonstrating 
a continuing lineage of style and subject. However, it is in a particular artwork within 
this exhibition where an astute response to Lanskap Tempatan and an example of 
tessera may be observed. 
Figure 24. Tan Nan See Study of Malaysia Modern Visual Arts in Landscape (2006–ongoing)  
45 painted framed postcards on maroon colour painted wall, 21 cm x 16 cm each;  
detail, Redza Piyadasa, The Great Malaysian Landscape (1972), acrylic and mixed media,  
228 cm x 177 cm 
  
 The artwork in question is Tan Nan See’s Study of Malaysia Modern Visual 
Arts in Landscape (2006–ongoing), an extensive and continuing chronicle, as 
indicated in its title, of artworks involving landscape. Within Tanah Ayer, Study was 
located under the theme of “traffic” in illustrating the changing aesthetics of the 
subject of land over time. Produced over a number of years, each of the 45 postcards 
collected by the artist features an intricate miniature, in hand-painted or drawn 
reproduction, of a completed artwork by another artist, who is acknowledged plainly 
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in a caption within the postcard by name, date of birth, and of death where applicable. 
The period of the artworks miniaturised by Tan span from the nineteenth-century to 
the present. The earliest artwork being Debarcadere a Malacca by Captain Cyrille 
Laplace from 1835, and the most recent (as of this discussion) Bridge by Sharon Chin 
from 2005. In medium, a similarly broad range is represented: painting in oil, ink and 
watercolour, drawing, sculpture, print, mixed-media and installation. In the brevity of 
its catalogue essay, Study was noted as “(charting) a national art history on its own 
terms,” in “an act of personally attenuated homage in order to construct an alternative 
trajectory to national imagination” (Soon 2011: 9).  
 Undoubtedly Study puts forward a historical narrative through the artworks 
that one might say it “curates,” and in this respect the artwork may be considered an 
“exhibition” comparable in breadth and scope to Lanskap Tempatan, even if Tan’s 
title was not evidence enough to suggest such a correspondence. The suggestion of its 
alternative production of historical exposition, however, is proposed as a little more 
uncertain; as less an instance of clinamen, than that of tessera. To explicate this, as 
Soon had asserted, Tan’s selection was subjective. Yet, the impetus for Study was an 
examination of the production of the art historical canon which intrigued Tan, 
particularly in how some artists had “disappeared” from its subsequent recollections, 
fading into the background, in a manner of speaking, of history’s landscape. Tan’s 
inquiry, like artists or historians before her and contrary to a manifestation of personal 
proclivities, emerged from a scholarly and investigative inquiry into the historical 
canon. This entailed combing through art catalogues and exhibitions for information 
on the artists and artworks featured, and attempts, if not to view the artworks directly, 
to seek out their officially published images for further scrutiny. Thus, while Study 
aggregated artworks that Tan deemed “masterpieces,” these were artworks that had 
been considered consequential by others — if not for all time, at least for a time. In 
this sense, Tan’s subjectivity is the subjectivity of the canon as it is produced, one 
might say not too different from that of Vasari’s Lives, and many of the artworks 
featured were, and still are, considered iconic as are their artists. Amongst these 
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artists, familiar names within this thesis include Frank Swettenham, Cheong Soo 
Pieng, Georgette Chen, Latiff Mohidin, Syed Ahmad Jamal, Redza Piyadasa, Jolly 
Koh, Wong Hoy Cheong, and Chong Kim Chiew. But if the essence of Study is not to 
plot an alternative trajectory, what is it? Or more simply, why would the artist 
undertake such a project?  
 In part the answer lies in another of Tan’s artworks, drolly titled I Want to Be 
A Contemporary Artist (2006–2007). I Want to Be A Contemporary Artist may be 
considered the flip-side of Study as an artwork in which Tan’s subjectivity was worn 
on her sleeve. Produced in eight dioramas, it depicted episodes of Tan’s life after she 
had returned to Kuala Lumpur from her studies at Universiti Sains Malaysia in 
Penang. Each diorama is encased in a box documenting Tan’s journey of artistic 
becoming, beginning with a scene from the exhibition Rupa Malaysia: A Decade of 
Art 1987–1997 curated by Piyadasa in 1998, which, chronologically speaking and in 
its scope as a survey, could be considered his extension of Lanskap Tempatan. 
Despite representing a later period relative to Lanskap Tempatan, Rupa Malaysia 
nevertheless was anchored by the now familiar historical sequence of early 
modernism, nationalism, followed by the establishment and elaboration of identity, as 
organising principles of the Malayan-to-nation narrative. Iterated in its essay were the 
usual highlights of nineteenth-century British presence, Parisian influence via China, 
eclectic explorations with Malaya as subject, syncretism, independence, May 13, 
1969, the National Cultural Congress of 1971, the revival of Malay aesthetics and 
culture, broadening into the navigation of cultural diversity and its politics into its 
present. Amongst its featured artworks, Joseph Tan’s Memories of Dungun No 1 
(1988) found its way into Tan’s Study, and artists such as Juhari Said, Yeoh Jin Leng, 
and Syed Ahmad Jamal are registered in both.  
 Within Tan’s I Want to Be A Contemporary Artist, however, it is the entity of 
the exhibition Rupa Malaysia that is reproduced as a site of aspiration — the scene of 
canonical styles, symbols, and subject matter that a “contemporary” artist is obliged 
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to observe and learn, with the exhibition as the measure of success at the end of this 
path. The remainder of the boxes mark the artist’s attempts to achieve this dream, 
even while wittily parodying the trials and clichés of a young artist going through the 
rites of art school: of navigating conflicting demands of aesthetic endeavour and 
marketability, flailing at goals that seem just out of reach, and juggling the multiple 
roles to be performed before artistic recognition is conferred. In the context of 
Bloom’s thesis, I Want to Be evinces the aspect of anxiety, and in two of Tan’s boxes 
the artist (who caricatures herself in these dioramas) appears surrounded and 
overwhelmed by a plethora of books and other artworks — the precursors of 
influence that the artist has to embrace, wrestle with and overcome. Assuming the 
baton from I Want to Be, Study illustrated the aspect of influence of Bloom’s equation 
that is assimilated and reproduced by Tan as the artwork in a manner similar to Ho’s 
4x4. In viewing the artwork, one could conceivably describe Study as an instance of 
tessera in that it performs the exhibitionary form of Lanskap Tempatan, updating and 
possibly even perpetually continuing its accumulation throughout the artist’s lifetime. 
But its true act of tessera is in its detail. 
 Critical to Piyadasa’s naturalised historical narrative is an oft-overlooked 
element, the exhibition, the corroborating accomplice of spatial organisation that 
creates the perception of time in physical passage. In the case of Study, while a 
similar sense of a narrative and lineage was already produced through sequencing the 
postcards chronologically, a couple of additional dexterous moves introduced the 
exhibitionary form into the artwork itself. The first was Tan’s use of the postcard as 
supporting structure for the miniature artwork reproductions. In composition this 
bears a striking similarity to Piyadasa’s own artworks in Lanskap Tempatan (of The 
Great Malaysian Landscape and Entry Points), where the canvas is enlisted as 
support for another artwork. Commensurably, in the incorporation of the reproduced 
artwork onto the postcard, Tan refashioned the rest of the postcard into a “wall” for 
the miniature artworks. In addition, in the presentation of Study in Tanah Ayer, Tan 
specified for the physical wall upon which the framed postcards were to be installed 
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to be painted a precise colour of maroon, thus separating the wall from the rest of the 
exhibition’s (Tanah Ayer’s) artworks, effectively co-opting the gallery structure into 
the artwork. In a cursory view, it may seem that Tan has simply replicated Piyadasa’s 
strategy of an artwork within an artwork. But it may also be said that Tan has, in fact, 
performed an extension of Piyadasa’s move. In The Great Malaysian Landscape and 
Entry Points, the artworks incorporated into Piyadasa’s canvas-wall are merely 
placeholders for the real paintings that are produced in their surrounding canvases as 
his critique of physical, historical, and conceptual frames. Conversely in Study, it is 
the replica artworks “hung” upon the postcards (upon the real wall) that are the main 
subject, but in its object-ness the postcard-wall does not fade into the background, 
and in this it introduces the performativity of the exhibition in reinstating its walls 
(suggested and actual) thus adding to Piyadasa’s physical, historical, and conceptual 
frames, the exhibitionary one. 
 The second act of tessera occurs in the marked absence of the original 
artworks’ titles on the postcards, although artist’s names are left intact, providing the 
barest indication of source. Given that these are artworks which have been considered 
significant at one point of time or another, as evinced in a prior exhibition or 
publication, they may be recognised quite easily based on their form and aesthetic, 
and certainly several are iconic artworks. But because these are artworks by artists 
that are well known, Tan’s deliberate pairing of the replica artworks with the existing 
descriptions found on these postcards produces an act of tessera, as these descriptions 
perform the role of the extended caption upon the postcard’s “wall,” in a further 
elaboration and explication of the reproduced artwork. Originally produced as 
historical and tourist postcards packaging the sights and heritage of Malaysia for 
commemoration, personal memory and circulation, these descriptions vary from the 
banal to the promotional. But, in conjunction with these “masterpieces,” a quirky and 




 In many of the postcards, the associated caption juxtaposes with the replica 
artwork in a rather straightforward manner, either as a related description or 
illustration. For example, the pairing of Seaside (1951) by Cheong Soo Pieng 
depicting Nanyang bliss, with the postcard caption “The beautiful Desaru Beach with 
its white sand and calm blue sea, Johore”; or Wong Hoy Cheong’s drawing In 
Between Masjid Kapitan Keling and Narcissus (2002), with “Captain Kling Mosque, 
Penang. Age old mosque at Pitt Street, Penang with its lifty (sic) minaret. All round is 
the shopping centre.” Some are a little more cryptic in their association, and one 
might presume express a private commentary for the artist. For instance, the pairing 
of “Kota Tinggi Waterfall in Johor is a popular retreat for picnickers on weekends and 
holidays” with Syed Ahmad Jamal’s Gunung Ledang (1978) that could be read as an 
association between the painting’s abstract forms and colour-play to that of a 
waterfall, or as a more incisive remark on the withdrawal into the metaphysical, if it 
is the second half of the caption that is emphasised. Still others hint of friendly 
jesting, as in the coupling of Jolly Koh’s sweeping and blending colour fields in Road 
to Subang, (1968), with “Sunrise in Penang. The sky shows a golden glow that is 
fascinating.”  
 It is, however, for the strong or prominent precursor that the most piquant 
postcard captions are reserved. Interjecting romantic colonialist Frank Swettenham’s 
Batu Serlin Pahang River (1885), the caption reads, “White sandy beaches and clear 
turquoise blue water attracted holiday-maker (sic) to this tropical island resort of 
Malaysia,” a reference to the fact of colonial desires. As for Redza Piyadasa’s The 
Great Malaysian Landscape (1972), the associated caption announces, “National 
Museum: A veritable treasure-house of dramatic exhibits from the past, with two 
huge murals on the front, depicting historical episodes and a selection of Malaysian 
crafts.” On first sight, the caption may be read as noting the amplified deconstruction 
of the clichéd peasant-buffalo-padi-field Malaysian representation within Piyadasa’s 
artwork. In a further reading, though, it could also be a commentary on the 
iconoclasm of Lanskap Tempatan of which this work was a part, as a scene produced 
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for the historicisation of a national art history as well as its promotion of nationalised 
‘treasures’. In the humour, critique and parody, that punctuates Study, despite its 
diminutive scale, the tessera that Tan produces is quite a feat, wrestling with an 
exhibition, an entire art historical canon, not to mention a strong precursor in 
Piyadasa. If Piyadasa had any qualms about the use of landscape to explicate the 
Malaysian art history, it would seem Tan has none, and instead confirms Piyadasa’s 
proposition through Study, with a little added humour. 
 The third revisionary ratio of Bloom’s map of misprision is kenosis, described 
as “a movement towards discontinuity with the precursor,” in an act that appears as 
“apparently emptying of (the artist’s) own afflatus,” but where, in turn, the precursor 
“is emptied out also” in a “liberating discontinuity.” Compared to clinamen and 
tessera, the need to put some distance between the self and the precursor dominates 
kenosis, attributed by Bloom to the avoidance of repetition or becoming “a copy or a 
replica,” a compulsion which Freud was to find so debilitating as to reduce it to “the 
death instinct by way of inertia, regression, (and) entropy.” Yet, some level of 
repetition — which Bloom rationalised via Søren Kierkegaard who described 
repetition and recollection as “the same movement, only in opposite directions,” the 
former, a relatively happier “recollection forwards” — naturally occurs in the process 
of the swerve, even in the case of kenosis, by sheer reference, as the precursor is 
simultaneously “both undone and dialectically affirmed” by the ephebic poet. 
Considered in the context of the iconoclastic act as a relativisation of the predecessor, 
Bloom’s analysis extends the basis of this act with the unconscious purpose of the 
later poet striving to avoid “becoming taboo in and to himself.” For Bloom, relative 
to the earlier ratios, kenosis is “a more ambivalent movement,” and he suggests that 
given its somewhat negative approach, it is more applicable to the poet than to the 
poem itself. Kenosis is thus a position or stance, rather than an operation, even 
though the position may manifest in a “discontinuous mode of emptying the precursor 
of his divinity, while appearing to empty himself of his own.” Nevertheless, between 
the two, in this act of undoing, the fall is greater for the precursor (Bloom [1973] 
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1997: 14–15, 80, 82–83, 87–91). As a stance of intention, kenosis is a more evasive 
feature to pin down within the historiographical artwork. However, because kenosis is 
a relation — a negating one — it is possible to find it within the historiographical 
artwork as demonstrated in the following three examples of this unreserved 
subversion.  
 Yap Sau Bin’s …who gave birth to The Great White One… (2002) is an 
artwork that thwarts reading even without its ellipses. Though, it is with its ellipses 
that the artwork declares its subject as a relationship to a precursor. Exhibited at the 
Young Contemporaries Art Awards in 2002, the artwork receiving the Juror’s Award. 
As an installation …who gave birth assembled three objects: a square white canvas, a 
white picture frame mounted on a mobile stand, and a continuous red fabric upon 
wall and floor that delineated a space for the canvas and the mobile frame before it. 
Two captions, appearing almost as mystifying as its title, accompanied the artwork: 
one, attached to the red backdrop closer to the canvas, reads, “Coated/coded/loaded 
canvas on which many meanings have f(r)ailed 2002 / after / Empty Canvas on which 
so many shadows have already fallen 1974”; the second, produced in embossed zinc 
plate and installed a little further off on the non-red section of the wall, bears a text 
questioning the production, interpretation, and conferring of aesthetic status upon the 
art object.   148
 From its components and its second caption, the artwork’s intention to 
deconstruct art and the aesthetic experience is clear, itemising the physical elements 
of the painterly medium, its frame and label, and even the space the artwork occupies, 
 The full text of this second caption (its lyric format reflected here) reads: Who 148
gave birth? / [local/regional/world/western] art discourse, / the institution, the agency, 
the site, the space, / the audience, the artist, the label, the frame, / the medium, the 
material, the real, / the experiential phenomenon, the mystical; / Who should be the 
producer of meanings? / Who, in fact should provide / has provided / meaning to the 
piece of object? / Who has conferred it as art? / If allowed of so many ‘whom’, whose 
meaning / would be chosen and whose at stake? / Can they all be recognised as equal 
Shadow / fallen under the same Sun? / What exactly is the Great white One? / The art, 
the canvas, the frame, the walls, / the paper where history of art is written on; / Of all 
the possible meanings of an object, / those who judge holds it ransom.
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as well as the more metaphysical aspects of art, such as its discourse and the usually 
unstated aspects of institution and agency. But as the title of the artwork …who gave 
birth suggests, these components also collectively point to a “great white one” which 
is referenced in the installation’s first caption. This “great white one” is the artwork 
Empty canvas on which so many shadows have already fallen. Empty Canvas was, 
however, part of an exhibition that had its components either dispersed or destroyed 
(till 2011 when it was recreated), and thus the artwork referenced in …who gave birth 
in 2002 existed only as a memory and within a few photographs. Yet, in Yap’s 
seemingly enigmatic staging, produced as inquiry and incorporating the “return” of 
this canvas, this reference was not entirely inscrutable given that the empty canvas it 
refers to was from a legendary exhibition created by Redza Piyadasa and Sulaiman 
Esa, Towards a Mystical Reality, an exhibition with a question: how could aesthetic 
practice confront physical reality? 
 Towards a Mystical Reality was presented at the Writers Corner of the Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pustaka in 1974, motivated, according to Piyadasa and Sulaiman, by the 
“desire to raise some questions regarding the direction of Malaysian art in the 1970s,” 
particularly regarding “the flirtation with modern art influences which seems to have 
manifested itself over the last fifty years” as “a cultural dilemma of sorts” with 
broader implications to the modern art scene in Asia (Piyadasa and Sulaiman 1974: 
4). According to the artists, the forerunner of Mystical Reality was Dokumentasi 72, 
presented at the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka two years earlier, in which both had also 
participated. Further tracing this influence, Sabapathy’s later account noted Mystical 
Reality’s reiteration of “ideas and positions originally published in The New Scene 
(1969) and cultivated over the ensuing five years,” with these aims, including the 
“examining (of) its foundational properties and pushing existing limits outwards,” 
becoming fully manifest in Mystical Reality (Sabapathy 2001: 52). By all accounts 
the broader historical context of Mystical Reality was the National Cultural Congress 
of 1971, convened by the government following the 13 May 1969 riots, and, 
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crucially, the debates circling the subject of national identity, which were regarded by 
the artists, according to Sulaiman, with vexation (Nur Hanim 2011: 265).  
 Accompanying Mystical Reality was a complex manifesto that both wrestled 
with and tried to extricate from the binary of Eastern and Western aesthetics, 
championing the former over the latter. Although, as noted of strong influences, such 
battle rarely dislodges nor expels the influence, and the assertion of an “oriental” 
predisposition remained the basis for the manifesto’s conclusion of the existence and 
necessary pursuit of “spiritual essence.” A full account of Mystical Reality may be 
found in Sabapathy’s overview of Piyadasa’s practice (2001), which included an 
acknowledgement of the manifesto’s philosophical “inconsistency,” though not as 
reason to ignore the re-examination of modernity or the importance of looking within 
Asia’s cultural traditions that the manifesto advocated (Sabapathy 2001: 55).  
 In a highlight of the elements germane to examining Yap’s subsequent 
artwork, it is noted that in producing Mystical Reality, Piyadasa and Sulaiman sought 
to get to the heart of aesthetic practice, discarding along the way what they deemed 
“illusionistic devices,” so as to present reality in its “actual space, actual time and 
actual light” and “actual gravity and movement”; or, in Sabapathy recount, to render 
object, space, and time “without the mediation of fabrication.” The inspiration for its 
‘mystical’ aspect was attributed to the Wayang Kulit, particularly the “role of the 
‘Dalang,’ or the manipulator, of this indigenous form of shadow puppetry,” which 
was read by the artists as not only “oriental,” but also as operating in a “mediumistic” 
fashion between audience and puppets. The metaphysical presence of the Dalang was 
interpreted as a “mystical” hand — or more specifically, consciousness — which 
aligned with the artists’ notion of art as a “mystical psychic experience that leads (the 
viewer) directly to life itself,” revealing its “spirit” or “essence,” its objects, and 
situations in an “oriental” consciousness, espoused and demonstrated through 
Mystical Reality. It was, all in all, a rather poetic line of reasoning for an equally 
poetic exposition. Mystical Reality’s artworks were thus of the mundane and the 
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banal, accompanied by equally unremarkable titles which paradoxically made them 
somewhat exceptional, even as they proved effective in resisting illusionistic 
interpretation through, according to Sabapathy, “(serving) to re-affirm the utility and 
material constitution of the selected objects, thereby denying their formal 
transformational prospects.” Amongst these objects were the following: Empty bird-
cage after release of bird at 2.46 p.m., on Monday 10th June 1974; Randomly 
collected sample of human hair collected from a barber shop in Petaling Jaya; and 
for our purposes here, Empty canvas on which so many shadows have already fallen 
which was simply, as it described, a blank canvas, shadows presumed as having 
fleetingly registered upon its surface. Incidentally, Empty canvas had a precedent in 
an earlier joint work by Piyadasa and Sulaiman the year before: An Outlined Area 
Occupied by the Shadow of the Poet Usman Awang at 4.05 p.m. on Saturday 8th 
December 1973, that did not make an appearance in the 1974 exhibition. (Piyadasa 
and Sulaiman 1974: 8, 11–12, 14, 21–22; Sabapathy 2001: 52, 53). 
 As a project, Mystical Reality was comprised as much of its objects (and its 
titles) as it was its manifesto: the former without the latter would have been a show of 
found objects; the latter without the former, a philosophical oration. In the context of 
an analysis of precursors and dominant influences, the responses to Mystical Reality 
attest to its significance. One of these was the apparently spontaneous and undeniably 
eventful act of interjection by poet and journalist Salleh Ben Joned, who, at the 
opening of the exhibition urinated on a copy of the manifesto. The incident was not 
reported in the media then, but a year later, according to Salleh, it was brought back 
into centre stage when Piyadasa in the course of a discussion in Dewan Sastera 
“challenged the perpetrator… of this sacrilegious act to explain ‘the rationale’ of that 
act.” Upon this, Salleh penned an open letter titled, ‘The Art of Pissing: An Open 





 Defending his act of membuang air (throwing away water, referring to 
urinating), Salleh’s letter explained the necessity of humour and of not taking oneself 
too seriously. Categorising his act as “fundamentally serious” yet “consistent with the 
spirit of Zen” which Piyadasa, Salleh noted, had invoked in the manifesto, Salleh also 
highlighted the use of the phrase, the “stink of Zen,” often found in its literature. On 
the basis of Zen’s notoriously unexpected and unmystical catalysts of insight, Salleh’s 
gesture — which he qualified as directed at the manifesto, the only un-found object in 
the exhibition — he contended, should have been met with the “laughter of 
enlightenment” (Salleh 1994: 19, 22–23). For all its appearances of affront, it could 
be said that Salleh’s purpose did not run contrary to that of the artists of Mystical 
Reality. After all, one could say that the artists themselves were “taking the piss” out 
of art, aesthetics, institutionalism and the canon. Responses to Salleh’s act may be 
found in Sabapathy’s catalogue on Piyadasa of 2001, as well as Sabapathy’s analysis 
of the public debate held during the exhibition in July 1974, in particular the 
arguments put forward by Siti Zainon and Piyadasa. While this debate is not the 
scope of this discussion, beyond noting that it circled the subjects of style — or more 
precisely the interpretation of style — and the value of the aesthetic, two concerns 
have relevance here. From the secondary notes (but then all notes are secondary), the 
crux appears to be a problem of mediation, the catch-22 of the resistance that goes so 
far that it cannot be articulated (or framed), or conversely, having been articulated, 
could be said to have not gone far enough. Despite Sabapathy’s empathetic and lucid 
explanation of Mystical Reality’s challenge to the nature of aesthetics, creative 
premises, and artistic scope (Sabapathy 2001: 68), Siti’s and Salleh’s criticisms stand. 
To Siti, the manifesto veered dangerously close to defining a correct or favoured 
aesthetic style, in spite of its dismissal of such stylistic frames, and the exhibition 
should have been able to withstand the test of Salleh’s act, which was, in its ordinary 
yet phenomenal essence, precisely what the manifesto professed (Sabapathy 2001: 
55; Salleh 1994: 26–27). In short, iconoclasm is tricky work, and this brings us back 
to the subject of kenosis. 
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 A modicum of the kenotic operation can be observed in Mystical Reality, 
baulking as it did at what it considered Western modernism — Malayan art’s 
historical precursor — to which it responded with an act of rejection. This 
discontinuity and disavowal was hinted at briefly in the manifesto in relation to the 
inspiration via the Dalang as representing “the self-effacing aspects of Oriental art,” a 
denial of ego familiar in Zen philosophy. For the artists, this self-effacement was a 
means to “play down individualistic considerations,” “emotional considerations,” and 
create “a conscious detachment,” that in the kenotic schema performs the undoing 
(Piyadasa and Sulaiman 1974: 11–12; Sabapathy 2001: 119). However, in the case of 
Mystical Reality, the vacuum that renouncement left was promptly filled by a 
spiritualised ordinary. After its exhibition, Mystical Reality’s mercurial objects were 
mostly destroyed or discarded as compelled by the temperament of the exhibition. 
For more than thirty years it remained a memory in texts and in a few photographs. 
That is, until its re-creation in 2011 for the retrospective exhibition of Sulaiman Esa, 
titled Raja’ah at Balai Seni Visual Negara. The objects were replicated, and an 
approximation of their display reproduced, including the casualness of their forms, 
though, this time with purpose and exactitude. For those who had not experienced the 
1974 exhibition, this simulation provided an opportunity to contemplate the 
momentousness of the project even if with some misgivings, as, contrary to the 
artists’ original intent, while the elements of the exhibition were present, the spirit, 
one could say, had left the scene, just like the inhabitant of Mystical Reality’s empty 
bird-cage. It is noteworthy that after the 1974 exhibition the only original object that 
remained was the bird-cage, currently part of the national collection. Recreated, 
Mystical Reality became the object, or more accurately the signifier of an event that 
had occurred, its new status evidenced in its relocation to the National Gallery as an 
installation. In his letter to Piyadasa, one of Salleh’s protests was that, despite the 
artists’ determination to produce an alternative to the ‘isms’ of modernity and distance 
themselves from non-Asian precursors, their attempts were nevertheless 
contextualised only because they were still influenced by notions of what constituted 
‘art’, and this framing was inevitably an appropriated one, or at least complicit with 
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institutionalised and established thought — in that, he remarked, “anti-art only works 
by reference to art” (Salleh 1994: 28). It is in the failure to slough off this one last veil 
that the intractable debate between Siti Zainon, Salleh Ben Joned, and the Mystical 




Figure 25. Yap Sau Bin …who gave birth to The Great White One… (2002) installation 
 In …who gave birth, the viewer is confronted with three objects and two 
captions. Formally, the installation reproduces Mystical Reality’s aesthetic 
proposition in its frill-free assemblage,  but in this instance it also reveals the 149
devices that produce the aesthetic illusion — the mediation of fabrication that 
sheathed Mystical Reality. As Salleh had pointed out, in spite of the philosophical 
exertions, the objects of Mystical Reality could only challenge the aesthetic subject 
by being inside an art exhibition, making use of the exhibition’s conceptual frame as 
signalled in the canvas, the captions assigned and the objects positioned in aesthetic 
display. In response, …who gave birth, produced for the national gallery’s exhibition 
embraced the site of the establishment in order to produce the contradiction by 
underscoring the act of aestheticisation. Thus, should any aesthetic interpretation of 
its otherwise indifferent objects emerge qua installation, it would have to be 
generated by the institution itself. It would seem a little odd to suggest that kenosis — 
 In a later interview, Piyadasa was to also describe Towards a Mystical Reality as 149
an installation (Piyadasa 2007: 16).
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or an attempt at such, as observed of Mystical Reality — can in fact produce another 
kenotic artwork, but with …who gave birth, this would appear to be the case, 
curiously enough in a kenosis via tessera.  
 Paradoxically enough, …who gave birth completed Mystical Reality by 
following through what the latter did not — to reveal the final frame of 
aestheticisation. Furthermore, …who gave birth was more kenotic than Mystical 
Reality as its self-abnegation was complete, and this is demonstrated in its relatively 
concise text to Mystical Reality’s manifesto, that queried: “Can they all be recognised 
as equal Shadow fallen under the same Sun?” The implication of this question is that 
Mystical Reality’s efforts to completely expunge its precursors did not make it an 
exception to a similar effacement. Effectively, at least in artwork, …who gave birth to 
The Great White One… emptied of all context and elaboration, focused its target on a 
single aspect, thus completing Mystical Reality’s primary goal of kenosis which the 
latter did not achieve. As Yap was to comment of Mystical Reality on its re-
presentation in 2011, at its core, Mystical Reality’s critique was about the power 
produced via a system of meaning, a system condensed in …who gave birth into a 
device of interaction in the form of a mobile frame with which even an object such as 
an empty canvas could not avoid but be contained. But the cognisance of the climax 
that Mystical Reality intimated, was not lacking, even if not entirely by intention. 
Perhaps aware that after its climacteric execution, Mystical Reality could not possibly 
occur again or continue, at least not in the same vein without undermining its 
purpose, its elements were disassembled and scattered, and necessarily too, according 
to Yap, and after the exhibition the artists “moved on to do other things” (Nur Hanim 
2011: 142). As Bloom had observed, kenosis is an end-game. However, given art’s 
aberrant nature, and because Mystical Reality’s incomplete kenosis ended up being 
completed by Yap, …who gave birth may be rehabilitated in a second ‘birth’ as a 
conceptual artwork while still continuing Mystical Reality’s line of inquiry. Though, 
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in its relation to conceptualism within the broader canon of Malaysian art, its 
subversion extends even to Mystical Reality’s influence.  150
 Continuing on the subject of conceptualism, a second instance of kenosis is 
found in an artwork drawn from an exhibition titled, The Fake Show, that made its 
reference one of Piyadasa’s artworks from his conceptual period. Presented at Reka 
Art Space, the exhibition was publicised as curated — rather than produced — by 
artist Vincent Leong. According to Sabapathy’s monograph on Piyadasa, it was 
during and after his time at the University of Hawaii pursuing his masters degree, in 
the latter half of the 1970s and after Mystical Reality, when the conceptual part of 
Piyadasa’s oeuvre began in earnest, though Sabapathy also noted that the seeds of this 
stylistic direction had been sown earlier. Initially a means to “mark difference from 
prevailing ideals,” over time, conceptualism became an end in itself for Piyadasa, 
though, primarily to “open up the domain of definition, making it hospitable for 
paradoxical, conflicting and provisional submissions” (Sabapathy 2001: 70, 73). An 
example of the fruits of this conceptual sojourn was the sculptural installation A 
Matter of Time (1977), that comprised of a found wooden chair set on a wooden 
platform, each ‘split’ into left and right halves through a contrast of white paint on 
one side. The chair, thusly divided, also had a gap in the middle of its seat produced 
in the removal of about a third of its width from its centre. The chair was positioned 
on the white segment of the platform, leaving a band of unpainted wood upon which 
a text was stencilled: “WHY DID THE CHINESE ARTISTS REFUSE TO HALT 
REALITY IN A SINGLE INSTANCE OF TIME?” The incomplete or split chair, a 
recurring sculptural motif for the artist during this period — another artwork of 
similar formal structure was  Bacon’s Chair (1976) — symbolised being “stuck in a 
kind of time-dimension.” According to Sabapathy, this concept followed and 
extended the ideas of capturing or presenting time and event observed in Mystical 
Reality. Chairs were, he continued, for Piyadasa “a means for staging situations 
 Incidentally too, …who gave birth to The Great White One… was absorbed into 150
the national collection in 2013.
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which demonstrate that perceptions of time and objects in art contexts are unstable 
and unpredictable.” This intent was further distinguished from that of Joseph 
Kosuth’s iconic One and Three Chairs (1965), in that, where presentation marked 
Kosuth's conceptual signification, Piyadasa’s presentation signified flux (Sabapathy 
2001: 74). In addition to its effect in the contrast rendered upon the chair and 
platform — as if existing in two planes of time simultaneously — this aspect of flux 
was also produced more subtly in a presentation of multiple shadows that extended 
from the chair onto the platform. The first shadow was painted on by the artist, and 
the second, produced by a single light source aimed at the chair, challenging and 
‘shadowing’ the first. As an experiment of objects and shadows, A Matter of Time 
emerged from other similar artworks, such those in the series Situational Piece, that 
were also intended to suggest an impermanence of state and to subvert initial 
perceptions. This intent surfaced as well in the aforementioned artwork from the same 
period titled Entry Points (1978) that asserted, contrary to art history’s rationalisation 
of aesthetic significance via periodic time, “ART WORKS NEVER EXIST IN TIME, 
THEY HAVE ‘ENTRY POINTS.’” The combination of the two artworks, A Matter of 
Time and Entry Points, were to become the stage for Leong’s kenotic exercise.   
Figure 26. Rizal P. Dasar Piss Take (2003) enamel potty, wood-grain sticker, and aerosol 
stencil on wood base, 70 cm x 73 cm x 33 cm, for The Fake Show curated by Vincent Leong 
 Presented within The Fake Show, the artwork by homonymic ‘artist’ Rizal P. 
Dasar titled Piss Take consisted of an old-fashioned metal urinal or potty acting as a 
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sitting structure that was split into two and installed upon a platform accompanied by 
a stencilled text which read: “THERE ARE NO ‘ENTRY POINTS’ IN ART ONLY 
‘EXIT POINTS’ IN THE ‘OBJECT’ IN A SINGLE INSTANCE OF TIME SPACE 
TO IDENTIFY THEM AS ‘SITUATIONAL CUES.’” With a shadow cast by the 
urinal pot duly painted on the platform, Piss Take’s play on A Matter of Time, Entry 
Points and arguably the intervention of effluvia at Mystical Reality’s exhibition, could 
not have be more apparent. Piss Take was, in part, intended as a homage to, or at least 
an acknowledgement of, Piyadasa as the ‘father of conceptual art’ in Malaysia, even 
as it may be conjectured that Leong had his reservations, as hinted at in the 
onomatopoeic title in an allusion to the condition of misunderstanding. Although, in 
the questing nature manifested in both Piss Take and …who gave birth, it is imagined 
that, as artworks responding to Piyadasa’s legacy, perhaps Piyadasa would have 
approved of these artworks in spirit, if not their content.  
 Beyond overt mimicry, Piss Take may also be read as a response to 
Piyadasa’s stencilled question — with similarly abstruse language — in a critique of 
Entry Points in the form of A Matter of Time through an amalgamation of the 
statement of Entry Points and the Situational Piece series. Going back to Piyadasa’s 
elucidation of Entry Points when it was exhibited in Lanskap Tempatan, Piyadasa 
described the artwork as an operation of a “historical transgression” that disrupted the 
“formalistic and stylistic progressions” of historical trajectory and canon (in 1978) in 
producing a new ‘entry point’ with its re-introduction of the 1958 painting by Chia 
Yu-Chian (Piyadasa 1981: 46). This proposition of there being only ‘entry points’ is 
challenged in Piss Take. Assuming the form of 1977’s A Matter of Time, Piss Take 
brought A Matter of Time forward into 2006 to show that Piss Take’s significance was 
due to its point of departure, the ‘exit point’ that was A Matter of Time, underscoring 
the fact that the historical trajectory could not be transgressed or erased quite so 
deftly. The point Piss Take makes is that any conceptual artwork in the Malaysian 
historical narrative (including itself) would have to reference its precursor in 
Piyadasa, even if Piyadasa, it would seem, saw himself as an unwitting conceptual 
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artist, given that there was “no other way of describing (Piyadasa’s) kind of 
preoccupation in those days” (Piyadasa 2007: 16). For Leong, it was the marked 
absence of any reference to Duchamp in Piyadasa’s practice — even as Piyadasa 
referenced Zen and Daoism via Alan Watts and D. T. Suzuki in Mystical Reality — 
that seemed incongruous, given it was precisely to the matter of context that Piyadasa 
was gesturing in Entry Points (Piyadasa and Sulaiman 1974: 14; Sabapathy 2001: 54–
55). That is, if one were to read the ‘Chinese’ artists mentioned by Piyadasa as 
referring to the Nanyang artists, it was in fact within such a contextualised reading 
that Piyadasa could create this other ‘entry point’ into a broader modernist narrative, 
however perplexing a narrative it may have been. As Leong was to note, another way 
of reading Mystical Reality was as a conceptual exhibition adapted to local materials. 
But what then could be performed in response that would contradict, displace and 
disrupt this crippling arrest? As observed in Mystical Reality and Entry Points, it is 
the kenosis, or at least its attempt. To this end Leong produced an ‘exit point’ from 
the historical retinue that included Piyadasa, using the shadow as the cue. Like the 
shadow of a poet, the shadows that pass over the canvas leaving no trace, that slips in 
and out of the frame, and that wavers even when the object is still, the shadow is that 
which is not the thing in itself. Or, in other words, the fake.  
 The Fake Show performed the kenosis in a self-abnegation of not quite being 
able to follow the precursor. Incidentally, or perhaps also necessarily so, The Fake 
Show was the first solo exhibition by Leong in Kuala Lumpur after his return from 
studies in London at Goldsmiths College, and was a means for him to address the 
problem of locating his practice within Malaysian art history. Two essays 
accompanied The Fake Show, one by Vincent Leong as curator, and one jointly 
written by art critic Carmen Nge and artist Wong Hoy Cheong. According to Leong, 
his curatorial thesis emerged from observations of copying, reproduction, piracy, 
counterfeit, sham, and hoaxes in everyday life that contradicted the ideal of 
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authenticity.  In addition to Piss Take by Rizal P. Dasar, the exhibition simulated 151
another artwork of an artist well-known in the Malaysian art scene: Inner Reflections 
#69 by Chua Li Khor reproduced Jolly Koh’s fluid and colourful aesthetic using the 
screensaver found in Apple computer’s operating system. Koh’s “colouristic 
commitments” have been acclaimed as demonstrating the abstract expressionist style 
that was prevalent and characteristic of the 1950s and 1960s, and indeed Koh’s Road 
to Subang (1968) found its way into Tan’s Study of Malaysia Modern Visual Arts in 
Landscape.  Other artworks in The Fake Show reproduced thematic clichés in art, 152
such as the sexualised female (Annie Wan’s Women represented by men), working the 
land (James Ho’s The Farmer of Fraiser’s Hill), and design rip-offs (T-shirts by 1,2 
Milk). Of all the artworks of The Fake Show, one, however, managed to momentarily 
exceed its simulated form, escaping into reality beyond the exhibition.  
 12.07.03 by The Anti-Corruption Avengers, of an allegedly impromptu video 
recording caught via mobile phone of the bribing of a traffic policeman, caused a 
public furore after it was uploaded onto YouTube post-exhibition. It caught the 
attention of a local newspaper and ran a brief circuit on news channels, till Leong 
clarified it was a fake and an artwork, to the dismay of those intent on finding 
evidence of official graft.  What the Anti-Corruption Avengers proved, however, 153
 “We live in a society abound with Fake and Fakeness. We hear, read, see and 151
experience each day some manifestation of this Fakeness: fake money, ICs, passports 
and working permits; datuk-ships, millionaires and politicians; reality and game 
shows which tread on the boundary of real and fiction; mass-reproduction from 
photocopy to pirated consumer goods; fake information, relationships, social graces. 
It has consumed our existence and has increased our mistrust and cynicism of the 
world around us, especially since September 11… While we are living in this diluted 
society of hyper-reality and are aware of it, we nevertheless desire the ideal and 
authentic knowing very well that they are unreachable. How far removed are we from 
the authentic and ideal? Why is the ‘authentic’ still valued more than the ‘copy’ or the 
‘fake’? Can the ‘copy’ become the ‘original’? How does it affect us? Does it matter 
anyway?” (Leong 2006).
 Road to Subang was also exhibited at the Lanskap Tempatan exhibition curated by 152
Piyadasa, and there he cited it as an example of how Koh derived his abstract and 
“emotive” compositions from local landscape, evocatively capturing the atmosphere 
via “subtle colour harmonies” (Piyadasa 1981:43; see also Safrizal 2012).
 Articles: ‘Caught in the Act?’, Malay Mail, 12 Jan 2007, and ‘Graft Clip Under 153
Probe, Police lodge report’, Malay Mail, 16 Jan 2007.
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was that the fake could become real, or at least real enough. As Nge and Wong were 
to comment of the exhibition — coquettishly, as it was probably intended — “[f]ake 
is the new original.”  This remark underscores the potential extent of the 154
appropriation’s subversion, taking over the authentic voice and demonstrating 
through Leong’s inherently serious but superficially facetious approach, that in the 
kenotic fall, it is the precursor who falls hardest. Even as the kenotic act would 
appear to be most effective when directed at specific artworks — Piss Take and Inner 
Reflections #69 — The Fake Show was not simply a kenosis alone. As hinted at by 
Leong in his essay, The Fake Show was also a conceptual project, as the condition of 
inauthenticity, according to him, “(needed) a conceptual framework.” Employing the 
exhibition to structure this conceptual exercise, The Fake Show recalled Piyadasa’s 
Lanskap Tempatan, though having less historiographical baggage in the exhibition 
also being his artwork. Yet, in deliberately stating the assumption of a curatorial 
position, Leong could thus navigate the kenotic critique as an ‘outsider,’ playing the 
role of a mere interlocutor observing and studying, presenting the false front to 
expose an artifice. 
Figure 27. Loo Zihan Cane (2012) performance, photo by Samantha Tio 
 “Faking has become part of how we do business. Faking an identity and style you 154
desire is expedient and acceptable social behaviour. Faking is inseparable from who 
we are as global citizens of a virtual world, where faking is part of the process of 
becoming real. Fake is the new original. Fake is the new real” (Nge and Wong 2006).
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 In the earlier discussion on testimony, Loo Zihan’s re-enactment of Josef 
Ng’s performance was discussed as a re-entry point qua performance that produced, 
through its contemporary witnessing, a re-reading of the generally abbreviated 
representation of the historic signpost of censure that was Brother Cane. In his re-
enactment, Loo was upfront in this desire to commemorate the performance (Loo 
2012a: 4; Loo 2012b: 44). The one-night-only re-enactment at The Substation in 
February 2012, as it was in his first re-performance in Chicago, was scripted to its 
last gesture. The re-presentation of this re-enactment entailed the submission of its 
script to the Media Development Authority for licensing, for which it received an R18 
rating for nudity. This approval, effectively the prescriptive aftermath of Brother 
Cane, absorbed into Cane,  was read in a few ways, with the most revealing 155
perhaps the public review in the local newspaper, given that the performance was 
limited to an audience of 70 at The Substation.  
 Noting that the performance conformed to post-Brother Cane regulations, the 
newspaper review was titled ‘Cane bound by red tape.’ In it, Cane was paradoxically 
and unironically proffered as proof of a progressive and more liberal-minded 
authority, and yet read as lacking the verve of the original performance: “if Ng’s 
Brother Cane was aggressive activism, Loo’s is a dance with the authorities that 
highlights the boundaries of censorship: How much have things changed since 
1993?” (Chia 2012). This question would, however, appear rhetorical: after all if 
Cane had been produced as an act of defiance — for example, if the part where Ng 
smoked and stubbed his cigarette out on himself had been performed by Loo inside 
The Substation theatre venue — it could have been disallowed all together, which 
would mean there would have been nothing to comment on. Perhaps that was the 
point. The review, however, surfaced the paradox presented in Undercover, where, in 
 “Cane will be entirely scripted, in line with the Media Development Authority’s 155
requirement that all scripts for performances will have to be submitted for vetting and 
licensing. We submitted our script on 15 December 2011 and we received our license 
to perform on 10 February 2012. This is acknowledged as part of the performance. 
Audience members will receive a copy of the script when they enter the performance 
space and I will be adhering to the script faithfully” (Loo 2012b: 29).
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the authorities approval of the performance, the historical impression of intolerance 
via censorship appears overturned, yet in the submission for approval, tolerance is 
still granted at the pleasure of power. Furthermore, assuming such tolerance is 
granted by the the state, given its subject, would the fact that Cane was “allowed” 
tacitly mean that the criminalisation that Ng had responded to in his original 
performance, is now in fact “safe”? 
 Nevertheless, it was in its adjustments and adaptations that Cane made its 
mark as a kenotic act. The first was in the way time was a constant feature and 
consideration, kept in Loo’s performances with the assistance of a timer that rang to 
alert him when a portion of Ng’s documented performance had to be completed. This 
constraint within which Loo had to confine his re-enactment contrasted with the 
prodigious documentation and accounts that extended the re-performance, resulting in 
Cane becoming a ninety-minute feature (Loo 2012b: 33). These contextualising 
elements were classified into six segments: excerpts from Singaporean Media,  the 156
textual trial affidavit by Ray Langenbach, two re-enactments by Loo (the video 
recording of the performance in Chicago, and the ‘live’ one presented on this 
occasion), Langenbach’s video documentation of Ng’s performance, and a post-show 
dialogue.  
 Of its digressions, not all were intended, such as Loo’s earlier inaccurate 
performance of Josef’s lines of previous mention,  which in Loo’s rigorous sense of 157
authenticity, was considered unconscionable. Though, these digressions could not 
entirely be held against Loo, as it was really Langenbach’s transcript Loo had 
 Twelve media reports were cited: two from The New Paper (3 and 5 January 156
1994), eight from The Straits Times (22 January, 8 and 23 February, two in 11 March, 
16 March, 7 July and two in 13 November 1994. The articles varied from reporting 
the performance, commentary, to public discussion on the nature of performance art.
 The two lines that differed were: “they have said that a clean shave is a form of 157
silent protest,” performed by Loo in Chicago as, “I heard that clipping hair could be a 
form of silent protest”; and “maybe, a silent protest is not enough,” performed in 
Chicago as, “sometimes silent protest is not enough.” Loo was quick to correct and 
incorporate these divergences in the second re-enactment after watching 
Langenbach’s footage (Loo 2012b: 5).
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followed, and as for Langenbach, he too could be excused from being too accurate 
given the strain of an uncertain trial. After his discovery of his inexactitude, Loo 
shared that Langenbach had referred him to Bloom’s proposition of misprision, where 
“in the act of misreading, these works are renewed and regenerated,” after all, as 
Bloom remarked, “great writing is always at work strongly (or weakly) misreading 
previous writing” (Loo 2012b: 6; Bloom [1973] 1997: xix). Such a misreading, even 
if unpremeditated, was to surface, albeit indirectly, in Loo’s response to the stir within 
the arts community prior to the performance of Cane. Posting for public reading on 
Facebook, Loo acknowledged that his re-enactment was an interpretation, posited the 
State as the “third co-creator,” and clarified his wish to seek the impossible answer to 
“the question … (of) whether ‘re-enactment’ was a viable mode of creation for an art 
form that prides itself conventionally in spontaneity and the ‘live’ presence” (Loo 
2012b: 8, 27–30). Loo’s musings while particularly fraught for performance art (and 
evidently for the community), may be extended to re-enactments at large, and perhaps 
the more pertinent question is whether there is a difference between an artist who re-
enacts, and an institution that re-enacts — for example the re-enactment of Towards a 
Mystical Reality in Raja’ah at Balai Seni Visual Negara. Within current discussion, it 
would seem that, relatively speaking, the artist in re-enactment differs in having 
certain latitude for misprision, ascribed or expected. 
 Returning to intended detours, Loo, it would appear, was in fact already 
repositioning and refining the performance vis-á-vis its ‘brother,’ consistently re-
titling his performances of re-enactment. In Cane and Performing Josef — It’s Not 
Safe (Loo’s re-enactment of Ng’s Don’t Go Swimming, It’s Not Safe at Rooted In The 
Ephemeral (R.I.T.E.S) in 2011), Loo’s consciousness of being a vehicle for the re-
performance of Josef Ng was meant to set him in critical relation to Ng, even though 
it may also be said that Loo’s investment could not but be personal, given the visceral 
nature of Ng’s performances which necessitated fervency to even consider 
undertaking. In this, perhaps Loo had misread his detractors prior to the performance 
at The Substation. The issue was not merely about performance art or re-enactment, it 
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was the re-enactment of Brother Cane, the horizon of the performance art narrative. 
Representing at once the protest, the entrapped, the maligned, the banned, the 
misremembered and the romanticised, this was at the crux of both the reaction of the 
community and also of his desire to re-enact, not merely the commemoration.  
 By the time of the performance at The Substation, and given the scrutiny it 
was subjected to, it was quite clear that this was Loo’s performance, not Ng’s. This 
distinction surfaces in a dreamlike manner, late in the chain of re-enactments and re-
presentations, tucked away at the end of Loo’s ‘For Word’ to the catalogue of 
Archiving Cane, a durational performance, and installation of performance remains 
and documentation presented in December 2012 at The Substation. Loo, in what 
appears a moment of reflexive disquiet, describes his attempts at precision as 
“disguised by proxies of mechanical reproduction — my mediated projections, my 
camera phone, my photocopied texts,” and thus, as finally inauthentic. In this most 
suggestive of texts within Archiving Cane, he appears to be speaking directly to Josef 
Ng as he writes, “you and I may not see eye to eye, but we must acknowledge each 
other,” which may be read as the recognition of his own historical consciousness: that 
in order to perform, he would first have to perform the act of kenosis.   158
 Loo’s public struggle with his precursor was undoubtedly a valiant attempt, 
its final stroke and most deliberate digression occurring when Loo turned back to face 
his audience after performing the act of pubic clipping as Ng had, only to reveal in 
Loo’s case an unexpectedly shaven crotch, its rather literal execution the rebuttal to 
the exposure that Ng did not perform. Scheduled at the end of Cane was a 
conversation between Loo and Josef Ng, a confrontation with the precursor which did 
not occur as planned. Loo had invited Ng to participate. However, Ng chose not to 
take the stage, sending in his stead a proxy in Thai artist, Michael Shaowanasai, who 
appeared as the personification of ‘Brother Cane.’ Perhaps Ng’s absence was 
 The possible allusion to Ng in this section begins, “I see myself standing in the 158
middle of the space. I am staring at you — you behind the kino-eye, you who are 
hidden across the veil of time…” (Loo 2012b: 8).
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necessary, as he had already exited the scene and Brother Cane’s history had rather 
taken on a life of its own. Ng’s absence confirmed that it was this narrative that 
needed to be addressed, not the inadvertent precursor, and in a way this had already 
been acknowledged by Loo, having performed the artwork since the beginning via a 
script. 
 While marked in its extreme radicalness relative to the other revisionary 
ratios — undoing the self and precursor alike — the kenotic act creates the most 
latitude for the successor poet or artist. Although, in turn, it also requires the greatest 
personal involvement in its address of the precursor. As Mystical Reality proved, after 
the act there is no room for continuation or extension: the challenge, having been met, 
is also dispelled. The following discussion looks at three other ratios similarly 
performed upon antecedent artworks that variously seek to amplify, sublimate, and re-
contextualise, thus absorbing rather than swerving, extending or emptying out the 
precursor’s act, as observed of the ratios of clinamen, tessera and kenosis. Unlike the 
earlier three ratios these, however, are not produced as acts of misprision. Rather, 
their historiographical operation may be interpreted as forms of misprision. To a large 
extent, this is due to the artwork’s greater focus on the aesthetic transformation than 
specifically on the precursor, and in this sense there is less of a visible struggle, 
though, the struggle is by no means absent. 
 From the 1980s, after his conceptual artworks, Piyadasa became increasingly 
engaged in the politics of identity and race. Sabapathy attributed this shift of interest 
to the public debates on the nature of the Malaysian identity of the time: 
constitutional changes officially distinguishing between Bumiputras and Non-
Bumiputras as the legacy of the May 13, 1969 incident and the Cultural Congress that 
followed. In particular, Piyadasa was concerned by how this distinction, as applied by 
Malay chauvinists, transformed one from being Malaysian to becoming pendatang 
asing (foreign migrants) and bangsa asing (foreign races). Or, in Sabapathy’s reading, 
the issue of the “authentic, the indigenous and the pure” in contrast to “the secondary, 
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the foreign and the alien, and the hybrid.”(Sabapathy 2001: 92; Piyadasa 2007: 22–
23). Recollecting Anurendra Jegadeva’s series, Finding Graceland which sought in a 
similar manner to locate Anurendra and his family in the Malaysian landscape, it 
would seem that the contemporary atmosphere continues to be charged with the same 
politics. 
 For all that has been written about Piyadasa, not a lot of ink has been spilt 
over the story of his life. According to Sapabathy, Piyadasa was in many ways a 
private person, mentioning little of his family or their migration to Malaysia, but 
perhaps something of his past, or at least his thoughts on his past, may be gleaned 
from Piyadasa’s series on the subject of identity. The first artwork cited by Sapabathy 
that was to develop into a continuing series on this matter was Bentuk Malaysia 
(1980). Translated as the shape or form of Malaysia, it presented a reproduction of 
pop singer Sharifah Aini, of Arab descent, above the stencilled title of the artwork. 
After this artwork, figures became increasingly prominent in Piyadasa’s practice and 
the stencilled texts receded. Whereas Betuk Malaysia raised the subject of identity in 
an abstract manner, another artwork from this early period that may be said to speak 
to Piyadasa’s concerns more directly was Bentuk Malaysia Tulen (1980). Translated 
as the pure Malaysian form, Bentuk Malaysia Tulen saw Piyadasa using his own 
figure to underscore his enquiry into the singular and homogenous Malaysian 
identity, and the purity of the constitutional classification which he took as a personal 
affront having considered himself Malaysian through and through. Produced above 
the image of his figure posed at attention was a text in Jawi script, signalling local 
Islamic art revivalism, which read in Malay: “Apakah ini satu bentuk Malaysia yang 
tulen?” Or is this a pure Malaysian art form? (Piyadasa 2007: 24–25).  
 This issue of the purity of the Malaysian identity was expanded into full body 
of artworks involving portraits over twenty-five years (1980–2005), and collectively 
shown under the title Malaysian Series at Galeri Petronas in 2007. The exhibition 
included early compositions such as Penang Mamak-Malay Family (1982) and Indo-
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Eurasian Family (1984) which focused on syncretic identities; Baba Family (1982), 
that continued in iterations with different colour palettes and detail, referencing the 
Straits Chinese who had settled in Malaysia prior to European colonisation; Kapitan 
Cina (1990) also in a few versions; Sinhalese Family (1990); and the consolidation of 
multiple portraits in Malaysian Story No. 1 and 2 (1999). It was Piyadasa’s intent to 
manifest through featuring these different communities, albeit in a somewhat 
nostalgic and picturesque way, elements of social history that “reaffirmed the multi-




Figure 28. Yee I-Lann Malaysiana: Kerana Mu (2002) (detail) C-type print, 165 cm x 114 cm 
 On the heels of Piyadasa’s series, Yee I-Lann’s Malaysiana (2002) took up 
the mantle of appraising the constitution of the Malaysian identity by portrait. In its 
grid-like composition, Yee’s series would appear to echo the compartmentalised 
figures in Piyadasa’s, both having been produced using found portrait photographs, 
but beyond this feature the two diverge. Employing the prevalence and popularity of 
studio portraits of an earlier period — Piyadasa through his earlier mobilisation of 
period photography, and Yee’s appropriation of the Melaka-based Pakard Photo 
Studio’s archive of negatives between 1977 and 1982 — the sense of nostalgia in 
both series is palpable. However, where Piyadasa felt it necessary to introduce into 
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the originally black-and-white or sepia photographic images an “atmospheric” charge 
via vibrant colours to suggest a “unique cultural ethos” and “heighten the essences” 
of the communities portrayed, thus also intensifying the inherent representational 
nature of portraiture (Piyadasa 2007: 35; Sabapathy 2001: 95), in Yee’s the opposite 
occurred.  
 Within Yee’s Malaysiana such cultural cues were read as a problematic 
politics of appearances, in that the portraits already “illustrated how politicised our 
personal space (had) become” (Huzir 2010: 89). Instead, with its sizeable number of 
portraits — of a hundred within each frame — Malaysiana provided for a 
comparative cross-cultural examination that the Malaysian Series did not. Within 
Malaysiana, portraits were categorised by event and representation, rather than by 
ethnicity: hari jadi (birthday), tempat duduk (colloquialism for ‘home’ or where one 
lives), member-member (colloquialism for ‘friends’ or ‘gang’), menuju-kejayaan 
(‘Aim for success,’ used in slogans, and UMNO’s 31st August Merdeka Day slogan 
under Mahathir Mohamad), bersatu padu (‘Strength in Unity,’ also from such in 
slogans), kerana mu (‘Because of you,’ referencing the official Merdeka Day slogan 
2000–2006: ‘Keranamu Malaysia’), and rakan muda (translated as ‘young friends,’ 
the name of a programme that the Ministry of Youth and Sports Malaysia launched in 
1994) (Valentine Willie Fine Art 2010: 154). Through this alternative schematic, Yee 
produced a different matrix of affinities, inasmuch as it was an embedding of political 
critique in a manner similarly observed in the aforementioned Malaysia Day 
Commemorative Plates.  
 The memorial aspect of the portraits in the two series is evident but, as 
Anurendra was to note, in rejecting the ethnic classification that has come to be 
expected in the presentation of inclusivity, Malaysiana spoke to “something deeper 
about the Malaysian psyche,” beyond individual “clues to their subjects’ race and 
class” (Anurendra 2012: 134), thus amplifying without overture a commons that the 
Malaysian Series sought. As Yee was to further point out, what this horizontal 
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categorisation revealed was, contrary to popular depiction, a high number of racially 
mixed marriages, and consequently a reality that did not need political spin. Thus 
where Malaysian Series intensified difference to present heterogeneity, Malaysiana 
presented a different matrix to consolidate the Malaysian identity, suggesting that 
Piyadasa had perhaps not expanded the notion of Malaysian identity sufficiently.  
 Of course a justification of Malaysian Series can be made, in that Piyadasa’s 
approach was quite different, even if its inference in the end was the same. As 
Sabapathy was to elaborate, by pairing the singularity of these community 
representations from the period photographs with the mechanical reproductive 
technique of silk-screen, the Malaysian Series was primarily directed at 
representational critique through “(devaluing) the image as a uniquely created 
aesthetic entity and (diminishing) its aura,” while simultaneously presenting the 
figure and image as a “stubborn, insistent, unyielding sense” (Sabapathy 2001: 93). 
However, since both Malaysiana and the later Malaysian Series artworks, such as 
Malaysian Story, were produced around the same time, comparison cannot entirely be 
avoided, and within Bloom’s schematic, this conjunction presents an inadvertent 
daemonisation. Inasmuch as Malaysisan Series rendered a vital commentary on 
Malaysian identity, not being as formidable an antecedent artwork as Mystical Reality 
or other artworks by Piyadasa, the daemonisation is not extreme, its premise of a 
problematic politics of identity already agreeable even if not necessarily the artists’ 
approaches in execution. Nevertheless, Yee’s Malaysiana assumed and expanded the 
heart of the matter that Piyadasa had brought to critical light, and exceeded it through 
“a principle larger than” produced in its antecedent (Bloom [1973] 1997: 106), thus 
qualifying Malaysiana as an act of daemonisation that effectively moderated the 
Malaysian Series without diminishing the politics of its subject. 
 In spite of their different approaches to mapping the politics of ethnic-
distinction, both Malaysian Series and Malaysiana harboured a certain optimism in 
positing a foreseeable convergence in either a shared heterogeneity or experience 
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that, like the aspirations of the early Malayan nationalists and the Nanyang artists, 
required an act of sublimation. Such a moment of sublimation in Bloom’s ratios of 
poetic succession occurs in askesis, of a moment of confrontation that ends up 
delimiting both precursor and successor in a standoff where neither quite gets the 
benefit of the other. Characterised as an “asceticism of spirit,” such a “match-to-the-
death with the dead” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 122) via askesis may be said to have been 
attempted by Ming Wong in Four Malay Stories, its godhead in the singer, director, 
and composer P. Ramlee. The Penang-born son of an Aceh immigrant heralded what 
is considered the “Golden Age” of Malay cinema in the 1950s and 1960s, a prolific 
period that went into decline in the 1970s with the separation of Malaysia and 
Singapore (Kahn 2006: xxii, 126–127; McKay 2010: 68). Ramlee’s career straddled 
both sides of this border, set on the path to filmic success when he was recruited by 
Shaw Brothers (then based in Singapore) in 1948, and continuing his prodigious 
production in Malaysia from 1964 till his passing.  Feted by all races alike, Ramlee 159
was the “national Malayan celebrity,” possessing a skill to charm that even politicians 
would envy (Frost and Balasingamchow 2009: 343). 
  
 As did Leong, Ming Wong had just returned to the region in 2005, after 
spending a few years in London upon finishing his studies at the Slade School of Art. 
Anticipating assimilating his practice back into Singapore’s local context, he 
collaborated with artist Khairuddin Hori in a two-person exhibition at the Esplanade 
Tunnel as part of the Pesta Raya Malay Cultural Festival, with both responding to 
Ramlee’s legacy. Four Malay Stories was filmed while Wong was in London just 
before returning, and it may be conjectured that its reproduction of iconic scenes from 
Ramlee’s films was a means for Wong’s reorientation towards the region. Through 
conversation soliciting feedback from those around him, Wong selected a number of 
 The multi-ethnic form of production is noted by Kahn: “In the 1950s the typical 159
pattern was for films to be produced by Chinese capital (Shaw Brothers), directed by 
Indians, with Malay-ised versions of Indian and Chinese plots, and acted by Malays 
speaking in Malay. This formula proved commercially successful, and it was into this 
structure that Ramlee himself was slotted” (Kahn 2006: 126–128).
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excerpts from Ramlee’s films that were particularly memorable having become 
absorbed into commonplace cultural and social reference. These excerpts were from 
four films: Doktor Rushdi (1971), Ibu Mertua Ku (1962), Labu dan Labi (1962) and 
Semerah Padi (1956).  
 In re-rendering these excerpts for Four Malay Stories, Wong, playing all of 
the 16 characters featured, performed using the films’ original Malay scripts. English 
subtitles were then added to supplement Wong’s performance. Translated by Gene 
Sha Rudyn, these subtitles were, however, deliberately transcribed literally rather 
than semantically, resulting in the occasional awkward juxtaposition. The scenes that 
unfolded revolved around the subjects of lust, adultery, and murder that represented 
the main narratives of these films. These were the affair of Dr Rushdi’s sexually 
frustrated wife due to his constant absence that led to a tragic chain of events turning 
Dr Rushdi into a murderer; the unfortunate scheming of a mother-in-law intervening 
in her daughter’s marriage that spiralled from disinheritance to faked death, divorce, 
and the deceived ex-husband choosing to blind himself in Ibu Mertua Ku; a fantasy 
sequence where two household staff, Labu and Labi, play-act as a lawyer and a 
doctor to impress their employer’s daughter; and a tale of social rupture through 
sexual desire and adultery within a community, resolved through religious adherence 
and attention to moral consequences in Semerah Padi. 
Figure 29. Ming Wong Four Malay Stories (2005) four channel video installation,  




 Four Malay Stories reproduced the melodrama of Ramlee’s original films, 
amplified through the excerpt and in the synchronous playback of these excerpts for 
the audience. For Wong, however, these histrionics of ultimatums and overwrought 
declarations — exemplified in the avowal of Dr Rushdi’s wife, “Kalau You lupakan I, 
matilah I, frustlah I,” subtitled as “If you neglect me, I’ll die, I’ll be frustrated” — 
besides dramatising the theatrics of their plots, revealed the cultural specificities of 
not just linguistic translation, but also emotional translation, as even comprehending 
sentiment in facial expression and action required an act of code-switching. In its 
overt re-performance of Ramlee’s films in successive rehearsals of line and gesture, 
and the fact that Wong does not speak Malay, Four Malay Stories would appear to 
present a study of translation. Referencing Wong’s appropriation and repetitive 
exercise, Russell Storer explicated the artwork as an attempt at reclamation of Wong’s 
own “heritage” in acknowledgement of both Singapore’s national language and the 
nation’s multi-ethnic composition (Storer 2010: 58). Such a reading certainly 
contextualises much of the interpretative field afforded by Four Malay Stories, and 
without doubt the artwork, in its appropriation of not only the filmic history of 
Malaya but also these iconic scenes from Ramlee’s oeuvre, is complicit in this 
interpretation. However, given that the artwork presented the learning of, instead of 
already being Malay or embodying Malay-ness, it is the differences of mastery across 
recording takes and the discomfiture of delivery pervading the scenes that become 
conspicuously compelling. Signalled in the imperfect prop, and the visibly-contrived 
costume and make-up, the suggestion of artifice within Four Malay Stories points to 
the impossibility of perfection or coherence in the assumption of this or any identity. 
The necessity of uncoupling Four Malay Stories from the reading of nationalism or 
patriotism, or at least complicating such a reading, becomes apparent in view of a 
similar disconnection-by-inexpert-rendition in Wong’s later artwork Angst Essen / Eat 
Fear (2008), based on Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s Ali: Fear Eats the Soul (1974), 
that sees Wong grappling with the German language. In the performance of falling 
short, Wong confronts the contestation beyond the moral underlying Ramlee’s films, 
thus locating Four Malay Stories as not merely a dilettante resurrection of Ramlee, 
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nor a subconscious cultural absorption via mimicry, but a circumscription of Ramlee 
in askesis, as much as, by virtue of askesis, it is also of Wong himself. 
 As Kahn was to note in his study of the modern Malay World, the idea of 
Kampung Melayu (or Malay settlement) — as it was envisioned, for example, by 
Kesatuan Melayu Singapura (KMS) — was productive of a nationalistic idealisation 
of Bangsa Melayu (Malay Race-Nation). In its conception, Bangsa Melayu was 
defined more by attachment and culture than blood or lineage, and for a time Bangsa 
Melayu corresponded to Kebangsaan Melayu (Malay nationality) even after the war 
when it was embraced politically by groups such as Partai Kebangsaan Melayu 
Malaya (Malay Nationalist Party of Malaya or PKMM). However, over the course of 
time, an increasing polarisation of the two occurred, in no small part due to Mahathir 
Mohamad and other ‘conservative’ Malay nationalists, first in consolidation and then 
to rationalise ultra-nationalism, epitomised by the former’s publication of The Malay 
Dilemma in 1970. Despite Ramlee’s popularity across ethnic groups during his time, 
Kahn located Ramlee’s political orientation as closer to a conservative nationalism, 
“characterised by an increasingly communalistic Malay ethnic-cum-racial 
exclusivism.” To this he was to cite Semerah Padi as example, in that its portrayal of 
the “exemplary kampung” and the “(site) of republican virtue,” performed the 
“modern nation as kampung-writ-large,” where religious and conservative law 
protected and restored the integrity of the community. (Kahn 2006: 7–9; 112–113, 
117–120, 128). Yet, because this idealisation of the kampung was championed as a 
bulwark against modernity’s detrimental effects — in contrast with Mahathir’s later 
denigration of the kampung as disadvantageous to the progress of the Malays, a group 
he defined through indigeneity — these films had broad appeal, their specificity of 
race notwithstanding. 
 For all the orthodoxy of Ramlee’s films, Wong’s Four Malay Stories revealed 
a conservatism of the present, the ironic result of Ramlee’s unreserved elaboration of 
the ills of modern life. In Wong’s re-enactment of a scene in Doktor Rushdi, a brief 
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segment appears to be ‘censored,’ where the doctor’s wife is seen speaking, but her 
voice is muted, a faithful reproduction of the contemporary DVD’s content on 
Wong’s part. In the lead-up to this scene, the doctor’s wife is seen complaining, “I 
sakit hati. Sakit asmara. Sakit kerana frust” (I have heart sickness. Love sickness. 
Sickness due to frustration), and Wong presumed that in the censored segment, she 
continues to elaborate explicitly on the subject of sex or the lack of it as, following 
this, the doctor is seen and heard telling her to lower her voice so as not to be 
overheard. In performing the redacting of Ramlee’s film, Four Malay Stories then 
gestures to the increased circumscription of the Malay identity in the present, both in 
what is considered socially acceptable, and its idealisation of Ramlee as a sanctified 
icon for popular viewing.   
 While moral conservatism may circumscribe the content of Ramlee’s films, 
the critical confrontation performed by Four Malay Stories is its challenge to the 
racial stereotype in which conservatism is culpable. Wong’s decision to play all the 
characters (the first time he was to do so in his art practice, and an approach he 
continued to use in numerous subsequent artworks), was partly logistical while 
filming in London, but due also to the fact that Ramlee’s melodramatic characters 
were essentialist portrayals. In any case, this decision did not run contrary to 
Ramlee’s practice since he was known to take on roles within his films, for example, 
playing the fallible Aduka who, cuckolding his best friend, received redemption 
through public chastisement in Semerah Padi. Ramlee’s tendency towards the 
stereotypical in his characterisation of Malays is often considered acceptable in its 
conservative idealism, but this does not eliminate its capitalisation on race. By 
playing all his characters, Wong avoided type-casting others within the re-enacted 
scenes, and furthermore, through his multifarious performances could amplify the 
stereotype in an awkward caricature that arguably a more authentic figure could not. 
Whereas the Malaysian identity is made complex by its diversity within Piyadasa’s 
Malaysian Series, and further presented as corrupted by politics in Yee’s Malaysiana, 
Wong’s Four Malay Stories goes to the heart of the matter as theorised by Paul Gilroy 
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— that the culturalisation of race relative to its biological or genomic construction, is 
“no less vicious or brutal for those on the receiving end of the cruelties and terrors 
they promote” (Gilroy [2000] 2001: 34).  
 Gilroy’s point in arguing for a more cosmopolitan examination of race — 
albeit, in his own admission, a utopic proposal — was that raciology had “saturated 
the discourses in which it circulates.” While Gilroy’s reading pivoted on colonial 
history via precursors such as Franz Fanon, noting as well the influence of Hegel’s 
‘colonialist’ anthropological politicisation of time, it is imagined he would no doubt 
approve of Four Malay Stories’ central positioning of race as a “dynamic” of 
historical and — given Ramlee’s reputation — commercial and thus economic 
analysis (Gilroy [2000] 2001: 12, 34, 56, 64, 139–141). In Four Malay Stories, race 
as culture is caricatured, assumed, learnt, assimilated and circulated problematically 
within slips, overacting, and misinterpretation, in an unending quest that critically 
denies it the refuge of invisibility within the dramatic plot, and thus Four Malay 
Stories performs a circumscription via accentuation of both Ramlee’s portrayal as 
well as Wong’s rendition.  
 The circumscription of Four Malay Stories’ own representation is its critique 
of the limit of its authenticity: Wong’s assumed non-Malayness, or in other words, his 
Chinese-ness. Here, Kuan-Hsing Chen’s critiques of Yang Changzen’s “Gazing at 
Low Latitudes: Taiwan and the ‘Southeast Asia Movement,’” and Yang Bo’s 
“Mysterious Chinese,” present interesting parallel reading. The first, a problematic 
attempt at the discursive naturalisation of Southeast Chinese orientation towards East 
Asia; and the second, related to the first but moving in the other direction, the reading 
of “cultural China” into the Nanyang (or Southeast) Chinese. The combination of the 
two produces a subjective distinction within Chinese-ness which the ‘Southeastern 
Chinese,’ such as Wong, is assumed to partake, but that is simultaneously effaced. 
That is to say, both marginalised for not being from or within the mainland, and 
“often asked to be Chinese” (Chen 2010: 30–32, 38–41).  
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 As “a historically fluctuating, imagined community,” albeit a dominant one, 
Chen’s proposal of a re-examination of the notion of Chinese has merit, both in 
distinguishing Han chauvinism from the assumptive category of ‘Chinese’ (Huárén) 
that refers to a historio-political category, and in evaluating the “fluidity” of the 
concept of being Chinese across race (zhǒngzú), ethnicity (zúqún), and nationality 
(mínzú) (Chen 2010: 259–260). In Wong’s Four Malay Stories, the audience is 
tantalised by the question of Wong’s position within the ethnic range, a location that 
is dependent on the extent of satire assumed of his portrayal of already caricatured 
figures and the inference of how Wong’s inherent Chinese-ness might interfere with 
his attempt to assume Malay-ness. Or, in Duara’s description, the legacy of the 
“separate and related” representations of political community from imperial China: as 
ascriptive and as cultural (Duara 1995: 60). As Chinese-ness and Malay-ness 
mercurially appear and disappear in Four Malay Stories, it is both ethnic identities 
that become interrupted.  
 Besides Four Malay Stories and Angst Essen / Eat Fear, Wong’s 
interrogation of the subject of race also appears in Life of Imitation (2009), an 
artwork based on Imitation of Life by Douglas Sirk (1959) about inter-racial 
interaction and identity, and Wong’s oeuvre over this period may be read as a 
rejoinder to Gilroy’s call to engage with the “specific qualities of raciological 
discourses, the solidarities and modes of belonging that they promote, and the forms 
of kinship they both construct and project.” Gilroy did not presume to prescribe a 
solution to addressing, if not eliminating, race beyond an examination of the 
historical production of race and the assignment of its value. However, within his 
proposals for a ‘racelessness’ was an appropriation of Richard Wright’s concept of 
“negative loyalty” which Gilroy then applied to modernity (Gilroy [2000] 2001: 253–
254, 276–277).  
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 The original context of Wright’s “negative loyalty” was a blistering lecture in 
which he posited European expansion in the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries 
(which he termed, “European aggression”) as fuelled by a “neuroticism” of an 
“emotionally impoverished colonial.” For Wright, “negative loyalty” thus referred to 
the dissonant condition of dishonest emulation and irony on the part of those 
subjected to “the magnitude, the intensity, and the depth of distortion” of colonial 
racial profiling and supremacy that resulted in a performed, rather than felt, 
allegiance. Incidentally, Wright also associated the effects of negative loyalty with the 
ideological appeal of Marxism and Communism in Asia and Africa at that time, as a 
convenient equalising platform of “(lowering) the social and racial barriers,” and 
declared European colonialists culpable for the militant Communism that ensued.  160
Gilroy’s employment of the concept is, however, a more optimistic take on “negative 
loyalty,” proposing a constructive use of the adverse sentiment, and suggesting a 
radicalisation rather than refutation or simple confrontation of theories and critiques 
of modernity (Gilroy [2000] 2001: 284; Wright [1957] 1964: 16–17). It is this sense 
of negative loyalty that may be applied to Ramlee as well via Wong’s Four Malay 
Stories. That is, not as a rejection of the historical and political contexts that produced 
both Ramlee’s films and their popularity, but a “negative loyalty” to the cinematic 
and analytical lacunae, so as to underscore the necessity of its further study rather 
than an indifferent reception, or, more detrimentally, the charmed one.  
 It goes without saying that Four Malay Stories as an operation of askesis is 
not the only interpretation possible of the artwork. But within this interpretation, 
Wong may be seen as having acknowledged the filmic precursor on return to the 
region and performed a committed confrontation of Ramlee in circumscribing the 
doyen in a problematics of race. Simultaneously, Wong performed the “self-
 Wright described European desire to seek “an Arcadia, a Land’s End, a Shangri-160
la,” outside of Europe as a debauchery of “quick gratification of greed, revealed in 
the cheap superiority of racial domination, (that) slaked (the) sensual thirst in illicit 
sexuality, draining off the dammed-up libido that European morality had condemned” 
(Wright [1957] 1964: 1, 3, 4, 9, 16, 17, 20).
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curtailment” of askesis in an identification via a re-enactment that absorbed him into 
the fold of the local, if not by translation or linguistic inculcation, then by the posture 
of challenge in askesis. However, in this reading, because the object of criticism is 
not Ramlee per se but the subject of race, Four Malay Stories is not kenotic, and 
Wong continued with this line of examination in subsequent artworks. At this point it 
might be felt that the theory of influence is reaching its analytical limit, though not 
unproductively for an expanded interpretation, and with this the discussion also 
arrives at the final ratio at the end of Bloom’s schema: apophrades, or “the return of 
the dead.” In this return of both the precursor and the ephebe in a “(subversion of) the 
immortality” of the precursor (Bloom [1973] 1997: 15–16, 151), the example 
examined is Ahmad Fuad Osman’s Recollections of Long Lost Memories (2007–
2008), an artwork which was awarded the Juror’s Choice Award at the Asia Pacific 
Breweries Foundation Signature Art Prize in 2008.  
Figure 30. Ahmad Fuad Osman Recollections of Long Lost Memories (2007–2008)  
digital print on photographic paper, 71 pieces, dimensions variable; (detail) 31 August 1957 
 Recollections of Long Lost Memories comprised seven oil paintings, and a 
71-image photo edition of historic photographs appropriated by the artist. The idea 
for this artwork arose in 2005, triggered by the artist finding himself having to field 
questions about Malaysian history — to which he did not have all the answers — 
while on residency in Korea. Initially considering producing this conundrum in an 
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exploration of Malaysian history while assuming the role of a tourist with all its 
implications of the detachment of an outsider, the final form of the artwork took 
shape in 2007, Malaysia’s 50th anniversary of its independence, when Fuad visited an 
exhibition on photography at Galeri Petronas, titled Photojournalism and the Imaging 
of Modern Malaysia, 1957–2007. What caught the artist’s eye at the exhibition was 
an image of the first Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, cautiously crossing a 
single-plank bridge with an umbrella in hand. The original photograph, taken by Lim 
Yaw Chong in 1959, is a close shot simply captioned, “Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra 
Al-Haj,” with little in its background to contextualise this enigmatic balancing act of 
traversal. Contemplating the perplexity experienced by a contemporary person in the 
encounter with this photograph, Fuad imagined that if he could transport this person 
from the present into the historic scene, its context would start to make sense by 
virtue of being in its midst. Expanding this idea into a broader historical excursion, 
Fuad appropriated a variety of photographic images from a few sources: Road to 
Nationhood: Malaysia, The Formative Years 1941–1966 (2007), Malaysia: A 
Pictorial History, 1400–2004 (2004), and the exhibition catalogue from the 
aforementioned exhibition. Selected with no particular theme or narrative beyond 
being interesting enough for further investigation, given the contexts of their source 
compilations, Fuad’s picks, spanning 1860 to 2003, nevertheless encompassed key 
moments of the nation’s past.  
 The artist’s anthology included celebratory images from the colonial period 
of Rajas, Chiefs, Sultans, military manoeuvres and inspections, Malaya’s 
independence in 1957, Malaysia Day celebrations, and even the official launch of 
Malaysia’s own series of cars, Proton Saga. Other images depicted decisive historical 
moments such as the Japanese Army cycling into Malaya through Kota Bharu and 
taking over Kuala Lumpur, the protests against the Malayan Union, images from the 
Emergency designating the communist-free ‘White Areas’, and scenes during 
Konfrontasi and the signing of the peace agreement that ended it. Illustrating events 
of significance in the development of nation were images recalling the riot in Penang 
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in 1867 by alleged Chinese secret societies, an anti-communist rally in Selangor in 
the late 1950s, and the deserted streets in Kuala Lumpur under curfew during the 
May 1969 violence. A few photographs represented historical signposts for the artist 
from Kedah — the artist’s home state — such as the Baling Talks, greeted with a 
banner in Chinese that read, “All peoples of Malaya wish the talks will be a complete 
success,” views from the talks that were held in the artist’s former school building, 
and the Memali incident where a village was caught in the cross-fire of a battle 
between political parties resulting in citizen casualties. Besides capturing the 
momentous in occasion, scenes of streets, junctions, and architecture characterising 
the Malaysian landscape, such as the urbanisation of Malaysia by the Federal Land 
Development Authority (FELDA) in the resettlement of Malay communities were 
also incorporated, and the series of images concluded with Mahathir Mohamad’s 
surprise announcement of his retirement in 2002.  
 A good portion of the events featured within these appropriated photographs 
have had earlier mention and thus do not require further elaboration. But even in the 
case of the unfamiliar moment and scene, Recollections was premised on the 
contemporary gaze as mediated by its time-travelling contemporary figure. This 
figure was differentiated within the image by appearing in colour relative to the 
photojournalistic greyscale of the rest of the image, whilst also appearing as if 
captured at these historic junctures within the original camera’s view. In order to 
blend this contemporary figure more seamlessly into these scenes, Fuad chose a 
person whose identity could be fluidly read, appearing neither particularly Chinese, 
Malay nor foreign. This criteria was met in the figure of an independent film-maker 
named Hakim. Within these photographs, Hakim is observed innocuously standing, 
sitting, lying down, playing a guitar, cycling, engrossed in a magazine, peering into a 
car, joining in the actions of those around him, and even accidentally being caught 
within the picture frame while tying his shoelaces. In other occasions, he is an active 
participant in the event, cheering in the background at the countdown to Malaya’s 
independence, tossing a bottle as the Japanese Army invades Kuala Lumpur, leading 
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the charge in a rally, lighting the cigarette of a figure within the photograph, and even 
offering a drink to the Malayan Communist Party’s entourage as they leave the Baling 
Talks. In still others, his presence is a little incongruous, observed using technology 
or objects not of the photograph’s time, such as video-documenting a historic moment 
with a digital camera, attending the Baling Talks armed with an Apple computer 
laptop, or with other objects bearing contemporary insignia and style.  
 Meticulously captured and edited into the historical images in scale, shadow, 
and interaction with other subjects, Hakim’s presence is artfully integrated into the 
historical moments and in active engagement of his photographed surroundings. In a 
few instances, inserting Hakim’s figure meant taking out an existing character from 
the photograph. Though for most part, Hakim assumed an unoccupied spot within the 
historical image, even taking the opportunity to slip into the chair vacated by Tunku 
Abdul Rahman while the latter delivered his speech at the ceremony of Malaya’s 
independence. Excepting for the contrast of colour and the occasional curious action 
or accessory, Hakim could be considered part of the historic moment in Recollections. 
However, in its seamless insertion, his presence also significantly introduces a 
counter or secondary perspective to the historical narrative, supplementing it in 
observation, participation, or even the interference that disrupts the gravity of the 
moment. The result of this is that the act of viewing these circumspectly altered 
images becomes a hunt for Hakim, to locate him and thus observe again the historical 
moment afresh. Although Hakim’s serendipitous presence often appears casual, and 
in some cases verges on the flippant, almost as if a ‘photobomb’ in contemporary 
parlance, this casualness of presence points to the spontaneity of the historical 
moment that is captured. For, even as these are moments carefully collated and 
preserved in the present as evidence of the narrative of nation, the truth of this 
narrative is that it is in the spontaneous, the unanticipated and the accidental that a 
moment in history becomes destiny. 
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 Amongst the artists and artworks examined through Bloom’s schematic, 
Fuad’s incorporates the greatest expanse of historical time. Unlike the earlier 
artworks where the precursor was an individual, in Recollections a more nebulous 
history precedes the ephebe, and thus the historiographical operation of apophrades 
may not seem immediately apparent. For Recollections, the historical edifice which 
the ephebe is confronted with is formidable, overwhelming and even paralysing in the 
Kantian sense of the sublime. Face to face with its magnitude and complexity, the 
ephebe disappears into nothingness, save for the presence of a single point which 
anchors or provides a measure of scale, such as the figure of Hakim, who brings the 
historical edifice into perspective. In consciously reproducing the site and the struggle 
of historical anxiety, Recollections thus presents the ratio of apophrades. Furthermore, 
exhibited without original captions, the timeframes and contexts of these images are 
suspended, allowing Recollections to return these historical moments to the present 
not for the purpose of changing or transforming the historical passage and flow, but to 
view these moments with a detachment that comes from already knowing the 
outcome of these events. Within Bloom’s analysis of apophrades, this may be said to 
be the fulfilment of the precursor’s prophecy within the poet’s “own unmistakeable 
idiom” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 152). Nevertheless, in taking advantage of the truth of 
the ambiguity of the photographic image in capturing reality with all its complex and 
accidental detail, with its successful introduction of Hakim, Recollections hints at the 
possible subversion of the narrative’s inevitability — however apparently impossible 
historically — even if simply in the knowledge of presence of the artist’s hand. 
 The possible application of Bloom’s system to historiographical artworks 
suggests that the creative misprision is productive in expressing the relation between 
the artwork and its historical precursor. In contrast to the section Witness where the 
subject of the historiographical artwork was often the historical narrative, the 
historiographical artworks explicated with Bloom’s ratios tend to take art history and 
artists — even from different fields, such as P. Ramlee for Ming Wong, and Munsyi 
Abdullah for Zulkifli Yusoff — as subject. The exception here is Fuad, but even then 
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his appropriation of historical capture challenges the aesthetic mediation of frame, if 
not the treatment of his subject matter. Given the versatility of these ratios, it is 
conjectured that the relations they elaborate may also be applied to the historical 
narrative in general in an extension of White’s Metahistory. 
 Within this chapter, the historiographical artwork has been developed as a 
“poetic” operation of deviation per Bloom’s scheme. Whereas in Bloom’s analysis it 
is psychic repression that rears its head, within the historiographical artwork, having 
determined its mark, the act may be said to be more iconoclastic, its confrontation 
visible, and produced in a simultaneous idealisation and relativisation, drawing both 
the precursor and its ephebe in a tight embrace. Extending further the nature of this 
act via White, the aesthetic operation appropriates the historical — both art and non-
art — in an ironic and corrupting act, “negating on the figurative level what is 
positively affirmed in the literal level” (White 1973: 34). But perhaps even in poetic 
catachresis, the question of the historiographical artwork is still not entirely answered 
beyond “(clearing) imaginative space” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 5). It is then suggested 
that perhaps something else fundamental to the historiographical aesthetic exists, its  
indication observed from Bloom’s appropriation of Lucretius’ singular seminal work.  
 The first-century Roman philosopher, Titus Lucretius Carus, is known for his 
theory on atomism, De rerum natura (On the Nature of Things), based on the 
philosophy of Epicurus. Considered by some as a “primitive, unsystematic, eccentric 
and intuitive” theory, it may of course be asked what place this “ancient doctrine of 
atoms combining as they fall through the void” (Serres [1977] 2000:vii–ix) might 
have for modern science, much less culture, or, for that matter, history? One could 
certainly imagine that the ancient philosopher, who allegedly wrote De rerum natura 
in between bouts of insanity brought about by a love potion before he committed 
suicide, being of a rather philosophical mind, as was his precursor Epicurus 
(Critchley [2008] 2009: 40–41), would have found the resurrection of his theory in 
Bloom’s analysis of poetry to be a fitting swerve. In fact, in appropriation and 
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extension, Lucretius’ concept of clinamen was to propagate across a variety of 
discourses: in translating the sudden inclination of the atom as it falls into the concept 
of the will as “the last secret of the decision of the subject”; as the deviation implicit 
in Kantian “free play”; an argument for the randomness of natural selection; a cry for 
freedom itself; or even the refutation of this assumed freedom beyond the conceptual 
realm (Serres [1977] 2000: 3; Greenblatt 2011: 19; Bloom [1973] 1997: 44; de 
Beauvoir [1948] 2011: 8–9, 23–25).  
 As for the unearthing of the epic poem that was De rerum natura — 7,400 
lines in hexameters over 6 untitled books — Greenblatt traced its re-discovery to a 
15th-century apostolic secretary, Poggio Bracciolini, who, Greenblatt was convinced, 
could not have been unaware of its exceptional nature or how “dangerously radical” it 
was in its atheistic bent. Though, in melding the philosophical and the poetic the 
theory could be considered to be almost transcendental. Attesting to the praise heaped 
upon De rerum natura by Cicero — “rich in brilliant genius, yet highly artistic” — 
just as clinamen would set off ripples of change in a void, the impact of Lucretius’ 
theory spread across disciplines and discourses, its effect captured by the poet, 
saying, “Suave mari magno… turbantibus aequors ventis,” or, “how sweet it is when 
on the open sea… the winds are troubling the waters” (Greenblatt 2011: 69, 72; 
Serres [1977] 2000: 7).  
 In the distraction of the utility of the swerve in fleshing out the poetic 
operation of the historiographical artwork, it is easy to overlook, as Serres points out, 
the fact that, given its original subject of atomism, the central quality of clinamen is 
its subtlety. Citing Lucretius — “Paulum, tantum quod momen mutatum dicere 
possis: atoms, in free fall in space, deviate from their straight trajectory ‘a little, just 
so much that you can call it a change of movement,’” and “nec plus quam minimum, 
‘no more than the minimum’” — Serres noted that it is in this slightness of movement 
in the “infinitely small” of physical indivisibles that the “genesis of things” occurs 
(Serres [1977] 2000: 4, 11). In relation to the artwork, what this suggests is that the 
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examination of the swerve returns then at the end to whence it began — the 
historiographical artwork in its genesis  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IV.  RETURN 
Looking back, beginning with the currency of the history of Malaya — in both senses 
of relevance for the present, and in the manifestation of the symbol of exchange in 
Green Zeng’s artwork — the subject of the historiographical artwork has appeared to 
be of histories variously neglected, suppressed, suspended, and left behind (often too, 
left histories). The aim of this examination has been to construct ways of organising 
and understanding these artworks, collectively and in relation to one another, as 
opposed to viewing them as sporadic and individual instances. Approaching these 
artworks, three elements were identified as fundamental to the historiographical 
artwork: nation, land, and representation. Yet, the absorption and manifestation of 
these elements was found to be mercurial: equivocal in originary accounting (Green 
Zeng’s Malayan Exchange (Study of a Note of the Future), and Ho Tzu Nyen’s 
Utama: Every Name in History is I); unfixed in its geographic chart (Hayati Mokhtar 
and Dain Iskandar Said’s Near Intervisible Lines, and Zai Kuning’s Segantang Lada, 
not to mention the attribution of the Nanyang); and uneasy in reference to aesthetic 
discourse and its histories (The Artists Village’s The Bali Project, and Ho Tzu Nyen’s 
2 Seas, 3 Chairs and 4 Suits). The question thus, was what these artworks then did, if 
they did not reflect history?  
 To examine the nature of the historiographical aesthetic, two trajectories  
have been employed to organise the discussion, broadly corresponding to aesthetic 
production geared towards history or to art history. The first, elaborating on the 
concept of the witness and witnessing, presented a variety of responses to the 
historical event and narrative: supplementation by material evidence and 
memorialisation (Amanda Heng’s I Remember…, Yee I-Lann’s Malaysia Day 
Commemorative Plates, and Koh Nguang How’s Errata: Page 71, Plate 47. Image 
Caption. Change Year: 1950 to 1959; Reported September 2004); convergence of 
narratives in representational composition (Anurendra Jegadeva’s Finding 
Graceland); where the act of witnessing produces affects upon the body and its 
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memory leading to further acts in catharsis, dissonance, resistance, and desire for 
justice (Amanda Heng’s In Memory Of…, Nadiah Bamadhaj’s enamlima sekarang, 
Jason Wee’s 1987, Wong Hoy Cheong’s Lalang, and Seelan Palay’s Walking the 
Streets, Haunting Ghosts and ISA Detainee Vincent Cheng); and the possibility of 
transforming the act of witnessing to interpret the past in a different light, in a 
deterritorialisation or an unmooring of the past, even to the point of leading the 
testament of history astray (Ray Langenbach’s I Want To Be German Too, Loo 
Zihan’s Cane, and Chong Kim Chiew’s Map of Correction and Debris and Text).  
 The second trajectory under the concept of the profane, gathered artworks 
that respond largely to art history in its method of charting the transformative 
developments of aesthetics. Discussed in this segment was the historiographical 
approach marked by subversion in aestheticisation (Zai Kuning’s Working Space); the 
production of lineage in a confrontation of prescription (Ho Tzu Nyen’s 4x4: 
Episodes of Singapore Art, and Cheo Chai Hiang’s 5 x 5ft (Singapore River) and 
Celebrating Little Thoughts); and through an array of approaches of 
“misreading” (Zulkifli Yusoff’s Malay Sketches — Amok di Pasir Salak II and 
Pelayaran Munsyi Abdullah, Tan Nan See’s Study of Malaysia Modern Visual Arts in 
Landscape, Yap Sau Bin’s …who gave birth to The Great White One…, Vincent 
Leong’s The Fake Show, Loo Zihan’s Cane, Yee I-Lann’s Malaysiana, Ming Wong’s 
Four Malay Stories, and Ahmad Fuad Osman’s Recollections of Long Lost 
Memories).  
 The simple thesis would be that these artworks are attempts at some form of 
revisioning — even if weak in form, as discussed in relation to iconoclasm and 
subversion from within — in a struggle for a cultural and national past. However, a 
second parallel struggle has also been observed, that of a contestation of the theories 
of history. In the conventional evaluation of the historical narrative as an expanded 
chronicle, the veracity of its content and manner of record might suffice to determine 
the negotiation made between impartiality and circumspection as advocated by 
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Burckhardt, and emplotment as per White’s schematic for particular desired 
explanatory affect. But where the historiographical artwork is concerned — and this 
is the reason that revisionism is inadequate for its explication — it is not merely the 
content of the historical narrative that is being contested or enlarged, but also the 
historiographic operation.  
 Unlike the revisionist narrative, the historiographical artwork’s challenge is 
not intended entirely or only as a historical narrative, regardless of the extent that the 
artist appears to have assumed the historian’s position of shouldering, in Nietzsche’s 
terms, the burden of the “indigestible stones” of history that weigh down the modern 
man (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 78). Rather, the historiographical artwork 
addresses, in addition to the historical narrative, the subjects of power, efficacy, 
dominance, and subterfuge as suggested in the theories of history. This address is 
achieved, in part, by the fact that it is performed through art; in that, art’s quest is 
illumination in both the literal sense, such as in Le Mayeur’s quest for Mediterranean 
sunlight, and the material sense, as Hegel noted of painting, where art renders both 
the appearance of light as well as darkness. Thus, that which is revealed in the 
historiographical artwork is both the historical narrative and the underpinnings of its 
historiography (Ubbens and Huizing 1995: 19; Hegel [c.1835] 1975: 809).  
  As noted in the earlier sections, catachresis, ambiguity, re-enactment, 
misdirection, re-territorialisation, and irreverence are some of the ways the artwork 
addresses the inner workings of historiography. In such an address, the 
historiographical artwork goes to the heart of the contest of theories of history that set 
apart Hegel, Burckhardt, White, and Nietzsche. For Ankersmit, this contestation, in 
presenting a “monologue intérieur” of historiographic experimentation, is evidence of 
history’s, or historiography’s, community. The inevitability of such contest is also 
Ankersmit’s defence of White’s Metahistory, in reading its critique of history’s 
narrativity not as a rejection of history, but as an attempt to grapple with the historical 
reality that is at the core of history: the attempt “to define our relationship to our past” 
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(Ankersmit 1998: 191–193). Thus, the final direction to which this enquiry turns is a 
philosophical one, in observing the nature of the historiographical artwork and its 
confrontation of historiography, while exploring, in its course, the subject of the 
political as intrinsic to the historiographical act. 
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14.  Linchpin of land 
The philosophical positions of the historiographic theorists recurring in this 
discussion — Hegel, Burckhardt, Nietzsche, and White — are distinguished through 
their response to a common concern that may be summarised, in an extension of 
Rancière, as: the promise of history. For Hegel, history runs true, and is produced in a 
relative developmental chronology that becomes a Universal History. Though at times 
“intermitted,” such history nevertheless produces an “expansion” of the Spirit’s 
potential.  As for Burckhardt, in an attempt to limit “historical principles” as 161
counterpoint to Hegel, history is depicted as a capricious beast, necessitating a 
measure of corralling for knowledge to be attained. Employing the relations of state, 
religion, and culture in tracking the spirit of man, Burckhardt concludes by shying 
away from transposing patterns upon history, and is less positive and certain, noting 
an absence of moral and intellectual progression as evinced by history, or else, that 
such progress is in “perpetual transition and combination.” All the same he upheld 
philosophy as a domain which, having its “only equipment (as) truth,” would be more 
likely to resolve “the great riddle of life” than history, even while such insight was to 
be found “in and through history,” arguably in a nod to Hegel (Burckhardt [1906] 
1943: 73, 115, 178, 204, 218–219). Nietzsche’s position goes even further in its 
disillusionment with history’s benevolence, viewing history — or more specifically 
the abstractions of history — as “hostile and dangerous to life,” mostly “paralysing 
and depressing” for one who is a “latecomer to the ages,” though necessary “for the 
sake of life and action.” Compared to the rest, Nietzsche may be said to have 
 Hegel of course runs into problems (in contemporary evaluation) when he 161
develops this history beyond chronology and into geographic territory moving from 
East to West, even if driven by philosophical objectives of human attainment of 
consciousness, freedom and rationality; as well as when he posits a developmental 
political trajectory from despotism, through democracy and aristocracy, to monarchy. 
Within this geographical chronology, and merely for curiosity here, the Chinese, 
according to Hegel, are rather “of a vindictive nature,” and the Indian characterised as 
“dreamy,” lost in divine and sensuous reveries. For a complementary read, see Duara, 
who, addressing this, also draws a suggestive parallel between Hegel’s formulation 
and contemporary occupational and cultural niches (Hegel [1900] 2001:70–72, 121–
122, 147, 158, 476–477; Duara 1995: 232).
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advocated rather than substantiated his view of being unhistorical and suprahistorical, 
or of basically being “cured forever of taking history too seriously,” through a 
complete embrace of praxis (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 59, 64–65, 83, 104). 
Finally, in attempting to recover history’s promise of illumination as a human 
endeavour, White justified historiography’s purpose and its measure through the 
historians he examined in detail, absorbing into his historiography through 
classification the likes of Hegel, Michelet, Ranke, Tocqueville, Burckhardt, Marx, 
Nietzsche, and Croce.  
 From this comparative perspective it may then be suggested that it is the 
idealisation of history that marks the point of contention between theories of history; 
though, as Devan Nair was to remark in his foreword to Francis Seow’s To Catch A 
Tartar, “history bears abundant witness that idealists generally come to grief” (Devan 
Nair 1994: xi). Certainly idealisation pervades the historical narratives of 
modernisation and nation in Singapore and Malaysia, and in idealisation these 
narratives perform a role similar to the ‘neotraditional’ in stylistic analysis, described 
by Clark, as the reinvention and reinterpretation of the context from which legitimacy 
is drawn. But as Clark was to also note of the neotraditional, because the “hegemony 
[of the neotraditional] was above all a political one,” the contestation of its legitimacy 
comes as no surprise (Clark 1998: 73–75, 240, 243), and the historiographical 
artwork may be said to be a case in point. However, as recalled from the discussion 
on iconoclasm, idealisation is also key to the historiographical act, and given its 
contest of the legitimacy of the hegemonic historical narrative, the idealisation of the 
historiographical artwork, following the method of the neotraditional to establish 
another legitimacy, is rooted in locality and its particulars. 
 Within cultural studies, a historiographical strategy of undoing and renewing 
legitimacy is found in Chen Kuan-Hsing’s proposition of “Asia as method,” produced 
through a “regional integration” of knowledge and experience in a recuperation of 
Asia-centric theory and analysis. In Chen’s approach of re-centering, Asia becomes 
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the site of mutual reference, referred to not in its geographical circumscription, but as 
“an imaginary anchoring point.” Significantly, he argued that such reference can 
occur even without explicit denotation. Given that knowledge production itself is 
complicit, Chen deemed as necessary intellectual work, a deimperialisation that 
would “transform these problematic conditions, transcend the structural limitations, 
and uncover alternative possibilities” (Chen 2010: 3, 211, 212). Asia as Method thus 
essentially proposed a historiographical project. The application of Chen’s theory to 
the practice of art became the focus of a discussion between Chen and Rasheed 
Araeen (artist, writer, and founder of Third Text and Third Text Asia). Araeen, in 
noting that the “main struggle of art (in Asia) today [has been]… the struggle against 
this (referring to Western cultural) history,” proposed in the stead of ‘Asia as method,’ 
Art as Method. In Chen’s response, he countered that art (in its current form of 
aesthetic) too had its origins in a European connotation via art history (Araeen and 
Chen 2014: 39–41, 45–46; Chen 2010: 211). Chen’s rebuff was somewhat accurate 
(recalling Clark’s comments on the history of cultural syncretism), however, it may 
be said that the historiographical artwork, unlike other aesthetic content, is produced 
precisely in such consciousness. As for ‘Asia’ or ‘Art’ as method, an artwork that 
arguably tests Chen’s and Araeen’s proposition of the site or situation that 
reconstitutes or reconfigures, and which also reveals the difficulty of such an 
approach in its not being realised, is Zai Kuning’s I Will Send You to a Better Place, 
grounded unironically by a tree. 
 Beleaguered as the idealist may be in Devan Nair’s view, with a measure of 
optimism Zai Kuning was to cite Kuo Pao Kun within the catalogue for the absent 
artwork, I Will Send You to a Better Place, as having stated that: “a worthy failure is 
more valuable than a mediocre success.” This artwork was proposed for the 
Singapore Biennale in 2011, and, on invitation, Zai put forward his intention to 
reclaim The Substation’s Garden as his artwork. According to Zai, his idea was to 
“change the ‘setting’ of the Garden (to make it) close to what it (was) before,” a space 
for artists, art community, and public to convene. Since its refurbishment in 1990 to 
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become ‘A Home For The Arts’, the garden of The Substation — the first art centre 
under the Arts Housing Scheme — had been the scene of music events, 
performances, and experimental festivals, with free expression as its maxim, largely 
unconstrained by the politics, economics, and market trends beyond its walled utopia. 
In 2005, the Timbre Group opened its first food and beverage venue at The Substation 
garden, followed by other outlets around the island. While the venue catered to the 
local music scene, programming was changed to that of a different genre from what 
the garden had witnessed under the arts community.  
 Within Zai’s proposal, the recovered garden would then provide through the 
Biennale period an open platform for artists to “perform or organise concerts or any 
events related to the arts,” without the mediation of the screening of proposals and on 
a first-come-first-served basis. As he told the Biennale organisers, “all are accepted.” 
An email exchange between artist and organisers followed that focused on the 
logistical and financial challenges of this proposal. Mediating the discussion, 
Matthew Ngui, the artistic director of the Biennale approached Timbre, and returned 
with a couple of options: of a collaboration with Timbre, but with Zai in charge of 
programming; or the alternative of the Biennale “(taking) over the space completely,” 
including the rental that The Substation was collecting from Timbre, as well as 
funding the full programme. Zai then clarified that the proposal was not to run a 
“business venture” in the garden, but to introduce into such commercially-driven 
activity a “pause”, allowing for the community to respond to the restoration of space, 
even if by leaving the garden alone, in which case the artwork would simply be Zai 
“playing music, (and) reading poetry” in its duration. The heart of the artwork was 
then “to erase, interrogate or question history (and) memory, or to put a short stop to 
it as ‘work.’”  
 Aesthetic intention and community spirit, however, failed to overcome 
hardheaded commercial and financial calculations, and a figure of $500,000 per 
month was indicated as the cost to move Timbre’s operations away and return after 
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the Biennale, as well as compensating Timbre’s lost revenue for the period. But even 
if such costs were covered, Ngui disclosed, Timbre “might not wish to move.” The 
other course of action, of persuading the landlord (The Substation) to permit use of 
the space, according to Ngui, was not viable as Timbre’s rent was “crucial for 
Substation’s survival.” Having been told that these were the limits to exploring the 
proposal, Zai re-proposed that the Biennale gift the budget of $500,000 to The 
Substation, so that at the end of Timbre’s lease, The Substation could “take the garden 
back” and set these funds towards allowing the garden to be used by the arts 
community for “a good healthy 2 or 3 years,” during which time a different tenant, 
who might retain original use of the space, could be sought. He did not receive a 
response to this re-proposal and the artwork did not materialise, although the email 
correspondence made its way into the Biennale catalogue, along with a photograph of 
an empty stairwell (Zai Kuning 2011a; Singapore Art Museum 2011). 
 Overtly the proposal was idealistic in Devan Nair’s sense of projecting the 
vision — or given the recovery of the garden, a re-visioning — of “a great common 
future” (Devan Nair 1994: xi). But Zai’s inspiration was not merely the abstraction of 
community. In an open letter that pre-dated the Biennale proposal in 2006, the year 
after Timbre had taken up residence, Zai recounted his habit of visiting the garden 
whenever he went to The Substation, a habit formed “because of the tree.” This 
mature banyan tree, iconic to those who used to visit the garden, stretched its 
branches over what was, pre-Timbre, an open space, casting its shade and seeming in 
Zai’s recollection to “shower its blessings” upon the many individuals who read, sat, 
and shared under it, including Pao Kun. Like the blank canvas of Piyadasa and 
Sulaiman’s Towards a Mystical Reality, this tree in Zai’s memory had “witnessed 
great individuals under its shadow.”  Nostalgic for this lost history, he briefly 162
 As of August 2014, The Substation announced through its annual festival, SeptFest 162
2014, that the banyan tree in the garden would be removed and replanted on another 
site (not mentioned) for the duration of the construction of Singapore Management 




hypothesised burning Timbre down, but, “laughing at (himself) for such heroic 
imagination,” he instead wrote a poem,  and then the open letter. Timbre lodged a 163
police report of the threat of arson after the open letter was published, but did not (it 
would seem) pursue the matter further.  
 In a monologue for the exhibition at The Substation Gallery during the 
Biennale, Zai elaborated on his passionate attachment to the garden, recalling the 
sense of community it engendered when it first opened its doors, as akin to the first 
“home” of The Artists Village that came into being when Tang Da Wu opened his 
own residence and studio to the community. With the coming of Timbre this 
community, however, was lost, scattered, and walled out, suffering like the islander 
made to resettle into public housing, a condition vividly described by Zai, as “a tree 
on the ground, not a plant in a pot you can move as you like.” (Zai Kuning 2011c). 
Although the failed realisation of I Will Send You to a Better Place would appear to 
be the result of a logistical and financial impasse, this impasse revealed the 
contradictory dynamics (and irony) of cultural policy. The fact was that the Biennale, 
its organisation, and its budget, as well as the operating costs of arts housing that had 
to rely on commercial revenue for sustainability, were all within grasp of the same 
administrative hand: to not realise this was to miss the forest for the trees, so to speak. 
 Like the sprawling garden space, and for all its apparent nostalgia, I Will 
Send You to a Better Place touched on multiple issues: arts housing, community 
spaces, artistic freedom, cultural policy, economies of art, and even the recognition of 
cultural predecessors. As an artwork, the direction, approach, and medium employed 
to attend to such issues could have taken many forms. The significance of the 
particular historiographical artwork is, however, in the discernment of the linchpin 
 “After the cheap kopi O, I walked back to the gallery laughing at myself for such 163
heroic imagination (of thinking of burning Timbre down). Feeling that way I couldn’t 
help myself but went back to the gallery and started writing on the walls: I want my 
garden back / because I miss the tree / It’s 4pm now / but the garden is lock / and the 
tree is as lonely as me” (Zai Kuning 2011b).
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upon which these elements pivot — simultaneously autonomous and connected — 
that is signalled in the artwork by a garden, and embodied in the rootedness of a tree. 
A good portion of the challenge that I Will Send You posed — besides the overt one of 
budgetary requirement, although its sum was computed by the commercial enterprise 
rather than by the artist — is the fact that it singled out with precision the crux of the 
problem of cultural production. With its ambiguous address in the word ‘you’ in its 
title, possibly referring to the commercial enterprise or to the garden, the artwork 
produced the moral choice that the Biennale organisers, and by extension public 
policy on the arts, had to make, in order to arrive at the ‘better place’. 
 In the case of I Will Send You, the manifestation of its linchpin is apparently 
ordinary, its significance gained via memory and a past rather than intrinsically in its 
physical constitution. Yet, as with the site of nation, home, community, or for that 
matter founders, ancestors, and other individuals of historical significance, it is the 
combination of the visceral and the potential for a variety of assignment that 
engenders the historiographical value. Here the delimitations of form and reference 
are not entirely jettisoned, but manifest as a hybrid composite, acting conceptually 
and physically as the linchpin that both grounds and opens up the production of new 
knowledge and its extensions. It is in such a synchronously abstracted and embodied 
space, combining theory, idealisations, as well as personalised and specific politics, 
where the critical scene is produced, and from which the historiographical artwork 
begins its demonstration and challenge.  
 Revisiting the artworks of earlier discussion, similar pivotal elements can be 
identified. These are the currency of a figurehead, a founding father, traces upon a 
landscape, reality via fiction, the parodic or intrepid enactment of a past event, a 
commemoration neglected, an administrative error, a childhood memory, a resilient 
plant, the movement from birdcage to tree, detritus, a river, a voyage, a mobile frame, 
an exhibition, and the hoax. In a similar sense Chen Kuan-Hsing’s ‘Asia’ is less an 
anchor than pivot point. That is, a utilitarian portal that resonates because, at least in 
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mind, even if not entirely in geography, it exists as substantiated, just like the 
keystone of the historiographical artwork from which extends the historiographical 
operation. Thus, the historiographical artwork is not historiographical simply because 
it takes a historical past as its subject or object. Rather, it is historiographical because 
it selects and sets this historical past in a particular relation, the nature of which is 
discussed in the next chapter.  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15.  Transcendence of nation 
For Zai the loss of access to the tree at The Substation was considerable, its value like 
the other tree and stone grudgingly left behind by the Orang Laut in Segantang Lada, 
worth more than its mere appearance. Beyond the shade it cast in the Garden, it was a 
source of history, memory, and even cultural nourishment, the sum of these of greater 
value than all the revenue that could be spun from its function as commercial real 
estate. But beyond this physical and symbolic deprivation, Zai’s unrealised proposal 
pointed to the connections and relations that produce an aesthetic environment — of 
the relation of the tree to The Substation, to its community and artists, and to a history 
of pioneering individuals in Kuo Pao Kun, Tang Da Wu, and others. This view, of the 
cultural significance of this congregation exceeding its discrete elements, is shared by 
Chen’s suggestion of the production of an intellectual space from Asia’s affinities. In 
Chen’s proposition for the “deimperialisation in the context of Asia,” the mutable 
form of an imaginary Asia allows for the production of a shift from Eurocentric-
citation to a knowledge of Asia as Asia, without becoming mired in differences 
produced from imperialisation that nevertheless founded and was productive of the 
quest. In their conceptual nature, these connections may appear notional, however, 
these bonds that radiate from a tree, within an imaginary Asia, and in this 
examination of Malaysia and Singapore with their shared history — like the coupling 
of nation, land, and its history — effect a transcendence in blurring the presumed and 
assigned limits, both of garden-feature and of geopolitical territories. 
 Extending Chen’s proposition via the earlier observations regarding the 
historiographical artwork, this temporisation that allows for deimperialisation can be 
applied as well to the inherent imperialist mode within deimperialisation, where 
deimperialisation does not presuppose an “imperialist” supplanting in the sense of 
negation as connoted by revisionism in its strong sense. Rather, deimperialisation 
provides for mutual and comparative relativisation in the sense of Wright’s “negative 
loyalty,” suggested as the other perspective for the historiographical artwork. In Asia 
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as Method Chen proposed a few persuasive strategies for deimperialisation in 
reference to Dipesh Chakrabarty and Ashis Nandy. These strategies have also been 
observed in the historiographical artworks: the deconstruction or dispute of the unity 
and coherence of dominant ideologies, de-universalisation or provincialisation, 
reclamation, reframing, and nativism (in the denial of a pure indigenous 
consciousness untouched by colonial subjectivity) (Chen 2010: 217–221). 
Interestingly, Chen’s strategies seem to be drawn, directly or altered, from strategies 
of othering by the Han Chinese,  surfacing briefly Chen’s other deimperialisation of 164
Chineseness which he described as not having “reached the heart of the matter: 
universal chauvinism,”   that, emerging only in his conclusion, may be read as the 165
true purpose of his work from the perspective from Taiwan. In its guarded 
appearance, this other deimperialisation broached by Chen bears witness to Clark’s 
rather brief reference to the lack of historical consciousness of the Asian modern in 
contemporary art practice: of how it often is subject to “intra- and extra-discursial 
prejudice” that occludes it, possibly chary of what might happen should modernity or 
the national-in-modernity come under question. However, as deduced by Clark, it is 
for this reason that these presumed historical foundations draw the attention of the 
contemporary artist and cultural theorist (Clark 1998: 283). 
 As for the historiographical artwork, Clark’s second inference is crucial, that 
the occlusion — as pertinent to imperialisation as it is to instituted amnesia — 
renders its subject “more amenable to cross-cultural reception and interpretation 
within Asia… (and) peculiarly open to understanding and empathy outside its 
discourse of origin.” In other words, the possibility of transcending its subject’s 
locality despite the nature of its content allows others to “enjoin with the trace of an 
 These strategies of othering by the Han, drawn from Maram Epstein’s ‘Confucian 164
Imperialism and Masculine Chinese Identity in the Novel Yesou Puyan,’ are: to 
demonise (guǐhuà) the unfamiliar subjects… to animalise the Other… (and) to 
differentiate outsiders through even finer distinctions, thereby producing additional 
sets of hierarchies” (Chen 2010: 260–261).
 It is noted that Chen too is sensitive too to Taiwan’s “subimperial practices,” such 165
as its economic interests in the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia in the 
1980s (Chen 2010: 266).
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emotion borne by the openness and cross-codeability of the form” (Clark 1998: 287–
288). Now it might be said, however, that in the generalisation that cross-codeability 
then engenders, some of the peculiar nuance of, for instance, censorship, revelations 
of oppression and suppression, and expressions of disenchantment, become lost as the 
presentation glides over a surface of universalisms. But if universalism was an 
obstacle in the first place, and in keeping with the idea of relativisation, would not 
trading one prejudice for another provide for some perspective? Instead of an abstract 
response, the answer to this may be found in an installative work by Wong Hoy 
Cheong, titled Re:Looking (2002–2003), commissioned by Schauspielhaus & Theatre 
Ohne Grenzen in Vienna.  
Figure 31. Wong Hoy Cheong Re:Looking (2002–2003) installation, website, and video,  
27 mins, video stills 
 Taking a different perspective and spin on the history of European expansion, 
Re:Looking presented the colonisation of Austria by Malaysia via a dialectical 
interplay of two periods: the historical colonisation, and the artwork’s present time of 
post-colonisation. The bulk of this fictional history is fleshed out in a television 
documentary — Lust & Empire: The Discreet Rule of Malaysia in Austria 1683–1955 
— and a website, both produced by an also fictional Malaysian Broadcasting 
Corporation. The impetus for the expansion into Europe is traced back to the early 
Malaccan empire through Alexandra the Great (as Iskandar Shah) and Sultan Mansur 
Shah, who, “taking the role of his ancestors before him… set out to expand his great 
empire in a conquest of the east… his eyes set on Vienna.” Laying siege to Vienna in 
1529 without much success, the Malaysian empire then sought to penetrate Europe, 
first via intermarriage in the initial strategic alliance made between the daughter of 
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Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II and the eldest son of Sultan Mansur Shah, Raja Alauddin 
Shah, who continued the legacy of expansion; and second, via migration of 
Malaysians. With this two-pronged approach, a new “creole,” of “cultural and 
political Malaysian aristocracy and elite” within Austria, was established to support 
its colonial rule. Success came in 1686, after a second siege finally brought Austria 
under Malaysian control.  
 In spite of its pastiche of colonial history and European expansion into Asia, 
as Beverly Yong has suggested, Re:Looking “plays down the parody of the whole 
exercise, taking pains to simulate authenticity” (Yong 2008: 17). This is demonstrated 
in Wong’s enfolding of true historical events into this fictional history, such as the 
less familiar (outside of Europe) Austrian empire’s expansion, as well as the Ottoman 
empire’s past attempts to seize Vienna. Furthermore, mirroring the fall of empire in 
Asia, within Wong’s fictional trajectory, by the 19th century, Malaysian colonial rule 
is observed as having become increasingly complicated as anti-colonial sentiments 
swelled, leading to the creation of a republic of Austrian states, and then, post-World 
War II, the establishment of an independent Democratic Republic of Austria, the 
latter occurring as Malaysia’s strategic resources were drawn back to Asia to defend 
itself against the Japanese. On its own, the broad embrace of this constructed history 
exposed the underlying motivations of colonisation — lust and greed, common 
enough human shortcomings, but brought to excess under colonialist fantasies — and 
the artwork’s lack of diplomatic sanitisation is made possible by its swapping of 
colonising position, thus producing such revelations as, at most, acceptably self-
deprecating.  
 While historiographical appropriation constitutes a considerable part of 
Re:Looking’s colonial critique, it is in the juxtaposition of the imitation textbook-
heroic civilisational history of colonisation and empire with interviews looking back 
at the effects of this 250-year colonial rule from the perspective of ordinary folk that 
this critique becomes more specific. Within the documentary, individuals from a 
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variety of walks of life are seen describing their memory and the effects of toting 
around a colonial past. These characters include Hildegard Fareed as a domestic 
worker in Kuala Lumpur, Askandar Unglehrt as a taxi driver in Penang, Franz 
Pöcksteiner as a cleaner in Austria, Hans-Henning Scharsach in the midst of writing a 
book on the history of Malaysian colonialism in Austria, and Charlotte Roch as a 
high-school student in Glognitz, amongst others. As explained by the documentary 
host, Mohamad Arifwaran, these street-level views represent the “complex effects of 
the Malaysian empire on the people of Austria,” and particularly telling are the 
influences of colonising power after independence is achieved. Even in the present 
time of the documentary, he notes, the post-colonised Austrians still come to 
Malaysia to seek a better life relative to post-colonial Austria, as “maids and cleaners, 
petty bourgeoise, and blue-collared workers.” He continues of these post-colonial 
migrations, that it is after all the migrant Austrians who “helped built the Malaysian 
nation to what it is today: prosperous and developed.” Within the context of the 
histories of Malaysia and Singapore, this may be read as a sharp yet obliquely 
delivered accusation of the debt colonising states owe in their present affluence to the 
previously colonised.  
 Just as the production of the history of colonisation absorbed a measure of 
fact, the characters, interviewed using their actual names, played themselves to some 
degree. At the time of filming, they resided in the respective locations identified 
within the documentary, and the documentary also drew from an approximate 
compass of their real experiences and perspectives. Imagining a reversal of roles and 
realities, the interviews were thus unscripted responses to assumptions and 
expectations of colonial realities. It is this deliberate facticity and fidelity that gives 
Re:Looking its tremendous impact. Furthermore, although its charges against colonial 
rule were barbed, Re:Looking, one might say, was not lacking in ajar (or cultural and 
social observance), complementing and complicating the positive aspects with the 
negative in a reflexiveness of putting oneself in another’s shoes. For example, the 
inculcated cultural subservience of Hildegard Fareed — diffidently appreciating her 
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integration into Malaysian life and economy, saying, “we all think Malaysia is more 
developed, we’d like to try their kind of life,” even as she sometimes faces prejudice 
— is tempered by youthful Charlotte Roch’s animated and unreserved enthusiasm for 
her favourite Malaysian singer, Siti Nurhaliza, from her bedroom in Austria adorned 
with the poster of the star. Race, a prime card of the political game in past and present 
times, is acerbically foregrounded in Wong’s reversal, targeting both colonial and 
post-independence exploitation. 
 In the combination of documentary and website narrative, Re:Looking 
performed the deimperialisation that Chen advocated, even going as far as to add 
more “gaily coloured islands of fact” to colonialism’s history, thus controverting 
Nietzsche’s claim that the embellishment of monumental history cannot be to good 
cause (Nietzsche [1874] 1957: 15–16; Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 70–71). 
Nevertheless, a complete deimperialisation or coming out from under a power 
relation is an onerous task, and as Clark rightly pointed out, such occlusion and 
prejudice — the “rhetorical preoccupation of contemporary practice” that in this 
study the historiographical artwork appears to be rather inclined towards — is “also 
built into” discourses, art included, “particularly in theoretical constructions of 
modernity that privilege origination” (Clark 1998: 288). Having said that, the urgency 
then is that these “disjunctions have now to be faced” (Clark 1998: 297), and in 
accomplishing this, the historiographical artwork may be said to at least take a first 
step.  
 Significant in Wong’s method of deimperialisation is its enlargement of 
Chen’s, in that relativisation within Re:Looking is clear, and necessarily so, as the 
relation of power can and does change hands. This relativisation brings us back to the 
nub of Clark’s remark, that if the criticality of the historiographical enterprise for Asia 
(or its parts) is couched upon its historical lack of political clout, this advantage as a 
feature is an unstable one. Or to put it in another way, the problem of 
deimperialisation without relativisation is if it remains exclusionary, unconscious or 
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not forthright of its own, quite undeniable, selectiveness of historical fact. That is to 
say, where the leveraging of the deficient end of the political equation fails to grasp 
the nature of the relation. From its treatment of deimperialisation via imperialisation, 
Re:Looking is certainly not remiss in observing the relative condition, its humour 
stemming precisely from such awareness. It is in this simultaneous transcendence and 
embrace of chauvinism, in Chen’s sense, that the historiographical artwork slips out 
from under a mere revisionist stance — in which both the historical subject and the 
historiographical production are equally held at arms-length — rising above the 
historical moment and its context that it nevertheless has absorbed, and taking it in a 
different direction. Certainly the universal aspects — such as colonisation at large in 
the case of Re:Looking — possess “cross-codeability” in Clark’s sense, but the 
historiographical artwork goes the extra distance, producing new connections that 
may have begun at the point of the historical (or re-historicised) moment, with its true 
work as the unsettling of the foundations of the proposition of the simple spoils of a 
reversal of relations. In the conversation between Rasheed Araeen and Chen Kuan-
Hsing, Chen concluded of Araeen’s proposal regarding ‘art as method,’ that its logical 
end would necessarily “radically turn things around,”  but arguably the same would 166
then apply to ‘Asia as method,’ the full efficacy of which would entail a possible end 
of the idea of ‘Asia’ as well.  
 Having unmoored or exceeded the historical narrative, the historiographical 
artwork confronts the question that this examination has been circling — to what 
end? Without doubt the theories of Clark, Chen, Hegel, and even Burckhardt have an 
end in mind — even if it is an attempt to thwart such conclusiveness in the case of the 
latter. Or to rephrase the question: would it be possible or even meaningful to 
 Chen went on to propose the nature of such a ‘radical’ outcome in what may be 166
read as a ‘cultural studies’ method of radicalisation, of the mundane becoming 
aestheticised, and existing forms and structures of aestheticisation replaced (Araeen 
and Chen 2014: 57–58). On the one hand, this runs into the problem mentioned 
earlier of selective privilege — in this case the popular as Cultural Studies’ 
ideological preference. On the other hand, in a way, its proposed form may be said to 




conclude that the historiographical artwork, for all its relativisation, simply continues 
the parlay of history and historicising — that such artworks are just “method” and, in 
appropriation of Sabapathy, a road to nowhere? In Yong’s description of Re:Looking, 
she tactfully referred to colonial effect as “cross-cultural influence” (Yong 2008:16–
17), an influence — alluded to by Chen and Clark, not to mention the earlier 
deconstruction of historiographical artworks via Bloom’s anxious schematic — that is 
problematic if it is embedded, absorbed, and unacknowledged. Notable in Re:Looking 
is the rather lengthy time that it takes Malaysia to colonise Austria — three reigns of 
Sultans, with assistance from the Turks between the first and second siege. This 
gradual plod towards its goal is also suggestive of the small swerves of the 
historiographical artwork. While Chen’s Asia as Method did not presume to foreclose 
what its application might entail or might find at its conclusion, its unavoidable 
application of history will surface its intent. The historiographical artwork does not 
always, nor does it entirely, present historical fact. Nonetheless, it presents the fact — 
or an imbrication of facts — of history. As Clark observed, “memory is always 
strategic when it is mobilised” (Clark 1998: 284), and certainly in having strategic 
intent, the historiographical artwork is not exempt.  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16.  Ends of history 
In the course of examining the historiographical artwork, the subject of ends — in the 
meaning of intent and purpose — has been broached, occurring in the progressive 
narratives of cultural development and the distinction of the Nanyang aesthetic, in 
modern Asian art histories, and in the establishment or rationalisation of nation. As 
has also been discussed, problems arise when hardheaded objectivity is demanded of 
these narratives, a predicament that transposes as well to historiography, played out in 
a history of wrangling over what might constitute the appropriate ‘ends’ of writing 
history. Even the discipline of cultural studies has its ‘ends,’ as do all disciplines, at 
the very least in an idealisation and demonstration of their orthodoxy. Unsurprisingly, 
the study of historiographical artworks too has its design, in the claim of there being 
sufficient significance in the aggregation of these artworks for a particular analysis. 
Inasmuch as the preface of such a goal may strike one as disingenuous, the wholesale 
abandonment of prefiguration, however, appears unlikely and unfeasible, with the 
questionable success of Burckhardt, Nietzsche, and others case in point. But would 
this necessarily mean adopting White’s proposition, admit this tendency for narrative 
as inevitable, and move on? Even such an admission does not occur in White’s 
scheme, absorbed as ideological implication rather than as intrinsic in its inception, 
and in the retrospective assignment of motivation — the plot of the emplotment — 
this deferral would appear to perform the intra-discursal prejudice as noted by Clark. 
Rare as is the admission of such calculation, a combination of ends and its exegesis 
with forthright ideological motivation may be found, perhaps unexpectedly, in 
Francis Fukuyama’s The End of History and the Last Man.  
 To describe Fukuyama’s treatise on history as extended, would be putting it 
lightly, its breadth almost as generous as Hegel’s, to which Fukuyama also refers. 
Mentioned in an earlier chapter in relation to the “struggle for recognition” in stylistic 
analysis, this struggle is the pursuit of economic satisfaction in tandem with 
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technological and scientific progression (Fukuyama 1992: 73, 76). By distilling 
historical significance into technological and economic transformation, Fukuyama 
effectively reiterates — at least for most of Southeast Asia, and unquestionably for 
Singapore and Malaysia — colonial history as a deterministic turning point. Largely a 
refutation of the reading of historical relations by Hegel and the Hegel-influenced 
Marx as “a single, coherent, evolutionary process,”  as well as a pro-Nietzsche 167
reading of historicity, Fukuyama posits, in regards to historiography, that history 
should not to be subject to the historicising principle, since that would lead to 
positing an ‘end.’ In this, Fukuyama’s thesis aligns with Burckhardt’s objection to the 
Kant-inspired Universal History that is considered a “history by desire” — referring 
to Immanuel Kant’s 1784 essay, An Idea for a Universal History from a 
Cosmopolitan Point of View — as well as with Popper’s view of history as 
unpredictable, and historical destiny as “sheer superstition” (Fukuyama 1992: 55–59; 
Popper [1957] 1972: iv–v). That said, it is also noted that, by Burckhardt’s admission, 
this “centaur” of a philosophy of history nevertheless “is a pleasure to come across… 
now and then on the fringe of the forest of historical study.”   168
 However, in Fukuyama’s assumption of the nation as organising unit of 
history, The End of History still has the aura of a universal history, and its comparison 
between nation-based economies bears some resemblance to Hegel’s comparative 
study via civilisational polity. In Fukuyama’s case, this nationalist relativisation is 
principally produced with a Euramerican ‘West’ pitched against the ‘rest,’ the latter 
including Eastern Europe, China, Cuba, North Korea, and Vietnam, and Singapore, 
 Fukuyama does, however, give a fair analysis of Hegel’s ‘end of history,’ as less 167
the termination of events and interactions, than a “logical terminal point in the 
achievement of absolute self-consciousness” (Fukuyama 1992: xii, 64).
 While acknowledging that Hegel’s philosophy was grounded in the idea of a 168
rational world that leads to a history with rational purpose, Burckhardt argued this 
cannot be proven for reason that judgement of an event — and by extension a history 
— as being ‘fortunate’ or ‘unfortunate’ changes with age and experience. Burckhardt, 
however, did concede history’s utility in its revelation of moments of exception 
(Burckhardt [1906] 1943: 15–17, 190, 204, 219).
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the latter exemplifying an authoritarian yet economically successful regime 
(Fukuyama 1992: xv). 
 For Fukuyama, mythical beasts were not a particular concern. Rather, his 
interest was the ‘last’ man of history who represented the state of being at ‘last,’ 
contented, completed, and un-striving (Fukuyama 1992: xxii–xxiii). Straddling 
multiple theories, this ‘last man’ is the antithesis of the ‘first man’ — appropriating 
Hegel via Plato — who is caught in the struggle for recognition. In its original form 
within Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit, this struggle for recognition is, however, an 
operation of self-affirmation — or the “duplicating of self-consciousness in its 
oneness,” that nevertheless necessitates a “struggle” to “rid itself of its self-
externality” (Hegel [1807] 1977: 111–114). Extending the social implication of this 
fundamental relation of acknowledgement, Fukuyama repositioned this struggle as a 
pursuit of mutual inequality as proof against history’s end, concluding that the ‘last’ 
man would not concede to being ‘last,’ and would, by nature, struggle to be the ‘first’ 
should he ever find himself in the position of being ‘last’. In securing the position of 
the ‘first’ man as intrinsic, it is interesting to note that Fukuyama reconciled 
Nietzsche with Hegel through a “radicalisation” of Hegelian historicism and in an 
emphasis on recognition (Fukuyama 1992: 145–147, 314). With this unorthodox 
reconciliation of the Hegelian “first-born,” as impelled “ceaselessly 
forward” (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 106–107), Fukuyama then returned to the 
subject of ends, and suggested, apparently contrary to his study’s title, that history’s 
direction is “provisionally inconclusive” (Fukuyama 1992: 339).  
 However, to say that Fukuyama was unconcerned with the ‘ends’ of history, 
would be patently untrue, and Fukuyama candidly stated that the singular direction of 
his “economic interpretation of history” was “a kind of Marxist interpretation of 
history that leads to a completely non-Marxist conclusion” (Fukuyama 1992: 131). As 
such, for all its protestation, The End of History is a historiography with an end, as 
much as it is a challenge of historiographical end, and it is Fukuyama’s attempt to 
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simultaneously write a history with and without ends that is significant for the 
historiographical artwork. Though, on the subject of ‘open’ ends, such a provisional 
or deferred ‘end’ is arguably also present in Hegel and Marx’s thoughts, in that their 
conclusions are “logical” and “relative” rather than “absolute,” in the case of Hegel 
where universal history is realised through a “subjective volition”, and in the case of 
Marx, where the deterministic outcome of capitalism is produced from its arriving at 
the internal limits of its own contradictions — that “[w]hat the bourgeoisie therefore 
produces, above all, are its own grave-diggers” (Fukuyama 1992: 64; Hegel [1900] 
2001: 53, 72; Marx [1848] 1969). Assuming Fukuyama’s framework (and feasibly 
too that of Hegel and Nietzsche), such a demonstration of prefiguration of the 
historiographic course that does not quite preclude an indeterminacy is found in a 
comparative reading of two related works by Wong Hoy Cheong titled Sook Ching 
and Doghole. 
Figure 32. Wong Hoy Cheong Sook Ching (1990) 27 mins, video still; Doghole (2009)  
22 mins, video still 
 Although produced eighteen years apart, it is necessary to view Wong Hoy 
Cheong’s Doghole (2009) with the earlier iteration of its subject in Sook Ching 
(1991). A comprehensive description of these artworks would be too lengthy for 
current purposes, but a few aspects are pertinent, in particular the equivocation of 
historiographical end. Broadly and briefly, the subject of the two artworks is 
detentions by the Kempetai (Imperial Japanese Army) during its occupation of 
Malaya in World War II, delving particularly into personal experiences of historic 
brutality, which, according to the introductory text at the opening of Doghole, 
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resulted in the deaths of approximately 80,000 persons.  The violence narrated, 169
while specific to these detentions, is however not unique, and in relating its history 
Wong’s intention was to note the parallel with contemporary acts of violent detention. 
Sook Ching (meaning “cleansing” or “purge”), as it was called by the Chinese,  was 170
an operation largely targeted at the Chinese population of youths and young adults 
who were more likely to retaliate in force against the Japanese occupiers. Wong’s first 
foray into this subject in 1991 was produced in a combination of media: painting, 
video, and performance for an exhibition at Theatreworks in Singapore, its content 
derived from interviews Wong had conducted in Penang. These first-hand accounts 
catalogued air raid sirens, bombs, and the experience of terror, described with a 
vividness that belied the time that had since passed. The accounts mirror those found 
in Amanda Heng’s I Remember…, detailing the emotional and physical suffering 
experienced, inscribed both in memory and upon the body. As one interviewee in 
Sook Ching recalled, “those were very bad times,” and the difficulty of reliving these 
difficult memories is matched by the impossibility of their representation.  
 In both Sook Ching and Doghole, the system and conditions of detention are 
graphically surfaced, with an interviewee heard at the beginning of the video 
recalling, “at that time I had wanted to die, I would rather die than be imprisoned 
under such conditions. But I could not. They did allow me to die.” From these 
accounts, those who were arrested and detained were singled out by individuals they  
assumed were local collaborators by virtue of the hoods that masked their identities. 
That is, however, not to say that the Japanese were not involved in the indictment and 
the torture employed to extract confessions, which, under its circumstances, may be 
said to have lacked credence. Subsequent violence took the shape of beatings, 
 The death toll differs depending on source and scope. Doghole in its introduction 169
mentions 80,000. Singapore: A Biography puts the number at 6,000 executions by 
admission of the Japanese army initially, a number that was then adjusted to 25,000 
by Chief of Staff Colonel Sugita Ichiji, and then to 50,000 post-war by the Chinese 
community in Singapore (Frost and Balasinghamchow 2009: 290)




burnings, hanging for prolonged periods, confinement in deleterious spaces, 
protracted starvation, threats of execution, as well as actual execution. The motif of 
the hooded accuser — imaged as a pointing finger, silent yet life-threatening, 
extending from a faceless figure — is more central in Sook Ching than in Doghole, 
and, as Ray Langenbach observed then, pointed to Wong’s other “hidden agenda” in 
Sook Ching: the transposition of Sook Ching onto Operation Lalang which would still 
have been fairly fresh in the minds of the public at the time of the artwork’s making. 
The evidence of this connection, as noted by Langenbach, were the contemporary 
newspaper headlines painted over with the Chinese characters for “sook ching” in 
red, and the incorporation of a detail shot of an earlier painting by Wong from 1989, 
Tahanan/Detention. Within this painting — titled Detention Oct. 1987 in the 
catalogue — figures are seen holding a placard with articles on torture, arrest, 
detention, and right to fair trial excerpted from the United Nations’ Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (Deklarasi Hak Asasi Manusia) that “was not passed 
until 1948, after the brutalities of World War II had ended” (Langenbach 1991). In 
juxtaposing Sook Ching with the detentions of Operation Lalang as twin threats to life 
and well-being, Wong’s criticism, while layered, is pointed; as if to say, if the 
acrimonious national response to Sook Ching is warranted, would not the response to 
the detentions of Operation Lalang? 
 While Doghole addressed the same subject as Sook Ching, in thrust and 
representation it is markedly different. On an aesthetic level, in material and method, 
Sook Ching is comparatively ‘raw’, its main mural painted on gunny-sack — in a 
style that Langenbach characterised as influenced by “Marxist Mexican 
muralists” (Langenbach 1991) — and Wong’s video, his first in the medium, was an 
unembellished collage of interview excerpts, archival images, contemporary footage 
of abandoned buildings, and suggestive performances around one neglected bunker 
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sitting alongside a busy road.  The incongruous and decontextualised presence of 171
the bunker paradoxically confirmed its historical status, in the sense of belonging to 
the realm of “useful things” that “originate from a world that has-been,” though non-
functional in the present (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 363). Doghole, on the other hand, 
is slick in its production values, employing animation and motion graphics to create 
enthralling segues between scenes. For instance, a bowl of rice balls, the only food 
the prisoners were given to share, upon being emptied by malnourished hands, rotates 
and morphs into a record player inside the office of the Japanese soldiers who are 
seen abusing the protagonist. Or in an animated sequence, the protagonist’s escape 
attempt, foiled by a second partition after making it past the enclosure’s grilled 
window, is vividly enacted in darkly humorous exaggeration. Further capturing the 
unpleasant conditions of the cell, computer-generated cockroaches are seen to scurry 
across its squalid floor covered with dirt, human waste, and blood. Besides visual 
treatment, a difference of affect is also observed between the two artworks. Within 
Sook Ching is a syncopated displacement of the visual and the oral, where the 
interviewees are seen in calm and domestic settings while describing horrific 
memories, and the portrayal of the violence is kept to the painting, archival 
photograph, and stylistic performance. In contrast, Doghole’s visual and aural 
elements are produced to accentuate the absorption of the viewer into experiencing its 
narrative passage of terror.  
 Extending Sook Ching’s representation of violent detentions and their effects, 
Doghole explored the inner state of the detained, focusing on one particular interview 
from Sook Ching, that, unlike the other interviews in the earlier artwork, was only 
overheard rather than captured in video: the account of Wong Kum Peng recalling his 
arrest at the age of 17 or 18, the interrogation, violence and dire conditions. This 
 These performances abstracted aspects of the Sook Ching experience — with 171
hooded figures executed by an unseen firing squad, arms extended from behind the 
bunker pointing in accusation — that were elaborated in Doghole. Incidentally, the 




account produces the narrative thread that leads the aesthetic exploration of Doghole. 
Yet, within Wong’s attempt to create a “beautiful and sensuous” depiction of the war 
through lavish detail and enhancement to the point of hyper-realism, Wong Kum 
Peng’s grim narrative appears almost fictional. While this deliberate aestheticisation 
of Doghole might be considered a purging of the reality of Sook Ching, it also 
rendered its experience more graphic, and it was precisely this blurring of the 
distinctions of the real and the imagined that interested Wong. For Wong, this 
equivocation went beyond the issue of aesthetic treatment, and into the grey areas of 
the conditions of detention and of wartime; these were the situations that produced 
the enigma of Wong Kum Peng’s detention without execution, the nature of 
complicity during war exemplified by the hooded accusers, and more generally, the 
human attempt at sense-making under conditions that did not seem grounded by any 
reason.  
 Doghole was titled after the entrance of the cell where Wong Kum Peng was 
imprisoned. Beyond its two-foot high by two-foot wide opening was an 
approximately eleven-foot wide and thirteen-foot long cell, that housed, in his 
estimation, at least 60 to 70 people. In a tone distant, and thus at variance with the 
haunted memories expressed, he related that “most people died after two or three 
months.” Described as “a hole for dogs,” in crawling into the cell, one entered 
another reality, and this transition inspired the dreamscapes and imaginary realities 
explored within Doghole. The most elaborate of these occurs when the protagonist, 
on looking out of the window of the bus transporting the detained to an execution 
site, sees a man prosaically cycling by. Under the pressure of extreme terror given his 
impending demise, the protagonist’s frame of reality literally cracks open: he looks 
down at his feet and sees a fissure in the bus floor that widens until he falls into it, 
away from the bus and its terminal destination. Passing into the reality of this 
bicycling stranger, the protagonist rides off into a surreal dreamscape of favourite 
things and more pleasant memories. Exploring the experience of psychological 
detachment and dissociation, this sequence transitions into an underwater segment 
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suggestive of a descent into the unconscious, and finally, as if an out-of-body-
experience, the protagonist, defying gravity, pedals out into the sky and watches 
sights and scenes, imaged as tourist destinations, hurrying by distantly below. This 
touristic experience is explained at the end of the film within a text elaborating that, 
post-war, Wong Kum Peng and his wife vacationed in Japan. Visiting the 1970 World 
Exposition, they travelled to Osaka, Kyoto, Nara, Tokyo, Yokohama, Kamakura, 
Hakone, and Atami. It was their first significant trip outside of Malaysia, and on 
return they had only positive comments, without a hint of outrage over Wong’s 
experiences almost three decades past.  
 Both Sook Ching and Doghole present attempts at finding meaningful 
engagement and comprehension of the human capacity for inflicting, as well as 
experiencing, violence. This occurs either through the fragment, such as in the 
interviews in Sook Ching where, in the overlap of their experiences, a truth may be 
discerned, or through painstaking elaboration, such as in the individual account of 
Doghole. But these efforts are hampered by the equivocation of what exactly 
occurred. In Sook Ching one interviewee described the purpose of the purge as the 
clearing of “doubts about the people.” But from the accounts of the interviewed, these 
doubts seem unascertainable. Another interviewee related,“to defend yourself (against 
the Japanese) you have to tell lies,” appearing to suggest that any account would 
likely have been compromised. As for Doghole, while Wong Kum Peng refuted the 
accusation of having done “bad things” after being singled out for a stay of execution, 
he had neither a clue of what he had done to be detained, nor what he did to escape 
execution. Ambiguity, confusion, and uncertainty are in Sook Ching and Doghole the 
hallmarks of war, manifested in coerced confession, and the paranoid suspicion of 
dangerous rebellion that paradoxically cannot be assuaged because of the violence 
involved. Such equivocation extends as well to acts of kindness, portrayed in 
Doghole in the figures of the Gurhka soldiers working under the Japanese, who, upon 
the detainees’ release, ‘uncharacteristically’ came to the aid of their charges, feeding 
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those too weak to feed themselves and treating their wounds, either out of generosity 
or guilt.  
 For Wong, Doghole was an opportunity to explore the subject of complicity 
in war: the behaviour of hooded accusers, the iota of self-doubt amongst the detained, 
the suspicion of having “done something,” the unexpected altruism of the Gurkha 
soldiers, and even the Japanese soldiers operating under the belief that what they 
were doing was right and necessary. As in Nadiah Bamadhaj’s enamlima sekarang, 
everyone seemed culpable in some way or other, whether through fear, duty, 
privilege, or denial. Likewise, innocence and guilt are open to question, more so in 
Doghole than Sook Ching, with the positions of prisoner, soldier, executioner, and 
civilian vague touchstones at best. In aesthetic production, this changeable nature of 
reality is underscored by music that Wong incorporated, simultaneously switching the 
representation and viewing experience to a different affective mode, as well as 
dissonantly suspending its narrative. The discordant aural accompaniment reaches its 
most acute in Doghole when a woman dressed in red and singing in Mandarin the 
song, ‘Without You,’ appears at the execution site just before shots ring out and 
lifeless bodies fall into a pit, in a reference to execution orchestras in Europe in the 
1940s.   172
 Through contrasting treatment, of Sook Ching’s darker tone and delivery, and 
Doghole’s more opulent elaboration, the historical event is variously characterised. In 
its capture of this vacillation — that is also directed towards a particular end, of an 
indictment of violent detention in Sook Ching, and as recovery or redemption in its 
second pass of history in Doghole — Wong appears to be presenting a tension or a 
suspension across two contrasting positions. For Fukuyama, the struggle against 
 ‘Without You’ (1948) composed by Yan Ze Xi is performed by Yudi Yap; the other 172
musical pieces incorporated include ‘God Save the Queen,’ and a Japanese song on 
patriotism in Sook Ching, and ‘Lady of Manchuria’ (1938) composed by Suzuki 
Tetsuo, lyres Ishimatsu Akizi, performed by Hattori Tomiko, from the record player 
inside the office of the Japanese soldiers.
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being the ‘last’ man is this struggle of other possible endings that surfaces as an 
oscillation between historically-determined ends and free will, via an examination of 
Hegel and Nietzsche. It is an oscillation that, for the historiographic operation, recalls 
Elkins’ wandering between factual and theoretical signposts, and the extent of 
embellishment and of fact in White’s stylistic emplotment. Or to rephrase this 
struggle in Bloom’s schematic, the question that Fukuyama and the combination of 
Wong’s artworks appear to pose is this: in the assumption of a historical past, how far 
can one swerve?  
 The basis of Fukuyama’s swerve from the conclusion of Marxian economic 
determinism was derived from his interpretation of the nature of man which he drew 
from Plato’s Republic, specifically in the concept of thymos or ‘spiritedness.’ As “an 
innate human sense of justice” for oneself and for another, this motivation produces 
the paradoxical condition of selflessness in selfishness, spurring the individual to act 
in resistance of the condition of its arising, real or perceived.  If the 173
historiographical artwork were to be read within an analysis of intention, this might 
function as its rationale. That is, that revelation, contestation, apparent re-enactment, 
subversion, reappraisal, misreading, expansion, critical containment, and resurrection, 
are instances of the thymotic response. It may be possible to link this reading further 
to Bloom’s anxieties, in Bloom’s reading of the Freudian relationship between 
anxiety and defence against “provocation from otherness” (Bloom [1973] 1997: 90–
92). However, as a thesis for historiographical artworks, the thymotic response has 
explicatory limits. It may go as far as to postulate possible compulsion, but does not 
elaborate the nature of historiographical artwork as a category, its aesthetic content 
nor its method. Nevertheless, thymos had a utilitarian purpose for Fukuyama in 
justifying the ‘first’ man. Driving history in a struggle for recognition familiar from 
the earlier examination of precursorial influence, this ‘first’ man is the contrast of the 
 Fukuyama compared thymos to Machiavelli’s desire for glory, the pride or 173
vainglory of Hobbes, Rousseau’s amour-propre, Alexander Hamilton’s love of fame, 
James Madison’s ambition, and Nietzsche’s representation of man via Zarathustra, as 
the “beast with red cheeks” (Fukuyama 1992: 162, 164–165, 172).
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self-preserving ‘economic man,’ who, balancing material satisfactions with cost, 
appears as the desiring and contented ‘last man’ (Fukuyama 1992: 180). 
Coincidentally and in relation to Doghole, the symbol of the dog appears twice in 
Fukuyama’s exposition. First, when thymos is compared to a noble dog in Plato’s 
Republic, “capable of great courage and anger fighting strangers in defence of his 
own city” at its own risk and on behalf of another. Second, conversely exemplifying 
the ‘last man’ via Alexandre Kojève, “content to sleep in the sun all day provided he 
is fed, because he is not dissatisfied with what he is” (Fukuyama 1992: 163, 311).  
 While in Fukuyama’s proposition the ‘end’ is the choice or outcome of the 
contest of the ‘first’ versus the ‘last’ man or dog, in the case of the historiographical 
artwork the issue is not the end qua end. Rather, as Sook Ching and Doghole 
demonstrate in their differing approaches to the same historical event, the subject of 
the historical moment within the historiographical artwork functions strategically (in 
Clark’s sense) to signal its necessary revisit at a particular point in time — an end 
certainly, but not an ending. The same may be said of Fukuyama’s exegesis, in that 
Marxism, referred to as synonymous with Communism, is the basis of Fukuyama’s 
‘end’ for the present, with the history of the latter as evidence of the failure of the 
former. It is this process of his exposition that then provides for another reading of the 
historiographical artwork: of the end of history from its other end, or its origin.  
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17.  Beginnings 
In its theoretical detour, the exposition within this chapter is admittedly rather more 
experimental. Having come thus far, it may, however, be said to take the preceding 
considerations and propositions to their logical conclusion. Despite apparent 
difference in goal and motivation, the first and last man are arguably not so 
dissimilar, both equally desiring even if to contrasting ends: driven towards change, 
or compelled to maintain the status quo. Though labyrinthian in its navigation, The 
End of History’s historiographical destination is, however, its constant: transforming 
an economic conceptualisation of desire — via Hegel via Alexandre Kojève — into a 
rationalisation of capitalism under its banner of liberal democracy, as the form of 
organisation that would result in the most equal apportionment of consumption, while 
in the pursuit of being more equal than equal (Fukuyama 1992: 131). Fukuyama’s 
method of arriving at this conclusion may be seen as a two-fold operation: first in an 
emphasis of the egalitarian aspects of capitalism, and second, the denigration of 
communism as its opposite.  
 The first part proves a tricky manoeuvre, mostly as Fukuyama attempts to 
simultaneously point to capitalism’s equalising aspects and still maintain its 
distinction from other systems, through highlighting capitalist societies as “far more 
egalitarian in their social effects” than the agricultural societies before them, and 
noting that capitalism’s form of meritocracy “(replaced) inherited privilege with new 
stratifications based on skill and education” (Fukuyama 1992: 290). Yet, equality is 
not entirely Fukuyama’s goal, as his incorporation of thymos as motivating principle 
of life proves. This attribution of thymos was extended to the historical shifts of 
economic and political systems, describing historical modernity as a combination of 
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the manifestations of megalothymia  and isothymia — respectively, an exacerbated 174
thymos, and equal recognition — the former being the closest he gets to associating 
capitalism with rapacity. However, Fukuyama also concluded that liberal democracy 
‘resolved’ megalothymia by constraining and sublimating it through a complex series 
of institutional arrangements that include “popular sovereignty, the establishment of 
rights, the rule of law, [and] separation of powers” (Fukuyama 1992: 333), though of 
course this rationalisation may itself be construed as a megalothymic preference of 
one mode of political organisation, capitalism’s liberal democratic project, as the only 
viable one.  
 To his credit, Fukuyama does admit that inequality, regardless of any 
measures under capitalism, would remain “necessary and ineradicable,” due to the 
thymotic condition which underpins his thesis, as a tension “between the twin 
principles of liberty and equality” (Fukuyama 1992: 292). Applying this condition 
globally, Fukuyama divided the world into two categories which has bearing on the 
second part of the operation of interest for the historiographical artwork. This division 
was posited in a dichotomy that echoes the controversial Hegelian geographic-
developmental schema, of ‘historical’ and ‘post-historical’ nations distinguished by 
their different economic and political conditions. Besides its developmental bias, the 
problem with this division is that it glosses over capitalism’s historical entanglement 
with, and the indispensability of, the economies that are ‘historical’ for others to be 
‘post-historical.’ Or in short, the critique developed in Re:Looking of relative gains 
rather than isolated achievements. The contrast between these two types of nations, 
while perhaps necessary for the argument of capitalism’s value, becomes circular 
when Fukuyama cites the axes of their contention as: oil (or the control of energy 
resources), immigration (economic versus geopolitical porousness of borders); and 
 Fukuyama also considered nationalism and recognition of nationhood as forms of 174
megalothymia. Nation plays an ambiguous role in Fukuyama’s examination, on the 
one hand considered the blight of ‘historical’ (or politically-driven) states, on the 
other hand necessary to produce the difference between the ‘historical’ and the ‘post-
historical’ state (Fukuyama 1992: 182, 201).
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‘world order’ questions over issues of military technology and their circulation 
(technological imperialism) (Fukuyama 1992: 276–278) — effectively summing up 
the asymmetrical nature of global relations in an unhistorical and thymotic 
perspective. While in Fukuyama’s portrayal the concept of the ‘post-historical’ is 
characterised by a primacy of economic rationality above other forms of sovereignty 
or recognition, on a more literal level, ‘post-historical’ is suggestive of the possibility 
of being beyond historical influence, which, in the context of the historiographical 
artwork, lends itself to the final reading that follows.  
 This second part of the operation — the critique of communism — presented 
as vindication of Fukuyama’s primary argument against Marxian endings, is produced 
via comparative economic status of capitalist states against the history of communist 
ones, the latter characterised in Fukuyama’s thesis as totalitarian. Although adducing 
the problems of central planning to explain the failure of communism — attested to in 
the subsequent decentralisation of economic decision-making, and its integration into 
global capitalist division of labor and marketisation — Fukuyama did concede that 
part of the cause of this failure was corruption rather than the economic ideology 
itself (Fukuyama 1992:29, 30, 94, 96, 127, 293). Or as Slovaj Žižek suggests, the 
“failure of anti-statal politics” in the manifestation of communism (Žižek 2009: 130–
131). Of particular interest beyond this evidence, however, is the method in this part 
of Fukuyama’s operation: the historical suspension of communism. Fukuyama’s 
thesis at its foundation — and allegorically through its positing of the ‘first’ and ‘last’ 
man —  is based on the subject of time, or more precisely, a movement in time.  It 175
is in the subject of time that Fukuyama claimed to refute the Hegelian trajectory as a 
completable project, and therefore final and static. Using the same argument, 
communism’s utopic objective, of being ‘last’ (or satisfied) thus marked it as 
obsolete, in addition to Fukuyama’s appraisal of its conclusion in historical form.  
 Buck-Morss briefly refers to this aspect in her essay, in describing Cold War 175
politics as “a struggle to appropriate time’s meaning” in relation to the self-assigned 
Third-world’s pursuit of another route of modernity (Buck-Morss 2010:69).
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 The idea of Communism as having been arrested in time represents a good 
part of Fukuyama’s thesis, its occlusion from the present being the argument from 
which the ‘first’ man as capitalist footman is forged. However, Groys in his 
explication of Soviet communism, would beg to differ. While Communism became 
synonymous with its Soviet form, its interpretative adaptations during and after 
Lenin’s period of rule, as Marxism-Leninism, merely continued the series of 
permutations that had begun with Engels’ interpretation of Marxian theory in a return 
to Hegel (Lichtheim 1973: 454). Characterising Soviet communism as the “rule of 
dialectical, paradoxical reason” — reflecting the paradoxical nature of life — Groys 
suggested that through dialectical materialism and its absorption of the “divided, 
paradoxical and heterogenous,” the transition to capitalism, in fact, spelt the “next 
step in the realisation of communism” (Groys [2006] 2009: 29, 96, 103–104).   176
 Contrary to the simple estimation of the inadequacy of central planning, 
Groys noted that it was Russia that dismantled the Soviet Union, imposing 
independence on the Soviet Republics in a move that had been pre-empted in the 
dialectical “Stalinist constitution” of 1936, “as at once state and non-state,” and thus 
having the right to secede. For Groys, this transition of communist states to post-
communist substantiates the artifice of the capitalist system, “as a purely political 
project of social reorganisation, and not as the result of a ‘natural’ process of 
economic development” or its conclusion. In other words, a development that might 
be turned on or off at any given time. Furthermore, Groys stated the incontrovertible 
fact even from a capitalist viewpoint that, contrary to the realisation of fulfilment, 
capital’s power is “through its absence, through under-financing” (Groys [2006] 
2009: 94, 117, 119, 124). Or to put it in another way, the desirable bait of fulfilment 
does dangle, but is also deliberately kept out of reach, thus effectively suggesting its 
contrary. Indeed, if capitalism were the inevitable economic form, would it need 
 In a similar vein Slovaj Žižek argued that capitalism presents the next stage to 176
“reactualize the communist Idea.” With reference to Lenin at his “Beckettian best” 
from Worstward Ho, the need to “Try again. Fail again. Fail better,” Žižek’s ‘end’ is 
likewise the radical return “to the starting point.” (Žižek 2009: 86, 125, 130).
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defending or intervention in any case? Closer to home, with regards the claim of 
capitalism’s inherent democratic nature, Žižek was to point out that the instance of 
“authoritarian capitalism” — citing Singapore — demonstrates this fiction (Žižek 
2009: 95, 131–132). In raising significant questions for the present, it goes without 
saying that conceptually communism and Marxian exposition remain relevant. While 
these arguments defer communism’s death knell, returning to the subject of the 
historical suspension, Groys argues that such a halt did occur, not in communism’s 
‘end’, but rather at its beginning. For Groys, the October Revolution effectuated on a 
political and economic level “a complete break with the past” or its material heritage, 
in the abolishment of the private and the creation of collective property. This 
severance he associated with the method of the aesthetic avant-garde in its literal 
meaning of the “notion of progress” of the community or its new beginnings (Groys 
2013: 154). 
 While such a historical break may have occurred under Soviet communism 
and its variations in Southeast Asia, such as in Vietnam and Cambodia, it certainly 
did not occur in Singapore and Malaysia, or Malaya for that matter. In referencing the 
attempt, as opposed to the history, of such a break, it may be conjectured that the 
historiographical artwork posits its possible realisation. This realisation, however, 
occurs not in a revival of a past, but in a projection into the future, and less in 
economic than its social terms, as suggested in Malayan Exchange (Study of a Note of 
the Future) and Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates. Yet, the value of such a 
reading in the historiographical examination would be limited to speculation. Instead, 
two further points can be drawn from this topic of beginnings via Groys. The first is 
an ontological imperative. The second, following from the first, is the artwork’s true 
politics. These propositions will be fleshed out in the rest of this paper, not as final 
conclusions or ‘ends’, but as generative shifts of frame within which the 
historiographical artwork may be understood. Wary as one may be of a philosophical 
exposition, given the complications of the Hegelian philosophy of history that this 
discussion of the historiographical artwork has been circling, it is suggested that the 
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historiographical artwork, as the manifestation of an aesthetic concerned with the 
originary or antecedent, may, however, still benefit from a philosophical perspective 
via ontology. 
 Why ontology? The broad answer would be that an ontological suspicion has 
dogged the analysis of historiography, by implication, inclusion, or underpinning the 
historiographical operation. It is alluded to in the title of the artwork …who gave 
birth to The Great White One… It appears in Bloom’s appropriation of the clinamen 
or swerve in poetic influence, where the hypothesised originary substance of 
Lucretius’ early atomistic theory is described as “first things,” “first beginnings,” “the 
bodies of matter,” “the seeds of things,” and is characterised as indivisible and eternal 
(without time) (Greenblatt 2011: 224–227). It is lodged in the notion of the primacy 
of source that is central to iconoclasm and the precursorial challenge. It surfaces in 
Groys’ account of communism’s advent as a resetting of the burden of history in a 
“degree zero at the end of every possible history” (Groys 2013: 154, 165). Although 
the realisation of a completely new beginning is questionable (short of force or 
something quite apocalyptic), it is from such an ontological supposition that the 
extrapolation of the historical narrative is produced. Similarly, it is an ontological 
“antidote to the historical” that Nietzsche proposes through the supra historical and 
unhistorical, the latter  epitomised in the figure of the beast that lacks history beyond 
its present (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 61, 120–121). Thus, in presupposing and 
examining this original or primal state, ontology’s propositions may be considered 
apropos of the historiographical artwork. Yet, it is obvious that the analysis of 
historiographical artworks is not an ideal platform for an in-depth discussion of 
ontological philosophy, and this is not the discussion’s claim. Rather, the discussion is 
limited to ontological insights with value in their extrapolation to the 
historiographical artwork.  
 As for a decisive study of ontology, one would generally look no further than 
to ontology’s forebear, Martin Heidegger. Described by Nancy as the “last ‘first 
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philosophy’” (Nancy [1996] 2000: 26), Heidegger’s study of ontology is the first 
position that is assumed in this discussion, its phenomenological framework 
articulating the “structural and genetic contexts of consciousness” in the act of 
apprehension.  Although Burckhardt, Nietzsche, and others have shied from the 177
philosophical in appraising the historical for a variety of reasons as observed in the 
discussion on historiographical artworks, there essentially is an ontological element 
to the historiographical condition: historiography itself is ontological. While it is 
noted that Heidegger’s argument moves from the ontological (being) to the subject of 
historicity in the deconstruction of ‘being’ (sein or its embodiment as dasein), a 
conflation of the two is observed, however, in their sharing ontological self-evidence.  
 A regrettably terse summary of this exposition goes as follows: being is the 
“most universal and the emptiest concept,” both understood and the “most obscure of 
all,” appearing self-evident and a priori in every relation (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 1–
3). Yet, the understanding of being, “itself a determination of being of Dasein,”  can 178
only be understood as being ‘of the world.’ That is to say that “the way the world is 
understood is ontologically reflected back upon the interpretation of Dasein,” or what 
Heidegger terms as ‘factical life’ (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 15–16; Heidegger [1923] 
1999: 65), which is loosely analogous to Hegelian self-consciousness via the 
consciousness of another recalled from earlier discussion. Furthermore, as being ‘of 
the world,’ is also ‘being in time,’ this temporisation of being as “the horizon of the 
 Heidegger’s exposition of ontology is in facticity, as a ‘temporal particularity’ with 177
phenomenology as its interpretation. It is defined as being as it is “made available” to 
consciousness. Against the inadequacies of any ontological study where its subject is 
the being-(of)-an-object outside of being (dasein) that apprehends the object (as its 
subject), Heidegger’s notion of Dasein is instead “decisive” in its ontological basis. It 
is also noted that his approach is a response to Aristotle’s hermeneutics (Heidegger 
[1923] 1999: 1–3).
 In the words of Heidegger, “The ontic distinction of Dasein lies in the fact that it is 178
ontological… Thus fundamental ontology, from which alone all other ontologies can 




understanding of being,” opens up the possibility of being’s historicity.  Finally, as 179
historicity arises of Dasein ontologically, and is “essentially the historicity of the 
world,” Heidegger concluded that “the historiographical disclosure of history is in 
itself rooted in the historicity of Dasein in accordance with its ontological structure, 
whether this is factically carried out or not” (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 369, 373, 375). 
From the establishment of the intrinsic historicity of being, Heidegger extended being 
(dasein) as comprised of “its past,” to produce the possibility of historiography, as 
well as assuming tradition as continuity (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 19–20). 
 Applied to the artwork, this presents the rendering of historical representation 
in the historiographical artwork as a mode of the historical experience as well as its 
objectification. In this light, historical consciousness is a self-regarding activity 
characterised by the self’s own temporality, as opposed to being a response to history, 
the difference being the shift in its basis and motivation to “what Dasein itself thinks 
it is all about and comes to” (Heidegger [1923] 1999: 28–29, 43). As inherently a 
reflexive and interpretative expression — or temporised consciousness — such an 
interpretation maps onto the recognition of lineage discussed of the iconoclastic act as 
well as the subject of influence, but with an added ontological connotation. Thus, the 
incorporation of historical evidence in the historiographical artwork may be said to be 
less as historical material per se, as it is a recognition of temporality. For example, the 
painting by Chia Yu-Chian, Riverside Scene, appropriated by Piyadasa, or J. B. 
Jeyaratnam’s placard by Seelan Palay, may be read as ontological register of 
historicity in relation to the self. This sense of self-consciousness could also arguably 
account for — though not as sufficient cause — cases where the artworks are 
 Heidegger goes on to elaborate on the modes of the temporising of temporality — 179
understanding, attunement, entanglement, and discourse — the details of which are 
not particularly necessary here, save that the modalities are a breakdown of the 
movement from experience of the world to its articulation in temporisation. “The fact 
remains that time in the sense of ‘being in time’ serves as a criterion for separating 
the regions of being… ‘Time,’ especially on the horizon of the common 
understanding of it, has chanced to acquire this ‘obvious’ ontological function ‘of 




produced in a change of environment, such as when the artist returns from abroad and 
establishes his or her practice in the local setting, through an overt absorption of an 
assumed (and in its presentation, projected) customary historical lineage that marks 
the establishment of the self within its new context. The examples of such that have 
been discussed include: Utama: Every Name in History is I in 2003 produced upon 
Ho’s return from Australia; Vincent Leong’s post-London The Fake Show in 2006; 
Four Malay Stories as Ming Wong’s first presentation in 2005 after a lengthy stint in 
London; and Tan Nan See’s Study of Malaysia Modern Visual Arts in Landscape, that 
whilst developed during her Masters degree in Penang, was nevertheless an attempt 
to fill a “historical gap” she was confronted with as she contemplated the aesthetic 
horizon before her.  
 Beyond temporal consciousness, applied more broadly to the aesthetic canon, 
Heidegger’s favourable view of the history of art is also amenable to his 
phenomenological approach, producing a non-normative perspective across styles 
and cultures — where the multiplicity of cultures are said to be “ontically on par with 
each other” in “morphological observation” (Heidegger [1923] 1999: 30) — thus 
corroborating the prior discussion on stylistic relativisation. The exposition up to this 
point would appear sufficient to explicate the historiographical artwork. Though, only 
if the historiographical artwork was merely representative, with the ontological 
imperative sealing its place as a self-interpretative “mode of the public being of life,” 
that, as aesthetic expression, might be said to manifest the phenomenological method 
of “that which shows itself as something showing itself” (Heidegger [1923] 1999: 43, 
53). Such a reading would account, to some extent, for the subjectivity of the 
aesthetic representation insofar as the integration of the historical narrative goes. But 
this would not quite account for the controverting, paradoxical or speculative 
treatment of the historical narratives subsumed in the historiographical artwork. To do 
so requires a different ontological approach. Or to put it in another way, it is because 
the historiographical artwork is a critique of monumental and antiquarian histories — 
in Nietzsche’s sense — that it cannot merely be of representation, as it would then but 
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“incur the (same) danger of becoming somewhat distorted, beautified” as the histories 
it critiques (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 70–71). 
 To understand this failure to account for the historiographical artwork in its 
entirety necessitates a probe into the reason for Heidegger’s particular formulation of 
the ontological proposition. Heidegger believed that philosophy had a fundamental 
role in historical critique, but, like Burckhardt, he nevertheless was opposed to liberal 
narrativisation — or “dilettantism” which turned “history into a story” (Heidegger 
[1923] 1999: 59). While this may be considered in primary disagreement with the 
historiographical artwork, it is not the most consequential conflict. Rather, in an 
iconoclastic move, it is Heidegger’s critique of Hegel’s conception of time that sets 
the limit in his ontological proposition. This criticism is Heidegger’s objection to 
Hegel’s abstraction of time which follows from the former’s ontological premise of 
Dasein as the temporising entity. While it exceeds this paper to perform a critique of 
Heidegger, being, as strictly temporised, cannot be negated — which was 
Heidegger’s point –— but as such, neither can being ‘become.’ To rephrase this, 
being’s becoming cannot be intuited via Heidegger’s method; that is, the “transition 
from being to nothingness, or from nothingness to being” is stymied (Heidegger 
[1927] 2010: 407, 409). The source of this theoretical move is largely Heidegger’s 
disagreement with the philosophical universalism that Hegel’s philosophy entailed, 
which Heidegger deemed as erroneously taking as the scope of its determination the 
‘totality of beings’; specifically, that the suturing of its elements (or categories) to 
form that unified perspective, in missing the “existential” of each, was problematic 
(Heidegger [1923] 1999: 32–35). Be that as it may, the projection of an external 
temporising that is not necessarily bound to dasein in its phenomenological mode 
performs a significant operation within the ontological investigation: of the positing 
of its opposite — absence. In a way Heidegger hinted at this when he suggested that 
the ontological examination was necessarily “the radicalisation of an essential 
tendency of being that belongs to Dasein itself, namely of the pre-ontological 
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understanding of being” (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 13); though, at this point his pursuit 
ironically ends.  
 This ontological supposition of a paradoxical condition underlies Groys’ 
dialectical materialism, captured in the concept of ‘total logic’ — to be differentiated 
from Heidegger’s sense (and objection) of universalistic ‘totality’ as temporised 
facticity — that in philosophical logic is pared down to the binary of being and not-
being in an affirmation of “all possible propositions simultaneously” that is “at once 
paradox and orthodox” (Groys [2006] 2009: 41, 43). Though, it has to be noted that 
the introduction of the logical necessity of duality of being/non-being only 
demonstrates a variance in philosophical treatment of the nature of a relationship to 
time — in the case of Heidegger as intrinsically bound to consciousness — that in the 
logical framework may be suspended or deferred temporarily. Thus, in the play of this 
relationship across differing philosophical positions, this duality of relation to time 
may be said to be Janus-faced, a switching between the originary point as static or 
transitory. Illustrating this duality is Paul Klee’s Angelus Novus (1920, Angel of 
History) who is “turned toward the past” while propelled to a future in a “storm 
(called) progress.” Cited by Walter Benjamin in an argument against the “eternal” 
time of historicism (specifically Fascism), this transition, Benjamin contends, is 
necessary for the possibility of the reinterpretation of history, in that, the “Messianic 
cessation” produces the “revolutionary chance” (Benjamin [1955] 2007: 257–258, 
262–263). Furthermore, noted by Badiou in countering Heidegger’s ‘poetic’ ontology, 
in limiting being’s becoming to the presentable and the sayable, such an ontology 
without absence or the possibility of absence was paradoxically “haunted by… the 
loss of the origin” (Badiou [1988] 2005: 10–11, 27). 
 The subject of the ‘lost origin’ is exemplified in historiographical artworks, 
such as in Ho’s Utama, though it is seen as a contradictory and incongruous condition 
within a poetic turn of representation. Before examining this loss in greater detail, it 
is worth noting that such a loss has not always been seen as detrimental. For 
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Nietzsche, as well as in Foucault’s notion of genealogy, in the opposition to a 
‘philosophy’ of history, specifically of the “birth of truth and values,” the “search of 
origins” is quite guiltlessly discarded. Instead, genealogy is marked by an 
attentiveness to the “vicissitudes of history,” its “accidents, the minute deviations — 
or conversely, the complete reversals — the errors, the false appraisals, and the faulty 
calculations” (Foucault 1977: 140–146, 152, 156). Genealogy was Foucault’s solution 
to historicism, produced via and extending Nietzsche’s modalities to reveal the ‘truth’ 
of historiography through strategic disruptions.  Needless to say, Foucauldian 180
archaeological methodology aside, such an idea or possibility of a disrupted 
historiography is advantageous to the explication of the historiographical artwork, 
and the earlier segment on the clinamen was an elaboration of its means of operation. 
But application notwithstanding, an ontological explication of the subject of loss or 
absence would certainly ground the paradoxical condition of the historiographical 
artwork, and this is amply provided for in Badiou’s ontological framework. 
 As much as Badiou’s ontology holds art as important within his philosophy 
(as he does love, science, and politics), his aesthetic reference has generally 
gravitated towards poetry — Mallarmé for instance  — and on occasion, the 181
medium of cinema, where cinema, akin to poetry, “operates through what it 
withdraws from the visible” (Badiou [1988] 2005: 340–341; Badiou [1998] 2005: 
78). As such, the following discussion might be said to be a misreading of Badiou in 
Bloom’s sense, in the application of the ontological to the historiographical artwork. 
Much of Badiou’s exposition is a refutation of Heidegger’s ontology, Badiou’s own 
 Of the three modalities from Nietzsche that Foucault responds to, the monumental 180
and antiquarian history are displaced by the third, critical history. Foucault, arguably 
applying this third to the first two, presented options to disrupt all three, in what he 
termed as its ‘metamorphosis.’ In his approach to genealogy, monumentalism is 
revealed as a masquerade, the antiquarian through dissipation or discontinuity, and 
the critical in its “rancorous will to knowledge,” disclosed the powers that operate in 
knowledge. Foucault’s revisiting of these modalities may be seen as a demonstration 
of the logical conclusion (or tessera) of Nietzsche’s critique of historiography in 
general (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 72; Foucault 1977: 164).
 Mallarmé’s L’Après-midi d’un faune (The Afternoon of a Faun) in Handbook of 181
Inaesthetics; A Cast of Dice… in Being and Event
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precursorial horizon.  In distinguishing from Heidegger’s preference for science as 182
metaphysical support, Badiou determined ontology from mathematics — specifically 
through the logical axioms of the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory — for reason that 
mathematics is the “sole discourse which ‘knows’ absolutely what it is talking 
about” (Badiou [1988] 2005: 8). Though, in the interpretation of culture and aesthetic, 
mathematics and science — which Geertz was to quite vehemently oppose (Geertz 
1976: 1497–1499) — may appear incongruous, it is less its formal logic for 
interpretation than the embedding of this logic within the symbolic that is applied 
here. In enfolding mathematics into its proposition, Badiou returned philosophy to its 
foundational desire for reason and logic, but not to say that being (in the 
Heideggerean sense) is mathematical. In Badiou’s view, the ontological discourse is 
not entirely the purview of philosophy alone. Rather, the mathematical approach 
could serve philosophy’s purpose of the determination of truth, given that 
“mathematics is the historicity of the discourse on being qua being,” and thus, within 
philosophy’s scope (Badiou [1988] 2005: 7–8, 13).  
 Underscoring the criticality of the ontological bedrock from which theories 
extend, where Heidegger began with the facticity of being, Badiou was to start off, in 
an arguably iconoclastic move, with its negation: that “the one is not,” made feasible 
by the axiomatic foundations of his approach.  Without becoming mired in the 183
notational forms and axioms of set theory, important to the historiographical artwork 
 Badiou’s philosophy extends and critiques the hermeneutic and analytical 182
philosophical traditions. As such, it is a philosophical endeavour that too labours 
under the influence Bloom speaks of, marked by a cornucopia of philosophers 
including Plato, Aristotle, Spinoza, Hegel, Kant, Liebniz, Lacan.
 Taking off from the Heideggerean limitation, Badiou proposed the ontological 183
condition as the presentation of presentation, where, in ontology — or more precisely 
the meta-ontological examination of ontology — such a situation of presentation 
encloses both the count-as-one (distinct from being in the Heideggerean sense) as 
well as multiples in a relation) denoted by ∈ — as “a logic of belonging” — and thus 
“the presentation of ‘something’ as indexed to the multiple.” Badiou also suggested 
that Heidegger’s notion of care revealed a “situational anxiety of the void, or the 
necessity of warding off the void… to prohibit that catastrophe of presentation which 
would be its encounter with its own void” in order to maintain the consistency of the 
One (Badiou [1988] 2005: 23–24, 27, 44, 93).
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and critical within Badiou’s proposition as well in the extrapolation of this theory, is 
the concept of the void (∅, its sign of Scandinavian origin) which circumscribes and 
presents the inconsistency of the ontological condition: “the errancy of the nothing.” 
In the surfacing of the void Badiou acknowledged its antecedent citation amongst 
Greek atomists and their successors such as Lucretius, who defined the void as 
productively existing in all matter between its atoms (Badiou [1988] 2005: 58; 
Greenblatt 2011: 225–226). Extending from the earlier atomists via set theory, Badiou 
established the void –— albeit as the presentation of the unpresentable — not as a 
designation of nothing or non-being as a pre-ontological condition, but as that which 
is “sutured” to being as ontological, thus crucially nominating and affirming the void 
as existent. Key to the broader ontological exposition, the void critically resolved the 
problem of the one-and-many, in that the void becomes, via Badiou, the first 
multiple.   184
 In drawing from Lucretius the generation of the diverse and the multiple, 
Badiou was not alone, for both Deleuze and Nancy found similar affirmation of the 
multiple via his work, the latter extending the ontological equation to the social 
context in the concept of coessence in “being singular plural.”  Badiou's method, 185
however, may be said to produce his argument in one clean (though intricate) sweep. 
 Badiou’s path to this conclusion in short is that being in its presentation is always 184
a multiple (rather than a ‘one’ which only exists as an operation, specifically as a 
count-as-one) — also termed as a situation — which implies its ‘nothing,’ ‘sutured’ to 
the situation’s being. The void is then posited as “the first multiple, the very being 
from which any multiple presentation, when presented, is woven and numbered,” and 
as “merely the subtractive face of the count (of one, or being)” (Badiou [1988] 2005: 
54–56, 59, 69).
 For Deleuze, Lucretius “established… the implications of naturalism” (Deleuze 185
[1969] 1990: 279). As for Nancy, ontologically “being is singularly plural and 
plurally singular” as being is necessarily “being-with-one-another” (co-appearance 
[com-parution]”), where “with” marked the extension from Heidegger, who is 
observed by Nancy as not having taken “being-with others” [Mitsein] from his “with-
world” [Mitwelt] quite far enough, not to mention Nancy’s objection of the 
“subordinate position” of Mitsein in relation to Dasein in Heidegger’s proposition. 
Like Heidegger, Nancy did not posit a void, but for a different reason (Nancy [1996] 
2000: 12, 28–29, 93; Heidegger [1927] 2010: 116). A parallel read of Nancy with 
Žižek’s idea of “singular universality” of communism, of linking “between the 
singular and the universal, bypassing particular determinations,” may be of interest 
given ideological orientation (Žižek 2009: 104).
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The extrapolation to the multiple and thus the world is not the particular concern for 
the examination of the historiographical artwork, as much as the world 
advantageously unfolds as a result of it; the void, however, is crucial in three ways. 
The first and most evident of these is the refutation of Heidegger as discussed earlier, 
in circumventing the self-imposed limitation arising from “the necessity of warding 
off the void,” or the inconsistency of nothingness. The second is in facilitating the 
illumination of the subjects of poetry and nature in relation to representation. The 
third, which follows from the first, is the presentation of the un-represented, that has 
bearing on the final reading of the historiographical artwork in explicating its 
treatment of history. 
 Regarding the second application of the void, poetry holds prime position in 
Badiou’s philosophy, as it did Hegel, although Badiou attributed his choice of poetry 
to a Heideggerean necessity (Badiou 2003: 58). For Badiou, poetry’s importance is  
both in relation to Lucretius’ as ‘poet of the void,’ and in poetry’s ability to 
encapsulate and express inner sensibilities as has been discussed in the poetic 
affinities of the historiographical artwork. With the introduction of the ontological 
scheme, the intuiting of the void is added to this ability (Badiou [1988] 2005: 54). 
The poem performs this latter act, in Badiou’s suggestion, through an “oblique 
operation” in which the poem alludes to the fact that what is presented in its text is 
not all that there is. The earlier discussion on the poetry of the detained — of the 
experiences of Said Zahari, Tan Jing Quee, and Teo Soh Lung, and in the second 
order expressions of Alfian Sa’at and Jason Wee — has demonstrated that poetry 
speaks beyond what it presents. But, going beyond this act of allusion, what was 
critical for Badiou, was the fact that poetry also gestures to that which it “cannot 
name”:  the power and limits of language (Badiou [1988] 2005: 24–25, 29). Akin to 
the ontological void, this limit of language presupposes the condition of an infinite 
possibility. Thus, Badiou, just as Lucretius prior, drew into his ontology the subject of 
nature via the infinite. As ontological and natural the void, defined as such by Badiou 
served both purposes of debunking Hegel’s “generative ontology” and Heidegger’s 
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ontotheology (Badiou 2003: 54, 105; Badiou [1988] 2005: 143, 163–164). While for 
Badiou this concomitance is largely functional — producing the ontological normal 
situation (Badiou [1988] 2005: 187–188) — the ontologically natural can be further 
extended for the historiographical artwork via Deleuze. For Deleuze Lucretius’ 
atomic theory provided good mileage for a “philosophical pluralism.” But of greater 
interest here is his postulation of the atom as the presentation of “thought minima” — 
“that which must be thought, which can only be thought” (Deleuze [1969] 1990: 
268), and which, transposed to the historiographical artwork, returns the discussion to 
the subjects of land and nation one final time. 
 Although Hegel, Heidegger, and Badiou are ambivalent about nature as 
nature in spite of the necessity to rationalise its place in any ontological exposition,  186
nature as natural feature occurs extensively in the visual aesthetic. Extrapolating from 
the atomic, ontological, and natural suppositions developed in the discussion, it is 
suggested, in an appropriation of Deleuze’s postulation, that nature in the 
historiographical artwork — in the unit of land, and of landscape as conceptual 
designation of space — assumes the form of representational minima, the most basic 
element of the representation of history. As representational minima, nature, in its 
form of land and landscape extends Geertz’s semiotic interpretative approach of a 
“natural history of signs and symbols” (Geertz 1976: 1498), to present the first 
symbolic form within the historiographical artwork. But this is not to say that all 
representations of the genre of landscape are necessarily ontological, as much as such 
a proposition might be compelling to explore separately. Rather, where the 
historiographical operation is performed in artwork, land situates and reveals 
ontological founding, either physically or symbolically. Now, the presentation of the 
ontological condition via land is perhaps not radical, conforming to the Heideggerean 
 For Hegel, physical nature is of interest insofar as it is related to World History 186
and the Spirit. Similarly for Heidegger, natural processes are important in the 
establishment of the historicity of dasein in an encounter in time. As for Badiou, 
nature, as mentioned, is functional, either in the argument for the infinite (everything 
in nature), or when positing the ‘normal’ of a situation (Hegel [1900] 2001: 30); 
Heidegger [1927] 2010: 359; Badiou [1988] 2005: 187–188).
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sense of being as being-of-the-world with the artwork as its evidence. However, what 
is decisive in this ontological founding via the representational minima of land — 
similar to its philosophical counterpart — is as much the void, as it is being, the one 
sutured to the other.  
 Returning then to the artworks and to the observation of the lacunae within 
the historiographical artwork, this coupled presence and void appears within the 
artworks in the following ways: as the fallow beachfront between bouts of memory in 
Near Intervisible Lines; the sea that becomes engulfed by territory in Segantang 
Lada; the undefined site save the intersections of public history and private memory 
in Finding Graceland; and the cipher of the tree in I Will Send You to a Better Place, 
its shadow cast congregating the many. One might further add to this list the 
anomalous Bali into which the artists of The Bali Project took upon themselves to 
wander. In confronting the limits of the Nanyang by losing themselves within its 
physical and historical space, the artists oscillate between being contemporary 
sojourners and representations of the historicised aesthetic. Land or nature in these 
instances of historiographical art thus produces not just the expression of historicity 
of Heidegger’s dasein, but, in the simultaneous presentation of the void or 
inconsistency, is employed for an ontological manifestation and its exposition. Within 
this framework, Study of Malaysia Modern Visual Arts in Landscape exemplifies an 
especial case, in that the pursuit of landscape not only signals the ontological 
examination, it also produces, in its use of miniaturisation, the atomisation of the 
historical canon, with the spatio-chronologic gaps from both historical reproduction 
and exhibitionary sequence arguably revealing the generative void that is part of the 
canon’s constitution as per Lucretius.  
 Reviewing the historiographical artworks examined, it would, however, be 
evident that the representational minima of land or landscape does not appear 
explicitly in all these artworks. Yet, it can be said, that just as ontological being may 
not foreground every statement of fact, land (or sea in the case of Segantang Lada) 
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nonetheless predicates every representation, overt or otherwise. To paraphrase 
Heidegger, land is the enigma that is a priori in every historiographical 
representation. Furthermore, if one were to extrapolate this ontological tendency 
within the historiographical artwork to the level of nation as a second-order 
designation of land, it might even be possible to posit, particularly for Singapore and 
Malaysia, that Malaya is their cultural minima. In other words, rather than necessarily 
or sufficiently the nostalgic return to an earlier time in history as it is often 
interpreted, or symbolising the proposition of a future merger, that Malaya — via the 
quashed left-politics of Malayan nationalism in Malayan Exchange; the founding 
congregation in Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates; and the alluded conditions of 
Emergency of Malaya that underlie Errata — marks the ontological premise of a 
culture captured within the historiographical artwork. After all, the political battle cry 
within these representations, even when sounded in terms of loss, appears evocative 
at best. Instead, as given in Segantang Lada, to the chagrin of its protagonist, this 
cultural representation of a historical Malaya, stretching across both ground and sea, 
is seen to transition into a void, passing over its hapless protagonist, even as it 
registers the ontological quest. 
 Summing up the chapter’s discussion, the historiographical artwork is 
postulated as having an ontological imperative via its representational minima of land 
as nature that is sutured to the void in an absence that is either material or in idea, 
such as in the case of memory. As a loosely-enclosed genre, the historiographical 
artwork may thus be described, extending Badiou’s terminology, as the representation 
of presentation of presentation.  This designation follows the ontological situation, 187
revealing no less its subject of historical content as it does the void that is depicted in 
the suppressed, neglected, or even erroneously occluded, either overtly or as an 
unpresented ‘inner void.’ Even so, this only establishes the historiographical artwork 
as ontological. But can more be done in the application of the ontological supposition 
 ‘Representation’ in both the aesthetic sense, and in Badiou’s metonymic sense, 187
though defined here not by the state, but by the artist (Badiou [1988] 2005: 102; 
Badiou [2011] 2012: 97).
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to the historiographical artwork?  To answer this question the discussion turns to the 
third extension of the ontological void for the historiographical artwork — the 
examination of the relationship of the historiographical artwork to history, a history 
that the historiographical artwork confronts.   
 History, from the earlier contestations of its theories and philosophies, is a 
conflicted field, and this would not appear to be improved by an ontological 
examination. In Badiou’s ontological exegesis, history as narrative has the value of 
Hegelian ‘original’ or unreflective history — bound and treasured “for immortality in 
the Temple of Mnemosyne” (Hegel [1900] 2001: 14–15). Rejecting the Hegelian 
universal history in its singular proposition, Badiou, however, concedes to the 
possibility of a “historicity of certain multiples,” and shares Hegel’s interpretation of 
the State as productive of the formal presentation (or ‘representation’ for Badiou) of 
its people, and thus, their historical being (Hegel [1900] 2001:76–77; Badiou [1988] 
2005: 105–106, 176). As for Heidegger, history does not feature significantly in his 
ontology. Even though indispensable, given that dasein is “temporal in the ground of 
its being,” Heidegger declared that “historiography is still not needed,” and relegated 
it to the projection of dasein’s historicity (Heidegger [1927] 2010: 10, 19, 359, 367, 
373). Regardless of history’s unfavourable status for the ontological exposition, in 
constituting the ‘ground’ of being and being’s presentation, this relationship of the 
historiographical artwork to history remains critical to the artwork’s understanding.  
 Within the past chapters the historiographical artwork has appeared amenable 
to theories of history, seeming, at least in intention, in accord with the Hegelian 
reflexive critical history, and even substantiating White’s proposition of the emplotted 
historical narrative. In presenting the historiographical artwork as illustrative of a 
historiographic type or method, its relationship to history is presumed as passive and 
representational. But, as pointed out by Burckhardt, the historiographical artwork is 
as likely to betray the historical observation as present it. This act of betrayal is, in 
fact, crucial to the historiographical artwork. Contrary to the conventional appraisal 
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of errancy, in the historiographical artwork this breach is its necessary break in its 
compact with history.  
 Now it might be remarked following the analysis of influence via Bloom, that 
such a break is the breaking out from a lineage in order to advance its bloodline. It 
could even be said, based on the discussion on beginnings and the zero-point of 
history via Groys in regards to Fukuyama’s thymotic first man, that such a break 
executes a resetting of history. But such an interpretation maintains history as the 
limits of the historiographical aesthetic’s enterprise. Instead, and proposed as the final 
reading of the historiographical artwork, within the ontological examination, this 
fundamental betrayal runs deeper than historical response or recalibration. Not 
merely a break in a historical line, it is a break of the relationship with history as 
ontological feature, necessitated by the limits of historiography and its representation. 
This limit, in the manner of poetry noted earlier — or the seeds of history’s 
corruption — is then enlisted within the historiographical artwork to produce that 
which is simultaneously historical and unhistorical, the latter in both content and 
method.  
 While this may seem contradictory, the paradox is quite at home in aesthetic 
expression. As Groys has declared, “art praxis is only recognised as such if it is 
paradoxical” (Groys [2006] 2009: 100–101). Such a view, that if it were to look like 
art, it would not be art, is shared by Rancière, who similarly claimed that “art is art to 
the extent that it is something else than art” (Rancière 2002: 137). Furthermore, as a 
manifestation of ontological expression, such inconsistency is practically prescribed, 
in that ontology is the “theory of inconsistent multiplicities” (Badiou [1988] 2005: 
28). This paradoxical condition can be employed to refute Foster’s charge of the 
“dilettantism” of the historiographical artwork in its dabble of history, via a detour 
courtesy of Edward Said on the subject of “amateur forays.” According to Said, it is 
only from a perspective not “denatured by fawning service” to authority, that the 
speaking of truth to power can feasibly occur (Said 1994: 64–65, 71). Or to put it 
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another way, if legitimation of historical narrative were the historiographical 
artwork’s purpose, this would entail certainty, not the characteristic equivocation that 
is observed. As for the reason for this paradoxical betrayal of history, its explanation, 
via Badiou’s philosophy, is oddly simple: while the historiographical artwork is about 
history, its fidelity is to truth, not to history. 
 Given the earlier observation on false testament, that the historiographical 
artwork is faithful to truth may strike one as contradictory. However, the logic of this 
lies in Badiou’s definition of truth. On the subject of truth Badiou deviates from 
Heidegger, first in claiming that philosophy produces the means to access truths, 
rather than truth in itself. Second, he draws a distinction between knowledge and 
truth in the convention of Kant. Whereas ‘knowledge,’ as order that is structured may 
be transmitted and repeated, ‘truth,’ as a discovery of something new that “un-binds 
the Heideggerean connection between being and truth,” is the interruption of 
repetition (Badiou [1998] 2005: 14; Badiou 2003: 60–62, 294). From this definition 
of truth, it would appear that instead of assuming truth as ontologically given, such as 
the truth of the historical narrative, the historiographical artwork approaches truth in 
an interruption of the historical narrative to critically unbind the connection between 
history and truth.  
 In delineating truth from knowledge, Badiou mobilises truth as a process, or 
what he terms, a procedure that begins with an ‘event’ of rupture. To summarise 
Badiou’s proposition, this event is both an act of physical manifestation of 
individuals, objects, or spaces, etc., as well as, critically, an act of naming, 
specifically the designation of something that was not within existing presentation. 
That is, something outside of established knowledge and thus new, or to return to 
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ontological terminology, the presentation of the void.  Naming within the truth 188
procedure follows from the logocentricity of ontology, fitting easily as well with the 
subject of poetry that has an especial place for Badiou in both the ontological and 
truth process. Given its expressive arrangement, Badiou viewed the work of art — of 
which poetry belongs — as “essentially finite,” in the limits of its compositional 
frame and the “persuasive procedure of its own finitude” (Badiou [1998] 2005: 10–
11). Precisely for this reason, art, like philosophy, is not truth in itself, but may 
perform the role of a procedure to truth. In speaking on aesthetics, Badiou refers 
mostly to poetry and he does not elaborate how such an operation of naming may 
occur in visual aesthetics. However, it may be conjectured that in representation a 
similar process is possible. Amongst the range of conceivable visual representations 
of history, in its deliberate presentation of the void, the historiographical artwork has 
a particular affinity to the truth procedure of aesthetics in a fidelity to the historical 
event, even if not necessarily to its history as given. Like the poem for Badiou, the 
historiographical artwork presents a moment of doubt, capturing this moment of the 
undecidable by presenting it. Furthermore, through this act of presenting the 
unpresented as irresolute, the historiographical artwork also becomes political. 
 To say that the historiographical artwork is political at an aesthetic level 
would appear an invigorating statement, especially since the content of the artworks 
— Malayan Exchange (Study of a Note of the Future), Utama: Every Name in 
History is I, Malaysia Day Commemorative Plates, enamlima sekarang, 1987, 
Lalang, Walking the Streets, Haunting Ghosts, ISA Detainee Vincent Cheng, 
Celebrating Little Thoughts, Malay Sketches, and Recollections of Long Lost 
Memories — would seem, even on cursory observation, to encapsulate the political 
within the historical. However, such a statement requires a caveat. Specifically the 
 Badiou enumerates four generic procedures — love, art, science, and politics — 188
from which truth may be discerned from the indiscernible, where truth may be 
‘forced’ by the subject in an exercise of fidelity. Truth however remains 
‘uncompletable’ in that there are a multiplicity of truths, rather than a singular truth 
(Badiou [1988] 2005: 14, 55; Badiou 2003: 62–65).
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stipulation of that to which the term ‘political’ refers. It may be recalled from earlier 
discussion that the relationship between politics and aesthetics via Rancière — of the 
“aesthetic promise” of avant-gardism — was unfulfillingly evasive. This melancholic 
conclusion was due to the criterion of political efficacy that, however approached, 
proved difficult to answer conclusively because of its measure in effect. In such a 
definition, the political is determined in terms of the consequences of political 
struggle. But in consideration of the political as power in the Foucauldian sense of a 
relation — a relation that exists and is produced, for example in iconoclasm — it may 
be said that the political exists even in the presentation of such a relation.  
 With this, the historiographical artwork would seem to be in a slightly better 
footing to respond more positively to the question of its politics for two reasons. The 
first is given in the iconoclastic relation of the historiographical aesthetic to history in 
its ontological break from the latter. The second, the basis and form of the first, the 
fact that the historiographical artwork ‘plays’ outside of its field. In its Rancièrean 
sense following Friedrich Schiller’s Spieltrieb as an extension of Kant, this free play 
that occurs in Beauty or aesthetics, “makes man complete” (Rancière 2002: 136; 
Schiller [1801] 1954: 79). Thus, the historiographical artwork delivers on the 
aesthetic promise by virtue of falling short in delivering on the historical promise, 
refusing to adhere to the relations of power as prescribed by history’s field. On the 
subject of efficacy, however, Rancière remains regrettably accurate, but herein lies 
the caveat. Rather than being positively political, the presentation of the political of 
the historiographical artwork relies on the void, or in Rancièrean terms, the element 
of ‘undecidability’ that “frames the possibilities of art,” producing then its politics in 
a “metapolitics” of a reconfiguration (Rancière 2002: 137, 151).  
 To explicate this reconfiguration or redistribution of the sensible by the 
historiographical artwork, the discussion turns to what Badiou termed the evental site. 
The subject of the event is paramount to Badiou’s thesis, replacing ‘time’ in his 
appropriation of the title of Heidegger’s opus. Transposing Badiou’s analysis to the 
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historiographical artwork, the evental site is thus the particular historical narrative 
subsumed by the artwork. This narrative is interrupted by the presentation of the 
unpresented in the form of an inconsistency or the void. This inconsistency or void, 
also known as the naming of the unnamed, thus serves as an index of the event qua 
the event in however it is remembered or instituted in the narrative. For Badiou, such 
an evental site is considered “abnormal” as it is “on the edge of the void or 
foundational” in the ontological sense, as well as on the edge of a truth. This evental 
caesura “forces” the situation, in this case the historical narrative referred to in the 
historiographical artwork, to “accommodate it” in its presentation.  This 189
undecidability or equivocality, in which the artwork appears incongruent, 
disconcerting, or even flippant, impels the verification of its truth and simultaneously 
confirms the situation’s contingency (Badiou 2003: 186; Badiou [1998] 2005: 55). It 
also, significantly, returns the artwork as historical within Badiou’s schema. For 
Badiou, a situation where an evental site occurs is considered historical, in indicating 
historicity and opposing the stability of natural situations, “on the edge of the void” 
or “representative precariousness” (Badiou [1988] 2005: 177). Being ‘historical’ thus 
means to be poised to make history or a historic moment, shifting the focus from past 
to present, effectively making the historiographical artwork doubly historical: in 
content and as the site of “an active fidelity to the event of truth” (Badiou [1988] 
2005: xii–xiii, 14).  
 As an index and the procedure of truth, the historiographical artwork’s 
politics may seem reserved. But, in Badiou’s suggestion, such latency should not be 
mistaken for stasis, as “every radical transformational action originates in a point,” 
such as an evental site, or for that matter the historiographical artwork (Badiou [1988] 
 Badiou’s explication is a little more technical, in that the interrupting index 189
“occurs as two, as itself absent and as supernumerary name.” Being on the “edge of 
the void,” this “originary Two” signals “an interval of suspense,” where 
subjectivisation (as interventional nomination) occurs, through which a truth is 
possible, in that it returns the situation to its indiscernible multiplicity. In this moment 
of the presentation of multiplicity, ‘forcing’ defined as “a relation verifiable by 
knowledge” through the decision for verification, belongs to the procedure of truth 
(Badiou [1988] 2005: 175, 205, 206–207, 342, 393, 403).
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2005: 176). Two positive aspects may be noted at this juncture. The first is the 
demonstration of the historiographical artwork’s true politics: the “summoning of the 
void” which produces the “un-measure in which to measure itself” (Badiou [1988] 
2005: 430), an evocation that even Nietzsche might have agreed to in his conditional 
acceptance of a history that would “preserve instincts or even evoke” inner vitalistic 
tendencies (Nietzsche [1873–1876] 2007: 95–96). The second is a projection of the 
historical that returns the examination to the swerve or clinamen.  
 The swerve of Lucretius’ atomic theory, while unpredictable, is a generative 
deflection. Furthermore, this ontological manifestation is marked by a minimal 
movement that, in spite of its scale, has the potential to “set off a ceaseless chain of 
collisions” (Greenblatt 2011: 227). As elaborated earlier, Bloom’s theory utilises the 
clinamen as model for poetic exceptionality, but in Deleuze’s examination of nature 
in relation to pluralism and thought, this swerve can be read beyond being an anxious 
deviation or challenge. Just as in the synthesis of original direction and its 
modification, the clinamen affirms time via its movement (Deleuze [1969] 1990: 
276), so within the historiographical artwork, the shift from the historical narrative 
— its original trajectory — presented via the void affirms political possibility. But 
what would such affirmation entail?  
 In Fukuyama’s thesis the revolutionary turn emerges from the thymotic 
response as an effect of affect, such as the sense of injustice that produces the man 
“willing to walk in front of a tank or confront a line of soldiers,” without which the 
“larger train of events leading to fundamental changes in political and economic 
structures would never occur” (Fukuyama 1992: 180). In essence this thymotic 
observation is one of lack, akin to the void within a situation. This lack or void is 
described by Badiou in relation to the subject of the historical riot — that may be 
considered the ‘ends’ of Badiou’s ontology in Rebirth of History — as an “increase in 
equal-being,” or “the judgement made about one’s intensity of existence” (Badiou 
[2011] 2012: 67). Yet, where Fukuyama draws a connection between the thymotic 
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response and the revolutionary turn, Badiou is more circumspect, contending that the 
historical riot should not be mistaken for a revolution, though for the reason that the 
latter only occurs when resources for a seizure of power are available (Badiou [2011] 
2012: 46). Of course, at its foundation Badiou’s motivation is at variance with 
Fukuyama’s, its latent ‘rebirth’ referring to the idea of communism — “the imaginary 
operation whereby an individual subjectivation projects a fragment of the political 
real into the symbolic narrative of a History” — its quest for equality paradoxically 
the root of Fukuyama’s thymotic sense of injustice.  In connecting the ontological 190
to the political, Badiou’s proposition appears in accord with Félix Guattari’s notion of 
the “molecular revolution.” Like Badiou, Guattari did not consider the uprising as 
necessarily revolutionary, though Guattari did not make as fine a distinction between 
the riot and revolution as did Badiou. More critically, both converge first in their 
address of the level of absorption and activation as being at the “microscopic 
level” (Guattari 1996: 8), and in that for Badiou and Guattari, it is not merely the 
incident of uprising that is significant, but also its aftermath. 
 In addressing the climacteric within the historical through a swerve rather 
than in an expression of overt political confrontation, the historiographical artwork 
may be read in relation to what Badiou termed as the “intervallic period.” In Badiou’s 
explanation of riots, the intervallic period is “the initial post-riot period (where) 
everything is uncertain.” Characterised by a ‘dormancy’ of the idea, its appearance is 
as if the riot had been quelled and the status quo reestablished. In its absence of 
outcry, the political capacity of the historiographical artwork may be said to present 
just such a condition of dormancy. Yet, for Badiou, this post-riot moment is also a 
critical moment for “stirring up and altering historical possibilities,” particularly as he 
considers this dormant phase a crucial period for organisation (Badiou [2011] 2012: 
38–39, 61, 63). In preserving the event beyond “its initial potency,” the intervallic 
 In a remark referring to Fukuyama, Badiou claimed that “the modern world, 190
having arrived at its complete development and conscious that it is bound to die — if 
only (which is plausible, alas) in suicidal violence — no longer has anything to think 
about but ‘the end of History’” (Badiou [2011] 2012: 15; Badiou 2010: 4–5).
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period is an “invention of time,” or “an outside-time” in time (Badiou [2011] 2012: 
70). This may be read in parallel to the simultaneous historical and unhistorical mode 
that the historiographical artwork manifests in recognition of the necessity of 
ontological critique as its political aesthetic. Thus, while appearing liminal, this state 
of latency is not inactive. As Badiou was to describe, the political activist is “a patient 
watchman of the void,” who on sighting it “discerns the connection of presented 
multiples” of a event in an act of fidelity to which he “constructs the means to sound, 
if only for an instant, the site of the unpresentable,” as a “counter-state,” which 
“(organises), within the situation, another legitimacy of inclusions (Badiou [2011] 
2012: 111, 236, 238).  
 In an exposition on the subject of identity as produced in “struggle,” 
Grossberg was to describe “subjectivation” as arising from the dynamics of a 
situation that produced “the singularity of belonging” at its moment (Grossberg 1996: 
104). It is arguably such a moment of identification, in swerve and rupture, that the 
historiographical artwork organises for its viewer. In its production of “the extinction 
of time in time,” the historiographical artwork articulates a hope for “a re-creation of 
the world” within which the excluded — such as the suppressed left gesture — may 
return (Schiller [1801] 1954: 74; Nancy [1996] 2000: 41). Examples where this 
articulation is performed in direct engagement with its audience include the 
incorporation of the memories of the public in I Remember…, the open archive of 
Errata, in enamlima sekarang’s research, and the selection of filmic memory for re-
enactment in Four Malay Stories. In returning these moments, the historiographical 
artwork materialises its history for subjectivation (in the Foucauldian sense of 
constitution), of which this entire discussion may also be said to be an instance. Or to 
quote Badiou quoting Trotsky, in manifesting the void in the historical moment the 
historiographical artwork creates the threshold to “(mount) the stage of 
history” (Badiou [2011] 2012: 34–35). This is art as method. 
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 In summary of the progression of this last reading: as a representation of 
presentation of presentation (or the representation of the ontologically multiple), the 
historiographical artwork is observed as confronting history in a betrayal or break as 
an ontological condition. Simultaneously historical and unhistorical, the 
historiographical artwork reveals this betrayal as, in fact, a fidelity to truth. Seeking 
the truth and an affirmation of possibility via its ontological inclusion (or 
presentation) of the void, the historiographical artwork thus delivers the aesthetic 
promise, rather than the historical promise, producing a political aesthetic in 




18.  In retrospect 
The focus of this thesis has been the artwork that engages the subject of history in a 
challenge of the narratives of nation and art history. In assembling a number of these 
artworks within the study, the thesis suggests that this engagement of history 
manifests a contemporary condition. Positing a historiographical aesthetic, the thesis 
explores the reading of this selection of artworks in three stages. These three stages 
represent a variety of possible approaches that produce interpretations with increasing 
autonomy afforded to the historiographical artwork, even as each interpretation is 
amenable to explicating any specific one.  
 In the first reading developed within the section entitled ‘Witness,’ the content 
of the historiographical artwork would overtly appear to be producing an evidence for 
or a witness to the historical event and its narrative. Incorporating historical facts and 
sites, the representations in these artworks recall the genres of landscape and history 
painting. Yet, in their material, the materialisation of gaps in their evidence, as well as  
in the affective and ethical motivations arising from such lacunae, their portrayal of 
history and historic event would seem to exceed the purpose of mere representation. 
In the conventional approach of viewing such artwork, history is assumed as its 
object, with the result that the historiographical artwork becomes read as revisionist 
or as extensions of the historical narrative. Such an interpretation is often also applied 
to alternative or non-dominant historical narratives to their detriment, in that, these 
new narratives are viewed as secondary or supplementary. In the attempt to expand 
the scope for reading these artworks and such histories, two other interpretative 
approaches are introduced.  
 The second stage of reading, ‘Profanity,’ observed the relationships that 
produce the historiographical artwork, and the aesthetic operation of deviation 
performed for a continuity of lineage and the production of legacy. Emphasising the 
process of aestheticisation — as opposed to the content for aestheticisation in the first 
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stage — the historiographical artwork is revealed as decisive in its approach, if not 
strategic. Through an articulation of influence and idealisation in an ironic mode, this 
iconoclastic act produces succession through relativisation. Elaborating this aesthetic 
act, Harold Bloom’s revisionary ratios of strong poets wrestling with strong 
precursors through a “swerve” provides the framework for reading this operation and 
the differentiation of its means. 
 Just as mathematics was advantageous in proving ontology, the application of 
the ontological framework in the third section, ‘Return,’ provides the 
historiographical artwork with a philosophical foundation. In this reading, the artwork 
engages in a confrontation of historiography thorough the combination of the 
identification of the linchpin within the historical, reflexive relativisation and 
transcendence, and the representation of an ontological situation that includes the 
void. Countering the limited interpretative schema of revisionism, in its ontological 
imperative the historiographical artwork is shown to be an emancipatory interruption 
intended to re-orientate and multiply historical possibility in a paradoxically errant 
and historical exercise. Thus, in spite of appearing to be digressing or expressing 
disingenuousness, the historiographical aesthetic is cultural commitment par 
excellence, affirming its commitment to the historical in “weaving a plausible pattern 
of change” (Schorske 1990: 408). Furthermore, as an operation of reflexive cultural 
statecraft, the historiographical artwork affirms political possibility, and materialises 
within the artwork a politics by other means. 
 Whilst these stages explore the logical and conceptual limits of interpreting 
the historiographical artwork, respectively in its representation of subject matter, its 
relation to history or past, and its ontological commitment, a measure of overlap is 
noted. For example, the affected witness may be read in relation to the thymotic ‘first’ 
man, and also recalls the lingering influence of the precursor; the witnessed lacunae 
may be identified with the poetic limit and the ontological void; the iconoclastic act 
may be seen as an ontological swerve; and the swerve, like the false testament, 
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evinces political possibility. This is not to say that the stages are equivalent, as clearly 
the particulars of their approaches highlight different aspects of the historiographical 
turn. The reason for this overlap is the fact that the source of the historiographical 
undertaking is the same: an originary point which is represented in the concept, the 
land, and the nation at its birth, in Malaya. 
 In developing this paper, the decision to assemble artworks from both 
Singapore and Malaysia was a conscious one, though not for lack of convergences 
already existent in history and art history. It is often the case that national borders are 
employed to delineate cultural characteristics, regardless of how awkward this 
manoeuvre might prove in an exaggeration of features. As postulated, Malaya or the 
history of Malaya stands at ground zero in the historiographical artwork, signposting 
the historic condition and its ontological essence in symbolising the instantiation of 
subjectivation. Malaya thus constitutes the open or unformed point between colonial 
system and the “closure” of nation or the “hardening” of its boundaries (Duara 1995: 
65), where forces of culture (portrayed via Nanyang, and of race), politics and 
economy (portrayed in left-histories and detention) were in play. As the refrain of a 
moment of ‘play’ and subjectivation within the historiographical artwork, the subject 
of Malaya is, however, intertwined with that of communism.  
 The subject of communism has recurred in this discussion, both within the 
historical reference and as theory. As the re-publication and promotion of Lee’s Battle 
for Merger proves, contrary to the ambition of its talks, it is unlikely that the subject 
of communism would fade away. As an intrinsic part of the nation’s constitution, 
emerging from and in response to colonialism, to speak of one is to invoke the other, 
and it is inevitably summoned in any reference to Malaya. Malaya as pre-nation thus 
presents what Badiou termed a “super-existence,” the inexistent within the present’s 
historical scope, with the “dictatorial power of a creation ex nihilo” (Badiou [2011] 
2012: 62). Or following Žižek, the site of history and projection where the “value of 
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modal propositions about the past” may be changed (Žižek 2009: 150).  
 Illustrating this super-existence as the site of historical awakening is a final 
example marking the Malayan dream as it came to an end, or so it seems, with the 
establishment of nation. In 2006, Koh Nguang How, together with Foo Kwee Horng, 
Lai Chee Kien, and Lim Cheng Tju presented an exhibition of an exhibition, Imprints 
of the Past: Remembering the 1996 Woodcut Exhibition, at the National Library of 
Singapore, with artworks by the six original artists from 1966: Lim Yew Kuan, Lim 
Mu Hue, Tan Tee Chie, Foo Chee San, Choo Keng Kwang, and the late See Cheen 
Tee who had passed on in 1996. In all appearances Imprints was not unlike the re-
presentation of Towards A Mystical Reality at Balai Seni Visual Negara in 2011, a re-
staging of a significant exhibition, at least as far as was possible. However — and this 
is the difference between re-enactment as aesthetic operation and as institutional 
recall — what was produced was not merely the exhibition itself. Rather, re-
enactment merely circumscribed the form that is the basis from which its subject 
becomes reframed, not repeated.  
 
Figure 33. Koh Nguang How, Foo Kwee Horng, Lai Chee Kien and Lim Cheng Tju  
Imprints of the Past: Remembering the 1996 Woodcut Exhibition (2006) at the 
National Library Board 
 The 1966 Woodcut exhibition was a singular presentation, the first solely-
print exhibition held in independent Singapore. Presenting 30 artworks produced 
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between 1953 and 1966 rather than the 95 artworks in the original exhibition, the 
irony of its re-staging was neither lost, veiled nor suppressed, and instead would 
appear deliberate. To inaugurate the exhibition, the 2006 curators invited the same 
guest-of-honour who had opened the exhibition 40 years earlier — then-Minister for 
Culture in 1966, Lee Khoon Choy. Its location in name was also the same, the 
National Library building, though this time at the library’s newer site along Victoria 
Street. This new venue housing the library opened in 2005, after its original location 
at Stamford Road was demolished the year before to make way for urban 
redevelopment. Completing the uncanny similarities between the re-presentation and 
Imprints’ first showing, the duration of the exhibition in 2006 covered approximately 
the same dates in October as the original 1966 exhibition, differing only by a couple 
of days. The purpose of this re-enacted exhibition, beyond its presentation to a 
contemporary audience, was rather specific. As mentioned by the curators in a 
catalogue that also subsumed the original catalogue material, Imprints was re-staged 
for reparative effect — or in their words, “to settle an unfinished business” — an 
occasion to re-print a collaborative artwork by the six artists that had been produced 
specially for the 1966 exhibition: Seascape (1966).  
 The woodblock for Seascape, a typical joint-production for a group 
exhibition, was, fortunately, still available, and given that not all the artists had 
received a print from its first iteration, Imprints was an exercise to “give life back” by 
reinvigorating the memory of the exhibition in presentation and in the production of 
commemorative prints. As indicated in its title, Seascape depicted a seaside scene, 
reflecting the artists’ “collective unconsciousness” of the Nanyang in its time of 
production (Lim 2006: 9). Of the group of artists, three had originated from China, 
the other three born of Singapore and Malaya, and all six artists had passed through 
the portals of the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts in the 1950s, with three also having 
taught at the Academy. As such, all were amply cognisant of the developments 
leading up to the independence of Malaysia as well as Singapore’s subsequent 
separation. In fact, noted by the curators of 2006, the original exhibition of 1966 
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toured to Kuala Lumpur in an act of “cultural diplomacy” that was inaugurated by no 
less than the Singapore High Commissioner to Malaysia, Lien Ying Chow (Foo, Koh 
and Lim 2006: 12).  
 In Seascape, a coconut palm foregrounds and dominates the image, its fronds 
exceeding the top of the frame of the woodblock. Confirming its southeastern setting, 
the beachside scene includes two fishing boats, two figures in the midst of fishing 
activities, and one appearing to be thoughtfully looking out to sea. A smaller palm, 
younger perhaps, attends to the left of the scene. At the base of the central palm is an 
overturned woven basket, perhaps knocked on its side, its cover fallen onto the beach, 
and apparently empty. The cloudless sky that stretches overhead is marked by curved 
lines arcing upwards, suggestive of wind or movement in an otherwise languorous 
image. The right upper corner of the print bears the inscription of the names of the six 
artists and their collaboration at the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts on October 3rd, 
1966. 
 In subject Seascape does not divulge much in its unexceptional beachfront 
and would even appear unremarkable except for two aspects: its medium and its 
composition. Like Cheo Chai Hiang’s Celebrating Little Thoughts, Imprints and 
Seascape recall the history of woodcut in Singapore, noted by the curators as a 
medium popular in the 1930s for the critique of the affairs of the State and its 
community, not to mention, at its time of production in 1966, it marked a shift in the 
development of woodblock print (Foo, Koh and Lim 2006: 11). As scenery became 
more commonplace in the 1950s with artists seeking to move the medium of print 
into the aesthetic domain, the subject of a beach may be said to be as good as any for 
the aesthetic rendition. However, in the context of a fledging nation in 1966, the 
beach, even in apparently idyllic portrayal, would seem suggestive of other intents, 
intents that could include a possible rejoinder to the artists’ Nanyang precursor in 
Cheong Soo Pieng. In its composition and elements, Seascape resembles Cheong Soo 
Pieng’s painting in oil entitled Seaside (1951). Though lacking the smaller palm tree, 
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the scene that unfolds around Seaside’s central tree is uncannily similar. Described in 
Channels and Confluences as depicting a “haunting image of a dream world where 
reality and the imaginary meet and interact” (Kwok 1996: 43), it would seem that 
Cheong’s Seaside was recast in Seascape, a ‘real’ scene perhaps to counter the dream-
like one, and, in its reminder three decades later, to be able to discern the one from 
the other. Certainly in re-enacting the exhibition in 2006, Imprints was a reopening of 
this chapter of history, a refusal of its interment within the past. In a way Imprints 
was, as Badiou suggested, a replacement of the representation defined by history, by 
its “pure” presentation (Badiou [2011] 2012: 97). Furthermore, given Seascape’s 
centrality to the re-enactment, this presentation could also be interpreted as a scene of 
beginnings, lying in wait like Badiou’s watchman, a setting for creative potential and 
portent. 
 As much as within an ontological framework the historiographical artwork 
may be read as the “radical critique” in Nancy’s sense of “referring society back to 
itself” (Nancy [1996] 2000: 54), the effects of such an interpretation is mainly at a 
conceptual level. Yet, the historiographical as historical act is also a materialisation 
within time, a temporal operation in itself, and it would be fair to claim that half of 
the work of the historiographical artwork is, in fact, in its timing, repudiating any 
charge of apparent belatedness in its appearance (however long) after the historical 
act and event. Rather than a look back in time, the historiographical artwork presents 
history as it does in order to keep its narrativity alive, and, critically, open. As a 
parting note on this aspect of timing, in Theory of the Subject, Badiou, responding to 
Lacan’s prisoners’ dilemma in ‘Logical Time and the Assertion of Anticipated 
Certainty,’ suggested that it is haste that produces the subject, where, in a 
combination of courage and confidence, the subject broaches the conditions of 
limitation and emerges. According to this proposition, the constructed dilemma is 
undone not because of a shrewd calculation of odds, but “because it is no longer 
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worth doing anything else.”  This sentiment finds echo in Lee’s second 1961 radio 191
broadcast on the “realities of revolution,” “that only those count and matter, who have 
the strength and courage of their convictions to stick up and stand up for what they 
believe in, for their people, for their country, regardless of what happens to 
themselves” (Lee 1962: 12).  
 In the light of this, the aggregation of these historiographical artworks 
coming after the establishment of Singapore and Malaysia may be said to be 
indicative of a deeper and broader condition that, in reference to Lee, is a 
manifestation of a conviction. Just as Badiou was to conclude paraphrasing Arthur 
Rimbaud in patient vigil emerging into the dawn, in presenting the opportunity for 
subjectivation the historiographical artwork would seem prognostic in its collective 
murmur that, “this is the eve,”  heralding a new stage or the possibility of another 192
start to the historical narrative. But perhaps the time has always been right.  
 Reflecting upon Jacques Lacan’s ‘Logical Time and the Assertion of Anticipated 191
Certainty’ from Ecrits, wherein three prisoners are given the chance of freedom 
should they resolve a logical dilemma, Badiou argued that Lacan’s analysis that is 
based on the moment of hesitation that produces the prisoner’s logical deduction, 
precluded haste or subjectivity which cannot be mapped into logic. Rather, for 
Badiou, the prisoner can escape only in making the subjective decision to react. 
Drawing a  relation between the dilemma and the popular insurrection, his conclusion 
is that the latter occurs not “because the calculable moment of this insurrection has 
arrived,” but “because it is no longer worth doing anything else except to 
insurrect” (Badiou [1982] 2009: 254–257).
 In Fowlie’s translation of Arthur Rimbaud’s ‘A Season in Hell,’ (1873), “eve” 192
reads as “vigil,” the moment that anticipates — “Cependant c’est la veille. Recevons 
tous les influx de vigueur et de tendresse réelle. Et à l’aurore, armés d’une ardente 
patience, nous entrerons aux splendides villes” (Rimbaud [1996] 2005: 303–304). 
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